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Ngozi Chuma-udeh
Nigerian Feminist Literature and Sustainable Development:
Kaine Agary’s Yellow Yellow and Chimamanda Adichie’s
Purple Hibiscus
Abstract
Sustainable development implies the ability of the present,
generation to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Its principles hinge on the preservation of the freedom that was sought
early in the post-war world in the struggle to end imperi-alism, halt
totalitarian oppression; and later to extend democratic governance,
human rights, and the rights of women. Based on this assertion, this
paper sets out to argue that the feminist literature in Nigeria is at the
fundamental point of sustainable development. At the heart of feminist
writing in Nigeria lies the vigorous pursuance of proper representation
of women in literary texts, the society and the struggle for the
educational empowerment of women. This ultimately includes access
of women to the economic means of survival, fight for proper recognition
of the essence of motherhood and womanhood in the domestic spheres
and the rightful placement of women as part of their communities.
Feminist literature has also extended its tentacles to stabilizing the
women’s role in politics and revolution; women and cultural practices;
sexuality; and the direct treatment of women by men, and men by
women. This paper intends to pursue this argument through a critical
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survey of two Nigerian Feminist literatures- Kaine Agary’s Yellow
Yellow and Chimamanda Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus.
***
Introduction
The last half of the twentieth century marked the emergence
of four principal subject matters from the totality of the concerns and
aspiration of the world’s peoples. These are peace, freedom,
devel-opment, and environment. The world aimed at attaining peace
in the post-war world of 1945 with these four values. This sought
after peace was however threatened almost immedi-ately by the nuclear
arms race. Right the way through the Cold War that ensued, peace
was sus-tained globally but there were intermittent local wars fought,
often by proxies for the superpowers. Altogether, the number of wars
have diminished over the last decade peace is still sought, pri-marily in
Africa and the Middle East (18). Freedom was sought early in the
post-war world in the struggle to end imperi-alism; to halt totalitarian
oppression; and later to extend democratic governance, human rights,
and the rights of women in their contemporary society, indigenous
peoples, and minorities. This paper takes a cursory look at feminist
viewpoints in Nigerian literary scene and the rights of women projected
in female-authored texts as a mark of sustainable development.
Though we are primarily concerned in this paper with feminist
viewpoint in Nigerian literature and its implications to Sustainable
Development as it relates to the welfare of the women, it is pertinent
to delve a little into the origin of this theory. This paper will therefore
start by giving a little rundown of what feminism primarily stands for.
This will enable a better understanding of this phenomenon as a strong
agent to sustainable development in Nigeria.
Feminism
Feminism is about one of the most controversial issues facing
the world at large. This motif has defied all machineries set in motion
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in various cultures of the world to douse its conflagration. It is a
phenomenon, which has attracted so much heated debates all over
the academic world. Feminism is in fact the most dreaded and the
most defied of all issues but incidentally it remains the liveliest of topics.
So what is feminism? Feminism is rather a difficult topic to
define because its interpretation differs from one culture to another,
from one society to another and from one context to another. Generally,
however, it is the belief that women should have equal political, social,
sexual, intellectual and economic rights to men. Feminism therefore
encompasses all the diverse varieties of social assumptions, political
actions and ethical viewpoints, mostly stirred by the experiences of
women in conditions of their social, political and economic environment.
The focal points are on the eradication of gender disparity and upholding
of women’s rights, security and issues in the society (37). Since its
inception, it has been associated with various movements, theories,
and philosophies, which border on issues of gender difference and the
promotion of equality for women, and the campaign for women’s rights
and interests.
According to some schools of thought, the history of feminism
is divided into three main movements. The first movement took off in
the nineteenth and early twentieth century, the second in the nineteen
sixties and the nineteen seventies, and the third started from the nineteen
nineties to the present. It is from these three movements or stages that
the various Feminist theories emerged to make up what is today known
as the feminist movements. It is manifest in a variety of disciplines such
as feminist geography, feminist history and feminist literary criticism.
Feminism is an issue, which has brought about changes in so many
cultures with its perspectives and points of view. In the Western
societies, it has waded into so many spheres of life ranging from
tradition, culture to the laws of the state. At one time or the other,
feminist activists have argued vehemently for women’s legal rights,
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that is, such rights as pertaining to contract, property rights, voting
rights and general franchise (57). They have also fought for women’s
right to bodily integrity and autonomy as well as that of reproductive
rights including access to contraception and the accessibility of quality
prenatal care.
By far, the most pronounced agitations of feminist activists
have been for protection from domestic violence against women, sexual
harassment and rape as well as for workplace rights, which includes
the granting of maternity leaves and equality in the pay roll; and against
other forms of discrimination against the womenfolk.
Since its inception, most feminist movements and theories have
had leaders who were mostly of the middle class. White women from
Western Europe and North America were the first most notable
movers and proponents of the theories surrounding this movement. It
was not until the famous Sojourner Truth’s 1851 speech to American
feminists that women of other races joined as well as proposed
alternative feminisms in their own cultures (131).
This speech therefore became a moving force, which greatly
accelerated the movement in the nineteen sixties. The Civil Rights
movement in the United States further helped it. With the collapse of
European colonialism in Africa, the Caribbean, parts of Latin America
and Southeast Asia the tentacles of feminism spread like wild fire into
these areas too. This brought into the movement some new theories
propounded by women in former European colonies and the Third
World. Hence such concepts as “Post-colonial” and “Third World”
feminisms became prominent features of the movement worldwide.
Some dissentions came into the movement now as some
Postcolonial feminists, such as Chandra Talpade Mohanty, became
critical of Western feminism, which they termed as being ethnocentric
(16). This opinion was also voiced aloud by Black American feminists,
like Angela Davis and Alice Walker.
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In the nineteen eighties, a group of feminists who branded
themselves the standpoint feminists brought in another angle whereby
they argued that that feminism should only concern itself with how
women’s experience of inequality relates to “that of racism,
homophobia, classism and colonization .” However, in the late nineteen
eighties and nineteen nineties, another group known as postmodern
feminists brought in the argument that gender roles are socially
constructed, and that it is impossible to generalize women’s experiences
across cultures and histories (41).
Now, it is important to examine the movement of feminism
down the lane to the present day. I have pointed out earlier on in this
paper that the movement was divided into three stages better known
as Waves. For easier comprehension of this topic, we shall briefly
analyse each stage and the motivational force that set it in motion.
The first stage or wave is the women’s suffrage movements of
the nineteenth and early twentieth century’s, which were mainly
concerned with women’s right to vote. This wave of feminism refers
only to a period of feminist activity during the nineteenth century and
early twentieth century in the United Kingdom and the United States
(21). Their husbands initially focused it on the promotion of equal
contract and property rights for women and the opposition to chattel
marriage and mandatory ownership of married women and their
children.
However, by the end of the nineteenth century, feminist activism
focused primarily on gaining political power, this was referred to as
the right of women’s suffrage. It was during this period too that feminists
like Voltairine de Cleyre and Margaret Sanger became very active in
campaigning for women’s sexual, reproductive, and economic rights
(181).
Second-wave feminism refers to a period of feminist activity
beginning in the early 1960s and lasting through the late 1980s.
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The scholar Imelda Whelehan suggests that the second wave
was a continuation of the earlier phase of feminism involving
the suffragettes in the UK and USA. Second-wave feminism
has continued to exist since that time and to coexist with what
is termed third-wave feminism (67). The scholar Estelle
Freedman compares first and second-wave feminism saying
that the first wave focused on rights such as suffrage, whereas
the second wave was largely concerned with other issues of
equality, such as ending discrimination.
The feminist activist and author Carol Hanisch coined the
slogan “The Personal is Political” which became synonymous with the
second wave. Second-wave feminists saw women’s cultural and
political inequalities as there are important differences between the
sexes and those who believe that there are no inherent differences
between the sexes and contend that gender roles are due to social
conditioning and can only be remedied by addressing such social issues.
Feminism in Nigerian Literature
In the Nigerian contemporary society, feminism manifests as
the plea against unnecessary societal injunctions on women. It is not a
struggle for equality or a fight for supremacy. The Feminist viewpoint
in the Nigerian context therefore becomes a plea for life; A plea for
the opportunity and the chance to live a fulfilled life, a yearning for
empowerment-educational and all otherwise. It is a sincere pleading
with the society to recognize the right to life of the girl child; to give her
a right to participate fully in the society of her time and contribute
meaningfully towards sustaining the future of present Nigerian girlchildren.
The need for this arises because there is the traditional tendency
of the Nigerian society to restrict the women to their biological roles
as wives and mothers. This is carried into all spheres of the societal
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life. It rears its head in literature where it puts a strong ban on women.
In Nigerian male- authored texts, especially this view is upheld without
compromise as if the biological role is the only destiny for the Nigerian
women. The tendency to relegate women to the background becomes
naturally a part of the patriarchal ideology of the Nigerian society,
which seeks among other things to place women just at the very brink
of existence.
As a result, the ‘Eve motif’ or the image of women as the
collaborators of the serpent is a strong feature of the Nigerian maleauthored texts. Women are derogatorily cast as the ‘daughters of eve’
looking for the next man to feed an apple – a destructive apple that
will end up hanging and choking at the man’s throat!
In the Nigerian literature, examples abound of such views. In
Cyprian Ekwensi’s Jagua Nana, women are cast as prostitutes and
illiterates as Jagua herself declared in rotten language “we must” show
our skin let de sun – shine kiss our body. Is nothing’ bad in de sun
kissin’ your woman body (8) in Soyinka’s Death and the kings
Horseman, the nameless Bride is left at the whims and caprices of the
Elesin and in Kongi’s Harvest, Seyi is not worthy either. In Shadows
of Yesterday, Egharevba depicts Emen as hapless and wayward. The
lustful Obofun easily draws Iyayi’s Adisa into adultery. It is on this
note that a prominent Nigerian female witer, Omolara Ogundipe-Leslie
stressed:
A broad range of attitudes about feminism in Africa today is
being expressed by different kinds of persons and group at
different levels … ‘What is feminism for you? What is your
feminism? Do you, in fact, have an ideology of women in
society and life? Is your feminism about the rights of women
in society? What is the total conception of women as agents
in human society-her conditions, roles etc…? (548).
Feminism in Nigerian literature becomes a movement geared
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at confronting the status quo of women being depicted primarily as
wives and mothers and ‘things’ not needed in official circles and in
politics. The female voices in Nigerian literature comes up as a total
and implicit rejection of this derogatory lifestyle created by the norms
of the society to restrict and subjugate women both in real life and in
the fictive sphere. Since literature is a weapon of authority, woman
writers have together used it as a medium to promote and give value
to the lives of woman, thereby filling successfully the gulf between the
male and female characters in the society. They based their arguments
on the premise that progress and sustainable development in the
Nigerian society can be fostered by steering clear of sexual segregation
and by equal development of women alongside their male counterparts.
Helen Chukwuma views the issue of the gender gap in the
characterization of the earlier African novels thus: “Formerly, female
character’s trained ambition revolved round marriage and procreation.
Her other female obligations ranged further to cooking the family meals,
honouring [sic] her husband’s bed, on invitation; and other times
merging with the home environment peacefully” (2). Chukwuma points
out with disdain, the patriarchal delineation of women in those early
novels written by men. She contends that the societal delineation of
the status of women at the time may have influenced their
characterization despite the fact that some women do pull their weight
in contemporary issues in their immediate society. She makes haste to
add that: “In every age and time there had been women who exhibited
economic sense and resource management within and outside their
homes even in the rural environment” (16).
The works of the Nigerian female writers are, in the main, farreaching in feminist orientations and their feminist views project a literary
parlance capable of sustaining the developmental orientation of the
present generation of Nigerian women and ensuring that it meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
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generations to meet their own needs. Buchi Emecheta, talking on
issues bothering on female writing in Nigeria opines that people should
view concepts from their milieu of origin. Thus, she asserts in her
paper “Feminism with a small ‘f’”:
.. I chronicle the little happenings in the lives of the African
women I know. I did not know that by doing so I was going to be
called a feminist. But if I am a feminist then I am a feminist with a small
f. In my books, I write about families because I still believe in families.
I write about women who try very hard to hold their family together
until it becomes absolutely impossible. I have no sympathy for a woman
who deserts her children; neither do I have sympathy for a woman
who insists on staying in a marriage with a brute of a man, simply to be
respectable…. (553)
Flora Nwapa, another Nigerian female writer asserts in
Women and creative writing in Africa that:
The woman’s role in Africa is crucial for the survival and
progress of the race. This is, of course, true of all women
across the globe, be they black or white. In my work, I try to
project a more balanced image of African womanhood. Male
authors understandably neglect to point out the positive side
of womanhood for very many reasons, which I will not attempt
to discuss in this address ... Women have started to redefine
themselves; they have started to project themselves as they
feel they should be presented ... (527)
This paper pursues vigorously the argument that although
reinterpreted over time, peace, freedom, development, and the
environment remain prominent issues and aspirations for sustainable
development, but equity and fair play remain uppermost in the chart
of this march. Therefore, the aim of feminist writing in Nigeria is to
track closely the case for justice, equity and fair play for women.
Kaine Agary’s Yellow Yellow and Chimamanda Adichie’s Purple
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Hibiscus are typical manifestations of this intellectual struggle. This
paper will investigate their claims that societal negligence and
subjugation, place women in a second-class role, breaks hearts, breaks
families, and sometimes places even the men in untenable and debasing
positions.
Chimamanda Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus a move towards the
Sustainability of Women
Through the eye of young Kambili, the protagonist in Purple
Hibiscus, Adichie leads us into a typical example of the worst case of
patriarchal tyranny prevalent in our contemporary society. She uses
Chief Eugene Achike, Kambili’s father to reveal the problems faced
by women and girl children in the Nigerian society. Kambili’s father is
cruel, overbearing and highhanded. Uncle Eugene hides behind the
façade of religion, culture and societal beliefs to commit atrocities
against his wife and children.
kambili’s father has a dual personality which may not recognize
each other if they meet in broad the light. In one he seems to
be a hero, the epitome of the good African. He is an
exceptionally flourishing entrepreneur who bigheartedly
provides for his extended family, a perfect Catholic who
promotes the growth of the church in his local parish. Here he
is also seen as a representation of civic qualities, dedicated to
disparaging the excesses of the military government in Nigeria.
He is also reputed to be the owner of the only trustworthy
newspaper in the country. Here he becomes to a great extent
the mouthpiece of his society.
His other personality manifests at home under the cover of his
roofs. His treatment of his family runs counter to the image he projects
outside and that becomes the other dark side of his personality. His
deeds at home continually mirror the atrocious aggression practiced
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by the militaries against the Nigerian people.
He is a religious fanatic who hides behind the façade of religion
to make life unbearable for his family. He bears down with an iron
hand on his family at the slightest chance. He is too eager to reprimand
at the least consideration of daring to his authority. His children, Kambili
and Jaja are regimented into terror by his violent rages and utter
hardness.
He subjects his children and wife to severe battery and assault
which leaves them physically and psychologically maimed. There seems
to be nothing like love in the home of Chief Eugene Achike. The children,
Kambili and Jaja had to resort to an escapist world in order to
experience ‘real’ love. Kambili only comes alive at Aunty Ifeoma’s
home; Jaja took recourse to a fancy with flowers and other odd jobs.
His cousins and his ‘heathen’ grandfather were the only listening ears
he could ever have. He derives pleasure from visiting memorable scenes
and places. He exchanges gifts and experiences with his cousins as
against his father and mother. His home is cruel and cold, he would
rather be with his ‘heathen grandfather’ whose love for them radiates
as he drills them in moral folk tales than with a cold tyrannical father
who would want you to make the journey to heaven on foot.
This assertion is actualized in her recreation of female
prototypes, which have grappled efficiently with prejudice and male
chauvinism in their contemporary societies. These women have
successfully held their own by demystifying the man-figure and elevating
the status of the women. These characters are portrayed as women
who are intensely autonomous, who are capable of financial
independence, and who are “not anybody’s appendage”. Nwapa bear
out that:
I tried to debunk the erroneous concept that the husband is
the lord and master and that the woman is nothing but his
property. I tried to debunk the notion that the woman is
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dependent on her husband. The woman not only holds her
own, she is astonishingly independent of her husband (528).
Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus, presents Aunty Ifeoma as a widow
and as a university professor who has a far more degree of
freedom that seem to be utterly beyond the reach of Kambili’s
upper class but broken and caged mother. Aunty Ifeoma is
sober. She reasons things out with the strength of mind of a
free soul. She draws analytical comparison of events as they
affect women in the nation. For instance, she compares the
incessant and blind act of rushing into marriages by her female
students with the millenarianism in the country. She equates it
with “what this military tyrant is doing to our country” (73).
The atmosphere in Aunty Ifeoma’s home is relaxed and natural,
and her children are brought up as full individuals with a right to life.
The children have the permission talk and are expected to express
their opinions on any area under discussion. On her first visit to their
home, Kambili observes with amazement this total freedom given to
the children:
Mostly, my cousins did the talking and Aunty Ifeoma sat back
and watched them, eating slowly. She looked like a football
coach who had done a good job with her team and was satisfied
to stand next to the eighteen-yard box and watch (120-121).
Kambili could not understand how these children were able
to speak out with such degree of confidence. She marvels at her cousin
Amaka, who is of the same age, with her, “I wondered how Amaka
did it, how she opened her mouth and had words flow easily out.”
She came from a different background almost like from a different
planet. The dissimilarity of Aunt Ifeoma’s home with the condition
Kambili lives in her own home is glaring.
Kambili glories in Amaka who becomes a model to her in her
stiff assertive ways. She represents the strongest female voices in the
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story. The height of her non-conformity came during her confirmation
in the church. Amaka refuses vehemently the dogma of taking English
names for confirmation; she refers to it as one of the ‘colonial’ necessity.
She was never forced to accept this ‘necessity’. Her argument was
just as heated as ever:
“I told you I am not taking an English name, father,” she said.
“And have I asked you why?”
“Why do I have to?”
“Because it is the way it’s done. Let’s forget if it’s right or
wrong for now,” Father Amadi said, and I noticed the shadows under
his eyes. “When the missionaries first came, they didn’t think Igbo
names were good enough. They insisted that people take English names
to be baptized. Shouldn’t we be moving ahead?(271-272).
Kambili, sees Amaka as the new hope for the coming
generation of African women. Amaka appears to be the most vocal of
these characters: young, resilient, assertive, overtly outspoken,
unyielding and unbending in the things she believes in. Kambili depicts
her nature with that of another idol of hers: “She walked and talked
even faster and with more purpose than Aunty Ifeoma did” (78). Adichie
uses Amaka to point out that women can fight back for their dignity.
She paints of her the picture of an uncommon class of the new
generation girl child. She is the type that can hold out against the
subjugation of her sex in the society.
The author moulds her as a very inspired, obliging, truthful,
candid and a strong-willed rebel. Not even a change of environment
could stop this female character from airing her views on the
happenings in her contemporary society. Even when Amaka left the
country, she kept writing from London where she migrated with her
mother. Her letters to all who care to listen were filled with complaints
about all the disgusting wrongs against women in the Nigerian society
as well as the excesses of the military junta.
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Amaka is against such treatments meted to people like Kambili,
her mother and her brother Jaja who were so much subjugated and
are not given the opportunity to air their views. She is against the likes
of Uncle Eugene’s whose iron hand comes down on his entire family
without warning.
Adichie points out the extent of the man’s cruelty in his
treatment of Kambili’s insubordination. His sadism hits the highest
point when he pours burning water on Kambili, as a punishment for
having spent some time at her Aunty’s with her “heathen” grandfather,
his own father whom he has barred from his home because of religious
dichotomy. The scene is narrated with a terrifying impassiveness
signifying the extent of terror. She had interacted with her ‘heathen
grandfather against her father’s instructions. Uncle Eugene judged his
daughter and found her culpable of treasonable felony. He reprimands
her with a kettle of boiling water. As he pours the hot water on his
daughter, it was as if he was performing a very sacred ritual:
Kambili, you are precious.” His voice quivered now, like
someone speaking at a funeral, choked with emotion. “you should
strive for perfection. You should not see sin and walk straight into it.”
He lowered the kettle into the tub, tilted it toward my feet, he poured
the hot water on my feet, slowly, as if he were conducting an experiment
and wanted to see what would happen. He was crying now, tears
streaming down his face. I saw the moist stream before I saw water. I
watched the water leave the kettle, flowing almost in slow motion, in
an arc towards my feet. The pain of contact was so pure, so scalding;
I felt nothing for a second. Then I screamed. “This is what you do to
yourself when you walk into sin. You burn your feet,” he said (194).
Yet in another instance of battery and assault, he beats Kambili
almost to the point of killing her because he has found in her possession
a painting of her recently deceased “pagan” grandfather.
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Adichie points out the wrong in the women’s passive
acceptance of the men’s tyranny. The adverse effect on the growing
up girl child is irreparable and her future is bleak and insecure. Kambili
is deprived of a positive image of womanhood. Her life is characterized
by silence; choking and the impossibility of speech or movement.
Dumbness and timidity are recurring images when describing both
Kambili and her mother in this novel. The ordeal is too harrowing to
talk about but the helplessness and inability to raise a brow in the
midst of such humiliation is more suffocating.
Silence becomes like a code of conduct to the women. The
mother never speaks of her experiences. She confides in nobody, not
even her children. Kambili only knows that her mother has suffered
another trashing when she sees her cleaning the étagère where she
keeps ceramic figurines of ballet dancers: “Years ago, before I
understood, I used to wonder why she polished [the figurines] each
time I heard the sounds from their room, like something being banged
against the door. [...] there were never tears on her face”(10).
The reverend father, Amadi, mistook this silence for a worthy
character. He erroneously praised Kambili’s silence in suffering without
fully comprehending it: ‘‘She does not waste her energy in picking
never-ending arguments. But there is a lot going on in her mind, I can
tell’’ (173).
The bubble broke and the secrets of the silent beatings were
let out only after suffering two abortions in less than a year, due to her
husband’s mistreatment. It was only then when she was almost at an
inch of her life that Kambili’s mother tried feebly to break free from
the yoke of conjugal violence. She made a half hearted flee for her life
to Aunty Ifeoma’s home. Despite her reunion with her children who
were already staying with Aunt Ifeoma, she opts to return to her
husband after a brief telephone conversation with him.
She did not want to be looked down on by the society as a
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woman without a husband. Her easy surrender is based on the grossly
illogical argument that mothers would push their daughters at her
husband if she were to leave the home forever: she is not ready to lose
her status as a married and therefore respectable woman, because a
husband, she says, “crowns a woman’s life” (77).
The cruel implications of her argument are that she is meekly
accepting the societal laws on women subordination, defined in terms
of submission and silencing. It means that she accepts the fact that is
caged, holed in for life in an inescapable situation. In religious terms,
one can rightfully assert that she has opted to carry her cross and don
her crown of thorns. It is these views that informed her argument and
dismissal of Aunty Ifeoma’s pleas for her to abandon her husband as
“university talk.”
Her Christian beliefs and stipulations of African wifehood
condemn both herself and her daughter to remain entrapped in the
disgusting confinement of patriarchal cruelty.
It is therefore a surprise that in an unanticipated decision, this
self-sacrificing, submissive and docile woman schemes her revenge
on not only her husband but also the entire society by gradually
poisoning her husband’s food. By this act, Adichie seems to be claiming
that even the worms of the earth have their temper. The victimized can
still cut the rope of subjugation to free her and ensure her children’s
liberation. The author is emphasizing the fact that the women can be
pushed into doing unethical things in the face of such continual battery
and assault. She asserts that no human being should be deemed inferior,
that the right to life is the prerogative of every human person – man or
woman, boy or girl and none should be sacrificed at the other’s altar.
This obviously is a move towards sustaining the present generation of
women, by securing their safety and right to life in their societies. The
future generation is thereby freed from the shackles of a subjugating
patriarchal existence.
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Kaine Agary’s Yellow Yellow at the Gateway of
Sustainable Development
In Yellow Yellow, Kaine Agary gives details of women caught
up in the bizarre deprivations and humiliating conditions of the Niger
Delta of Nigeria. The author’s aim is to highlight and confront the
horrors of the women in this naturally endowed but economically
parched region of the country. Kaine hero worships the Niger Deltan
writer Ken Saro-Wiwa, put to death in a military regime. She therefore
avers that her main inspiration comes from one of Saro-Wiwa’s popular
books A Month and a Day. Kaine Agary’s Yellow-Yellow centres on
the Niger Delta contemporary issues. Kaine’s hero, Zilayefa, a half
caste is born of a Nigerian mother and a Greek sailor.
Zilayefa grows up without paternal care to discover that it is a
common thing in her area for the women to be seduced and dumped
by these roving and sexually adventurous randy white men. These
women become the ready prey of these bestial foreigners due to
adverse poverty. The white men come dangling money and other
niceties before these economically deprived women. Kaine reveals
the harsh realities of life in the Niger Delta. She reveals the stark reality
of want and paucity, which drive the women into prostitution. This is
portrayed in the life of the central character. Zilayefa is not satisfied
with the poverty surrounding her in the village. She wants more out of
life, more than the quandary surrounding her.
Not even the love and warmth of her relations or the tenderness
of her ever-caring mother could stop her. She rebels against her caring
mother and the idyllic life in the village for the glamorous city life of
Port Harcourt. The lure of city life becomes like a magnet to the young
girl growing up in a remote, dilapidated village. In fact, to every young
girl growing up in the Niger Delta, the lure of the city life is like the
song of the sirens-difficult to resist. No matter how well nurtured, the
girls end up succumbing to the enticement and seduction of the bright
lights.
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The irony of the story starts with the migrating girl leaving the
village with a letter; a letter of recommendation from her pastor. This
is an indication of a certain level of religious training and indoctrination.
Armed with this letter and the goodwill of the villagers, which is
expressed over some bottles of gin. Drinking gin becomes a kind of
escapist world for these women. They drink and forget their woes.
Zilayefa goes headlong into the luring destructive embrace of the city
life. The city is a death trap for innocent girls. The city is the abode of
immorality, lechery and avarice.
Zilayefa’s stay in the city without parental care soon leads her
into taking some severe life threatening steps. She strives to come to
par with life in the city, she wants to make ends meet. There is no
meaningful job in the city, especially for uneducated people. Zilayefa
is educationally disadvantaged to secure a meaningful job in the city.
More so, girls with her type of Yellow Yellow skin and Yellow Yellow
face were not supposed to do menial works in the city. They were
supposed to help paint the city Yellow Yellow with their presence.
That is the highest definition of immorality lust and avarice, which is
the hallmark of the city life.
The book, is a depiction of the helplessness of a child born
into a world of despair. The heroine is plunged into the full life of the
city of Port Harcourt, ill equipped for the hazards awaiting a youthful
girl without a good educational empowerment and parental guidance.
The young girl moves like the wind without a proper direction. She
comes face to face with the discrimination against her racial identity.
Zilayefa plunges head first into the fast city life of Port Harcourt where
the white men in the oil companies use the Nigerian girls for pleasure
and orgies.
Zilayefa’s case is a portrayal of the declining societal values
brought about by interactions with the expatriates in the oil companies.
Her lack of paternal care is reflected in her choice of an elderly man
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as a lover. It almost took her life before she could understand the
ephemerality of life. Kaine’s Yellow-Yellow is a representation of the
existence and background in the Niger Delta. Through the eyes of
Zilayefa, the author opens the reader’s eyes to the fate of the female
indigenes that fight feebly to strike a balance in an unreasonably harsh
society where women are regarded as toys without personality. This
is a society where the life of a woman is so cheapened that she becomes
a commodity to be bought and possessed with money.
This is a society where women are devoid of all forms of
positive identity. The elderly biracial woman, Sisi, and her friend,
Lolo represents women trying to hold their own against this unjust
dispensation. They represent the reckless social and physical destruction
of life in the Niger Delta of Nigerian. Sisi is very experienced in the
ways of life in the country. She had plunged herself into the city life
even before Nigeria’s Independence from the British. She realized at
a very tender age that the life for women is harsh in the country and it
will take a tough woman to combat it. She used the experience to
secure a good life for herself. She lives by gunning for contracts of
building constructions and food supplies to government hospitals. She
is shrewd and experienced enough to manipulate the white men in the
oil companies for she becomes the only woman who gets contracts
from oil companies.
The case of Zilayefa furnishes a true picture of life in the oil
rich area of Nigeria. It gives a human face to the sufferings of the
people. The oil is seen as a harbinger of evil. Communities are
impoverished due to oil draining. The waters are polluted with wastages
from the oil companies and the hazard of oil spillage on hectares of
farmlands renders the cultivation of land for food production a futile
exercise. As a result, lives are destroyed. Women and young girls
resort to selling their bodies for sustenance.
Kaine describes with agony the weakness of the feeble
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pressure groups formed by the villagers to fight for their lands and
their lives. The villagers could not fold their arms and watch their land
devastated and their women ravished in such dastardly manner by the
foreigners. The youths who are exploited and underpaid by the
oppressive foreigners have bleak future starring at them. The white
men who were the operators of the oil companies leave not only the
oil pipes in their trails, they leave also a string of half-caste bastards
like Zilayefa in the various village.
The callousness of these foreigners is seen in their refusal to
take responsibility of anything. They refuse to pay compensation for
the pollution caused by their spillages, which is so severe that animals
are drowned, the air is polluted with bad smell from crude oil, decaying
animals, men and women are covered knee-deep in the crude oil and
most villagers lose their main source of sustenance to the spillage. At
one time, the author’s mother lost her means of livelihood too.
These unsympathetic strangers would like wise refuse to take
care of the women who they lure away and impregnate. These women
now becomes a kind of out casts in their communities. This represents
an apparent destruction of the societal norms by the invading expatriates
and this disrupts mostly the lives of women.
Sisi, the elderly half-caste friend of Zilayefa, characteristically
drops out of school at primary six level. She is frustrated by the harsh
realities of life in the country and is lured away by the glamour of the
city lights in Port Harcourt. She understands fully the agony of the
young girls growing up in an insensitive society. That is the reason
behind her resolve to stand by Zilayefa all through her ordeal.
Yellow-Yellow is a horrid account of a morally decadent
society. This is a society bedevilled by a moral decadence from the
external forces of expatriate oil workers. It is the tale of a society
whose young girls, in a bid to escape poverty, seeks the embrace of
white men who are the prime cause of their society’s curse. It is a saga
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of a region where culture has been thrown to the dogs, such that
young girls unabashedly troop into hotel lobbies, looking for sexual
connections with white men. It is an account of the devastating life of
a young girl and so many others like her struggling to survive in a big,
cold and insensitive city, a city keen on, ravishing, consuming, and
sucking up their souls and spitting out their world-weary empty crusts.
It is a true tale of the burden of the impoverished and ravished women
in a region of incredible wealth and their determination to survive under
such dehumanizing conditions
If human needs are basic and essential to sustainable
development, then it should be relative. The needs of women must be
inclusive and the much-propounded theories on economic growth
should take cognisance of the fate of women in an economically chaotic
existence. Thus under the heading “what is to be sustained,” this paper
argues that the general identification of nature, life support systems,
and community all revolve around the need for women emancipation
and educational empowerment. Likewise, under the axiom what should
be devel-oped? To which the pointer rests on people, economy, and
society the early literature focused on economic development, with
pro-ductive sectors providing employment, desired consumption, and
wealth. Here also, the fate of women as seen from the above analysis
remains a centre point. Even with the most recently, attention shifted
to human development, including an emphasis on values and goals,
such as increased life expectancy, education, equity, and opportunity,
the destiny of women should be uppermost.
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Neeti Singh
A Reading of Kalidasa’s
Abhijnana Shakuntalam as a Cultural Text

The myth of Shakuntala – Kalidasa’s Shakuntala - is an
archetype that has held a candle to the nation’s collective conscious
concerning ideas of womanhood, gender and romance. This essay is
an attempt at revisiting Kalidasa’s AbhijnanaShakuntalam to
examine, reread and reinterpret once again the myth of Shakuntala
and what it means to us in the 21st century. To clear the dust so to say
from over the deeply embedded mythical structures which continue to
nurture and construct the collective Indian psyche and its production
of cultural texts. This is where I’d locate this essay, as regressive
exercise, an attempt to understand the present through an understanding
of the past - an attempt to re-examine Kalidasa’s Shakuntala and see
if she still breathes into modern Indian ideas of womanhood, beauty
and the feminine construct. The Shakuntala of Ved Vyasa is much at
variance from the Shakuntala we find in Kalidasa’s work. What is it
that makes Kalidasa’s Shakuntala more endearing to the Indian psyche
at large? With an intent to explore the reasons that feed into this, I
submit here a comparison between Ved Vyasa and Kalidasa’s telling
of the Shakuntala myth.
The legend of Shakuntala in the Mahabharata shares broadly
the same framework as the story retold by Kalidasa in the form of
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drama. However, the two renditions of the Shakuntala myth differ
enormously in their focus. The main thrust of the story in the
Mahabharata is the conception, early childhood and heirship claims
of Bharata the firstborn of Shakuntala and Dushyanta. In contrast
Kalidasa’s Shakuntala is a sophisticated sensuous rendition that
attempts to please and entertain its courtly audience at the same time
that it attempts to project Dushyanata and Shakuntala as archetypal
models of the masculine and feminine. By introducing the sub text of
Durvasa’s curse, lose and recovery of memory and ring, Kalidasa the
court poet and dramatist, brings an element of refinement, romance
and magic to the myth.
The story of Shakuntala first appears in the first chapter of the
Mahabharata as part of the broad narrative that strives to establish
the genealogy of the Kauravas and the Pandavas. The Kauravas and
the Pandavas, it is believed, were part of the Puru lineage which claims
direct descent from the moon/chandra and is one of the two illustrious
Kshatriya lines of prevedic India – the Chandravamsies descend from
the moon god. The Suryavamsies hail from the family of Surya, the
sun god (the Mahabharata weaves a tale of the Chandravamsies, the
Ramayana tells of the Suryavamsies – Valmiki traces the descent of
this family from Brahma. They are also known as Raghuvamsas) The
Kauravas and the Pandavas were Chandravamsi and since Bharata,
the son of Dushyanta and Shakuntala, was the great Puru king of the
Chandravamsa lineage, a delineation into his origin myth forms a
significant part of the larger genealogical narrative of the epic
Mahabharata.
The legend of Shakuntala in the Mahabharata shares broadly
the same framework as the story rendered later by Kalidasa in the
form of drama. However unlike Kalidasa’a version, which focuses on
the lovestory of Dushyant and Shakuntala, the reason why the story
finds a place in the epic is for the tracing of the geneology of Bharata,
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the son born to Shakuntala and Dushyant. The main thrust of the story
in the Mahabharata is the conception, early childhood and heirship
claims of the firstborn of Shakuntala from the Puru king Dushyant,
whom Kalidasa idolizes as ‘the tiger among men’. There is, in the
Mahabharata narrative, an unabashed forwardness about the love
bond between Shakuntala and Dushyanta. Shakuntala comes across
as independent, learned, poised and righteous and what begins as
mutual attraction becomes more an issue of begetting a son and
installing him on the Puru throne. It is lust not love that harnesses the
union. Nor is Dushyanta cast as the sincere lover-king trapped in a
spell of amnesia.
In contrast Kalidasa’s myth of Shakuntala is a sophisticated
sensuous rendition that attempts to titillate and entertain its courtly
audience at the same time that it formulates, through the character of
Dushyanta, the archetype of an ideal king. The classical definition of
an ideal king was of a monarch who is virtuous, wise, valiant, duty
bound and fiercely protective of his people or praja. In Manu’s words,
‘a king who guards the nation from all terrors and who satisfies his
subjects with all his might goes on flourishing like a watering shrub.’
(A.D.Singh). So also through his delineation of Shakuntala’s character
Kalidasa projects an extremely sensual yet submissive archetype of
the Indian feminine – the ideal naïve and long suffering beloved/wife.
The Shakuntala of Kalidasa is in stark contrast to the intelligent and
confident Shakuntala we find in the Mahabharata of Valmiki. I wish to
draw your attention to the fact that the two versions of the Shakuntala
story belong to different literary genres, (Vyas’s was an epic and
Kalidasa’s a play), they were written in different time periods and
although there are some overlaps they were written for different kinds
of audiences. The first Shakuntala narrative is an incidental part of the
epic Mahabharata which has its genesis in the oral tradition of bardic
poetry which consists of poems and stories composed and sung by
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the wandering bards who draw inspiration from folk and local myth.
Charged with the vigour of lived experiences, faith and local idiom,
the oral narrative becomes raw material in the hands of a great poet
who takes it upon himself to gather it all and sew it up into one grand
narrative called the epic. Ved Vyas wrote the Mahabharata somewhere
between 400 B.C. and 400 A.D., while Kalidasa’s play
AbhijnanaShakuntalam was written during the 4th century A.D. It
was written specifically for a courtly audience by Kalidasa who was
poet royal in the court of King Vikramaditya. As a court play, the
story of shakuntala not only pleases and entertains the reader but it
also projects certain norms of inter personal conduct that were
concurrent. besides projecting the socio-political context, the cultural
refinement and the climate of learning in the reign of Vikramaditya.
The Manusmriti was also written in the same period and those were
times that saw much advancement all round advancement.
Inspite of the fact that Kalidasa takes a lot of liberties with the
original story of Shakuntala, popular culture of the 20th century or
what we call ‘middle class nationalism’, continues to draw inspiration
from the myth and reproduce with suitable modifications, Kalidasa’s
version of the shakuntala model. It would be a good idea to first
examine how the story is rendered in the Mahabharata by Ved Vyasa.
It goes like this:
King Dushyanta is portrayed as a powerful king, as the king’s
hunting procession passes through the city lanes the poet
notices how his people dote on him. The pomp and splendor
of the city scene gives way to the sublime havoc and violence
of a royal hunting scene. As the mighty Dushyanta goes
galloping, chasing and killing from one forest to another he
reaches gradually the serene spell binding environs of a forest
where rishi Kanva’s hermitage stands. The scene is set for his
meeting with the beautiful damsel Shakuntala, the foster
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daughter of Kanva. Following an impulse Dushyanta pays a
visit to rishi Kanva where Shakuntala informs him that her
father has gone to gather flowers for worship. Attracted by
the lady with the beautiful form the king questions the girl about
her parentage, proposes a Gandharva marriage and agrees to
her condition that he will crown the son born of their union as
his heir apparent. The Gandharva vivaha is accomplished. A
while later, having satiated himself Dushyanta leaves without
meeting the rishi Kanva but with the promise that he will send
for Shakuntala and will install her as his queen. The king never
returns to fetch Shakuntala; in the meanwhile she gives birth
to a strong, handsome little boy who has all the marks of
being extraordinary and brilliant. When the child is six years
old the rishi Kanva decides that Shakuntala must go to
Hastinapur with the child and occupy the place that is rightfully
hers and install her son as heir apparent. In the court in
Hastinapur, Dushyanta recognizes Shakuntala (Durvasa’s curse
is Kalidasa’s creation), he recalls the Gandharva vivaha and
the promise, but feigns complete ignorance. He even ridicules
her claim that Bharat is his son and berates her claims to a
divine and celestial parentage. Heart broken and defeated,
Shakuntala is about to leave when an akashwani proclaims
that Shakuntala is indeed his faithful wife and Bharat the son
born of their union. ‘“The mother is the father’s water sack –
he is the father who begets the son. Support your son,
Duhsanta; do not reject Sakuntala. The son who has seed
saves from Yama’s realm, O God among men. You have
planted this child Sakuntala has spoken the truth. …Duhsanta
keep Sakuntala’s son….’ (33. Thapar 33).
Responding to this Dushyanta immediately turns around and
says he knew it was true all along but was anxious that his subjects
would disbelieve the story and doubt the truth of Bharata’s paternity.
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Now that the gods themselves have intervened and authenticated the
truth, he is willing to happily accept his wife and embrace his son.
The popular Shakuntala story that we have heard mentions a
saint who curses her and it mentions a signet ring which has the power
to release Shakuntala from the curse. The ring however is lost and so
is the king’s memory until one day a fisherman in Dushyanta’s kingdom
finds it in the stomach of a fish and thus restores to the king his lost
memory. It is to be noted that while the two accounts broadly share
the same outline; Kalidasa’s retelling is more refined, more embellished
and politically correct keeping in mind the fact that it was written in
Classical Sanskrit to entertain and provoke an aristocratic audience in
the court of king Vikramaditya II. Kalidasa’s introduction of a subplot:
Durvasa’s curse, the theme of amnesia and the lost and found signet
ring bring in an element of the unpredictable and heightens the drama.
The generic shift of the myth from being an epic poem to becoming
poetic drama enhances the romance and splendour. These and other
modifications introduced by Kalidasa bring about a significant
ideological shift and offer interesting grounds for analysis. Unlike the
story in the Mahabharata, Kalidasa’a version is cast as a divine
romance eclipsed by the irony of fate with both the lovers suffering in
separation. Its appeal also lies in the dramatic skill with which Kalidasa
paints nature as beautiful, sacred and sensuous thus bringing centre
stage the seductive backdrop of the sringara rasa through out the
play. Another brilliantly refreshing element is the dramatist’s ability to
energise each scene with just the right amount of vigor without
compromising on the aspect of realism. For instance the play begins
with a description of the king on a hunt. We are directly pitched into
the action and swept with speed into the chase after a fast disappearing
deer, the rushing jungle and the lush green beauty of nature:
Charioteer: You are like Siva on a deer hunt:
Bow and arrow in search of the antelope.
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King: This clever beast leads us a wild-goose chase.
Look charioteer,
There, open-mouthed and foaming: grass falls
From his mouth half chewed,
He fears the arrow and pulls in his neck,
He leaps like a breath of air, gracefully,
Turning his neck toward the chariot.
But now I’m afraid I’m losing him, though I saw
Him clearly a minute back. ( Edgren 19)
Kalidasa writes with a naturalness and refreshing grace. Be it
his description of the forest of hermits with sacrificial forests scattered
at random or the absent presence of demons that lurk and threaten to
destroy in the absence of Kanva rishi – just the right pleasure giving
tension is maintained all through between fear and faith, nature and
culture, pleasure and pain is struck with the good option winning always.
Thanks to the rescue measures of the dues ex machine the play
AbhijnanaShakuntalam is a true romance indeed !
Even the minor characters are so crafted as to ring true and
close to life, an example is the Fisherman who finds a ring in the belly
of a fish, and the police men. The jester (clown) ofcourse is part of the
tradition of natya he provides opportune distraction and relief to the
main plot and he performs the function of friend, assistant and confidant
to the king in the play. Without any obvious effort Kalidasa brings
before us a picture of palace-life with its load of administrative
responsibilities, the rigors of ruling a kingdom, the lavish luxury, the
discipline, the courtly art, and the harem-queens who struggle to attract
with skill the king’s attention. Queen Hansavati’s attempt to attract
Dushyanta with a song is one example. However even in the midst of
material opulence, love and beauty, Dushyanta is sad and lonely.
Hansavati’s song saddens him even further and he wonders what is it
that saddens him? Whom does he remember?
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The various twists and turns in the play safely protect and
carry forth the love-bond of Shakuntala and Dushyanta and successfully
project both of them as noble, just and wise. With the constant
intervention of divine agencies, the ascetic blessings and curse, the
romantic comedy in Kalidasa’s hands is a story of human integrity and
courage in the face of destiny. Also, it is truly in keeping with Bhasha
precept that a natak should be about the lives of kings and the Gods.
It is a story written in the clouds about a love that is born and
bred, and cursed and nursed in the hermitage of Rishi Kanva and
later, Rishi Marica’s. As Tagore says in his essay titled, ‘Sakuntala :
Its Inner Meaning’, ‘In truth there are two unions in Sakuntala, and
the motif of the play is the progress from the earlier union of the First
Act with its earthly unstable beauty and romance, to the higher union
in the heavenly hermitage of eternal bliss described in the last Act.’ (
Thapar 256)
The modifications introduced by Kalidasa to the original plot
amplify the complications of the shakuntala plot. To begin with, 1) the
absent rishi Kanva has not gone around the corner to pluck flowers
but is away on a pilgrimage to the moon to ward off an evil that threatens
the fate of his daughter Shakuntala. [It is interesting to note here the
aptness of the moon symbol. The moon in Indian astrology is the
keeper of one’s emotions and emotional well being. Ironically, rishi
Kanva’s journey to the moon to save shakuntala from the shadow of
imminent heartbreak that has been predicted for his dear daughter, is
undermined by the unexpected arrival of Dushyant. Rather than saving
the situation, Rishi Kanva’s absence contributes to the deepening of
the love bond between Dushyant and Shakuntala; and is even
responsible in some way for the complications of the plot. This brings
us to the second modification made by Kalidasa to the first story.
2) Shakuntala and Dushyanta wait for fifteen days before
confessing their love for each other and going through the Gandharva
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Vivah. 3) This is largely due to the extreme reserve and shyness of
Kalidasa’s Shakuntala who is supported at every step by the counsel
and support of her two friends Priyamvada and Anasuya. Kalidasa’s
Shakuntala is projected as a damsel who is very pure and naïve about
worldly affairs, she does not put any conditions before the king, nor
does she envisage the birth of a son born of wedlock with Dushyanta.
She comes across as a simpleton to have no notion of it – the charms
of wealth and power do not seem to have touched her – Kalidasa
paints her as the very image of feminine charm, innocence and
tolerance.
4) After he has waited for a considerably long time for rishi
Kanva to return, Dushyanta leaves for Hastinapur as the demands of
duty beckon him. Unlike the epic narrative, Dushyanta’s exit here is
hastened by summons from the palace. 5) On returning home rishi
Kanva does not keep Shakuntala pining and lonely for over six years
in the hermitag. Very soon in the play he decides that Shakuntala who
is in the early stages of pregnancy, must leave immediately for
Hastinapur. As she is leaving he advises her :
‘Respect your superiors, Shakuntala;
Be friendly towards the ladies of the palace.
Never be angry with your husband, no matter
what happens.
Be polite with the maids;
In everything be humble.
These qualities make a woman; those without
them are black sheep in their families.’ (70. Edgren)
One cannot help noticing the fact that through the innocent,
reserved and long suffering character of Shakuntala, Kalidasa is setting
before us the patriarchal archetype of an ideal upper caste woman/
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wife. What is even more amazing is that this prototype of the ideal
submissive feminine continues to define and control the reality of women
(both working and home bound) in the 21st century. We find the same
archetype deeply embedded in the Indian psyche even today. In
addition to being aggressive and efficient in the outside world, the
working wife is expected to go through a complete transformation
within the four walls of her home. To be self sacrificing, self-effacing
and even voiceless if possible. We find this portrait of the good woman
reproduced again and again in Indian films as recent as for eg the
Chennai Express, or Yeh Jawani Hai Diwani – the costumes, the
mannerisms and the language used may not be as formal or reverential
but scratch the surface and you will find the same ideology at play. As
a nation we Indians continue to nourish our idea of the good happy
family which manifests in the way we bring up our daughters whom
we also try to mould as future homemakers and mothers.
One is reminded of a popular movie (Hum Aapke Hain Kaun)
where the stereotypical perfect daughter-in-law is played by Renuka
Shahane. The words of advice given by Kalidasa’a rishi Kanva (quoted
earlier in this essay) to Shakuntala as she departs for Hastinapur, aptly
describe the character of Renuka of the 21st century who is both
projected and received by us in the audience, as the quintessential
khandani samskari bahu.
To continue with the list of Kalidasa rendering of the
Shakuntala myth, we may go back to the beginning and note that as
the king goes chasing after the antelope, two hermits stop him and ask
him to abandon the chase as it is not fitting to hunt animals of a hermitforest. To their amazement and pleasure, Dushyanta complies
immediately. Immensely pleased by the king’s humility they bless him
with a son who will be a great king. (this refinement is at variance with
the epical account).
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The Shakuntala of the epic is independent of mind, extremely forthright
and bold. (the first thing Dushyanta notices about her is her ‘shapely
limbs’!) She seems to know something of the politics of a palace and
of the issues of royal inheritance for she bargains with Dushyanta’s for
his kingdom for her son that will be born of their union and only after
he agrees does she marry him.
On the other hand Kalidasa’s Shakuntala is tongue-tied and
clueless about the issues of the world : all she knows is that she is
drawn towards this powerful handsome man that has suddenly
appeared from nowhere. She is, in Romila Thapar’s words: ‘the
romanticized persona of a woman of upper caste culture. Initially she
does not even address the king directly, speaking to him through her
friends’ (52), Priyamvada and Anasuya who talk for her and mediate
between the two.
The subplot of the curse and the ring of recollection is a clever
strategy of Kalidasa as it rescues the king from ‘being seen for what
he is – a man who refused to accept responsibility for seducing an
innocent woman’ (Thapar 256). The subplot about the visiting Rishi
Durvasa, Shakuntala’s neglect, the rishi’s curse and its subsequent
modification upon the intervention of Priyamvada and Anasuya; finds
its source in a Buddhist Jataka story refashioned to suit a Buddhist
ethic, where the ring is token not only of identity but also of the
legitimacy of the wife and the son born to her – in fact of importance
for the same reason as in the Kalidasa play. It is possible that Kalidasa
was aware of this story and borrowed the idea of the signet ring from
the Katthahari-Jataka or from another common source of an oral
tradition. (Thapar 56).
{The eventual fall out of the curse of Durvasa is that as
Shakuntala stands rejected in the court of Dushyanta she reaches out
for the signet ring in hope and finds to her despair that it has slipped
from her finger and she has lost it - lost the ring which would have
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retrieved the king’s lost memory. Heartbroken she prepares to leave
but as she leaves there is no akashwani no voice from the heaven
comes to rescue her. Instead a light beam in the figure of a woman
descends from above and transports Shakuntala away in a flash to
Maneka, in Marica’s hermitage. Later in Marica’s hermitage Shakuntala
gives birth to a son who grows up eventually to be a six year old boy.
In the meantime, a fisherman who is found with the king’s signet ring is
brought before him and the instant; the king sights the ring he regains
all his lost memory. He rewards the fisherman who found it when he
cut open the belly of a fish, with a bag of gold coins which the poor
man shares with the police officers who had arrested him. Together
they leave for a toddy shop to celebrate the windfall of gold. So, while
Shakuntala suffers separation in the austere herimitage of rishi Marica,
Dushyanta passes his days in deep remorse and anguish in his palace
on earth. This is another feature that is unique to Kalidasa’s story, by
making the king loose his memory and later suffer when he regains it,
he saves Dushyant from blemish of being cast as false, heartless and
an opportunist.
Eventually after some years (though it seems like yesterday),
Matali, the charioteer of Indra comes seeking Dushyanta ‘Indra has
sent for you’, he says; to lead an attack against the demon race Durjaya.
In the last act (VII), having defeated the demons Dushyanta is on his
way back to earth when from the flying chariot he sights the austere
hermitage of rishi Marica’s. By a clever contrivance of chance or call
it divine impulse, he asks Matali (Indra’s charioteer) to stop so he
may pay his respects to the great ascetic. Having done so Dushyanta
is returning to the chariot when he sees a child playing with a lion cub
in the heavenly forest. The child is accompanied by two older girls
(just as shakuntala was with her two friends) who answer Dushyanta’s
queries regarding him. Gradually in the course of interaction the mystery
of the child unravels, enlightenment dawns further when Dushyanta
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recovers the boy Bharata’s amulet from the forest floor. According to
the charm of protection only the parents of the child can touch the
amulet otherwise it turns into a deadly snake and bites the offender.
Thus the father is united with both his son and estranged wife. With
the blessings of the greatest of rishis and gods they return to Hastinapur
to live out a glorious future and write the destiny of a great
Bharatvarsha!
Thus goes the myth that informs the collective Indian conscious
and sets the ultimate Indian standard for the quintessential man and
quintessential woman. The myth also defines the ultimate mechanics
of a perfect romance – the journey begining from initial attraction must
culminate in a domesticated spiritual bond of love strengthened by the
test of suffering and seperation. Time and again the best of romances
across generations have emulated the Shakuntala model of Kalidasa
which in its translated avatar provides an interface between oriental
and national engagement with the archetypal feminine. ‘The choice
today of the Kalidasa version as almost the sole narrative is an
endorsement of the views of both classical Sanskrit and Oriental
scholarship, which affirmed the superiority of the play and therefore
the centrality of its narrative’. (Thapar, 6) Tracing the changing strains
of Shakuntala Thapar says,
Sakuntala had by now changed many roles. The mother of a
hero in an akhyana and the self-reliant woman of the Mahabharata
had been transmuted into the romantic ideal of upper caste high culture
in the play by Kalidasa, then cast as the child of nature in German
Romanticism, and ended up as the ideal Hindu wife from the
perspective of Indian nationalism and its perceptions of Hindu tradition.
Such transmutations are closely linked to historical change which
influenced the widely different forms and readings to which she had
been subjected. The more recent projections of Sakuntala proceeded
essentially from a middle-class perspective – subaltern women remain
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outside this picture. (257)
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Saurabh Kumar Singh
Demystifying Womanhood:
Contemporary Bengali Women Writers

The traditional Indian society has, more or less, always been
patriarchal resulting into the subordination, marginalization and
commodification of women. Even the Indian epics like The Ramayana
and The Mahabharata bear witness to this. Women are enjoined by
the Indian scriptures to play a certain role and not to transcend it.
Women have always been supposed to be subordinate to men, and
even subjected to inhuman injunctions. Women in the society are
assigned only two jobs: making chapati and begetting progeny. In
this respect Her Stories: 20th Century Bengali Women Writers
(2002) which is a collection of short stories written by women in postindependence and post-colonial India, demystifies these stereotyped
notions of womanhood. The stories selected essentially reflect the
juxtapositions of age long differentiating parameters like class and
gender in the sphere of decolonized India. Though these stories record
a very depressing, disturbing and troublesome map of women of
independent India, yet these ‘small narratives’ exhibit a saga of classed
and gendered women’s powerful resistance to the brutalities and
injustices of dominant patriarchal mindset. At the same time they also
display a fine sense of reconciliation to this ideology, and if necessary
a determined rejection as well.
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The process of transforming one’s status from a powerless
entity to empowered identity involves lots of endeavours and energy.
This transformation, more or less, involves a search for flicker of light;
a ray of hope in the long dark tunnel manufactured by hard crushing
patriarchal ideologies. In this connection Her Stories is a collection of
those stories where the women protagonists fight to taste this flickering
light to brighten and enlighten their dark lives. These stories, therefore,
narrate the well being rather than ill being of women in varying degrees.
Her Stories consists of eight short stories by contemporary Bengali
women writers like Ashapurna Devi (Opium), Mahasweta Devi
(Chinta), Nabanita Deb Sen (Surrogate), Bani Basu (Quintuples),
Joya Mitra (From the Heart of Darkness), Suchitra Bhattacharya
(Good Woman, Bad Woman), Minakshi Sen (Face), and Anita
Agnihotri (The Drowned Man). All these narratives record the voice
of those women who resonates with power to express resistance,
thus problemitizing their gendered identities. All these short stories
critique the subject- position of the represented women, sometimes
conforming to stereotypes and sometimes deconstructing myths and
traditions as singular agents of power. These texts contain the traces
of gendered presence and presence, women’s identity, subjectivity
and agency, the sameness and difference, the silences, the sensitivity,
the resistance and the courage in the face of systematic exploitation,
oppression and marginalization. These narratives also explore the
violence against women, their victimization, the humiliation suffered
by both educated and cultured middle class women with economic
security, and women from the disadvantaged class with little or no
education and economic freedom at all ( Her Stories Preface). Out
of eight stories I have selected only three stories Bani Basu’s
Quintuples, Joya Mitra’s From the Heart of Darkness, and Suchitra
Bhattacharya’s Good Woman, Bad Woman to prove these aforesaid
arguments.
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Bani Basu’s writing career began with the publication of her
novel Janmabhoomi Matribhoomi (1987). Afterwards she wrote
the collection of short stories like Mohana (1992) and Nama Swader
Golpo (Many flavoured Stories). In an interview to Sanjukta Dasgupta
she talks about the story behind the story Panchojonyo:
My story Panchojonyo was written after the shock I had at
the sudden, inexplicable death of my friend’s eight year old
son at school. It kept coming back in my writings even much
later. The parents of child were naturally beyond consolation.
But while the father was seeking solace day and night at his
guru’s feet the devastated mother was left alone to come to
terms with her trauma. May be, this set me in the groping of
absolute darkness, to understand the aloneness of women in
relation to the world. The nakedness beneath the natural
vulnerability where she seeks protection from her mate. If it is
her fate to be cheated there as Draupadi was, she too needs
some Krishna who cannot but come from the collective
women’s self. (Her Stories 68)
Through the narrative of five bosom female friends: Krishnakshi
Chatteerjee, Chitralekha Roy, Sita Mukherjee, Lopa, and Bhadra,
who once, in the days of school and college, were very close to one
another, this story seems to prioritize the sisterhood of women and
also the failure of heterosexual relationships and patriarchal culture.
Their lives were knitted in a romantic bondage far from the shackles
of any sort. They lived their life freely, with full liberty, and most
importantly, on their own conditions. Sunetra Di, Bengali professor
used to call them Panchali. But the hardships of life; the demands of
patriarchal system forced them to separate and fall apart.
The narrator of the story Krishnakshi Chatterjee fell into wrong
hands. Her husband was an impotent. He used her as a bait for his
underworld activities. Right now she is husbandless as well as childless.
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Chtralekha Roy’s husband is a lecherous man. His wife is not enough
to satisfy his carnal desires therefore he has no grudge to live in the
company of other women. Due to this Sita has to send her only girl
child to live in girls’ hostel. Sita Mukherjee’s husband is a jobless man
and sits idly ay home doing nothing except proving his biological virility
by making his wife a child bearing machine. Sita, in total, had seven
children. Out of seven, four are dead. She has no money to feed her
twin babies. They were abnormally small, thin and bony. That’s why
she is frustrated and painfully remorses on their fortune: “You won’t
survive, but you’ll do me in too! Well, do just that and save me!” (Her
Stories 79) And while talking to Krishna she bluntly utters, “This time
too I don’t think they’ll live. And that’s the best thing to happen” (80).
These words are not the words of a mother but of one who is
disenchanted with the patriarchal heterosexist relationship. Lopa Dutta,
the college professor, has been engaged to a married man, and the
father of children. He had played the fool with her, made her work out
his thesis and then took no time to dump her. Due to this bitter
experience she has shut the doors of her house to the outside world
and writhes and cries all alone. She thinks herself to be a corpse:
Yes, that’s what is left now. Any day now they’ll throw this
corpse under some tree. There’s no hope of any funeral rites
being performed either. No, no. There are some charitable
societies that conduct social work by cremating unclaimed
bodies. (86)
Bhadra ‘sitting like a worn out picture’, ‘sunken cheeks’, ‘pale
face’ had to face a horrible scenario when he only son was abducted
for ransom and murdered at last. Her husband sought his relief in the
feet of Guru at Deoghar, but where would Bhadra go. How would
she be relieved?
The life stories of these five friends have a chilling effect; they
are living graves and the writer writes it in vivid words:
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Like an abandoned graveyard, the room grew cold, calm and
absolutely silent. It seemed that we were entering hell. The
sky had disappeared. Above our heads stood layer upon layer,
insurmountable rocky mountains. The evening grew dense.
There was no light. Suddenly a gusty wind forced a window
open. Through the window, simultaneously entered the north
wind and the rays of the full moon. … I saw an immense giant
advancing towards us in great speed to take away everything
we had. He would hold us by the hair and drag us away. Our
bodies will be torn over and streaming blood. Grotesque, cruel,
sweeping pain seemed to be laughing aloud diabolically as it
came towards us. We would be raped now. All five of us
joined or palms and prayed, “Who’s there, wherever you may
be, please save us”. (90-91)
But their urge to keep them safe won’t come from any outside.
They will have to seek it within themselves, among themselves. They
need to be united physically and spiritually both. They will have to be
their own safeguards. This is what Krishna says, “What more, Chitra,
Sita, Bhadra, Lopa, what else? Look in front of us lies our freedom.
Come let’s grab these.” (91) And they grab it. Bhadra and Krishna
are ready to share the twins of Sita as their own. Now they can hope
to have love, hope, shelter, and respect in their lives. Their story is no
more about regrets, loss, and losers. The sisterhood of these women
work out as the model to discard off the oppressive ideology of
patriarchy. This is the panacea for their survival and resurrection from
the morass of ennui. This is what we find at the very beginning of
Charlotte Bunch’s essay entitled “Lesbians in Revolt,” one could clearly
see the echoing of anger against the current system of patriarchy, and
how she found hope by idealizing the lesbian:
To be a lesbian is to love oneself, woman, in a culture that
denigrates and despises women … lesbianism puts women
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first while society declares the male supreme. Lesbianism
threatens male supremacy at its core. When politically
conscious and organized, it is central to destroying our sexist,
racist, capitalist, imperialist system… lesbians must become
feminists and fight against oppression, just as feminists must
become lesbians if they hope to fight male supremacy.(30)
In short, lesbianism/female to female bonding should be
regarded as a “choice” the women should take in order to liberate
themselves from the clutches of male domination. This should be
promoted as the exercise of absolute freedom.
Joya Mitra is a well known Bengali poet and fiction writer.
She has been a Naxalite activist and spent four and a half years in
prison during the volatile years of 1970s in West Bengal. Her writings
are political yet a sincere reader won’t miss the sensitivity with which
she handles the contemporary issues too. She is widely acclaimed for
her autobiographical narrative Hanyamaan (Killing Days) (2004),
Eki Upokathar Janmo, Maati O Shikor Bakor and a short story
Andhakarer Utsho Theke (From the Heart of Darkness) which is
her personal favourite. This short story is very disturbing and based
on a personal experience. It can be called as a “feminist” writing where
she very naturally represents the woman’s point of view. For these
kinds of writing she was influenced and inspired by the personalities
like Mahasweta Devi, Shankha Ghosh, and African writer Alice Walker.
This narrative is about a rustic and illiterate girl Shantobala
who justifies the meaning of her name by being a good-natured girl
who never protests no matter what might happen. But she turns
this calmness and passivity upside down and suddenly erupts like a
powerful volcano, thus upsetting the assumptions of the powerlessness
of female victim. She is married to an aged monster in her prime
childhood. Her father literally sells his daughter for fistful of money
and some gold ornaments. Mother tries her best to stop this inevitability
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but she cannot. Even Shanti does not say a single word. After the
marriage she sees the Satan and the bridegroom. The writer writes:
After marriage when she saw that Satan and the bridegroom fixed by
her parents were one and the same, her left arm was always holding
on to her aanchal with which she kept on wiping her tears. Such
agony through the days and months! Years passed too. Not just one
or two, but full thirteen years. Nine children. Five died but four were
living. . After marriage when she saw such a huge man in bed with her,
Shanto just died with fear. What agony it was? The bed sheet was
soon full of blood. Her eyes flooded with tears as she begged again
and again. “Let me go please. Have mercy on me, let me go.” (103)
Did her husband Haridhon Kuila let her go? No. Instead he beat her
like anything; twisted her arms backwards; through gold bangles
asserted his right over her; tore her body apart; and used her as a
commodity to fulfil his appetite of lust.
And Shanti too did not respond angrily until the right time.
The time was the fixing marriage of her eleven years old daughter
Jamini with a “coarse looking man, older than Shanto.” (109) Shanto
too was married when she was just thirteen years old, and her mother
didn’t resist powerfully. But Shanto is not going to display the same
powerlessness of women in a patriarchal society. He wants her
daughters Jamini and Kamini to go to school so that they can learn
how to read and write and become human beings. She wants her
daughters to be literate, so that they can communicate with the mother
after they are given away in marriage. She is not going to offer her
innocent daughter to any monster. She is not going to repeat the history
again. She is going to set a new example, to resist powerfully even if it
involves the murdering of her husband, her pati parmeshwara. And
she does this. The murder is the symbolic annihilation of the destroyer
of her dreams.
Suchitra Bhattacharya has been hailed as the most popular
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Bengali writer of the first decade of 21st century. She has always been
writing the personal world of women entities, their problems, agonies
and subtle experience. She is famous for her novel Dahan and a
collection of short stories Shera Baro. The story Bhalo Meye Kharap
Meye (The Good Woman, the Bad Woman) story is actually based
on real incident, published in the newspaper that a bar singer was
gang raped. The writer here fictionalizes the family life of the lawyer
who was handling the cases of rape victims. Here in this story she
problemtizes the cozy and nonchalant status of lawyer’s wife and gives
her new vantage points to reconsider her position. Ultimately it turns
out to be a simple but complex exploration of gender and class issues
including the silent oppressiveness of marital rape and unequal
relationship within a family.
Actually this story addresses a very relevant and contemporary
discourse of our times. The powerful issues like rape and marital rape
are at the heart of every newspaper and news channel. As far as
marital rape is concerned it is yet to be recognized as a crime by
Indian Penal Code and society at large. In fact Section 375 of Indian
Penal Code does not recognize marital rape if the wife is above 16
years of age. The marital rape victims have to take recourse to Section
498-A of the IPC which is perverse sexual conduct by the husband or
to the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act 2005
(PWDVA). Even the PWDVA, which came into force in 2006, outlaws
marital rape. It offers only a civil remedy for the offence. Suchitra
Bhattacharya pens down the plight of two women on either extremes
of the social scale. Umi, the “good” woman is the wife of a successful
lawyer. She gets delight and derives happiness in patriarchal commands
either of her husband or even son. She seems to be happy among the
worldly pleasures stored in various kinds of commodities like AC,
TV, and Car etc.. In a way she is trapped in the splendour of material
power, where she is equally living a life of unreal happiness. When
husband goes to the Court and son goes to school she keeps herself
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busy by reading newspapers, visiting beauty parlours, and shopping.
Apparently she is living a comfortable and happy life and very pleased
to see the popularity of her lawyer husband. Ria, the “bad” woman is
a bar singer who uses her sexuality, as she has no other option left, to
earn money to make a living.
Ria is raped by two men while offering lift in a car. The case is
in the court being handled by none other than a successful criminal
lawyer Samiran who happens to be the husband of the good woman
Umi. The tremendous sense of female to female bonding brings them
together despite the deep cleft in their social standards. The words of
the so called the “bad” woman Ria makes the “good” woman realize
her fake sense of superiority and living a comfortable and secured life.
Ria says:
Sometimes I have a thought, Madam, what would I have
gained if I had been a happy housewife? After a hard day’s
labour I’d got a plate of rice. Or else I’d have got it by
appeasing someone’s desire at night. What’s difference
between that and the life I lead? Society accepts one and
doesn’t accept the other. But how can I say the other is
unacceptable? Those who enjoy and include themselves in
our company, they too belong to this society. Someone’s elder
brother. Someone’s father. Someone’s son. (147)
Umi is taken aback and while trembling she asks, “Do you
know what’s love? Do you know how much husbands can love their
wives?” (ibid) Ria while shutting her eyes says:
I know, Madam. I can understand too. That man, whom I
was calling names so long, my husband, if I give him up, he’ll
die of a broken heart. There was no other way plus there was
greed. So there was a time when he forcibly… And now in
order to bear the agony of guilt he drinks so heavily. This
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man, who can no longer force me to do what he wills, I neglect
him so much, yet he follows me around. Won’t you call this
love, Madam? (ibid)
And her further revelation that those who raped her were her
childhood friends. They grew up together, held hands and danced.
They had sung together in para functions. She questions their sincerity
by saying, “Even they looked upon me as a woman! Is there just one
meaning relating to the birth of a woman? A mould of flesh? Can’t
there be any relationship between an unrelated man and woman except
this one?” (148)
The words of “bad” woman are like pebbles is the calm and
serene water of a pond where things are not good beneath the surface
of water. Ria shocks and startles Umi. She makes her realize her
artificiality and her hidden transformation into a commodity of desire;
a sexed object. At least the “bad” woman has the freedom of agency
and embodies resistance as power. But the “good” woman is crippled
and trapped in a cage of voluntary imprisonment and her secrets tears
are never noticed. (Her Stories Preface)
Daniel Defoe, one of the firsts novelists of English Literature
and the writer of novels like Moll Flanders and Roxana, wrote in his
essay “Conjugal Lewdness or, Matrimonial Whoredom” that “He or
She who, with that slight and superficial Affection, Ventures into the
Matrimonial Vow, are to me little more than legal Prostitutes” (32).
This statement further casts a new light on the condition of Umi. Even
Bertrand Russell writes, “Marriage is for women the commonest mode
of livelihood, and the total amount of undesired sex endured by women
is probably greater in marriage than in prostitution.” And Angela Carter
writes, “What is marriage but prostitution to one man instead of many?”
These statements simply strengthen the views of Ria regarding the
condition of Umi. The good point is umi is awakened and is no longer
going to live in the manoeuvrings of patriarchy. She is not going to
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behave merely like a bundle of flesh. She is not going to acquiesce to
the desires of her husband. She is going to resist and hopefully she
does it by stating that forcible cohabitation is rape. Though she is
unlike Ria the “bad” woman who can go and knock the door of court
while Umi being the “good” woman does not have the spirit to do so.
These small mutinies against the deep rooted patriarchal mindset may
not sound big and bold yet none can deny the long lasting effect and
affect of these small beginnings. The stories discussed here employ
women characters not from one set up or class but from different set
ups and classes. Quintuples, to address the issue, centres around five
college educated women; It shows how useless is patriarchal system
without giving equal rights to its female counterpart. It shows that
women, if determined, need not to have any male for their safety and
security. They are no longer dependant on their male counterparts.
They emit the message: BEAWARE MEN. From the Heart of
Darkness centres on a bildungsroman like rural and illiterate woman
who really pays too much to obtain a ray of light that will guide her
coming generations. From the heart of darkness emerges a dim light
which has the capacity to enlighten the whole society if followed
sincerely and seriously. Good Woman, Bad Woman systematically
layers off the sinister design of men to entrap the women through
various material commodities and thus making them one of the kinds
of commodities. It simply blurs and problematizes the crude and
insensitive definition and labelling of good and bad woman. These
stories critique the subject-positions of women; break the received
subject positions; and throw into the winds deep rooted myths and
traditions regarding women. In a nutshell they all seem to demystify
the concept of womanhood deeply ridden with heterosexist ideologies.
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Roland Barthes’s Hermeneutic Code :
Deconstructing “The Raven” of Edgar Allen Poe

Abstract :
Roland Barthes (1915-1980) in order to support his earlier
argument that there is no “degree zero” of writing, in his S/Z (1970),
accentuates the active participation of the reader in the establishment
of the text’s meaning. His methodology for this suggestion is
deconstructing or dividing the text into textual signifiers of varying length
in terms of five codes. One of these codes is hermeneutic code. This
code is the most pervasive code of detective and horror fictions. “The
Raven”, the most famous narrative poem of Edgar Allen Poe is
inundated with this code. This paper according to Barthes’ semiology
not only makes an attempt to illuminate the hermeneutic codes
throughout the structure of “The Raven” but also tries to show how
theme of death and darkness become an implement for Poe to
emphasize the suspense of poem.
***********
Semiology, one of the most fruitful concepts deriving from
structuralism, becomes for Barthes a perspective that questions other
established disciplines. Barthes believes that semiology is a branch of
a comprehensive linguistics: “it is the study of how language articulates
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the world”(Culler 58). Semiotic codes, the paths of this articulation,
accordingly underlie his attention. Barthes in S/Z demonstrate that
“the world we perceive is one not of “facts”, but rather of “signs about
facts”, which we encode and decode ceaselessly from signifying
systems to signifying system”(Waugh 271). He consequently reinforces
that there is no “degree zero” of writing, “that a text does not have a
unitary meaning injected into it by a unitary author”(Waugh 271).
Barthes values semiology not only for its explanatory energy and
power of estrangement but also for its way of using language for
articulation through the codes. Semiotics, defined as the science of
signs, in fact becomes the study of codes, the system into which the
signs are organized. Codes actually help to identify elements and classify
them under particular functions. Each code is “one of the voices of
which the text is woven”(Culler 202). Barthes after dismantling the
text of Balzac’s novella “Sarrasine” into 561 lexias (a minimal unit of
reading) in “S/Z”, a turning point in his relation to structuralism, analyze
them in terms of five codes. One of these codes, the main focus of this
paper, is hermeneutic code. “The hermeneutic code involves a logic
of question and answer, enigma and solution, suspense and peripeteia”
(Culler 203). This code can also be located in the realm of plot structure.
“This is really the “story-telling” code, by means of which the narrative
raises questions, creates suspense and mystery, before resolving these
as it proceeds along its course”(Hawkes 116). Suspense is an inevitable
and essential part of a literary work. It destroys certainty and fades
the correct directions for the readers. As Abrams declares: “A lack of
certainty, on the part of a concerned reader, about what is going to
happen, especially to characters with whom the reader has established
a bond of sympathy …”(234). Since the reader sympathizes with a
character, he tries to surmount the suspense and inhabit in a calm and
peaceful place.
According to Barthes, in order to reveal the codes of a text the
best way is dismantling the text into lexias, scrutinizing and examining
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it with minute detail. The present author, in this way, tries to show how
the poem is saturated with hermeneutic codes and proves that it is
suspense that overcomes the poem; Poe gives his readers only a
present: suspense.
Edgar Allen Poe is the American writer of the nineteenth century
who created many literary works. “The Raven” is his most famous
poem and its sources have been suggested as “Lady Geraldine’s
Courtship” by Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “Barnaby Rudge” by
Charles Dickens, and two poems, “To Allegra Florence” and “Isadore”
by Thomas Holly Chivers. John Henry Ingram, Poe’s biographer and
critic, considers it as the most popular American lyric poem in the
world, partly as a result of its easily remembered refrain, “nevermore”.
The poem begins at midnight. A man is in his room, reading books and
trying to forget the pains of losing his deceased beloved, Lenore. He
suddenly hears someone or something knocking on the door. He opens
the door and finds nothing. It brings him fear and panic. To pacify his
fear, he thinks that it must be the wind. He goes and opens window.
Suddenly, a raven comes to his room and settles on a statue. The
narrator feels so grieved over the loss of his love that he allows his
imagination to transform the bird into a prophet bringing news that the
lovers will “nevermore” be reunited, not even in heaven. Unconsciously,
he asks his painful questions about his beloved and surprisingly, the
raven replies to his questions. The answers of the raven are not long
answers but a single word, “nevermore”.
The readers initially encounter the hermeneutic code and
suspense in the gothic atmosphere of poem. By creating a gloomy
atmosphere, Poe concentrates on the importance of his suspense.
From the very beginning of the poem, he establishes a dark and fearful
atmosphere by being meticulous in choosing the words bearing negative
connotations. “The Raven” is the title of the poem. The bird is black
and its color shows the very nature of the bird. In literature, the word
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implies the meaning of darkness, gloom, depression and hopelessness.
Poe apparently uses the word “raven” rather than “crow” because
“raven” has a dark, enigmatic and a mysterious connotation. The poet
creates a dark mood and does not want to relieve the mind of the
reader; he therefore guides him directly to the middle of the night,
“once upon a midnight dreary”(1). It is not an ordinary and normal
midnight, but the one that has somber, dull and depressing mood.
Three negative adjectives strengthen the inauspicious atmosphere in
the first line, the alliteration of them produces the effect of unsteadiness,
and step by step the darkness becomes more and more, “once upon
a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary”(1). Past tense
moreover helps Poe to bring new questions for the readers.
The tense of the poem is simple past and the past tense help
Poe to set up his sinister place. Everything in the past has its mysterious
riddles. The narrator begins with” while I pondered “; this is his first
verb and it says, the die is cast or what’s done is done and he can not
do anything and is unable to free himself from the darkness and
hopelessness. Here Poe employs the word “ponder” instead of “study”,
because of its deep and rich meaning. In the second line, Poe adds
two more words that have eccentric connotation and then he brings
the reader to the very dark and mysterious place, “over many a quaint
and curious volume of forgotten lore”(2). After these two words,
comes the phrase,” volume of forgotten lore” which means the books
that have forgotten and nobody reads it anymore. Benjamin F. Fisher
declares in “The Cambridge Introduction to Edgar Allen Poe” that
books of “forgotten lore” are “books of magic” which adds the tension
of suspense to enigmatic structure of poem (43). By magic, the narrator
looks for power to surmount his weakness and frailty. He himself is in
suspense and does not know what to do next. He tries to escapes
from his real life and to find a way to brings back his beloved from the
other world, but when he hears the knocking on the door, he comes
to his real world.
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The only word in the first stanza that has a positive connotation
but serves to strengthen the mystery and consequently the suspense is
“gently”. Gently knocking on a door in a dreary midnight creates more
fear and panic. In line three, the adverb “suddenly” metamorphoses
the ominous silence to a heartbeat mood. One of the keywords of this
poem is “nothing” and in his first sentence the narrator says: “Tis some
visitor tapping at my chamber door -Only this, and nothing more”(56). Here is something strange about the narrator. He thinks that it can
be a visitor who comes to see him, but it is not reasonable for the
reader to think of a visitor in midnight. The thoughts of the narrator
emphasize the feeling of suspense. The question of who, obsesses
both the mind of the narrator and the reader.
The second stanza is about the inner feelings of the narrator
and Poe find the revelation of narrator’s feeling an appropriate way of
binding him with the readers. The narrator here shares his feelings of
suspense with the reader. He actually injects his suspense to the mind
of the reader. What the narrator distinctly remembers is the bleak
December time and some smoldering fragments of wood and its ghost.
Poe uses the word “ghost” to relate this word with the feeling of the
narrator and to fill the chamber with terror. In the third line, hope
comes to the mind of the narrator, “Eagerly I wished the morrow ;”(
9), but the next word destroys the hope, “Eagerly I wished the morrow;
vainly I had sought to borrow”(9). The next line divulges the narrator’s
grief and for a moment solves the injected suspense. It is because of
his lost beloved “For my book surcease of sorrow-sorrow for the
Lost Lenore”(10). Even his beloved that was surrounded by angles,
now surrenders in confrontation with death. Death is the main obsession
of the narrator. Death wrests everything from him and now he has
nothing.
In the third stanza, the narrator comes back to the chamber
and tells how he is in thrill and terror. The feeling on uncertainty goes
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through this stanza. The words such as sad, uncertain, thrill, fantastic
terror and beating of heart, finalize his panic, horror of place and signifies
suspense. He uses the word “late” to persuade himself that there must
be a visitor but a latecomer to pacify his mind and fight with his anxiety.
In the next stanza when the narrator says “That I scarce was sure I
heard you … Darkness there, and nothing more” (24) not only he
himself does not seems sure about what he heard but after finding
himself in mere darkness imparts the feeling of suspense to the reader
who expect someone at the door. There is inside the chamber an
absolute darkness and no light. When he opens the door, there is
nothing but the darkness. Here is the confluence of darkness with
darkness. He sees everything dull and dim after the death of his
beloved. Death painted the whole life of the narrator with black color.
Darkness from now on plays a leading role in the poem. In the next
stanza the focus is consequently on the narrator’s feeling about
darkness. Not only he wonders, fears and doubts about that horrid
and hideous condition, but also the reader can feel the dominance of
darkness over him and himself “Deep into that darkness peering, long
I stood there wondering, fearing,”(25). The narrator is suspending
between dreams and reality. Doubt whips him”…dreaming dreams no
mortals ever dared to dream before”(26).
In the sixth stanza, the narrator returns to his chamber or private
darkness. In his darkness, he mentions about his soul that has a firing
mood and the fact that he has not completely regained his composure.
Although he feels that he is in danger, he knows nothing” all my soul
within me burning”(31).He meanwhile hears the tapping. For a moment
and due to the loudness of knocking, he moves from uncertainty to
certainty of knocking” Surely,” said I “surely, that is something at my
window lattice”(33). In the seventh stanza the narrator finally solves
the enigma of his mind (suspense) and meets the visitor. That is not a
lady or a man but a raven that without any permission goes into the
chamber as if it is its own nest. This ebony bird flies and sits on a
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statue. This is one of the darkest scenes of this poem. Raven is black
and comes from the depth of darkness. Blackness mingles with
darkness and subverts any sign of light. In the following stanza the
narrator stresses on the dark and mystifying atmosphere of poem and
while using archaic words, ascribes Raven to the books that the speaker
tells of reading in stanza one and to the ancient times and underworld
whence nobody comes. The raven furthermore seems very purposeful,
flying directly to perch on the statue of Pallas without regarding the
narrator at all. Pallas represent the Greek Goddess of wisdom, and
so by placing the raven above this bust Poe tries to signify the
supremacy of death ( a concept associated with the raven) over
wisdom. The narrator cannot consequently escape his condition
because his wisdom and its ability to produce rational behavior have
been subjugated by his emotional response to his beloved’s death.
The most obtrusive hermeneutic code is the poem two refrains.
First is “nothing more” and the second is “nevermore”. They are
considered as single refrain. From the first to the seventh stanza, it is”
nothing more” and from the eight stanza to the end of the poem,
“nevermore”. The former is in the hands of the narrator and the later
part is in the raven’s .The first and the last word that the raven uses is
“nevermore”. Both the fact of raven’s retort and the irrelevancy of its
reply, “nevermore”, causes wonder and suspense for the narrator and
consequently for the reader “Though its answer little meaning - little
relevancy bore”(50). The narrator primarily thinks that such a bird is a
blessing and its name is “nevermore”. He thinks it is a guest and he
considers it as a good sign” For we cannot help agreeing that no living
human being/Ever yet was blessed with seeing bird above his chamber
door -Bird or beast above the sculptured bust above his chamber
door/With such name as `Nevermore” (51-54). Soon he forgets the
very dark nature of the bird. This is the same thing that we see at the
beginning of the poem. He is in the darkness and reads the books and
he does not know where he is. He becomes aware of his surrounding
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after the tapping on the door. Since his soul is united with darkness, he
regards the raven as a blessing and an endowment. He does not like
to be in a doubtful situation. So he tries to solve the suspense within
himself and attempts to create a calm and tranquil atmosphere. In the
tenth stanza he furthermore relates raven to hope. He believes it is a
sign of hope but since there is no one around him, he finds himself
suspending in the air vacillating whether the raven will go away very
soon and forever abandon him like his other friends or not” Till I scarcely
more than muttered `Other friends have flown before -On the morrow
he will leave me, as my hopes have flown before”(58-59). But the
raven interrupts his thoughts and murmurings and says” nevermore”.
Hearing this word again imposes a moment of dubiousness on narrator.
Poe with resorting to an ironical use of the word “doubtless” suggests
that narrator conceives all the raven has learned are nothing but the
word “nevermore”. Although it is only one word, it has many meanings.
Poe’s selection of the word “nevermore” came after considering his
need for a single, easily remembered word that would allow him to
vary the meaning of the lines leading up to it. It therefore signifies in
this part that melancholy is within the bird and hope has no space. It is
not a blessing but a sad answer. It will not help the narrator to gain his
lost beloved and that can be the main reason of the narrator’s fear.
In the twelfth stanza, the narrator decides to divulge the mystery
of the black bird and to find the answers of his questions. In the previous
stanzas, he looks at the bird with hopeful eyes but here, he feels the
threat and tries to find out and discloses the hidden enigma. Since the
narrator feels the ominous atmosphere, he repeats the word “ominous”
for two times “Fancy unto fancy, thinking what this ominous bird of
yore
What this grim, ungainly, ghastly, gaunt, and ominous bird of
yore” (69-70). Godden explains:” “ominous” recurs at the crucial
moment in the poem’s narrative: its repetition in stanza twelve literally
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marks the spot where the narrator initiates the process which ties bird
to missing mistress. As soon as he link [s]” “fancy to fancy” in pursuit
of the meaning of the bird’s word, he comes up with “ominous”
twice”(1002). The great impression of the raven feels in the thirteenth
stanza. He feels its fiery eyes in his heart” to the fowl whose fiery eyes
now burned into my bosom’s core”(74). There is no light to grasp and
no hope to achieve. Death grasps his beloved. Death and Lenore
walk side by side. In every moment the narrator tries to find a way to
touch his lost beloved again but he finds no way. “She shall press, ah,
nevermore!”(78)
In the fourteenth stanza, the narrator focuses on the theme of
forgetfulness. He regards the black bird as an angel that comes from
God to wipe out all the pains of Lenore. Poe uses the word nepenthe
which means a drug that induces oblivion. The narrator has nothing to
do in this world and only by forgetting the memories of Lenore he can
live on. But again the moving answer (nevermore) shatters the whole
absurd thoughts of the narrator. In the fifteenth stanza, the narrator
does not tolerate the raven’s reply and implores it to tell him something
about Lenore. He looks for a remedy to pacify his ulcerous mind and
body, but he faces with the horrifying answer of the raven. Poe himself
has written “The Philosophy of Composition”, an essay about “The
Raven” in which describes the answer of why the speaker tends to
weigh himself down with grief as the human penchant for self-torture
and the questions with their anticipated answers of “nevermore” provide
proofs of this characteristic of the speaker. In addition to the questions,
the speaker’s order for the raven to leave in the seventeenth stanza
“leave loneliness unbroken” can be interpreted to mean that he wishes
to keep his miserable state, another sign of his tendency to indulge in
grief.
The repetition of the first line of the sixteenth stanza with the
first line of the previous stanza shows its importance for the narrator, “
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Prophet thing of evil!-prophet still, if bird or devil!-” (91) This line
connects the stanza with the former. Hopeless from this world, he
tries to find another world to embrace his beloved. Since the narrator
does not see his beloved in the other world, he touches the great
suspense of his life. This is the critical moment for the narrator. After
the death of his beloved, he strives for finding her in this or the other
world. He resorted to magic books to touch Lenore, but instead of
her, he sleeps with suspense.
When he perceives that the raven is not going to give him the
hope of seeing his lost beloved neither in this nor the other world, he
taunts the raven and shrieks:” Get thee back into the tempest and the
Night’s Plutonian shore!” (98) At this moment the narrator strives to
get rid of the ominous bird because it wrest everything from him, even
the thought of thinking about Lenore. Death is inevitable both for him
and her. They will not see each other and of course the raven’s reply
is “Nevermore!” The blackness and melancholy of the bird moreover
penetrates to the soul of the narrator and he does not know about
this. The narrator is black in his heart and now the raven is part of the
narrator. Actually, this happened as soon as the raven went to his
chamber. This is the main theme that continues to the last stanza.
The narrator and the raven eventually become one. Raven
finds his nest. It comes from the underworld and finds the proper
place to inhabit. In the last stanza, the reader waits for something new
to happen. He thinks that the narrator will kill or expel the ominous
raven, but nothing happens. Actually, it was a quarrel between them
and the raven is the winner and the suspense is for the narrator and of
course for the reader as well. Poe focuses on the word “still” and
repeats the word for two times to declare that the story of the man
and the raven goes on. Fisher states “Animal force triumphs over
human reason, leaving the speaker motionless and speechless, as the
repeated “still” makes clear.”(44) Other than this instance, Poe also
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uses the word “still” for six times and scatters them through the whole
poem. The first comes in the third stanza,” to still the beating of my
heart”(15), the second in the sixth stanza,” Let my heart be still a
moment”(35) , the third, “Wondering at the stillness “(61)in eleventh
stanza, the next comes in twelfth ,” But the raven still beguiling”(67),
and two times the repetition of the word in” Prophet still, if bird or
devil” in the fifteenth and sixteenth stanza. If we notice at the words,
as the story continues, the meaning of “still” changes. Everything is in
their place and nothing changes. “Nothing” creates a conflict both for
the narrator and the reader. Finally, the result is a great suspense.
Hermeneutic code is moreover most obvious in the plot of
this narrative poem. In aspect of story-telling or plot structure the
poem has a beginning and middle, but it seems to have no end. Poe
knows how to hang their readers in the air. There is no absolute meaning
and ending for the readers and the result is losing the satisfaction.
According to Aristotle, the plot of a story must follow an ordered
sequence. “The order of a unified plot is a continuous sequence of
beginning, middle and end. The beginning initiates the main action in a
way which makes us look forward to something more; the middle
presumes what has gone before and requires something to follow;
and the end follows from what has gone before but requires nothing
more; we feel satisfied that the plot is complete”( Abrams 235). The
completeness of a work brings satisfaction for the readers;
consequently, the feeling of relief and tranquility revolve around them.
When the reader solves the suspense of the story, he achieves the
pleasures of reading.
“The Raven” is Poe’s most famous poem. Eliza Richards states:
“By the turn of the nineteenth century, “The Raven” had been translated
into Germany, French, Hungarian, Latin, Dutch, and Portuguese ... .
“The Raven” is quite likely the most popular American lyric poem in
the world.”(205)She also declares that: “Without too much help from
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academies of the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, “The
Raven” continues to flourish in the mass media and among artists and
ordinary people alike.”(206)This acceptance of the poem undoubtedly
owes itself to the deft and meticulous manipulation of hermeneutic
codes throughout the narrative. In “The Raven”, Poe with a resort to
an untraditional plot structure, thematic structure of death and darkness,
and precise choose of words establishes suspense and enigmas for
the readers and sometimes offers no answer for them. He stops in the
middle and leads his readers to the world of darkness. And at the end
of the poem when the readers attempt to find a solution for the narrator
and of course for their own suspense, everything seems similar to the
beginning of the poem (in cyclic phase, the narrator returns to the
darkness again). Poe actually wants to weak the mind of the readers
and gives them an absolute disappointment and “nothing more”. He
creates an atmosphere to dissatisfy the desires of the readers. As
Margaret Fuller states that Poe’s language leaves her with “something
to desire or demand” (qtd. in Poor Poe: On the Literature of Revulsion,
12). Gavin Jones also believes that: “… the poem recreates the
conditions of overwork, fatiguing the reader in the effort to find meaning,
dragging him down into a world of anxiety …”. (11) Since hermeneutic
code is the most common code in the detective and horror stories,
Poe’s stories and poems, especially “The Raven”, not only has built a
mansion of rules for himself but also has influenced the genres of
detective and horror fiction.
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Esmaeil Zohdi & Samad Rostamzadeh
Dress Code as the Culture of Practice:
An Assessment of Katherine Mansfield’s “The Garden Party”

Abstract
The social space of Katherine Mansfield’s ‘The Garden Party’,
the so-called interplay of action and structure, is the subject of the
present study. The unwritten code that Mansfield deciphers for Laura
is that it is actually the sign systems (that is the objective structures of
the society) that define the reality for the individual subject. Dress
code, as an indicator of the taste of a particular class habitus, gains
significance when it becomes the source of class-consciousness for
Laura. It can be comprehended that Laura’s epiphanic moment occurs
when she sees her reflection in the mirror for the first time with the hat
on and stops identifying herself equal in status to the dead man’s family.
On the basis of Bourdieu’s notions of the habitus and the field, the
paper concludes with the justification that Laura’s understanding of
and attitudes towards the world, the values and the beliefs she holds,
and even her dress code are all products of her habitus.
*********
Katherine Mansfield was seemingly preoccupied with class
struggles throughout her career and devoted a number of her stories
to the issue of economic-social status of the upper- and lower-class
people and probed into their lives in an attempt to bring to light the
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untold inner feelings of characters from the both poles. The dreams of
the lower-class, their shattered feelings, their suppressed ambitions
and the domineering class-affiliations of the upper-class are subjects
that she addressed in her stories. An important factor contributing to
Mansfield’s success in this regard is her obsession for choosing her
protagonists. A chief principle of her stories seems to be the
juxtaposition of two characters from the two opposing classes. This
binary opposition helps her to not only give a complementary picture
of the two classes in regard to each other, but also provides her with
the opportunity to investigate her characters in their individual
confrontation with the predetermined conventions of the class they
belong to. However, many of her characters, mostly female, are
chosen- in line with the overall theme of the story- from among the
working class people. The idea is fully represented in stories like ‘Life
of Ma Parker’, ‘The-Child-Who-Was-Tired’, and ‘The Doll’s House’.
But the issues of class and socioeconomic status of either a poor or a
wealthy character doesn’t occupy the whole map of Mansfield’s mind.
She doesn’t touch the matter in the larger scale of the imbalance
between the classes in the society/world and doesn’t intend, in her
stories, to blame the upper-class for their self-centered, antagonistic,
and even sometimes inhuman, attitudes towards the poor, or to invite
us to sympathise with the miseries of the poor; rather she sets as the
focus of her attention the characters and their internal responses to
external drives. This, along with her obsession with how her characters
struggle against and/or for their destinies, highlights the dialectic of
subjectivism and objectivism in her works. The idea of the dualistic
nature of human action, as bound in social limitations on the one hand
and individual aspirations on the other, is well developed in Mansfield’s
characterization of Laura in ‘The Garden Party’. The story
predominantly depicts the effect of social origin on early upbringing of
the young and the degree of individual free will in a pre-established
structure.
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The present paper undertakes to investigate the conflict
between internal aspiration and external limitations in the light of
Bourdieu’s effort on reconciling individual freedom of action with social
necessity. Based on Bourdieu’s theory on practice, habitus and field,
the relationship between objective structures and subjective
inclinations is explored. It is claimed that the habitus, in the sense
Bourdieu postulates it, is the causal drive behind Laura’s practices,
which she both affects and is affected by. In fact, it is the arbitrary
nature of the habitus that provides the ground to explain Laura’s
practices. Of particular importance to the study of Laura’s actions is
dress code as an indictment of special dispositions of members of a
particular field with special tastes and also an indicator of the economic
capital of the Sheridans.
The Cultural Arbitrary
‘The Garden Party’ is one of Mansfield’s finest stories in which
she has tried to represent the class conflicts between two families
which experience two different events on the same day: the jolly event
of Sheridans’ party and the saddening death of a neighbouring carter.
The contrasting images of the two classes are presented through the
description of their lifestyles. Mansfield starts her story with the
Sheridans’ garden party, an obvious event characteristic of the higher
class families. This way she lays down the capitalistic atmosphere of
the story. Every detail of the opening part of the story suggests the
Sheridans as a wealthy and well-to-do upper class family, all engaged
in preparation for the party. The roses, the windless and warm sky,
and the green bushes are all ideal for the happy and joyful event; only
the death of a poor carter in the neighbourhood seems to disturb the
party.
Laura is the central character and her mother plays her foil to complete
Laura’s characterization. At first, Laura seems to be different, in thought
and manner, from her mother. But gradually, as the story proceeds
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and the reality of life is unfolded for her, she becomes more and more
like Mrs. Sheridan. Nevertheless, from the very beginning, she is
introduced different from the other members of the family and her
originality, as well as her similarity to her mother, is foretold. She finds
it delicious to have an excuse for eating out of doors and loves to
arrange things, as her mother does, while Meg and Jose, her sisters,
act proper to their social status. ‘You’ll have to go, Laura; you’re the
artistic one.’ says her mother when she wants one of her children to
manage the party and be the mother of the day.
Laura’s early confrontation with the workingmen, which
foreshadows her final encounter with the dead man’s poor family,
reveals her inexperience and her ignorance of the class differences in
real life. However, she seems to carry some kind of prejudices against
the workingmen and at first looks at them from a superior position.
She tries to copy her mother’s voice and manner but she can’t and
stammers like a little girl, as she really is. Mansfield’s description of
her behaviour is interesting here; ‘she blushed and tried to look severe
and even a little bit short-sighted as she came up to them.’ Here
Mansfield wants to point out the inferior and dim view of the higher
class in regard to the workingmen. This prejudice and the sense of
superiority that Laura carries with her are the effect of her habitus. In
Bourdieu’s definition, the habitus is the set of durable and transposable
dispositions, schemes of behaviour, skills, and ways of thought that
are acquired through daily life and shape one’s attitudes and produce
her practices in the social arena. These objective dispositions,
internalised at early stages of life, are rooted in the social origin of the
individual and are accumulated initially in her family. The habitus itself
is under the influence of the field(s) to which the individual belongs.
Maybe the first filed that the individual claims her membership in is the
family, through which one’s tastes, major dispositions and attitudes
are formulated, although they might be modified later. Bourdieu’s theory
on human practices entails two imperative, and seemingly contradictive,
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concepts: on the one hand, the rules and the values of social ‘sign
systems’ imposed on the individuals in the form of a particular habitus
of a specific field, determine how people perceive the world.
Accordingly, through everyday life and activities, people acquire their
class habitus and reproduce the objective structures of the field. On
the other, the subject can modify or add to her habitus and, this way,
even change her field.
In her first encounter with the workers, Laura unconsciously
tries in vain to model her mother in order to keep her distance from
the lower class people. But as she spends more time with them, she
discards this solid model and gets to like the workers and finally comes
to feel like a work-girl. Now Laura finds it interesting to be with the
workingmen and prefers them to the silly boys she has to dance with.
She thinks ‘she would go on much better with men like these’. Unlike
her siblings, she hates the stupid conventions casting shadows over
the relations between human beings. Here, she acts beyond her position
and contrary to what her status entitles her to do.
According to Bourdieu, although his theory does not mainly
concern consciousness and unconsciousness of human practices, the
performance of the habitus is partly unconsciousness and people are
not exactly aware of the logic behind their actions. The unconscious in
his words ‘is never anything other than the forgetting of history which
history itself produces by incorporating the objective structures it
produces in the second natures of habitus’(Bourdieu 80). Therefore,
when Laura kindly treats the workers with little attention to their social
standing, she seems to act against what is predefined for her position.
In other words, she doesn’t get involved in the game albeit she knows
the rules. But here some questions come up in relation to Laura’s
conduct: Isn’t it a sort of rebellion against the habitus which is claimed
to direct one’s practices? Isn’t she breaking the rules? And more
importantly! How can a subject rise against it while she herself is its
product? Her later actions and the partial submission to her doomed
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role, will answer these questions.
Historicity is an important aspect of the habitus. It is what the
subject inherits from her predecessors whose practices have been the
‘generative basis’ of the present habitus that shapes the individual’s
practices. Laura was behaving out of what she has learned her parents
do with the people unlike themselves, that is the lower-class people,
when she took the air of supremacy over the workers. This historicity
is interrelated with the unconscious reproduction of the habitus in the
cultural field. People, as best exemplified in Jose and Meg, reproduce
the habitus and the field simply by repeating the schemes of practice
imposed on them by the habitus itself.
Laura’s experience with the lower class – that is, the
workingmen, the chef and servants, and the carter’s family– despite
their differences, provides her with an important lesson. She learns
that the lower-class people are not exactly what they are seen from
the higher-class’s point of view which Mansfield puts into the mouth
of the family members and reveals in their conversations about the
inferior class. for example, Mrs. Sheridan talks disdainfully about the
cook and says that she is terrified of her and asks Jose, not kindhearted Laura this time who was sent to deal with the workers, to
pacify her. But when Laura goes to the kitchen she finds the cook not
terrifying at all. And her prejudice against the workingmen shatters
when she sees them all smiling: ‘“cheer up, we won’t bite,” their smile
seemed to say’.
The turning point of the story, especially for Laura, is when
the news of the carter’s beastly accident is disclosed by the Godber’s
man. The identity of the dead man is little known to the Sheridans and
they recognise him by his career as a carter. The only thing that is
presented for the reader is his economic position and his social status
because it is the only thing that is important for the characters in the
story. We just learn that he is a poor man with half a dozen kiddies left
behind with his now widowed wife. This may seem something trivial
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but it gains significance when we notice that throughout the story people
from the lower class possess no names. They are known by their usevalue, namely, the service they give to the garden party. There are the
cook, the family servants, the workingmen who have come to put up
the marquee, the florist, the Godmer’s man and the gardener. It gives
the impression that they would have no identity if they didn’t work for
the Sheridans.
From here on, Laura is drawn away from the others. She is
the only one who, disregarding the class-differences, thinks about
stopping the party. Out of humanity and respect for the dead man’s
family, she wants to convince the others that it is not proper to continue
the party while another family is lamenting the loss of a dear one nearby.
It’s through Laura’s arguments with her mother and her sisters that the
inner side of each character and her attitude towards the event is
broken. Laura is rejected by almost everyone who find the very idea
itself foolish and try to dissuade her. This digression in thought springs
from Laura’s individual perspective. While she sees the matter
something beyond class considerations, the others, including Mrs.
Sheridan, Meg and Jose, look at it from within the imperatives of the
symbolic system of meaning prescribed by their social class, according
to which, the very idea of acting out of the norms of her particular
habitus is denied to the subject. In the end, Laura is compelled to
yield to this symbolic violence. Symbolic violence in Bourdieu’s
sociology refers to ‘taking in’ of the system of cultural history and
values as acceptable and normal, and rejection of anything lying outside
as unthinkable. A vehicle through which this symbolic violence is
imposed upon the subject is the early education she receives in her
family.
The first one she consults about cancelling the party is Jose.
Jose is more conventional than Laura and sticks closely to ideals of
the class she belongs to. Jose finds it amazing to stop an important
event like a garden party for the death of an unknown man from a
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poor class, because she merely believes that nobody expects them to.
And here nobody means no-one from the upper class, since people
belonging to the same field tend to share an identical habitus. This
uniformity is, to some extent, the effect of the conditions of their material
existence. Bourdieu stresses this established necessity of practice in
each field and its effects on the habitus of that particular field: ‘The
homogeneity of habitus is what - within the limits of the group of agents
possessing the schemes (of production and interpretation) implied in
their production - causes practices and works to be immediately
intelligible and foreseeable, and hence taken for granted’(Bourdieu
80).
The productive effect of the habitus on Jose’s practices is no
less than that of Laura’s. Her response to the poor man’s death is
completely informed by her habitus, no matter whether she has
conscious mastery over what she does or not. She, along with her
other sister, Meg, is noticeably behaving in accordance to what she
has internalised in her childhood. The same scenario holds for the
mother. Her indifference to the death of a man outside their closed
circuit of kinship indicates her strong faith in the system of principles
imposed by her habitus. Anything concerned with matters outside her
own field is unthinkable to her and she invites Laura to use her
‘common sense’, too. She may have had no direct and first-hand
experience with the poor people, but it looks like she knows what
goes on with them, which to her is everything other than normal: ‘If
someone had died there normally – and I can’t understand how they
keep alive in those poky little holes – we should still be having our
party, shouldn’t we?’. Mrs. Sheridan’s idea about the dwelling of the
carter’s family as a poky little hole is as little informed by truth as is
Jose’s remark on drunkenness of the carter when she says to Laura,
‘You won’t bring a drunken workman back to life by being sentimental’.
But how does she know he was drunk while nothing of the sort is
revealed in the story. She thinks so because it is normally attributed to
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people in his class, and even if they are not really drunk, people in the
Sheridan’s class have the right to call them so.
A prominent feature of the habitus is that it justifies its principles
as normal and legitimate in the eyes of its practitioners. Mrs. Sheridan
and her daughters don’t ponder over what they do, they just simply
do it. Not because they are so strictly bound in objective structures
that they are not able to do anything out of their own will, rather because
the mechanism of choice is not in their hands. Of course they choose
out of their own free will, but the choices put before them are limited
to the field they belong to. According to Bourdieu’s theory, the arbitrary
nature of the habitus robs the subject of her choices. In other words,
the subject has to choose what is offered to her which usually doesn’t
go beyond the supplies of her cultural field. Obviously, it doesn’t
necessarily entail subjective self-scarification for the sake of an
objective necessity, since one’s individual self-interests are also
preserved. It simply implies that other choices are automatically
excluded by the habitus. To quote Bourdieu:
In reality, the dispositions durably inculcated by the possibilities
and impossibilities, freedoms and necessities, opportunities and
prohibitions inscribed in the objective conditions…. generate
dispositions objectively compatible with these conditions and in a sense
pre-adapted to their demand s. The most improbable practices are
therefore excluded, as unthinkable, by a kind of immediate submission
to order that inclines agents to make a virtue of necessity, that is, to
refuse what is anyway denied and to will the inevitable’(Bourdieu 54).
Understanding class divisions, central in ‘The Garden Party’,
is essential to the analysis of mechanisms of action in different
characters. Bourdieu finds Marx’s class distinctions based on mere
economic capital somehow insufficient and goes beyond it to suggest
a more comprehensive theory to sketch the whole plan of human
practices. However, the basics are there and he only adds social,
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cultural and symbolic capital to his theory as key factors differentiating
and determining class divisions in the society. He introduces the social
origin, that is the family and the class to which one is born, as where
the individual acquires his early tastes, modes of behaviour and
dispositions towards the world. Most importantly to our analysis here
is the idea of taste as an indicator of class, declaring the position of the
subject in the society. The Sheridans’ taste in dress code and
appearance and its effect on the body render a specific and significant
meaning other than a simple economic capital. In fact, clothes become
the signifier of prestige and turn to symbolic capital. A hat in this context
is no longer a material object; rather it becomes the source of
recognition for the person who wears it and also signals class distance.
There are some scenes in the story that skillfully depict the
obsession of characters with clothes: ‘Jose, the butterfly, always came
down in a silk petticoat and a kimono jacket.’ and therefore, she can’t
engage herself in activities such as managing the workingmen. She is
the one who enjoys the most of her social status and finds honor in
giving orders to servants and being obeyed. The servants like and
obey her orders and consent to, and therefore reproduce, their class
subordination. In another scene, Mrs. Sheridan asks kitty, Laura’s
friend, to ‘wear that sweet hat she had on last Sunday’. All this may
seem something typical done by many in daily lives. But not after
Laura tries the hat. The most scenic part, which paints the matter
differently, happens in mother’s room. She is at her dressing-table,
trying a new hat, when Laura brings the news and asks to stop the
party. No doubt, she finds the idea absurd. When it turns hard to talk
Laura out of it, she offers her hat, ‘too young’ for herself, to Laura.
This way she transfers the magical power of the hat and observes
Laura’s metamorphosis. ‘I have never seen you look such a picture.
Look at yourself!’ says the mother while she holds the mirror to Laura.
But Laura is still blind to that picture. Agitated, and disappointed, she
rushes to her room.
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Once in her room, ‘quite by chance’, Laura notices herself in
the mirror. Now for the first time, she recognises the true quality of the
hat ‘trimmed with gold daisies, and a long black velvet ribbon’, and
realises the picture. It is as if the hat has rendered her identity anew.
The mirror reflects a fascinating image to her, so much so that she
forgets about the woman with the orphan children and finds herself
charming, something that she was formerly unconcerned with. This
Narcissistic infatuation with the image, reminds us of Lacan’s mirror
stage where the infant sees her reflected image and identifies with it.
The mirror stage in Lacanain theory is the source of alienation for the
subject. It gives her a false sense of mastery and jubilance over the
image in the mirror, which the subject takes to be herself. The Laura
reflected in the mirror reminds the actual Laura of her real social position
and economic capital that she was previously unaware of as the
discriminating factor between her class and the people for the sake of
whom she has been struggling lately. And the picture in the mirror!
Yes, it directs her to an identity prefabricated for her position. As a
matter of fact, she takes in, or better to say, becomes the picture; she
develops into a true Sheridan in the practical sense of the word (like
her sisters and mother), though at the price of losing her own portrait
of herself. She has to substitutes her subjective self-image with what is
available for her to be. It is to say that the hat, as an economic capital,
and the position of owing such a hat, as symbolic capital, reshape her
mindset and drive her closer to what her mother and siblings are. But
she still needs his brother, Laurie, to confirm what is aired by the
others and to ensure her. She meets him on his way to dress and
receives what she unconsciously longs to hear: “My word, Laura!
You do look stunning… what an absolutely topping hat!” This is enough
for her to seal the matter.
The party has started and Laura is again at the limelight, flooded
with compliments regarding her hat: “Darling Laura, how well you
look!”, “What a becoming hat, child!”, “Laura, you look quite Spanish.
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I have never seen you so striking.” And she receives all this while she
is glowing with delight. It is more convenient among her people and
they know the value of such a hat. The party is the best they have ever
had. Everyone has enjoyed. Yet, Mrs. Sheridan is exhausted, ‘But oh
these parties, these parties! Why will you children insist on giving
parties!’ Nobody knows why, they just know how. Maybe it is because
of the honor and the prestige of hosting a party and collecting praises
than having a good time together. Laura is there, but unseen, since she
is no different from the others when they are all alike while pursuing
the same practice and dressed in a similar way. The father, who has
had no role other than a passive name, reintroduces the horrible affair.
This time Laura tries to stay uninvolved and doesn’t like to be teased
about till the mother expresses one of her brilliant ideas which appeals
to Laura’s curiosity. She wonders whether it is true to give the leftover
of sandwiches, cakes and puffs to the widow and her children. This
crude opposition from Laura makes Mansfield eventually confess her
incongruence with the other members of the family: ‘Again, how
curious, she seemed to be different from them all’. But, it makes no
point and once again, it is the mother whose opinion is acted out and
again Laura is the one appointed to perform it.
Down the hill to Mrs. Scott’s house, Laura’s mind is still
occupied with happy recollections from the party and she doesn’t
realise the death of the man. In the ‘dark and smoky’ lane, she becomes
conscious of her strangeness among the poor. The first thing she finds
in herself as the marking difference is her clothing, especially the hat.
Panic seises her and she starts to fidget with her clothes. ‘She wished
now she had put on a coat. How her frock shone! And the big hat
with the velvet streamer – if only it was another hat! Were the people
looking at her? They must be.’ As discussed earlier, it is not just the
material importance of the wearing that tells the difference between
the classes, rather it is what Bourdieu calls the taste in wearing that
determines the social status of the subject and her distance from the
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others. Laura knows, as she hurries along the lane, that people notice
her taste in cloth as belonging to a different field and she is well aware
that her hat, as the embodied object of her taste, betrays her otherness.
She also knows that her taste is unnatural in this part of the world and
she is afraid of their difference. People of the other class are clearly
different from her in manner and taste: ‘Women in shawls and men’s
tweed caps hurried by. Men hung over from the palings; the children
played in the doorway.’ For Bourdieu, taste is principally the product
of the subject’s social origin and cultural capital and signifies lasting,
and firmly established, acquired class preferences. He declares the
role of economic capital on aesthetic preference as secondary
compared to social origin. The fundamental source of choice separating
the higher and lower class seems to be the matter of opting for
entertainment and necessity.
Mrs. Sheridan seems to assert Bourdieu’s idea on diversity
of aesthetic taste when she suggests Laura to take arum lilies to Mrs.
Scott’s house because ‘people of that class are so impressed by arum
lilies’. A few pages back, Mansfield elaborates Mrs. Sheridan’s own
taste in flowers with such an enthusiastic concern: ‘a wide, shallow
tray full of pots of pink lilies. No other Kind. Nothing but lilies, canna
lilies, big pink flowers, wide open, radiant, almost frighteningly alive
on bright crimson stems’. On the other hand, the party-goers share
the same attitude towards things: ’as for roses, you could not help
feeling they [the Sheridans] understood that roses are the only flowers
that impress people at garden-parties’. Also, the identical compliments
Laura receives from her family members and those attending the party
indicate the uniformity of the taste of people sharing the same cultural
and symbolic capital in the same class. The same hat which gains her
so much admiration within her own field, stands out against her among
the poor since she is not looked at with the same eyes anymore. People
from those ‘mean little cottages’ look at her as an alien and she is
aware of their feelings: ‘To be away from those staring eyes, or to be
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covered up in anything, one of those women’s shawls even. I will just
leave the basket and go’. Even with the carter’s dead body, the hat
seems to be preserving its double meaning for Laura and becomes the
source of embarrassment to her, ‘forgive my hat!’ she says and dashes
out of the house.
Conclusion
The paper utilises Bourdieu’s conception of the habitus and
the field to explain Laura’s action in response to the death of a
neighbouring carter. Dress code is also examined as the signifier of a
aesthetic preference of the Sheridans. First, it is argued that Laura’s
class habitus informs her knowledge of the world and guides her
practices in relation to other members of her class and the society in
general. Then, with reference to her behaviour it is discussed that
although Laura is under the influence of her social origin and is educated
by its codes of behaviour, she is able to think and even go beyond
them and modify her habitus.
What is important about the habitus is that it loses its hold on
the individual when she comes to learn something against the impositions
of the habitus. This happens when Laura meets the workers who have
come to put up the marquee. The paper argues that Laura’s initial
reaction to the death of a carter from the proletariat is totally personal
and innocent but her modified, and depersonalised, practice to face
the matter as the others do is the play of the habitus proper to her
cultural field. It is well demonstrated that, according to Bourdieu, the
habitus constructs the subject’s dispositions and informs her ways of
behaviour, through which her perception of the world is created. On
the other hand, one is able to modify and even change the habitus but,
as Mansfield suggests in ‘The Garden Party’, it is a long-term process
and takes time to occur.
Laura’s low position in her family field explains her inability to
change the dominant doxa held by her family members, since one’s
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command to induce her idea depends primarily on where she stands
in power relations in the field which determines her role either to
reproduce the symbolic domination imposed upon her, or to transform
her position. Jose and Meg are portrayed in total contrast to Laura in
that Laura is not helplessly in the clutch of her habitus and shows her
potentiality in transformation to go beyond it when it stops to make
sense to her. But her sisters are haunted by their habitus and simply
reproduce what it dictates to them.
The picture reflected in the mirror brings the moment of class
consciousness for Laura. She comes to know herself and her actions
being defined by particular dispositions that her social class has already
defined. Her most probable future is represented through Mrs.
Sheridan. Maybe Mansfield wants to instigate it implicitly when she
appoints Laura to exercise her mother’s role in conducting the party.
Also, her self-consciousness occurs while she is wearing her mother’s
hat. It is only after seeing her picture in the mirror that she realises her
real position in the social order and only then that she comprehends
how Mrs. Sheridan indulges the matter. Laura challenges the standards
of her class, but ultimately yields to her mother’s wishes and accepts
them as legitimate. Although she may not practice them wholeheartedly,
she accepts them as the only way things go on in the world, as does
her mother.
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A.K. Chaturvedi
Discourse of Poverty and Socio-economic Inequality
in the Fiction of Lawrence Durrell

Lawrence Durrell, an Irishman born in India, occupies a place
of distinction in the galaxy of English novelists who appeared in the
firmament of world literature as shining stars after 1950s. Acclaimed
by the French as a great contemporary writer, a successor to James
Joyce and D. H. Lawrence, Durrell is a multifaceted personality, a
versatile genius, a poet, a novelist, a dramatist and an essayist—all
rolled into one. He had three novels published in 1930s, but it was in
1940s that he first made a mark as a poet with the publication of his
collection A Private Country in 1943. His second collection Cities,
Plains and People published in 1946 consolidated his reputation.
All these works were well received but it was on the completion of
The Alexandria Quartet that he was recognized as an original novelist.
His works—fiction and non-fiction—are devoted to the exposition of
social, cultural, economic, political and philosophical dimensions of
human life. Although he has penned more than a dozen novels and
skillfully treated in them the contradictory themes of love and hate,
peace and war, affluence and poverty, hope and despair, illusion and
reality, his popularity as a novelist solely rests on The Alexandria
Quartet upon which he “lavishes all the resources of his highly poetic
style, evoking its exotic sights, sounds and smells, its splendours and
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decays and its cosmopolitan polyglot culture” (Ford 427).
Existence of extreme poverty and consequent socioeconomic
inequality despite stupendous progress in areas of technology and
economy constitutes a serious threat to an all round development of
the modern globalized world. What gives rise to this global threat is
the tendency of the rich to limitlessly accumulate money and materialistic
things at the sacrifice of uplift of the poor. While the rich thoughtlessly
spend money on the enhancement of their personal glory and
gratification of their carnal desires, the poor live from hand to mouth
despite their diligence and austerity. This dismal phenomenon
constitutes one of the vital issues skillfully treated in The Alexandria
Quartet. This paper aims to analyze the menace of socioeconomic
inequality in the context of its treatment in Durrell’s fictional world.
Lawrence Durrell’s novels extensively deal with social and
cultural issues such as human relationships, customs and traditions,
beliefs & practices, feasts & festivals, rites & rituals, murders A&
suicides, thefts & plunders, marriages & divorces. Besides the social
strengths such as peace & harmony, sociability & hospitality, coexistence of different communities and mingling of multicultural voices,
Durrell has also dwelt upon the social and economic problems
confronting the people living in the countries that he visited and where
he lived. The issue of poverty has been treated by him as one of the
most alarming social evils prevalent in the Mediterranean where he
spent much of his life. In the concluding part of The Alexandria
Quartet he has presented an evidence of the fact that a considerably
large chunk of the Alexandrian society is poverty stricken and
consequently suffers from serious physical & psychological problems
which render life hellish. Due to the paucity of jobs & other sources
of livelihood, the prospects of economic betterment are considerably
bleak. The occurrence of the Second World War has caused the city
of Alexandria immense financial loss and worsened the condition for
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the poor who have grown poorer as a result of massive reduction in
the sources of income. Their helplessness caused by their extreme
poverty coupled with the horrible problem of unemployment has
reached a stage where they are left with no option except to sell their
bodies before death. As the narrator puts it, “Paupers donate their
bodies or actually sell them in advance for a fixed sum” (Clea 73).
Servants’ victimization, a global evil reflecting the scourge of
social discrimination against the lower strata of society, has been treated
in Mountolive in a thought-provoking manner. In the city of Alexandria,
like in other metropolises, the general perception about servants
smacks of a lack of sensitivity and humanism. Even for minor lapses
servants commit knowingly or unknowingly, their masters mete out
cruel and inhuman treatment to them. The episode showing the plight
of Narauz’s servant is highly pity provoking. Having given multiple
evidences of his loyalty to his master, he is pitiably tortured by his
master merely for telling a lie. Although he tries his best to convince
his master of his innocence, the master does not show leniency toward
his loyal servant. Driven by anger, the master draws a knife from his
belt, cuts a portion of his servant’s ear lobe and asks him to go back
to his father and tell him that “for every lie he will cut a piece of flesh
until he comes to the true part—the part that does not tell a lie” (
Mountolive 31). Caught in a similar predicament, Abdul, employed
in a barber’s shop, is tortured by his master. He is often warned for
not keeping his razors clean and is held guilty of spreading syphilis in
Alexandria. His guilt is reported by his master to the police.
Consequently, Abdul is arrested and brutally beaten by the police. As
the narrator puts it, “Abdul was nearly beaten to death by the police,
lost an eye. Amaril spent nearly a year trying to tidy him up. Then he
got some wasting disease on top of it and had to abandon his shop.
Poor man?” (Mountolive 64)
There is no denying the fact that poverty is a social menace
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that leads to the onset of many evils. People hit by poverty indulge
themselves in unlawful activities such as bribery and robbery, theft &
plunder. In Constance the Templars have been presented as ill famed
for playing havoc with the safety and security of public life through
their violent activities. The sole purpose of all their activities is extortion
of money from their victims. On receiving information with regard to
the existence of the Templar treasure the Templars engage themselves
in getting clues to its exact location. Prince Hassad & Lord Galen
have also launched a search for the location of the treasure and for
this purpose they have jointly employed Quartrafages to help them in
their search. On being aware of this fact, the Templars call on
Quartrafages and coerce him to reveal to them the result of his
investigation into rumours of the existence of treasure. Quartrafages’
reluctance to satisfy the queries of the Templars drives them to drag
him out of his house & beat him so cruelly that he is seriously injured.
Poverty drives its male victims to force their wives to earn
money through entering into extra-marital relationship. The destitute
girls, instead of making their career through education & training,
engage themselves in obnoxious activities and even take recourse to
prostitution to earn money. In Livia Durrell has exposed this evil in a
manner that reflects his keen awareness of the poverty propelled
compulsions under which the unmarried women resort to the sale of
their bodies. In the day time the young girls can be seen working hard
at their work places and during night one can see “scores of silent
frozen girls offering their bodies for sale under the blobs of yellow gas
light” ( Livia 24).
An acute need of money caused by lack of resources forces
Durrell’s major female character Justine to give in to her former lover
Nassim’s proposal of marriage. As her only son has gone missing and
she is in dire need of financial support to retrieve her lost child, she
wanders from pillar to post in search of a funding agency. Nassim
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whom she does not want to marry, offers to help her in times of her
trouble on the condition of accepting his proposal of marriage. She
sacrifices her personal liking & agrees to become Nassim’s wife under
compulsion caused by her economic problem. Nassim hands over a
cheque to Justine on her birthday and says, “I propose to make you a
birthday present which will enable you to think of yourself as a wholly
independent person simply as a woman, Justine. This hateful stuff
which crops into everything. Let us be free of it deciding anything”
(Balthazar 50).
Nassim marries Justine not because he loves her but because
he needs her. As he himself says to her, “But I cannot get over the
thought that in the whole city of women I most need is you. There are
any number a man may want, but to want is not to need. I may want
other, you I need” ( Justine 60).
The rich poor divide has long been a vital subject of discussion
among the eminent writers, thinkers & social scientists across the globe.
In the present age of globalization the underprivileged have ample
opportunities to better their economic condition. But, since all rights
to natural wealth, educational facilities & technological resources are
centralized in the hands of the privileged, the underprivileged are finding
it impossible to get rid of the curse of poverty. Consequently, the rich
are growing richer and the poor poorer. While the rich have bundles
of opportunities to rise economically, socially & politically, the poor
are left with little hope of moving up from their peripheral existence.
This dismal socio-economic phenomenon has been attacked by Durrell
in Tunc wherein he sketches the most affluent character, Benedicta
who is one of the richest women of the world, and the poorest character,
Blaise, a peasant who finds it impossible to make both ends meet
despite his austere ways of life and the rigorous routine he has to
undergo for the sake of his bread and butter. Like Blaise, Sutcliff, a
music teacher, is a victim of extreme poverty. For long he has remained
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unemployed despite his best efforts to find a suitable job. Having lost
all hopes of finding a job of his satisfaction he joins as a teacher of
Music so as to earn money enough to support him. As Blanford puts
it, “poverty intervened and since he had nothing special for which to
starve, he accepted the first opening which presented itself. He found
himself teaching French and Music to school girls at Harmandale, a
clergy orphans’ establishment where the staff was ecclesiastical and
half lay” ( Livia 55).
In Alexandria children, like servants, are not meted out fair
treatment. The negligent & callous manner their parents nourish them
is, of course, disheartening and condemnable. Due to being excessively
prone to the ill effects of surroundings, they need great care and
attention and deserve to be nurtured with utmost sensitivity. A growing
number of cases of ill parenting are a cause for worry. To nourish
them with carelessness is tantamount to deny them their natural right
to grow physically and mentally. In Balthazar Durrell has portrayed
the plight of Keats, a bastard whose pathetic condition reflects the
self indulgent parents’ tendency to shirk their responsibility of providing
their children with an atmosphere necessary for their all round
development. Keats is undernourished and underdeveloped due to
his parents’ carelessness. His wretchedness melts Pursewarden to
pity & drives him to spearhead a movement against the evil of ill
parenting. The news that Justine’s only son and Banquo’s only daughter
have gone missing and fallen to the hands of miscreants saddens
Pursewarden to the extent that he decides to launch a crusade against
the menace of ill parenting due to which children on whom the future
of nation depends are suffering the trauma of ill nourishment.
In Sebastian Durrell has highlighted the issue of discrimination
against women. The fact that Durrell’s prominent novels viz. Justine,
Clea, Livia & Constance are named after his major female characters
shows that Durrell is in favour of lending due weight and importance
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to the crucial role of women in all walks of life. But, at the same time,
Durrell is not unaware of the male chauvinists’ discriminatory attitude
towards women. Prince Hassad, a major character occupying a
noteworthy place in the fictional world of Durrell, represents the culture
of male hegemony. Having immense wealth at his command, he treats
women as a commodity worth hatred. To quote him:”Women were
once unique events in the life of a man, now women are a mere
commodity like hay. Availability has bred contempt” ( Sebastian 2)?
As is evident from the above discussion, Durrell’s novels deal
with the underprivileged as victims of social discrimination and economic
inequality. Although Durrell is preoccupied with the life style of the
privileged class and his major characters represent the upper crust of
the metropolitan society, the issues concerning the underprivileged
have not been left untouched. His great fictional work The Alexandria
Quartet on which “his reputation mainly rests” (Ford 427) not only
highlights the fabric of intimate relationships that shape the social life
of the affluent but also depicts the plight of the drivers, servants, farmers,
labourers, children and destitute women. This two dimensional
treatment of the contemporary realities reflects Durrell’s aim which is,
as he himself declares in a radio interview, “to give the reader the
stereoscopic feeling which raised question marks like “what is reality’”
(Ford 428)?
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Ânandavardhana’s Dhvani and the Urdu Ghazal

For couplets the ghazal is prime; at the end
Of each one’s a refrain like a chime: “at the end.”
But in subsequent couplets throughout the whole poem,
It’s this second line only will rhyme at the end (‘Ghazals
on Ghazals,’ John Hollander)
The ghazal form, traced back to the seventh-century Arabic
literature originated in the Arabic panegyric aside, qasida. Whereas
the qasida sometimes ran into as many as 100 couplets, the ghazal
settled down to an average of seven couplets. From Arabic the ghazal
took a Persian form where it is composed of semi-autonomous couplets
called beit or sher. All the couplets of a ghazal must be of the same
bahr (metre), the ghazal rhyme scheme being aa ba ca da etc. The
rhyme consists of the refrain (called radif) which is the word or phrase
repeated in the second line of every couplet, and the qafia, which is
the word immediately preceding the radif and must rhyme in every
second line of the couplets. A ghazal must have a minimum of five
shers; there is no maximum limit. Although, in form, each sher is
connected by rhyme and metre, thematically each sher stands as an
autonomous entity. The ghazal literally means a conversation with a
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beloved who could be either human or divine and this is also its main
subject. As the noted critic Frances W. Pritchett writes:
In terms of the content, the ghazal’s main subject is passionate
love, considered from the point of view of the first-person
(male) lover/protagonist. This lover may long for a divine
beloved or a (female/male) human beloved; he may also reflect
on the nature of the world as it appears to him, so that the
ghazal has room in principle for a wide range of abstract,
aphoristic utterances. Often a number of extremely varied
topics, moods, images, and figures are represented within one
ghazal, some of them occupying not more than a single twoline verse.(1993, 119)
Although it did start as courtly poetry, the ghazal seems first
to have been seriously cultivated not in courts of Sultans but in centres
of Sufis, and one of the first and greatest collections (Divan) of mystical
ghazals was that composed by Jalal al-din Rumi (d.1273) of Konya.
The ghazal travelled to India and was practised in the Islamicate
kingdoms of Deccan from the twelfth-century onwards till the kingdoms
were destroyed by the Mughals at the end of the seventeenth century.
With the advent of the Mughals the Urdu and Persian cultural centre
thus, shifted northwards to the Delhi Sultanate and then the rest of
India and its Persian form underwent a change as it came to be written
in what is known as sabk-e-hindi.1 When the form was adapted in
Urdu, it drew from sabk-e-hindi whereby a poet uses the same theme
for multiple meanings. All the couplets are detachable and complete
as individual context in the poem. As Frances W. Pritchett beautifully
puts it: “The ghazal thus, appears to be in some sense “atomistic” or
“molecular”, with many of its small verse-units seemingly held together
by their formal connections alone, like pearls on a string(1993, 119)”
The classical ghazal in Urdu is a highly wrought art form
collectively defined by its language, which is highly Persianized in register
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and the complex imagery evolved over centuries in Persian. The ghazal
was also an important performance art in several important settings,
reflecting the ambiguities typical of the ghazal’s expression.2 The Urdu
ghazal has figured as one of the most popular art forms of South Asia
for many centuries now. The ghazal, which has been considered as
the archetypal poetry of love tends towards the philosophical and
metaphysical and also towards the less mystical romantic impulses. It
contains both subtlety and playful and ambiguous expressions that
suggest more than can be read on the surface. For this paper, I plan to
discuss this very play of suggestiveness in the ghazal in the light of the
Dhvani theory proposed by Ânandavardhana.
If literary theory was classified on the basis of what aspect of
literary composition is central to them, we can have theory of :
School

Thinker(s)

Rasa

Bharata
Nâtyaúâstra
Dhanika-Dhanañjaya Daœarupaka

Alamkâra

Bhâmaha
Dandin
Udbhata
Rudrata

Kâvyâlamkâra
Kâvyadarsa
Kâvyâlamkârasârasamgraha
Kâvyâlamkâra

Riti

Vâmana

Kâvyâlamkârasûtra

Dhvani

Ânandavardhana
Abhinavagupta
Mahimabhatta

Dhvanyâloka
Abhinavabharâti
Vyaktiviveka

Vakrokti

Kuntaka

Vakroktijîvita

Guna-Dosa Dandin
Bhâmana
Aucitya

Kcemendra

Text(s)

Kâvyadarsa
Kâvyâlamkâra
Aucityavicârancarcâ

Source : Sreekantaiyya, Indian Poetics. (trans.) N. alasubhramanya.
Sahitya Academi. 2001. Print.
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Here the Dhvani theory of Ânandavardhana is next only to
the Rasa theory in importance. Ânandavardhana considers suggestion
(the indirectly evoked meaning) as the characteristic property of literary
discourses as opposed to various rational discourses. Dhvani is like
an all embracing principle that explains the structure and function of
other major elements of literature. In Dhvanyâloka, Ânandavardhana
has presented a structural analysis of indirect literary meaning. He has
classified different types of suggestions and defined them by identifying
the nature of suggestion in each. This can also be called a kind of
“Textual Symbolism”.
Ânandavardhana calls the poetry of suggestion as the highest
kind of poetry. Accordingly, he proposes 3 levels of meaning:
1. Vacyartha (denotative/literal sense)
Abidhavritti (the power of language which conveys this meaning)
2. Lakshyartha (indicative meaning)
Lakshanavritti (indicative function)
3. Vyanjanartha(suggestive meaning)
Vyanjanavritti (suggestive function)
The first 2 contribute by relegating themselves and enhancing
suggestive function.The third kind i.e. suggestive meaning is further
divided into 2, based on vacaka (expressive) and bodhaka
(indicatory).Ânandavardhana integrates Rasa theory with Dhvani
theory. Dhvani he says is the method and means for achieving and
evoking Rasa, which is the effect of suggestion. Rasa is the constant
aesthetics pleasure in all literature, produced in the spectator.
Dhvani can also be divided as:
1.

Avivakshitavacya (unintended denotation)

a.

Arthantarasamkramitavacya

b.

Atyantatiraskritavacya
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2.

Vivakshitanyaparavacya (extended denotation)

a.

Asamlakshyakrama (word based)

b.

Sabdasaktimula (sense based)

Suggestiveness plays an indispensable role in ghazals. It is this
language of suggestiveness that has acted as a medium to express
controversial and even dissident ideas through the ghazal so that it can
adjust and adapt to the times without the loss of its charm. The
suggestiveness in ghazal is brought about by various devices. One of
the most important is the play of words and language. As the ghazal is
a form deeply rooted in the classical Indo-Iranian tradition, all the
words used have deep cultural implications and flavour. Urdu
represents not only the confluence of two languages, Hindi and Persian
but also two cultures, Indian/Hindu and Persian/Muslim. The language
itself, first being Arabic and Persian and later Urdu (which is what we
are dealing with here) are in themselves are languages of indirection
and understatement. Thus, it abounds in suggestion. To illustrate this
here is an example in a couplet by the poet, Ghalib :
Koi umeed bar nahi aati
Koi soorat nazar nahi aati
The word ‘soorat’ may mean ‘a way out’ or ‘a ray of hope’,
but it may also denote a friendly or beautiful ‘face’. Similarly, the maqta
of the same ghazal also can be seen:
Kaaba kis moonh se jaaoge Ghalib
Sharm tumko magar nahi aati.
Here ‘moonh se’ rather than meaning ‘a person facing another
after wronging other denotes someone who is ashamed due to
something.
Another important device in the ghazal for suggestiveness is
the play of gender. In its earliest Islamicate tradition of the ghazal-emuzakkar, the lover as well as the beloved were addressed as being
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male gendered. Later, after the seventeenth century and the rule of
the Mughals, the the male gendered beloved was dropped off and no
particular gender started being attributed to the beloved. The poet
always assumes the voice of an (aristocratic) adult male, a passionate
lover who is determinedly pursuing a beloved who may be an
unavailable respectable lady, a fickle courtesan, a beautiful boy just
about to reach puberty, or of course God. the “voh” might refer to
either. Below is a sher by Ghalib transcribed along with its translation
by Frances W. Pritchett to illustrate the point.
Unke dekhe se jo aa jati hai munh par raunak
Voh samajhte hain ki bimaar ka haal achcha hai
(The flush that suffuses my face when I look at him/her
He/she interprets as a sign of my return to good health)
Another example:
Ghair lein mehfil me bosey jaam ke
Hum rahein yun tishna lab paighaam ke
Others in your gathering kiss the wine cup
But we remain thirsty even for the invitation.
Here as well one sees the ambiguity regarding an earthly or
divine being. Various words like ‘saaqi’, ‘maikhana’, and ‘jaam’
were also used to mean God, the world, love for God, Nirvana etc.
These rather than being just figures of speech were more important as
a vehicle which brought about the emotion of being one with God and
also with lover. Thus, the sthâyibhâva of love and Úringâra Rasa
are produced as one imagines the suggestion (Dhvani) of the
communion with God as well as with the beloved. In most of the
ghazals both the variety of Rasas are evoked by the application of
Dhvani, i.e., love-in-union or the Sambhoga Úringâra Rasa and the
love-in-separation or the Vipralambha Úringâra Rasa. Although
mostly, the ghazal starts by evoking Vipralambha Úringâra Rasa ,
by employing dhvani, as in :
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baazeechaa-e-atfaal hai duniya mere aage
hota hai shab-o-roz tamaasha mere aage
This world for me is but a children’s playground
Where day and night a funny something is happening
ik khel hai aurang-e-sulemaan mere nazdeek
ik baat hai ‘eijaz-e-maseeha mere aage
Solomon’s throne for me is only a plaything
And Christ’s miracle an ordinary something
hota hai nihaan gard mein sehara mere hote
ghisata hai jabeen khaak pe dariya mere aage
Under the dust raised by me, I see a desert hidden around
And the river before me rubs its forehead on the ground
mat pooch ke kya haal hai mera tere peeche ?
too dekh ke kya rang tera mere aage
Ask me not how I fare in your absence
But see how you look in my presence3
Here, in the forth stanza, the Vipralambha Úringâra Rasa is
awakened. One can see the suggestion building up the mood for it.
The dhvani or suggestion here is used to refer to the beloved of the
poet who maybe an earthly lover as well as God (there are more
chances of it being God in this case). One sees that even in the separation
there is a hope of meeting and also feels the emotion rising up. The
poet here talks about how he cannot wait to see his lover (earthly/
divine) but also alludes to the times when they were together. Thus,
also evoking Sambhoga Úringâra Rasa by alluding to the times
together.
imaan mujhe roke hai jo khinche hai mujhe kufr
ka’aba mere peeche hai kaleesa mere aage
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Truth pulls at me, as falsehood attractive I find
The cathedral is infront of me, the Kaba behind
Khush hote hain par wasl mein yon mar naheen jaate
aayee shab-e-hijaraan ki tamanna mere aage
Be happy on meeting, but go not overboard prithee
I am haunted by the joys of separation already
go haath ko jumbish naheen aanhon mein to dam hai
rehne do abhee saaghar-o-meena mere aage
My hands are lifeless though, my eyes are still bright
Remove not the cup and the bottle yet from my sight
ham_pesha-o-ham_masharb-o-ham_raaz hai mera
‘Ghalib’ ko bura kyon kaho achchaa mere aage !
Ghalib is a colleague, co-worker and a comrade
Call him good before me, rather than degrade
However, one observes that in the same ghazal the evocation
of Rasa is brought about by two different kinds of dhvani. In the forth
stanza suggested sense is brought about by suggestion of progressive
denotation or arthantarasamkramitavacyadhvani where the literal
sense of the poet talking to his beloved is hindered as finally in the end
the suggestion is towards a communion between the poet and God,
but we do not wholly reject it. Instead, we think of a secondary meaning
including it. Thus, it accommodates both. Whereas, in the penultimate
stanza, one sees that the dhvani used is
atyantatiraskritavacyadhvani, as the literal sense of looking at the
cup and bottle and not removing them out of sight is becomes wholly
incongruous. The meaning instead when the poet talks about the bottle
and the cup is that even though he might be at the end he still wants to
enjoy life.
The ghazal is full of the use of suggestiveness which makes it
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probably one of the best genres or forms to associate with Dhvani.
The use of language, which is understated and subtle further aides in
this. However, till now ghazal has only been analysed from the
perspective of Western Theories or the theories of translation. It’s
about time that attention is paid to associating and applying Indian
poetics and theories to this form which is probably one of the oldest
forms of poetry still popular. Varied themes pertaining to politics, society,
sexuality and identity are being continuously being added to it. It is this
dhvani that makes the meaning of the ghazal multi layered and open
to interpretation infusing the aesthetics of the ghazal with a continual
creation and becoming of meaning that is infinitesimal. Thus its use for
the expression of one’s love, devotion or even one’s own identity,
times, problems and society. Although the ghazal is a highly
conventionalized form rooted mainly in an eastern tradition its analysis
has mostly been limited to the application of western theories and
aesthetic categories. The new and relatively unexplored sides and
traditions of the ghazal by applying Indian theories rather than western
ones can only help in creating a more nuanced understanding not only
of the ghazal genre but its form, aesthetics and meaning there by
enriching it in the process with more layers of understanding.
One such a string of strange, unpronounceable fruits,
How fine the familiar old lime at the end!
All our writing is silent, the dance of the hand,
So that what it comes down to’s all mime, at the end. (John
Hollander)
Notes
1

For a detailed discussion of Sabk-e-hindi see Shamsur
Rahman Faruqi “Expression of the Indo-Muslim mind in the Urdu
Ghazal” in Studies in the Urdu Ghazal and Prose Fiction, ed.
Muhammad Umar Memon (Madison : South Asian Studies Publication
#5, University of Wisconsin, 1979) pp. 1-21.
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2

See further Ralph Russell, ‘Understanding the Urdu
Ghazal’, in The Pursuit of Urdu Literature: A Select History, ,
London, 1992, pp. 26-53.
3

Translations unless otherwise stated have been taken from
book called Gems of Urdu Ghazal by K.C Kanda.
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Human Resilience in the Plays of James Baldwin

America Negro Slavery which was unique in its psychological
oppressiveness, arose the feelings of revenge, despair, aspiration and
hatred of Negro. This culminated in the struggle of Negro. As he fought
upward the picture of courage grew. Dramatists like Langston Hughes,
Theodore Ward, Richard Wright laid emphasis upon the enlargement,
agitation, aggravation and distillation of every universal human malady,
dilemma and desire specifically of black people in the country
compounded by the heat of the pressure of white racism but the form
was not integral to their cultural experience. They showed signs of
strain and their artistic form was shattered by uncontrollable passions
of revolt.
Ball into the court of James Baldwin for creating and defining
standards of beauty and excellence pertinent to black experience. He
was able to achieve balance by exercising restraint and impose the
discipline of art with a powerful upsurge of an instinctive emotion. His
plays are concerned over the plight of the Negro and therefore have
considerable force as propaganda and at the same time, having greater
pretensions to be considered as good literature. The truth lies in the
fact that he was able to interpret his own cultural background in terms
of universality in terms of those experiences that strike a common
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chord of understanding and appreciation among human kind. H e
clarifies his role as a writer that “he is produced by people because
they need you... any single human being wants to know who he is and
wants to become himself or herself, wants to live... and at the same
time, wishes to be safe and therefore, accepts and adopts all kinds of
disguises and begins to believe all kinds of lies in order to be safe. In
this safety, this mystical and unreal safety, he begins to perish. This is
the war which is in everybody.”(Thurman 147) And American Negro
wants to do the same. They want to believe a great deal about
themselves, that isn’t true, in order to survive in the system and James
Baldwin wanted to save them by finding out “where the truth is.....and
has the truth relates to the American Myth.....” (Thurman 149). This
search for truth became his philosophy of life, “that every life moves
full circle towards revelation” (Baldwin 42) and James Baldwin first
himself moves towards revelation and through his plays undergoing
the life-cycle with the effect of developing counter-strategies for
survival-acceptance, sense of resignation, quest for identity, finding
the roots down to the South, identification with the Church, self, city
and race. And finally identifying with the power of love-a continent to
self knowledge and refusal to shrink away the darkness which plunges
the world into terror and darkness.
On a broader level, his efforts can be viewed as humane one
to come to grips with the issue of human existence and survival amid
the wholesale crucialities of life. The crisis he calls for, presents the
clear perception and a genuine understanding of the deepest and most
intimate needs of humanity bound in the ultimate struggle of life and
death. His maturing personality as a writer and as a human being
processed certain solutions to the be wildered man groping amid
darkness in quest of self-identity and fulfilment. His works have the
power to intimate us about development of counter-strategies of survival
that have be tried to be adopted in spite of the oddities of life.
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Baldwin’s commitment to end the racial nightmare of the
country and change the history of the world gave rise to his vision of
theatre. His feelings were negative with rage, sorrow and murderous
bitterness which made him identify himself with Richard Wright. In
fact, the protest literature of Richard Wright especially the “Native
Son” served catharsis for releasing the rage and fear which grew
inevitable, out of the black American experience. He found the theatre,
as the best medium to lend itself very well to the explanation of the
human situation in which a black minority group wishes to asserts its
rights and formulate its demands. In this spirit of protest was born a
protest play, Blues for Mr. Charlie (1964)- a complicated angry play
for self-conscious blacks protesting against whites. The play reflects
the author’s participation in Civil Rights Movement. The drama is
concerned with racial inequality particularly derived out of the incident
of “the shooting of Emitt Till” in Mississippi for allegedly flirting with a
white woman and the murderer in this case goes acquitted. He himself
admitted in “civil-rights” mood, “The life of obviously such people
battle and terrify me and with one part of my mind at least I hate them
and would be willing to kill them.” (Blues for Mr. Charlie xv)
With Richard Henry, Baldwin attempts to search for his own
essence, for his own identity- his concern with torture, agony, love,
forgiveness and redemption. Richard Henry has been cast in the typical
image of Northern black rebellious, arrogant and bold one. His
revengeful attitude is the outcome of his mother’s sudden death who
died in mysterious circumstances (might be pushed by white man who
tried to made advances towards her) in a white hotel. His hostility to
whites stems out in general because the perpetrators of the crime had
gone unpunished. The root of these atrocities stems out from helpless
condition of black people, “Its because, My Daddy, got no power
that my Mama’s dead..... The only way the black man’s going to get
any power is to drive all the white men into the sea.” (Blues for Mr.
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Charlie35) Warped by such degradation, he leaves South for North
(New York) for good. He tries to live with the situation with the first
three years spent in North but the hot blood running in the veins of
Richard culminated in discovering himself and when, he develops talents
as a singer and musician singing the ‘Blues’- a natural vehicle to
articulate a mood of suffering-deprivation, racism, poverty, injustice,
infidelity, oppression etc. Again Baldwin promotes the Black survival
through Black American Blues catching the absurdity of black existence
in white America and that black man could transcend from the troubles.
His sketching of Richard hints the similar struggling incidents in his
own life and his early abandonment by his father, his continued yearning
for love of his mother (and later of his later of his step father and his
eight half brothers and half-sisters), extreme poverty, frequent hunger
and continuous experience of White American racism. However,
embittered by life and experiences, Richard Henry like many young
negroes, takes recourse to drugs and poison which ruins his life. Baldwin
suggests this defence-mechanism which is usually opted by many
American Negroes in order to escape the sordid world of reality.
Baldwin makes Richard Henry redeem from this technique of survival
for he felt evading the situation is not the solution for it could destroy
his dignity as a human. As a sort of self therapy, Richard Henry
emphasized first at getting rid himself of any kind of fear and from that
rose the need of moral rehabilitation, to acquire every possible stamina
and courage to fight against the condition of torture, death and
humiliation in order to survive. In due course, he realised that black
man’s experience was both sources of agony as well as redemption,
they bring sufferings but if dealt courageously can lead to self
knowledge, self-acceptance and forging of self-identity.
But this self-discovery is never entirely a private battle especially
when it is the case of race and it can be achieved only in spiritual
communion with others for the sufferings creates bridge through a
committed compassionate and reciprocal understanding of the others.
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Given Baldwin’s Harlem Boyhood of poverty and anonymity, the
oppression, mistreatment, exploitation and condescion forced upon
him at the hands of grocer, the pawn-broker, the butcher, the police,
teachers and landlords, the oppression he overcame and the strength
he gained from the battle makes a perfect sense that he strongly
identifies with Black Americans. It is in his gradual identification with
the collective, communal black experience that he makes Richard Henry
define himself, returning to South from which he had alienated himself,
a usual secured place for the blacks where one finds self strength.
In due course, however, he gets trapped in “warring with his
society” and is killed when he insults the white owner Lyle Britten, by
asserting his own economic and sexual superiority. And Lyle Britten
who had already killed a black man and had gone over-looked, is
again acquitted because his wife claims that Richard Henry had tried
to assault her.
Baldwin in his earlier writings wishes to show that if an
individual hopes to succeed in a racist atmosphere, he must accept
himself as he is and accept reality as well. “You were born where you
were born and faced the future that you faced because you were
black and for no other reason. The limits of your ambition were, thus,
expected to be set forever. You were born into a society which spelled
out with brutal clarity and in, as many ways as possible, that you were
a worthless human being. You were not expected to aspire to
excellence; you were expected to make peace with mediocrity,” (The
Fire Next Time 35). This type of behaviour is set by Reverend Meridian
Henry, father of Richard Henry whose very name suggest a moderator
or middle view.
Meridian Henry is the embodiment of black moderation of
non-violence-to demonstrate peacefully to be jailed, to go out again.
In Act-I, as he begins to question events, Parnell admonishes him,
“Meridian, you can’t be the man who gives the signal for the holocast,”
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Meridian asks in response, “Must I be the man who watches while his
people are beaten chained, starved, clubbed, butchered?”( Blues for
Mr. Charlie 64). But after the death of Richard and the acquittal of
his murder, he had begun to understand that he cannot depend upon
the white man of good will to effect improvements in interracial
relationships. Baldwin realises this fully, “the Plague is race, the plague
is our concept of Christianity and this raging plague has the power to
destroy every human relationship.” (Blues for Mr. Charlie vii).
The American black has always used the Christian religion to
protect himself from the ravages of the white world. Gradually the
religion became the religion of convenience which functioned to reinforce
the superiority of the whites in the society. This is depicted by Lorenzo
who on Richard’s death comments, “This damn almighty God..... don’t
care what happens to nobody unless, of course, they’re whites...”
(Blues for Mr. Charlie xv). Meridian realizes this fact that eventually
being a man in the sight of God is not enough rather he should assert
his rights of manhood in the world of men. He declares, “I am a man.
A man ! I tried to help my son become a man. But manhood is
dangerous pursuit here. And that pursuit undid him because of your
gun, your horses, your dogs, your judges, your lawmakers, your folly,
your pride, your cruelty, your cowardice, your money, your chain
gangs, and your churches....” (Blues for Mr. Charlie, p.136). He realises
that it is the Black, instead, who must effect the change and must
themselves for protection against whites. Meridian says, “You know,
for us, it all began with the Bible and the gun? What did you do with
the gun, Meridian?” asks Juanita.” It is in the pulpit,” Meridian replies,
“under the Bible, like the pilgrims of old” (Blues for Mr. Charlie
157).
By penetrating the roots of protest literature, Baldwin gradually
discovered that the solution lies not in anger and protest and neither in
the docile appeal rather in imminent revolution but with co-existence
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as its objective. “The terms of our revolution, the American revolutionare these: not that I drive you out or that you drive me out but that we
learn to live together” (Thurman145). He remembered that since black
and whites all a part of the same society, they have the same future
and that any interchange affects both of them, sooner or later and so
the whites must accept blacks without prejudices, without conditions.
This announced his sense of social responsibility as a writer his attempts
to excavate what is beyond the scene about what is really happening
there and thereby begins his relentless search for integrity and identity.
Because of his own belief in the necessity of integration to
survive, Baldwin suggests the interrelationships of black and whites
by stage directions for shadowing images of whites appearing in the
background for the black scene and sounds of black church services
as a background for the white scenes. This implies that the whites,
have to accept blacks as their equals and also recognise the existence
of an Afro-American Culture.
As noticed earlier, the black man’s world has been a sphere
of religions and racial consciousness whereas Richard Henry serves
as a catalytic agent that penetrate the racial consciousness in ‘Blues
For Mr. Charlie’, Margaret drives us into the religious consciousness
of the blacks in ‘Amen Corner.’ Baldwin felt that in order to shake up
blacks and to wake up whites, the power of love can be a motivating
force. On human plane, he thinks that it is the ultimate concern for
man’s relationship with man within all the vicissitudes and vagaries
human experience. “White coupled with Negroes... resulting in the
most intense attachments”(Podhoretz, 234). In this context, he means
human love and not God’s love.
The very title of this work, ‘Amen Corner’ has a precise
meaning in the American black church. In the Amen Corner, sit those
pastors active interlocutors who give him/her most intense responses
to shake him/her up. The action takes place entirely in Harlem in
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Margaret Alexander’s Church and in her apartment which are both a
part of the same building. Both church and apartment have doors to
the outside would which are used symbolically and literary for entering
and exiting.
The central character is a women, Margaret, the strict and
authoritative pastor of the Little Church in Harlem. She had chosen
this vocation ten years earlier when she found no such protection from
her “good for nothing” husband, Luke. She fled into the religion, into
the worship of a merciless God so that she is able to live far from
reality as well as to forget the painful past. It was only after the death
of her second child, she decided to leave Luke and evade her living
into the religion for the search of her identity. The search of Margaret’s
identity closely resembles that of Baldwin’s.
Fred L. Standley analyse the significance of this quest in
Baldwin’s writings, “The quest for identity always involves a man with
other men-there can be no self-perception apart from or outside the
context of interpersonal relationship. Only within the dynamic interplay
of personalities can men become profoundly aware of the significance
of being a man” (Standley).
Margaret begins her quest for self as a minister of God. “She
is in the church”, Baldwin says, “because her society has left her no
other place to go. Her sense of reality is dictated by the society’s
assumption which also becomes her own, of her inferiority” (The Amen
Corner xvi).
Margaret has made a tragic mistake which is revealed when
Mrs. Jackson comes forward to have Margaret pray for ailing
baby:Margaret: “May be Lord wants to leave that” (The Amen Corner
65).Mrs. Jackson refuses Margaret’s advice because she has already
discovered that her identity can only be achieved through an open
communication with her husband and Margaret has yet to realize this.
The parallel story of Mrs. Jackson implies a sharp contrast to that of
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Margaret. In Act III, after her baby has died, Mrs. Jackson tells
Margaret. “I ain’t like you, Sister Margaret. I don’t want all this, all
these people looking at me. I’m just a young woman. I just want my
man and my home and my children” (The Amen Corner 66). while
Margaret nagged her husband to drink because she felt that he was
responsible for her baby’s death. She deprived Luke and David, her
first child, of the family relationship which each needed so badly.
The foundation of the Christian doctrine rests on the
compassion and sympathy of one human being for another and the
same is expected of Margaret that she would practice it what she
preaches. We find that her religious activities never have basically any
meaning. We are struck by a merciless and hypocritical piety in one or
more scenes. Despite Luke’s serious illness, Margaret ends Act I by
leaving for Philadelphia without David full of “God-given” justification
for her own behaviour. She asserts, “In this home, the Lord comes
first. The Lord made me leave that man in there a long time ago because
he was a sinner. And the Lord ain’s told me to stop doing my work
just because he had come the way all sinners come” (The Amen
Corner 31). Her tyrannical nature leads to the critical murmurings of
the Church elders which grow louder by the revelation of Margaret’s
past life and the current behaviour of her son. “How come she think
she can rule church when she can’t rule her own house”, remarks
Brother Boxer (The Amen Corner ix).
Baldwin explains her uncommon attitude, “Her need for human
affirmation and also for vengeance expresses itself in her merciless
piety; and her love which is real but is also at the mercy of her genuine
and absolutely justifiable terror, turns her into a tyrannical matriarch”
(The The Amen Corner xvii). In all this course, she loses her old selfthe affectionate, passionate little black woman whom Luke loved.
Luke, Margaret’s husband needed comfort simultaneously
which when he could not get in Margaret, turned to drinking. After her
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desertion, he tried to forget love by involving himself totally in his
musical career, but he knew that a career could not be an adequate
substitute for the human love he needed. Still he has strong faith in the
human resilience by the way of human love, “A man can loose a whole
lot.....but he can keep on—he can even die with his head up, live as
long as he got one thing. That one thing is him, David, who he is inside
and son, I don’t believe no man ever got to that without somebody
loved him” (The Amen Corner 42).
The situation was, perhaps, provoked by Baldwin’s own life
when in a conflict-ridden Harlem family of eight brothers and sisters,
he felt, “If we had not loved each other, none of us would have survived”
(The Harlem Ghetto 65). Baldwin speaks in a words of Luke that a
man must strike out against the odds, to discover the meaning of his
own life. The advice he gives to his son, David, forms a key speech of
the play, “Son, don’t try to get away from the things that hurt yousometimes that is all you got. You got to learn with those things and
use them. I’ve seen people-put themselves through terrible torture
and die-because they were afraid of getting hurt” (The Amen Corner
46)
It is the subsequent death of Luke which occasions Margaret’s
remorse and enhances towards her identify. She is forced to re-examine
those values that has led to her misfortune and she emerges in the final
scene with a full understanding of her errors-her triumph.....is
that.....although she has lost everything, (she) also gains the keys to
the kingdom. The kingdom is love and love is selfless, although only
the self can lead one there. She gains herself” remarks Baldwin (The
Amen Corner xvi). Though this transfiguration is slow yet she publicly
accepts the fact : “To love the lord is to love All His children-all of
them, everyone and suffer with them and rejoice with them and never
count the cost (The Amen Corner188)”.
This is the declaration of Margaret, the wife, before going to
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her sick husband’s bedside. Although very different from each other
at the beginning of the play, Luke and Margaret are united by an
humble acceptance and deep love at the end of the last act. “I never
stopped loving you, Luke, I tried. But I never stopped loving you”,
she says (The Amen Corner 86). Ironically, her discovery comes too
late; she loses both husband and career. After Luke dies, her new
sense of herself as a human being in love, makes herself as a human
being unable to preach the authoritarian message that has enslaved
her congregation. It is ironical that the very moment at which new
understanding and compassion for human beings makes her most fit
to be a minister, she loses her position. However, hope remains for
her son, David, who has been educated by the experience of his parents.
He refuses further protection by his mother, “Mamma, I want to be a
man. It’s time you let me be a man. You got to let me go”(The Amen
Corner 90). And he leaves the Church to seek in music, a means of
expressing his people and his needs.
A thorough undergoing of the artistry of James Baldwin makes
us conclude that underneath the temporal, topical level of these plays
lies deep interpersonal relationships which exists from generation to
generation and nation to nation. We must comprehend these deep
issues underlying these plays which are universal-to all human beings,
at all times and at all places. We must study them to enlighten ourselves.
Baldwin’s theme of love and brotherhood is not only restricted to
black family or black people. The need for love and understanding is
propounded in Baldwin’s other works such as “Another Country”
providing, thus, the ultimate strategy for human resilience. The human
beings must learn to give themselves to other human beings if human
kind is to survive.
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Jimmy Sharma

Transgressing Boundaries: Marginality, Complicity and
Subversion in Mahasweta Devi’s Breast Stories

The complete oeuvre of the Bengali writer Mahasweta Devi
veers around satiric attack against unjust and corrupt section of society.
The representation of tribal people and their life in Indian English Fiction
is no new phenomenon. The depiction of their culture with prejudiced
and discriminated treatment by upper strata of society is witnessed
since the time immemorial, perhaps its roots lie in Ancient Indian
literature like that of Kadambari, Ramayana, Mahabharata and the
Reg Veda (Chaturvedi:2008) In Indian English Fiction, the issues of
tribals have been taken up by writers like Mahasweta Devi, Bharati
Mukherjee, Arun Joshi in The Strange Case of Billy Vishwas, Kamala
Markandey’s The Coffer Dam, Gita Mehta’s A River Sutra, Kiran
Desai’s The Inheritance of Loss and Gopinath Mohanty, an Oriya
writer whose four novels have been translated into English. Mohanty’s
novels are based on a tribal’s attachment to land, the soil of one’s
ancestors, the intrusion of brutality in the guise of civilized law generates
resentment and violence. His Amrutara Santan(1947) , the first Indian
novel to win Sahitya Akademi Award is about the life of Kondhas, a
tribe of Orissa. The writers deal with the tribal’s marginalization, lack
of resources in their life, false promises of the government and
groundless development programmes of the government and private
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sectors. But the fact remains that our nation needs to support them so
that their life does not merely remain an issue of a novel, documentary
or a movie but they should be at par with the rest of society.
Mahasweta Devi, sometimes addressed as ‘Mahasveta’, is a
versatile writer who has made an indelible mark in society through her
writings and social welfare. Honours like Sahitya Akademi Award
(1979), Jnanapith Award (1996), Magsaysay Award (1997) made
her legendary countrywide. Her primary concern is to redress the
unnoticed and overlooked life of tribal people to remove the social
oppression in India. She was honoured with Padamsree Award in
1986, Nonino Prize in 2005 and Padma Vibhushan in 2006 for her
active endeavour for the upgrading of dispossessed tribal communities.
Mahasweta Devi is undoubtedly a prolific activist and Indian writer
who writes with ignitable emotions and passion for the unheard tribal
people. She does not merely observe the suffering of such people but
feel it empathetically by actively involving in real life situations with
them. Her fictional works draw from her association with these
peripheral communities. This paper also argues that physical violence
on women also sometimes ends in their resilience and incessant fury.
By emphasizing the wounded bodies of women, Breat Stories(1997)
challenges the conventional ideas that surround rape and social
humiliation of women. This collection of stories is a treatise on the
gruesome reality of the marginalized people who are just pawns for
the people of dominant group. But sometimes their reaction can be
very powerful to make the exploiter terrified and perplexed. The
aggression and brutality experienced by female characters ruptures
the stability of patriarchy. The female body, maligned and inscribed by
patriarchal practice, becomes a powerful site of resistance in Breast
Stories. A common motif that binds the stories of Breast Stories is the
breast. It is not merely the symbol but also the means of harsh
condemnation of an exploitative social system. Such system brutally
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mistreats helpless and disempowered women. The perpetrators of
atrocity on women turn deaf ears to their miserable plight. The resilience
and courage of tribal women enable them never to accept defeat in
spite of being exploited and misused.
In the story ‘Draupadi’, the naked protest by the protagonist
Dopdi Mejhen is the strong indictment of the patriarchal law and order
and hierarchal domination which endeavours to repress and kill the
spirit of women and their voice. In Indian society, performing naked
protest is considered “a tool of embodied resistance against the
patriarchal violence of the state.” ( Misri,3) Such protests try to
interrogate the gendered violence of the state as well as of the
patriarchal mindset. The protests of a group of Meitei women in July
2004 in Imphal, of a disappointed married woman Pooja Chauhan of
Gujarat in July 2007 were not to be seen as just theatrical displays
drawing public attention but as a radical break from everyday norms
of feminine modesty in India.
The backdrop of the story ‘Draupadi’ is the Naxalite revolt, a
major pesant rebellion of 1960s in the Naxalbari region of West Bengal.
The rebellion had nuances of caste distinction as the lower caste
cultivators fought against the upper- caste feudal landlords. The revolt
was aimed for agrarian reforms in exploitative feudal system which
gave extremely low wages, exorbitant rates of interest charged by
landowners and sexual exploitation of tribal women. Mahasweta Devi
took this broad context for the action of her story. The protagonist
Draupadi and her husband Dulna are among the tribal revolutionaries
who are engaging in guerrilla warfare against the landlords, using
methods like attacking police stations, stealing guns and even murdering
landowners. Now, the Indian army, along with upper- caste landlords
starts hunting the revolutionaries with a venegeance, trying to suppress
the rebellion. Being leaders of the Naxalite revolt, Draupadi and Dulna
have become prime targets of the state. Dulna is shot dead by the
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police and after a long search Draupadi is finally apprehended.
On being apprehended, Draupadi is brought to Senanayak, a
government specialist “in combat and extreme- Left politics”
(Mahasweta 1988, 188)who orders his men to “Make her. Do the
needful” (195); the process of making her begins, pauses and rebegins. The writer gives a heart-rending account of her brutal sexual
torture in the army camp: ‘‘The moon vomits a bit of light and goes to
sleep. Only the dark remains. A compelled spread-eagled still body.
Active pistons of flesh rise and fall, rise and fall over it.”
The protagonist in ‘Draupadi’ is not a weak object to
submissively tolerates the brutal physical and mental molest. Draupadi
seems to be well prepared in her mind for the worst treatment
disciplined for tribal men and women. She encounters a violence
deemed unspeakable even by Senanayak himself who does not say
the words for the act he has endorsed. Towards the end of the story,
Draupadi with her utter anger completely shakes the inner spirit of the
men in the camp by refusing to wear clothes: ‘‘What’s the use of
clothes? You can strip me, but how can you clothe me again? Are you
a man?’’
Such indomitable response of Draupadi who is just an unarmed
target, makes her “a terrifying superobject”(in Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak’s words) for the male gaze who just see her as the object for
physical and mental torment and agony. Thus, in the final section of
the story, Draupadi transgresses the boundaries of patriarchal society
by entering a potent place where she acts for herself by challenging
the male power to (en)counter her as unrecorded or misrecorded
object. Mahasweta Devi renders the state as a gendered institution
that privileges its male, upper caste representatives with a dominant
masculinity associated with official authority. The masculinity of the
army officers Senanayak and Arjan Singh is derived from institutional
accord. The writer comments, “Arjan Singh’s power also explodes
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out of the male organ of a gun” ( Mahasweta 1988, 188); later
Draupadi’s rape is figured as the rise and fall of “active pistons of
flesh” over her body (195). The writer attempts to show the potency
of power of state dependent on the obedience and docility of its
subjects. When in the end of the story, the gang raped Draupadi
challenges the state agents whose masculinity resides in state power.
She notices the wounds of her bare body and refuses to cover the
violence of her injured body. She forces Senanayak to come face to
face with the violence he has approved but does not want to witness:
“You asked them to make me up, don’t you want to see how they
made me?...there isn’t a man here that I should be ashamed. I will not
let you put my cloth on me. What more can you do? Come on, counter
me- come on, counter me-?” Draupadi pushes Senanayak with her
two mangled breasts, and for the first time Senanayak is afraid to
stand before an unarmed target, terribly afraid.”(Mahasweta
1988,196).
The ending of the story, with the image of the terrorized
bureaucrat in the blooded shirt, suggests a sudden loss of understanding
of established ways of knowing the tribals. When the raped subject
refuses to obey or feel feminine shame that is scripted for her is the
moment when administrative masculinity falls apart, even if temporarily.
The difficulty of interpretation of tribal’s songs and language in the
beginning of story completely gets out of view of the system when
Senanayak is confronted with Draupadi’s extreme uninterpretable
behaviour. Her body which has been openly made and known by so
many, declares its absolute unknowability in the end. She refuses the
hegemonic script of shame evoked from the wounds of sexual violence
and thus her raped body produces an inscrutability that escapes
Senanayak’s interpretative grasp. This is the reason that Gayatri Spivak
points out, “the army officer is shown as unable to ask the authoritative
ontological question, What is this?” (Spivak 1988, 184; see also
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Mahasweta 1988, 196). Senanayak is astonished to think how the
raped tribal woman’s body looks and how it acts. She looks like a
victim with “Thigh and public hair matted with dry blood. Two breasts,
two wounds” (Mahasweta 1988, 196) but acts like an agent. As she
stands naked for long before her violators, she manages to employ
her wounded body as a weapon to terrify them. Her naked protest
punctures the victorious structure of rape as power. It recodes rape
as an unmanly act of cowardice.
The rape script is well defined by Sharon Marcus(1922) as
the set of gendered cultural narratives that enable the violence of rape
by producing women as subjects of shame, fear, and violence and
men as subjects of aggression backed up by physical prowess. Rape
should not be seen as “terrifying facticity” of the penis, one should,
Marcus suggests, turn one’s attention to the cultural scripts that write
women’s bodies as penetrable or violable and challenge those
instead(387). For this motive, Marcus calls for “new cultural
productions and reinscriptions of our bodies and our geographies [that]
can help one begins to revise the grammar of violence and to represent
oneself in militant new ways” (400).
Since the publication of this story in Bengali in the 1970s and
Spivak’s English translation in the 1980s, it has reappeared in prominent
collections like The Inner Courtyard and Women Writing in India.
It has become integral part of women’s studies and postcolonial
literature syllabi in India and globally.
“Stanadayini” “Breast Giver”, another heart rending story is
about “mother-by hire” and “the loneliness of the gendered subaltern”.
The protagonist of the story, Jashoda, is a mother by profession and is
made to deliver many children and suckle them along with Haldar
family’s children. Her job is to breast feed the children of her master’s
family in addition to breast feeding her won children and ultimately she
becomes the victim of this situation and finally devoured by cancer.
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She is Brahmin by caste but is exploited because of her poor
economical condition. She is conditioned by patriarchal ideology and
is convinced of such ideology and her mind set is constituted completely
by patriarchal ways of beliefs. She says, “You are husband. You are
guru. If I forget and say no, correct me. Where after all is the pain?...
Does it hurt a tree to bear fruit?” She holds the granddaughters-in-law
responsible for “causing” the Old Mistress’s death through their refusal
to bear children. She also accepts the age old patriarchal division of
work: The man brings, the woman cooks and serves. My lot is inside
out… Living off a wife’s carcass, you call that a man?” Jashoda is fully
an Indian woman, whose unreasonable, unreasoning, and unintelligent
devotion to her husband and love for her children, whose unnatural
renunciation and forgiveness have been kept alive in the popular
consciousness by all Indian women from Sati-Savitri-Sita through
Nirupa Roy and Chand Osmani. Frankly, Jashoda never once wants
to blame her husband for the present misfortune. Her mother-love
wells up for Kmlgali as mueh as for the children. She wants to become
the earth and feed” her crippled husband and helpless children with a
fulsome harvest.”
This predicament of Jashoda made Spivak call them doubly
oppressed subalterns. First of all, they are subjects of the colonial
production; repressed by the colonialism and secondly they are also
effaced by the dominant patriarchy.
The milk that is produced in one’s own body for one’s own
children is a use-value. When there is superfluity of use values, exchange
values arise. That which cannot be used is exchanged. As soon as the
(exchange) value of Jashoda’s milk emerges, it is appropriated. Good
food and constant sexual servicing are provided so that she can be
kept in prime condition for optimum lactation. The milk that she
produces for her children is presumably through ‘necessary labor.’
The milk that she produces for the children of her master’s family is
through ‘surplus labor.’ (Spivak 248)
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The body of Jashoda is taken, misused as a commodity, an
object of exchange. Her body is exchanged after the exhaustion of
her body’s use value. The subaltern women’s predicament is very
pathetic because they are victim of patriarchal society but even then
they are ignorant of their situation. “The tragedy is that women are
often idolized in a manner that ultimately only serves to exploit them
for patriarchal usage. Women are idolized as Divine Mothers, so that
they can be taken advantage of, as exemplified in Mahasweta Devi’s
story.”(Ashmita, 78) Spivak’s consideration of Indian woman in the
category of the subaltern or divine mother is no longer valid in twentyfirst-century. Partha Chatterjee accounts in “Whose Imagined
Community” that the distance between the two domains “the elite”
and “the subaltern” is no longer rigorous, rather there is easy traffic
between these two spheres.
Luce Irigaray has argued in the chapter ‘Volume Fluidity,’ of
Speculum of the Other Woman that the negatory image of woman is
always identified. She is merely a non- entity. Even then men draw
their resources from her without acknowledging this fact. Irigaray
comments: “Woman remains this nothing at all, or this all at nothing, in
which each (male) one seeks to find the means to replenish the
resemblance to self (as) to same” (Speculum, 227) Theoretically,
women’s position or subjectivity is not acknowledged in the western
culture ; western philosophy, religion places woman in a disadvantaged
position. On the contrary, in the East, woman’s place is theoretically
acknowledged in the culture but hardly heeded. According to the Hindu
philosophy, it is thought that the world can not exist without the coexistence of Purusa ( male) and Prakrti(female), or without the union
of Shiva and Shakti. At the same time it nurtures the cult of Satidaha( burning of the widow on her husband’s funeral pyre) the apparent
contradictions of Hindu religion offers the image of goddess Kali, the
creator and the destructor, the Goddess Durga, the protector, the
Goddess Lakshmi, the Goddess of Fortune and the Goddess
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Saraswati, the Goddess of Learning But it is the same theology which
restricts woman to her widowhood throughout her life in the name of
religion. Culture and religion are, thus, monopolized by a group of
people who make rule to their advantage. Mahasweta Devi actually
address such contradictions and prejudiced view about women and
their defined roles in her stories
The image of Jashoda being exploited and misused can be
paralleled with the image of the mother earth. The earth is just treated
like a giver who is always giving and sacrificing for the selfish ends of
human beings. The earth should be now treated like a daughter whose
care is needed with utmost attention and devotion. The human beings
are plundering the precious treasures of earth and mindlessly misusing
the rare resources. The writer warns with the brutal and tragic end of
Jashoda that if such endless torture and destruction of fruitful nature is
continued, the whole world will rupture under the burden of cancer
like volcano. The writer comments on the exploitation of Jashoda
who herself is not conscious of it: “Jashoda doesn’t remember at all
when there was no child in her womb, when she didn’t feel faint in the
morning, when Kangali’s body didn’t drill her body like a geologist in
a darkness only lit by an oil-lamp.” The will of Lionseated is cleverly
fit into the narrative which is held responsible for the sudden turns and
twists that bring drastic change in Jashoda’s life. It points to the mind
set of fatalists who believe that all events are predetermined by the
will of god/goddess and hold themselves unable to do anything.
“Behind the Bodice” is about migrant labourer Gangor’s
‘statuesque’ breasts which excite the attention of the ace photographer
Upin Puri. It further triggers off a train of violence that ends in tragedy.
Through Gangor’s forced prostitution, the writer intends to excavate
and exhibit the gendered causes lying underneath the social- political
and economic exploitation of the marginalized. The women like Gangor
are often misunderstood by people like the caretaker in the story who
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regards her as an object of shame who deliberately do “a very bad
thing.” The caretaker thinks that Upin’s obsession to click her images
makes her go into prostitution. People will get crazy if you allow them
free physical remarks and comments. He believes that ultimately Gangor
has started pressing charges and making clients for monetary benefits.
No body tries to understand the real picture. Gangor, indeed represents
all the migrant labourers who usually have no one to turn to, nothing to
look forward to and have only a few to lend them a voice. Such
people are regarded as sub human and treated as commodities in
society. Upin and Shital Mallya’s listless married life without the physical
charm and gratification. This is the reason Upin gets attracted to ‘A
highbreasted rural woman’ whom he captures in his camera and later
on gets obsessed for her. He clicked her image of feeding her child
and later on decides to find her. The other aspect of this story is the
dull married life of Upin and Shital who are busy in their own ways of
life. Shital hinting at the reality of their relationship comments, “Our
relationship is not like that at al. Upin gets lost. Comes back again. He
and the camera- the Himalayas and I- perhaps in some distant future.”
Upin does not like the silicone chest, the artificial breasts of Shital.
And when he sees Gangor’s abundant “sweat glands”, he is unable to
get himself out of that feverish craziness.
Gangor later on is seen indulged in prostitution. The
helplessness of poor Gangor without money forces her to do whore
work but she gets vulgar with her moves and remarks just to survive.
Indeed she is not living life. The writer points out her reality when she
calls her breasts as “The two raging volcanic craters” because Gangor
is gang raped every where. And she has no outlet for this rage to
explode. The writer also points out the slow and insensitive attitude of
administration when she says “Files sink” with the reports of missing
people getting piled. Nothing is done to find Upin.
The story not only obliquely questions the shameless parade
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of female sexuality for public consumption; it also unravels the woman’s
vulnerability in a society where beastly sexual hunger for the female
body lurks in every corner. Reading Gangor with reference to the
hardcore commercial flick Khalnayak is extremely important.
While Khalnayak puts the modern day Sita (renamed Ganga) through
the fire-test of keeping her chastity inviolate in a defenceless world of
lustful men, and makes her emerge victorious, Gangor hammers home
the reality of the powerlessness of the woman, doubly marginalized.
Mahasweta Devi is widely known for her trenchant, powerful and
satiric Bengali writings. The multi-vocality lent to the stories through
harnessing the stories of women told by the narrator challenges the
various ways in which tribal women’s stories have been silenced through
patriarchal and post-colonial meta-narratives. The writer uses the
stereotyped, maligned, colonized and abused body of the tribal woman
as a site of resistance. Through using her body as a site of resistance,
Dopdi rebels against police- this is seen in her refusal to be clothed,
the desire to show the wounds on the breast as the grim reality of
wounded body which is an object of lust for male gaze. The story is
laden with the image of breasts which is symbolically a sign of
oppression as well as resistance. Jashoda, a protagonist with her docility
gets rewarded with duties and sacrifices and dies broken hearted and
alone. Mahasweta Devi suggests the role reversal of male and female.
Kangali is made to cook and take care of house whereas Jashoda
earns for the family. Gangor faces the sexual thirsty society with
helplessness and is forced to lead unknown life pleasing her clients for
her survival. She is made hard and tough in her language and
appearance to show the dual identity. The protagonists of the stories
are doubly marginalized because of their gender and class. The
transgression of these women is a very intricate and convoluted stride
in society but subverting the roles hitherto ascribed to women for the
selfish motives of privileged class can be the solution for challenging
the patriarchal mindset. Undoubtedly, writers like Mahasweta Devi
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ignite the minds of their reader to rethink the constitution of the socalled modern society which is not yet even open to consider tribals a
part of main stream society.
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Gender, Family and Socialization in Manju Kapur’s Home

The structures of gender have entrenched socialization with
the help of social institutions such as family, school, and media. Gender
can be defined as a social channel or cultural construction that is
instrumental in individual’s preference for masculine or feminine roles.
Gender socialization of women labels them as passive, conservative
and weak; simultaneously encouraging them to follow the conventional
frame-work within which The woman “takes charge of the home and
family while the man is the primary wage earner” (Wallerstein and
Blakeslee 22). The present paper aims to analyse the boundaries and
limitations of choices that are imposed on women by gender, family
and socialization as reflected in Manju Kapoor’s novel Home.
Analysing the influence of family and gender socialization that mould
the personality of a girl according to the societal norms, the paper
investigates women’s incarceration within the socio-cultural structure,
and the biological exploitation of women linked to gender practices as
depicted in the novel.
Manju Kapur’s third novel Home (2006) was shortlisted for
the Hutch Crossword Prize for fiction. Talking about the background
of the novel Kapur states, “I teach in an all girls college (Miranda
House College, Delhi) and ‘Home’ was first conceived in response to
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the home situations of some of my students who came from
conservative backgrounds” (interview by J. Dadyburjor Farhad).
Furthermore, in her interview with Jai Arjun she has talked about the
title of the novel:
Literature by women, about families, always has these larger
considerations, with years of studying texts, it becomes almost
second nature to look beneath the surface at social and
economic forces, gender relationships and how they are played
out in an arena that, in my writing happens to be the home.
But then, all sort of things happening outside do affect what is
happening inside the home. (Singh 38)
The themes of the novel Home extensively explore the
conservative gender practices which imprison women within home,
encouraging them to submissively accept their secondary status. The
novel has also portrayed the hollowness of conventional gendered
stereotypes. It can be said that the lens of gender reveals the categories
of “man” and “woman” as “empty and overflowing”, “Empty because
they have no ultimate, transcendent meaning. Overflowing because,
even when they appear to be fixed, they still contain within them
alternative, denied, or suppressed definitions” (Scott 49).
Nisha, the protagonist of the novel, belongs to a highly
conventional family. The portrayal of her background also showcases
the enormous vice of caste which has gripped and shaped the Indian
society and reinforces the taboos imposed on women. Nisha ultimately
emerges as an entrepreneur, though the depiction of her family roots is
a candid representation of the fisciparous tendencies of the Indian
society. The family of Banwari Lal family:
“… belonged to a class whose skills had been honed over
generations to ensure prosperity in the marketplace. Their
marriages augmented, their habits conserved. From an early
age children were trained to maintain the foundation on which
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these homes rested. The education they received, the values
they imbibed, the alliance they made had everything to do
with protecting the steady stream of gold and silver that
burnished their lives. Those fell against the grain found in their
homes knives that wounded, and once the damage had been
done, gestures that reconciled” (1).
Living at Karol Bagh in Delhi, Nisha, the granddaughter of
Lala Banwari Lal , daughter of Yaspal and Sona, defies the family
traditions which fixed a woman’s position within home and establishes
her identity as a business woman by starting a clothes’ range publicized
as ‘Nisha creations’. However Nisha’s independence is not untainted.
She is allowed to opt for a business activity as owing to her skin
deformity she is unable to find a match. Her father ruefully says, “The
women of the house had never worked. Not one. He was sending his
beloved daughter out into the world because she did not have with
her own home to occupy herself with” (269). Early exuberance of
Nisha in establishing her independent identity also gives way to a meek
acceptance of her fate when after the birth of her children, she
surrenders her creation to her sister-in-law and accepts her maternal
role as her ultimate achievement.
Kapoor does not entirely negate the gendered notions about
the work which can be allowed to womes, rather she attempts to
negotiate independence through the maze of traditional by-lanes.
Prefixed traditional role of women within the domestic sphere are
given a different shape when Nisha wants to gain her employment and
later on, her independence through those activities which are
conventionally considered to be a feminine space - stitching, embroiding,
knitting and cooking etc. are not only used for familial purposes within
home, but also outside in the form of occupations. These occupations
have a connotation of being feminine and effeminate. The theme of
Home strengthens the notion of gender disparity that is “culturally
instilled...into the child during a period of socialization” (Waugh 334).
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The socialization of girls imposes that their duties and capabilities are
different from boys and also labels activities associated with them as
passive and inferior. Nisha finds that she is not acceptable in the family
business as she happens to be a girl. She frets against it, “If only you
could take me with you, Papaji,’ she pleaded in a rush. ‘I have seen
girls working in shops. Why should it be only Ajay, Vijay and Raju?
There must be something I too can do” (267). Her upbringing in a
joint business family ensures that Nisha accepts this difference. Her
mother also wants her to conform, “This is the life of a woman: to look
after her home, her husband, her children, and give them food she has
cooked with her own hands” (126). Sona tries to mould Nisha’s
personality according to the societal culture which appreciates
“Occupation: housewife” , and wants that their only dream should be
“to become perfect wives and mothers; their highest ambition to have
five children and a beautiful house, their only fight to get and keep
their husband” (Friedan 18). Over the centuries, the socialization of
femininity has conditioned women to accept that marriage and
childbearing to the exclusion of all other ambitions enrich their lives. In
this framework, gender decree confines women to stereotypical
femininity and as a social script it is transferred from generation to
generation. Kapur seems to be supportive of Kristeva’s argument
that “we live in a civilization where the consecrated (religious or secular)
representation of femininity is absorbed by motherhood” (Kristeva
161). For Kristeva (1980), the mother’s existence is where ‘nature’
confronts ‘culture’(238). Eisenstein points out that patriarchy is a sexual
hierarchy which is manifested in women’s role as mother, domestic
labourer and consumer within the family (qtd in Beechey 67). Kapur
also elucidates that the institution of marriage incarcerates women in
numerous ways.
The novel elucidates that within the Indian tradition, women
get fulfillment after the birth of children, particularly male offsprings.
“Women are created for offspring; a woman is the field and a man is
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the possessor of the seed” (Dube 24). These sentiments are duplicated
in other patriarchal societies also. In the words of Jung 1989; Phoenix
and Woollett 1994, “She is recognized as fully adult and complete in
the true sense on attaining motherhood” (qtd in Mehta and Kapadia
440). In contrast, a married woman who does not have the potential
to conceive is stigmatized by family, as well as by the society. Unable
to conceive for a long time, Sona is taunted by her mother-in-law,
“What can you know of a mother’s feelings? All you do is enjoy life,
no children, no sorrow, only a husband to dance around you” (18).
Childless Sona is considered as incomplete and worthless and is
burdened with domestic chores. Such fictional narratives are based
on the societal practices of negating the self hood of women and
reducing them to the status of a vessel. Social indoctrination condions
women also to define their self-worth accordingly. Sona wishes to
complete herself by having a baby. Women are encouraged to observe
various religious ceremonies for this purpose. Sona could have a
daughter- Nisha – after ten years of her marriage. During these years
she had followed a strict regimen of fasts and rituals. Kapur, in the
novel portrays the account of her scarifies for a child:
Every Tuesday she fasted. Previously she would eat fruit and
drink milk once during this day, now she converted to a nirjal fast.
No water from sun-up to sundown. She slept on the floor, abstained
from sex, woke early in the morning, bathed before sunrise. For her
puja she collected fresh white flowers, jasmine or chameli, unfallen,
untrodden, from the park outside the house. In the evening she went
to the local temple, buying fruit on the way to distribute to as many
Brahmins as she could (14).
Illustrating the sacrifices of Sona, who being issueless is
inflicted with numerous taunts from her in-laws, Kapur proves that
“all the suffering in the world was not enough to make that woman
human” (18). Sona gives birth to Nisha as the blessing of God and is
expected to give birth to a boy soon, “Now the womb has opened, a
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baby brother will come” (36). According to Amartya Sen (2003),
“Over the centuries, son preference has led to female infanticide and
neglect of girl children”. Sona’s next child is a boy, with whose delivery
it is considered that she has completed her duty as a woman to the
family. “God has rewarded you” cried the mother-in-law, clutching
the day-old boy to her withered chest. At last the name of his father
and grandfather will continue. Now the older one has a complete
family I can die in peace” (48). Kapur brings our attention to the
Indian attitude of preferring a boy to a girl in the novel. The status of
the mother of a son is superior to the mother of a daughter in Indian
society. The mother of a son is admired for giving a kuldeepak by the
society. Indian tradition expects women to have male children.
Kapur not only highlights the preference of baby boy but also
hints at the differences between the upbringing of a girl and a boy in
Indian society. From childhood, a girl is encouraged to sit and play at
home. In contrast, boys are traditionally left free to play rough-and
tumble games out of the home. The following conversation attempts
to draw our attention to different social and cultural norms for girls.
Wishing to play with her brothers outside of the home, Nisha requests
for her mother’s permission:
“I want to go too”.
You can’t, said the mother shortly.
‘Why? Why can’t I?
It is better for girls to remain inside.
Why?
You will get black and dirty.
So what? Raju is black.
Raju is the colour of Krishna and Krishna is a God, points out
the mother (51).
The above mentioned lines expose the social construction that
equates men to God and women to things. Kapur expounds the existing
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gender differences between men and women that are dictated by society
to perpetuate the oppression of women. This aspect of cultural
conditioning has often been commented on by feminist critics. Greer
comments in this context:”While little boys are forming groups and
gangs to explore or terrorize the district, she (girl) is isolated at home,
listening to tale of evil-minded strangers. Her comparative incarceration
is justified in the name of protection… She is taught to fear and distrust
the world at large, for reasons which are never clearly stated” (Greer
87).
Beauvoir also draws our attention to the differences in the
upbringing of boy and girl child by explaining that, “Boys are spoken
to with greater seriousness and esteem, they are granted more rights;
they themselves treat girls scornfully; they play by themselves, not
admitting girls to their groups, they offer insults”(313). This is because
“ a woman comes out of a feminine world in which she has been
taught feminine good deportment and a respect for feminine values,
whereas he [Boy] has been trained in the principles of male ethics”
(480). The socialization of girls trains them to stay inside the home
from their childhood. As Beauvoir has observed,”The passivity that is
the essential characteristic of the ‘feminine’ woman is a trait that
develops in her from the earliest years” (307). The construction of
femininity imposes that marriage is their only ultimate goal of life and
household activities are the primary occupations for them. Nisha’s
desire to play outside the home like her brothers is rejected repeatedly
by saying that “if you get dirty and black playing in the sun, who will
want to marry you….You want to look like a kali bhainsi and a
sweeper woman….Your skin will be become as black as a buffalo’s,
then nobody will ever marry you” (51,52,228). As Mary Wollstonecraft
has pointed out, “… taught from infancy that beauty is woman’s sceptre,
the mind shapes itself to the body, and roaming round its gilt cage,
only seeks to adorn its prison” (58-59). Along with the various social
and cultural factors, Kapur confronts family that is one of the focal
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factor which psychologically influences a child and the child learns
different gender norms and thereby they get a sense of being a boy
and a girl.
Kapur exemplifies the exclusion of women who are not only
marginalized psychologically and mentally but also sexually exploited
by men. Kate Millett explicates that the sexual dominance of men and
subordination of women i.e. “sexual behaviour” is almost entirely the
product of learning”… as “the product of a long series of learned
responses - response to the patterns and attitudes, even as to the
subject of sexual choice, which are set up for us by our social
environment” (32). The socialization of men provides privilege to men
which makes them believe that it is their natural right to subjugate
women. During her infancy, Nisha is abused sexually by her eldest
cousin Vicky who “put his hand on the inside of her beckoning thigh
and whispered, How soft you are Nisha…. she cried but he pushed
his hand inside…. Nisha wriggled even more frantically- ‘I’ll tell
everybody how dirty you are’- but his grip tightened, and his arm
pressed her thigh down …. She tried to draw her legs up and away
from him, but he forced himself closer” (56-57). Further more, Nisha
is warned by Vicky against disclosing this incident:
…if you say anything to anybody, they will beat you. They
will lock you up, and never let you go to school. She was so
young that she could not understand what was happening with
her.She freed herself, got up unsteadily, and went into the
angan. Her grandmother was still outside with the neighbour,
her mother still upstairs with Raju. She sat alone in the kitchen,
till her mother scolded her for being a lazy girl, and not attending
to her school work (62).
In her innocent young age, Nisha has to put up with the
devastating effect of sexual exploitation. She does not eat and sleep
properly. Nisha tries to explain the reason behind her psychological
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and mental disturbance but nobody understands it. “I wasn’t upstairs,’
Nisha replied, stung, tears filling her eyes. ‘I was here only. Vicky
also,’ She choked on the word” (63). Beauvoir explains:
Fated as she is to be the passive prey of man, the girl asserts
her right to liberty even to the extent of undergoing pain and
disgust… she is above all sadistic: as independent subject,
she lashes, flouts, tortures this dependent flesh, this flesh
condemned to the submission she detests - without wishing,
however, to disassociate herself from it (377).
Like Millett, Kapur claims that “sex is a status category” that
leads to men and women in “a relationship of dominance and subordinance” (24, 25). Kapur believes that “patriarchy always
exaggerated biological differences between the sexes to make certain
of men’s domination, or masculine roles, and women’s subordination
or feminine roles through the process of socialization” (Tong 96).
Owing to the socialization, men and women are not treated equally.
For instance, Raju, the son of Banwari Lal family is treated with care
and attention; in contrast, the family ignores Nisha who is sexually
exploited, looked pale and sick. Without bothering to consult a doctor
about her incessant cries and abnormal screaming, Nisha’s parents
transfer her to her aunt Rupa’s home stating that “there is nothing
wrong with Nisha. All children have bad dreams from time to time”
(64). Rupa, a childless business woman, younger sister of Sona and
the wife of Prem Nath who is a mechanical draughtsman under the
Defence Ministry, runs a pickle shop ‘Roopams’ in Karol Bagh. Under
the propitious influence of both Rupa and her husband, Nisha
nourishes. From Prem Nath, Nisha gets academic knowledge and
her aunt shares the details of her business with her. She remarks, “At
home Nisha’s father, grandfather and uncle were never amused about
business” (67). Kapur depicts the social construction in which women
are not legally authorized for public domain and are not even involved
in its discussion in the private domain. “Although women entered
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numerous leadership roles formerly male-dominated, they also have
retained responsibility for domestic and caregiving roles” (qtd in
Diekman et al 58).
The account of women’s emininity is a socio-cultural product
of history and patriarchal ideology that relegate women as ‘other’ and
‘thing’. Irigary analyses and articulates the ethics of sexual difference
as being typified by male as normative, female as other (qtd in Shipley
149). As shown by the novel, “What is there in happiness? A girl has
to be happy everywhere”(134). Kapur deftly delineates the role of
gender differences in the type of education provided to a girl that
creates hindrances in women’s independence. Through Nisha, she
also represents that parents do not pay much attention to girls’ education
in comparison to boys.”Months passed, Nisha close to six and was
about to exhaust the possibilities of play school. Weren’t her parents
going to see about a proper educational institution, thought the uncle
irritably. In most schools applications had to be submitted by the end
of December” (69-70).
Nisha is admitted to the New Horizon Public School by Prem
Nath where she excels academically. “It is enough to remember
Nisha’s: 89 in Maths, Science 82, Hindi 86, Social Studies 90, English
87, Sanskrit 88" (98). On the other hand, Raju’s performance is
exacerbated. Raju declares, “I hate studies, my brain dries up. Nisha
is a girl, she has nothing better to do than sit around and read” (121).
Kapur highlights gender differences in the rearing up of boys and girls
which make parents indulgent to a boy’s shortcomings. Raju’s teachers
complained that he was noisy, inattentive, and did not study properly.
Her grandmother complacently ignores it, “Boys will be like that,”
she remarked (97). In contrast Nisha is scolded for her academic
brilliance, “What is the use of doing brilliantly if you cannot help your
brother? You are older, you should teach him” (98). In the social
framework, the novel exposes the bias - Raju’s poor performance is
obliquely a comment on Nisha’s brilliance.
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He novel also brings forth comments on the gendered aspects
of economic independence. The objective of women’s education is
not necessarily linked with their economic independence. In
conventional social pockets they are not allowed to opt for professional
streams. The purpose of their education is also to ensure that they are
able to take care and better manage the household and their married
life. Within the family, gender norms assign paid work to men and
unpaid to women. Thus education does not liberate them as assuredly
as it should in a neutral context:”After eleven years Nisha returned
home to assume her place as daughter of the house. Now there was
less interest in her school, no pampering, and long hours expected in
the kitchen. Here nobody looked through her school dairy, notebook,
or test papers. They didn’t care if she failed, they only cared if cut
ginger” (124, 25).
It would be pertinent to quote Kate Millett in this context who
asserts that gender identity is the “sum total of the parents, peers and
cultures notions of what is appropriate to each gender by the way of
temperament, character, interests, status, worth, gesture and
expression” (31). Social scientists have repeatedly pointed out this
particular aspect of gender conditioning. Bergen and Williams’ research
in this area concludes that held beliefs, attributes, attitudes and strength
of sex stereotypes have not changed over decades (Bergen and
Williams 1991). Women’s access to to higher education is often
restricted. Millett emphasizes on the historical aspects of this norm,
“patriarchy permitted minimal literacy to women while higher education
was closed to them”, and even when allowed to study, “the kind and
quality of education is not same for each sex” (42). Nisha is also not
allowed to access higher education easily. It is only when the family
realizes that her being a mnglik has restricted her matital chances, she
is permitted by her family to join Durga Bai Girls College for English
Honours. Familial attitudes do not grant any significance to education,
“Higher studies were just a time pass, it was not as though she was
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going to use her education. Working was out of the question, and
marriage was around the corner” (141). Millett has rightly pointed
out, “Women’s independence in economic life is viewed with distrust,
prescriptive agencies of all kinds (religion, psychology, advertising etc)
continuously admonish or even inveigh against [their] employment”
(40-41).
Kapoor has also pointed out that marriage and motherhood
remain to be the ultimate goals of a woman’s life. It has been
commented by Chodorow (1978) that the role of mother is the first
and most important role for women to attain. No matter how
technologically advanced society becomes, a woman should not be
distracted from this goal (qtd in Shipley 156). Sona, finding sixteen
years Nisha’s culinary skills to be negligible, complains peevishly, “You
take half an hour to peel ten potatoes. How will you manage in your
future home? ‘Masi said there is always time to learn cooking, but
only one time to study,’ Nisha tried defending herself, her aunt, and
her upbringing.”That Masi of yours has ruined your head. What does
a girl need with studying? Cooking will be useful her entire life” (125).
Sona blames her sister Rupa for distorting Nosha’s views and thus
making her somehow a sub-standard female. Sona decides to teach
culinary skills to Sona herself, “Now quickly cut up cucumbers for the
salad - here, do it like this, rub the top, take out the bitter, then wash,
then peel, then slice, do the same with onions, tomatoes, and green
chillies” (125). Kapur depicts that the lives of women revolve round
the institution of marriage. And girls are taught to inculcate those values
which shall help them to become better wives. Marriage is the destiny
traditionally offered to women by society (Beauvoir 445). Patriarchal
norms consider unmarried women as social wastage and attempt to
push women towards it. According to Greer:
Single women do not escape female misery because of the
terrific pressure to marry as a measure of feminine success. They
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dawdle and dream in their dead-end jobs, overtly miserable, because
they are publically considered to be… The mockery of spinsters and
acid faced women is not altogether the expression of prejudice, for
these women do exude discontent and intolerance and self-pity (316).
Sona starts contemplating about Nisha’s marriage when she
is only seventeen. On the marriage of her cousin Ajay, “throughout the
wedding preparation Sona paid Nisha’s clothes special attention.
The girl was now seventeen, it was time that clothes were engaged to
do their job properly (136). Sona says to her husband, “If someone
from good family likes Nisha, our worries will be over” (137). As
Greer points out every survey ever held has shown that the image of
an attractive woman is the most effective advertising gimmick…nobody
wants a girl whose beauty is imperceptible (67,68). But Nisha’s
horoscope has made her a mangli and she should wait unless a mangli
match could find her. Sona, the hectoring mother, doubles her efforts
to compensate the mangli effect.”Nisha needed to be grounded in
the tradition that would make her a wife worth having. The art of
service and domesticity should shine in her daughter so brightly that
she would overcome her negative karma to be a beacon in her married
home” (128). In this context, Beauvoir explains:
Mother saddles her child with her own destiny… even a
generous mother, who sincerely seeks her child’s welfare, will
as a rule think that it is wiser to make a ‘true woman’ of her,
since society will more readily accept her if this is done… the
treasures of feminine wisdom are poured into her ears, feminine
virtues are urged upon her, she is taught cooking, sewing,
housekeeping along with care of her person, charm and
modesty (309).
Along with her culinary skills, Sona takes meticulous care to
include Nisha in every religious rite and ritual. “The first time Nisha
was told she had to fast for her future husband she protested. ‘Why
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should I? That’s for older women.’ She didn’t want to spend the day
without food or water” (92). Sona comments, “How are you going to
get married, madam, if you do not make sacrifices and what kind of
wife are you going to make if you can’t bear to fast one day a year for
your husband?” (92). Telling about the importance of sacrifices for a
woman, Sona further narrates the Vat Savitri Katha to Nisha and
remarks, “This is what you must be like” (133). Kapur lights on the
misuse of religion in which women’s determination and courage utilize
for family only. “There was an age for everything, and when the child
should be thinking of studies, she was forcing her to think of husbands”
(95). In a “gendered culture, the religious, legal, political, educational
and material institutions both create and reinforce expectations about
how men and women should behave” (qtd in Hussein1).
Through various narrative tropes, Kapur draws our attention
to the socialization of men and women in which men fit in the frame of
professional education and women’s real education is in the kitchen.
According to Amanda B. Diekman et al., “People favor traits that
align with valued roles, and disfavor traits that misalign with these
roles”. The socialization of women appreciates their roles “as
daughters, sisters, and wives” who “lit up their households” (72).
Nisha’s wish to study fashion designing is rejected saying that “women’s
work was allowed only in unconventional situations (no children), and
that respectability demanded it be avoided as much as possible” (211).
But she discards gendered boundaries and limitations of choices and
struggles for starting her own business.”Why should I sit at home every
day waiting for proposals?” (226). Marriage has been set as the
foremost aim for women, without completing it they cannot get dignity
and respect in the society. Nisha remarks, “There is no place for me in
this house. If it is only marriage that will get me out, then marry me off
to anybody… I am fed up,… I will go to an ashram and devote myself
to homeless widows. At least there I can live with dignity and
respect”(280-81).
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Rosabeth Kanter’s Men and Women of the Corporation
(1977) shows that gender differences in organizational behavior are
due to structure rather than to characteristics of women and men as
individuals (291-92). She argues that Gender enters the picture through
organizational roles that “carry characteristic images of the kinds of
people that should occupy them” (250). Thus “masculine ethics”
elevates the traits assumed to belong to men with educational
advantages to necessities for effective organizations: a tough-minded
approach to problems; analytic abilities to abstract and plan; a
capacity to set aside personal, emotional considerations in the interests
of task accomplishment; a cognitive superiority in problem-solving
and decision making. (1974,43). It is explained by Kapur in the novel
that however hard Nisha tries to prove her potential and talent, she is
always discouraged.
“Give me a chance to show you what I can do. I want to do
something of value” (286).
“Once you are married, and in your own home, you can do
what your in-laws think fit” (227).
“A daughter-in-law has to function in her married home (265)
and you can do anything your husband permits”(227, 66).
Nisha’s mother also remarks, “She is going to get married,
why waste time and money in all this? Business is not an easy thing”
(289, 290). The choice of Nisha’s business is also commented on
derogatorily by her brother, “Have you gone mad? Mummy Papaji
are spending so much on your clothes, your jewellry, and you are
talking like this. Your in-laws will not like the idea of your working,’
said Raju, with conviction. ‘I certainly won’t let my wife work who is
going to look after the house?” (226, 250). In the Sexual Politics,
Kate Millett demonstrates the traits that identify masculine as “
aggression, intelligence, force and efficacy” whereas feminine traits
are believed to be “passivity, ignorance, docility, and ineffectuality”
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(26). These traits are discernible in the novel when Raju is always
appreciated and Nisha is criticized even though she is more intelligent,
methodical, and independent than Raju, “Why can’t you be mature
like your brother? He is so sensible, while you are just a fool” (226).
Francis (2010) argues that “ways must be found to “see”
gender beyond the body’, i.e. identify gender as embedded in
performed behaviour rather than sexed bodies” (qtd in Acker 41314). Nisha’s success in business proves that performance is a real
gender identity for men and women and that it should be above sex
differences. By doing gender, masculinity and femininity become
identities in social structure while, “normative expectations for men
and women maintain gender inequality as strictures of masculinity push
men to ‘do dominance’ and strictures of feminity push women to ‘do
submission” (qtd in Schilt and Westbrook 443). Nisha’s “business
was not to be run standing on the shoulders of others” (292) has
shown that there is no “doer behind the deed” ( Butler 25) even men
and women’s repetitive performances produce doer. Thus it is explored
through the novel that gender, family and socialization are the
responsible features which create boundaries and limitations of choices
for women.
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Sunita Agarwal

Re-Visioning Myth: Karnad’s The Fire and the Rain

Borrowing from Yavakri myth from the Mahabharata, the
playwright, Girish Karnad, has structured his play, The Fire and the
Rain, on the binaries of destruction and construction, ordeal and
reward, anger and peace. The confluence of these binaries in post
modern world makes the play a very interesting study rendering it
new meanings and insights. The use of myth reinforces the universal
conflict between good and evil, the strife between brothers, rivalry
between the selfish and the innocent. By using the ‘grammar of literary
archetype’ Karnad links the past and the present, the archetypal and
the real. In most of his plays, the contemporary playwright has
appropriated and exploited Indian myths and folklore to deconstruct
socio-cultural issues of Indian society. As Dhanavel says, the borrowed
myths are “reinterpreted to fit pre-existing cultural emphasis”. By using
these myths, he tried to reveal the absurdities of life with all its elemental
passions and conflicts and man’s eternal struggle to achieve perfection.
Roland Barthes (1971) takes up myth as a tool to analyze a wide
range of images and activities in contemporary culture. According to
him mythology builds upon the structures of denotation and connotation.
As myth, the sign gives concrete and particular expression to abstract
concepts, through which we make sense of a particular social
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experience. The mythical beliefs transform complex cultural processes
into apparently natural unchangeable and self evident ones. Vanashree
Tripathy (2004) has said that “Literature and Myth merely dramatize,
heighten and highlight what is theoretically possible in nature and
science. By transcending the limits of time and space, myths provide
flashes of insight into life and its mystery. They form an internal part of
cultural consciousness of the land, with different meanings and it reflects
the contemporary issues (89)
In the pretext of above propositions, the present paper will
analyze the play The Fire and the Rain to explore 1. the
contextualization of myth to discuss contemporary issues 2. the
relevance of myth in bringing out the heterogeneity and diversity of
meaning in the text.
Issues of the present world find their parallels in the myths
and fables of the past, giving new meanings and insights reinforcing
the theme. Karnad believes in the Jungian collective racial
consciousness and so he resorts to the past habitually for the source
material. According to Jung, “Myths are expression of the primordial
images in the collective unconscious of man. In the beginning, man
had certain experiences and received them in their psyche in the form
of images. Since they are the first images they are called archetypes of
the collective unconscious. (Jung 130).
Karnad’s play The Fire and the Rain appropriates the myth
from Mahabharata where the two elements of cosmos are taken up to
symbolize mortification and purgation. The play, abundant in, binaries
like love and jealousy, dharma and adharma, justice and injustice,
man and woman, Brahmanism and Shudraism, love and loneliness,
personality and split personality, the real face and the mask, man and
superman expounds the complexity of contemporary life. It affiliates
to the belief that the present world share and suffer similar trials and
tribulations which were a part of the past, but only with certain
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modifications. The playwright, very appropriately, also, exploits the
concept of ‘Purshartha’- the four ethical goals of human existencei.e. Dharma, Artha, Kama, and Moksha. These morality principles,
which used to govern human life, but whenever there was/is a dichotomy
between the tenets and performance/action the result was/is chaos.
The play is based on the myth of Yavakri of Vana Parva (the
Forest Canto of Mahabharata) as narrated by the rishi Lomasha to
the pandavas when they were wandering across the land during their
exile. The Indian mythology, according to Girish Karnad, expresses a
deep concern over ‘the fear of brother destroying brother’. The two
complementary myths of Yavakri and Indra-Vritra about the betrayal
of brother reinforce the theme of the play. Both the myths expose the
sibling rivalry prevalent in all the ages, wherein in pursuit of Artha
(symbolic of power: political, economic or spiritual) or Kama (symbolic
of love) brothers slay/ kill each other. The discrepancy between the
four ‘Purusharthas’ cause calamity and catastrophe. In the play, the
reason of estrangement between Parvasu and his father Raibhya is to
acquire the powerful position of chief priest of the fire sacrifice ritual.
Parvasu intentionally kills his father because he holds him responsible
for disturbing him in the sacred ‘yajna’ consecrated to appease the
God of rain. He tells Vishakha, “He deserves to die. He killed Yavakri
to disturb me in the last stages of the sacrifice. Not to punish Yavakri,
but to even with me. I had to attend to him before he went any farther
(Karnad, 33).” Yavakri also seduces Vishkha, the wife of Parvasu
(once his beloved) to appease his “kama”; to show his anger to Parvasu;
and to avenge his father’s humiliations.
The Fire stands for the burning rage and hatred of Yavakri
against Raibhya, the fire of Jealousy against Paravasu (by his father
Raibhya, for becoming the chief priest).The fire symbolizes the cyclic
hatred that never ends; it also stands for the fire sacrifice. The rain
stands for the appeasement of the gods, reward, regeneration and
redemption. By juxtaposing Arvasu-Nittlai’s selfless and innocent
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relationship to Yavkri-Vishka’s lustful and revengeful relationship, the
playwright defines the binaries of the title of the play The Fire and the
Rain. Arvasu- Nittalai’s benign love brings rain of happiness, harmony
and hope while Yavkri-Vishkha’s relationship inflames and brings havoc
and destruction. Love, like rain should cleanse, purify and sooth and it
is only possible if human beings raise themselves above petty and
selfish ends and work for the interest of larger humanity.
The story of Indra-Vritra indicates the game of power
politicking in the contemporary world. To establish his unrivalled
supremacy God Indra relentlessly slays his two step brothers
Viswaroop and Vritra. The scene is reminiscent of Satan’s ‘slightest
pride’ and injured pride’ in Milton’s The paradise Lost book I, Indra
,the King of Gods, vows vengeance against Brahma, the Father of All
Creations, for preferring Vishwaroop to him. His plan is to kill
Viswaroop by fair means or foul. By relating Indra -Vritra myth, the
playwright places the heaven and the earth at the same platform and
shows how power and corruption reduces the distinction between
human and superhuman, making both of them condescend to sub human
behaviour. The employment of such manipulative strategic tactics form
a very essential part of all the political party’s repertoire to reach to
the power
Knowledge is power. It can be acquired after rigors and
consistent effort under the guidance of guru. In the play God Indra
rejects Yavakri’s appeal to give him knowledge saying, “You cannot
master knowledge through austerities. It must come with experience.
Knowledge is time. It is space .you must move through these
dimensions.”(13) Tempo-spatial significance in acquiring knowledge
cannot be undermined. Knowledge delivered/acquired through Internet
and technology, wherein these dynamics are ignored, has its own
ramification. Digression in the form of Yavakri ultimately succeeding in
gaining the boon results in his adopting an arrogant attitude and it
leads to his downfall and demolition. Yavakri cherished the dream of
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acquiring knowledge which is “vicious, destructive not the one which
demands control of passions, serenity and, objectivity. (23)” The myth
of Yavakri is the story of ambition to get universal knowledge without
experience and the guidance of ‘guru’; and this might prove dangerous
to humanity. Like Mary Shelly’s Frankenstein Yavakri wants to gain
knowledge so that he can misuse it for destructive purposes. Like a
man of materialistic world he needs it as a malevolent weapon for his
own selfish ends. Yavakri’s superficial knowledge cannot save his life
because it was full of falsehood, pride, lack of control of passions and
serenity, and desire of revenge. Raibhya and Yavakri’s war for the
supremacy deconstructs the myth of knowledge as well as the
perenniality of these myths. Neither Yavkri, nor Raibhya and Parvasu
could use knowledge for the welfare of the human society. Gandhiji
believed in the selfless search of truth which leads towards the path of
light, life, goodness, existence, love and God.
Through these archetype myths, Karnad has addressed the
contemporary social and cultural issues and affirmed his belief that
religion is a living myth and associated with rituals, dogmas and
principles. Carl Jung also considers, religion as a “peculiar attitude of
man, which creates certain dynamic factors, observations and
considerations which are conceived and named in the world as
‘power’, ‘spirits’, demons, Gods, ‘laws’, ideals, or whatsoever the
name a man can give to such factors.”(Lal16) The presence of Brahmin
rakshas at the fire sacrifice denotes the subversion of class and caste
hierarchy. The upper class’s efforts to restrict the entry of low caste in
religious precincts on the basis of pure/impure dichotomy no longer
wield its power. The sacred precinct gets thronged by masses and
the looting of oblations of fruits and sweets indicates the fire (hunger
and anger) against state, power and rule. The struggle for survival
comes to fore and Agni burns as a sacrificial fire without its
accompanying grace as a vision and light. The ‘Agni” or the fire of the
title of the play burns to deliver the message that it requires subjugation
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and suppression of ‘self’ to the Universal being. Prometheus stole fire
from Zeus to render life to humanity and this ‘Fire’ should be used in
its positive and productive meaning that is like ‘light’ to show one the
right path not as the destructive fire which reduces everything to ashes.
Through the character of tribal girl Nittalai, Girish Karnad questions
certain sham secretive religious practices. Nittali asks Andhaka and
ArvasuNITTILAI: But what I want to know is why Brahmins are so
secretive about everything?
NITTILAI (continuing) you know, their fire sacrifices are
conducted in covered enclosures….Look at my people.
Everything is done in public view there. (Karnad 10)
Critiquing Brahmanical discriminatory practices, the play
interrogates the caste and class hierarchies which are still remnant
after 65 years of independence. The comparative positioning of
religious practices by high caste and by tribes undermines relevance
of such hollow religious rituals on the one hand and on the other, it
underlines the openness and broadness of outlook in tribal communities.
Tribal communities’ strong conviction and belief in their constitution
on which they base their decisions without any prejudice establish a
kind of superiority over Brahmin caste in the sense that the feeling of
animosity is for their firm faith in their religion, ritual and regulatory and
disciplinary constitution.
Through Vishkha’s continuous exploitation, the playwright has
examined the unjust and oppressive practices of the patriarchal society
where woman is subjugated and marginalized. Vishkha suffers at each
stage of her life. First the betrayal of Yavakri, her lover, secondly her
marriage with Parvasu against her will, the use of her body by the
husband Parvasu, “like an experimenter, an explorer. An instrument in
search. Search for what? I never knew. But I knew he knew
(14).”Again molestation by Yavakri; reprimanded by the father in law
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for her adultery and the vicious circle completes when Parvasu returns
from the fire sacrifice stealthily to divulge the truth of the episode. The
mythical narration explicitly exhibits the suppression of woman from
the Vedic age to the present. In the epic ‘Ramayana’ it was Sita; in
“Mahabharata” it was Draupadi; who were attributed the guilt of all
sibling strife and the root of epic battles. In Bible it was Eve who was
held responsible for downfall from heaven to earth. The incidents of
honour killing, molestation of woman, subjugation of rights and
subservient position of woman in the society indicate the unchanged
attitude and outlook of society. Vishkha’s willing surrender to her lover
Yavakri also raises certain questions. Was it a kind of rebellion against
masculine dominance over female body? Did Vishkha use it as trope
to ridicule man’s hollow ego and pride? And what did this episode
refer to: to love, to lust or seduction.
In the play The Fire and the Rain, Yajna and Drama, the
inclusion of these two activities are intentional on the part of the
playwright to bring out the social issues of class /caste hierarchy. The
play begins with ‘yajna’ and ends with the ‘natya’.The positioning of
these two performances is intended to complete the circle of the play
in the sense that it subverts the very social hierarchy which these two
activities demarcate. ‘Yajna’ and drama, these two distinct
performances, are represented by different hierarchical class. ‘Yajna’
was considered to be sole proprietorship of Brahmin class where the
entry of low class/caste used to be prohibited. These two
performances, though, coexist simultaneously decide and mark the
boundaries of class/caste. In ancient time, ‘yajna’ used to be performed
to propitiate God for the fulfillment of various wishes. After a daylong
rigors religious practices, the priests used to entertain themselves by
oral story telling or ‘natya’ or drama performances. ‘Natya’ was
created by Brahma, the father of universe, by taking the text from
Rigveda, the art form performances from Yajurveda, the song from
the Samveda and rasa from the Atharvveda and thus a new Veda
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emerged out of combination of all these, which was called ‘natyaveda’.
God Indra passed it to Bharat, who with his hundred sons staged the
first play, which was disrupted by demons and therefore Brahma
ordered to build an enclosure to carry out the performance. Both
‘yajna’ and drama share similar structure in the sense of their parallel
pattern. Both of them have Performance-disruption by demons-building
of protective enclosure- discussion – second performance inside the
closure.
The similarity of structure and pattern in these classified
activities are indicative of universal
Brotherhood and the futility of this class and caste divide.
Breaking the caste boundary Arvasu joins a ‘natak’ group to advocate
his cause for justice. Ironically, he plays the role of demon Vritra and
wears the masque to expose the hypocrisy of his brother Parvasu.
Very dexterously, Girish Karnad exploits the ‘play within play’ tactic
and make Parvasu realize his mistake. Parvasu and Arvasu represent
two different dispositions of human personality Parvasu, the selfish,
self centered, shrewd and insensitive, while Arvasu an innocent, simple,
romantic, and humane whose unselfish behaviour pleases the god Indra.
Instead of asking for Nittalai’s life back, raising him above shallow
and narrow mindset, Arvasu asks for redemption of Brahma raksha,
who was suffering between life and death. He subjugates his self to
the Universal being- to regenerate life around. Towards the end of the
play, the perennial conflict between good and evil resolves in the victory
of good in the form of downpour from God Indra. The fire ceremony
fails to bring rain because Parvasu lacked human qualities like love
and mercy. Arvasu and Nittalai’s sacrifices bring rain of love, rain of
regeneration and rain of redemption. The restoration of regenerative
fertility of the land is a part of participatory process of transformation,
a redemptive renewal of life. The affirmation of belief in essentiality of
this continuum of life beyond death at the individual and communal
level is strengthened. Thus, Myths project an undifferentiated view of
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life. Beneath the superficial differences, there is the universal realm of
noble humanity.
Myth can never be dismissed as belonging to the past, because
a great deal of its charm lies in its principal quality that of repeating
itself. Beginning with the myth of Yavakri, the action of the play moves
to the conflict between mythical and elemental which ultimately leads
to the quest for personal and social meanings. The conflict within man
is the result of his excessive obsession with the pursuit of his own
desires. The conflict between good and evil can be sorted out only
when one transcends oneself from these egoistical and selfish desires
and lives in harmony and amity. Myth and ritual are intertwined to
unfold the deeper meaning of life. The fire of revenge, anger and anguish
can only be extinguished with the rain of love and peace. It is through
love only that the essential principle of Satyam, Shivam, Sundram:
Truth as Eternally Beautiful can be achieved.
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Archana Kumari

Voicing the Voiceless: Search for Identity in Indian Women’s
Poetry in English

Indian patriarchal society has converted woman more into a
myth, a dream, or a fantasy rather than an identity as a human being.
What if there are archetypes like Sita, Savitri, Ahalya, Gargi, Goutami,
etc., she has eventually become a metaphor of purity, chastity, and
sanctity, which, nonetheless, relegated the real being of woman for
her own cause. Her role whether as a mother or a wife, a sister or a
daughter or daughter-in-law never had pace with that of man. Thus,
she is twice victimised, that is, she has always the quest for identity as
a woman as well as a human being.
With the development of science and technology vis-a-vis
globalisation, the modern women have ventured to step in all dimensions
of life. Indian women poets in English, viz., Kamala Das, Sunita Jain,
Mamta Kalia, Anuradha Shrivastava, Monika Varma, Sunithi
Namjoshi, Gauri Deshpande, Tara Patel, Imtiaz Dharker, Eunice de
Souza, Sujata Bhatt, etc. have portrayed the real picture of Indian
women and have a strong subversive approach in order to give vent
to their feelings and thoughts, dreams and aspirations, urges and
urgencies, pains and peeves, agonies and anguishes so as to liberate
them from the labyrinth they have long been encaged in.
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In the writings of Indian women poets what is more important
is that their silence speaks more and better than the words do. The
ebb and flow of the woman heart manifests the predicament as the
result of her long silence often wrongly deciphered by man as her
weakness and aspires for a space wherein there is no clash of rights
and duties, ego and esteem, preference and possession, love and lust,
but an abode of harmony and peace, equality and humanity – in that
man and woman are meant for each other – different, but no margin,
no centre — each quintessential. What the study reveals is that the
solution of the primordial issue of gender bias inter alia needs to be
synthesised with socio-cultural milieu.
Indian women poets in English have come a long way since
pre-independence period with the emergence of Toru Dutt (185677) – the first Indian woman poet writing in English— who represented
extensively the Indian tradition in her poetry. Then comes ‘the
Nightingale of India’ Sarojini Naidu (1879-1940) – who has been the
most prominent woman poet of the colonial India. Some other women
poets who are noteworthy are Susi P. David, Zeb-un-Nisa Hamiduallah,
Savita Devi, Sister Lalita, etc. The women poets in the postindependence india emphasise their feminine sensibilities vis-á-vis
search for identity in a unique and creative way. Apart from the
expression of self and identity, their poetry captures the moments of
intense experiences of private life with all its uniqueness and immediacy.
After a long journey of subjugated and suppressed womanhood, the
so-called voiceless have found a distinctive voice of selfhood and
individuality. Now the Indian women poets come forward freely in all
walks of life constituting the crux of feminism in Indian English literature.
Their poetry mirrors the realities of their life – anguish, longings and
frustration, and loneliness, making their art transcend the self.
Man-woman relationship has its root in nature. Our ancient
scriptures throw light on the beginning of the creation and in that the
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place of man and woman is never equivocal, but the gradual
development of human civilisation brought about changes in the ratio
of man-woman relationship whereby man became dominant and
prominent but woman the dominated, suppressed. The so-called
patriarchal society had the privilege of prestige, rights, and freedom in
all walks of life, whereas restrictions, constraints, inhibitions for woman
was more a matter of social system later known as social ethics. This
situation sustains for centuries until the emergence of modernism, postmodernism empowering the so-called marginalised to raise their voice.
Indian women came out of the cage to announce their being in
terms of writing short-stories, novels, poems, etc. Modern Indian
women poets kept pace with women writers of other genres with
difference of technique and language but the same theme of identity
crisis. In poetry, it is the convention as well as the need to speak less
and say more. Here “unheard melodies” are preferred as they are
“sweeter”. The voiceless woman realises that silence is weakness
notwithstanding the fact that silence speaks more but it is heard by
those who have not closed their ears. In the modern Indian women
poetry what persuasive characteristic can be underlined is that there is
no reservation or moral inhibition in the modern woman about making
confession of experience either as a wife or as a beloved, either as a
mother or as a daughter/daughter-in-law. This is undoubtedly the
transformation of the traditional woman into the modern woman.
A perceptive change has come to Indian English poetry with
the writings of Kamala Das who declares, “I too call myself I”. Kamala
Das who belongs to the second generation of Indian women poets in
English is privileged with the pioneering status of women poets in
breaking the labyrinth of patriarchal subjugation of women since long.
“The modernism and feminism of Indian women poets begin with
Kamala Das who broke away with the romantic-idealist tradition of
the pre-independence women poets and rendered a realistic and
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concrete portrayal of life-experience, particularly in the ambit of manwoman relationship (Singh 58).
Kamala Das’ poetry embodies the anguish of a woman and
she attacks violently the male sex along with her own feelings without
any inhibition:
Gift him all that makes you woman, the scent of
Long hair, the musk of sweat between the breasts
The warm shock of menstrual blood, and all your
Endless female hungers”.
(The Looking Glass)
She believes in liberating the self from the shackles of do’s and don’ts
and so plainly she admits:
So free am I, so gloriously free,
Free from three petty things –
From mortar, from pestle and
From my twisted lord.
(Tharu and Lalita 1991: 68)
Her subjective feelings are predominant advocating her selfhood when
she speaks of her melancholy pertaining to her role as a wife:
But
I must pose
I must act the role
Of happy woman
Happy wife...
(The Descendants)
The confessional note is witnessed in the poetry of Sunita Jain also
who never hesitates saying:
Let me love you
As a tree loves
With all its flower tips on fire
Without embracing”
(Silences)
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The anguish of woman is more because of her inferior position
in family and society. Relations are never absolute nor are they oneway, rather they are reciprocal. This reciprocity is verbalised throughout
in women’s poetry in English. When Mamta Kalia says:
Everything about you clashes with
Nearly everything about me,”
then she reveals the same fact what Anuradha Shrivastava speaks as:
Love!
I need you,
Like dew that drops
On a thirsty blind man’s lips.”
(Love’s Journey to Dewali 57)
Mamta Kalia is conscious of her identity and to depict it she
adopts the tradition on the one hand as an individual and raises her
voice against the oppression of women on the other. She voices the
real and living experiences in their naked form asserting her own
identity. She gets some kind of emancipation from her inner turmoil
while writing:
In my hour of discontent
I neither shout nor rant
I simply fill ink in my pen
And spill it with intent”.
(My Hour of Discontent)
Mamta Kalia’s poems express her feminist concern as well as
expose ruthlessly the contemporary chaotic and pathetic condition of
women in Indian society. She also admits that being a wife means
losing one’s identity. She laments saying that:
I no longer feel I’m Mamta Kalia
I’m Kamla
Or Vimla
Or Kanta or Shanta”.
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Anuradha Shrivastava deals mainly with the quest for love.
The failure in marriage left her “blank/empty”. She writes in her poem,
Love’s Journey to Dewali”: Blank/Empty shell that walks, talks,
sleeps, and eats to merely exist” (p. 26). Her urge for love can be
discerned from the following lines:
If I had a husband
I would colour his life with rainbows;
Umbrella his days with joy
And bring love his way...
And kiss his pain that we shall always cure.
If either of the two – man and woman – is deprived of real
status then naturally what arises is the crisis of identity. Identity is not
equality, it is what one needs to exist and survive. Monika Varma
writes:
Give me space / Space not to exist / But live”.
(Give Me Space).
Monika Varma is identified amongst the Indian women poets
writing in English because of her unique expressions as well as ideology.
She looks man-woman relationship in a positive and broad way. She
prefers in all her writings an attempt for sustaining harmony and mutual
understanding to that of repugnant relationship.
Allan Pease and Barbara Pease came to the conclusion after
their intensive and long research in man-woman relationship that “All
things are not equal; man and woman are different....Not better or
worse – different” (p. 3-5). It means that there is no natural conflict or
discrimination between the two sexes. Ontologically man and woman
are supplement to each other. They are the two-halves of a complete
one. The post-independence woman writers, especially Sunita Jain,
Monika Varma, Siniti Namjoshi, Imtiaz Dharkar, Tara Patel, are such
women poets who articulate a harmonious relationship. The harmony
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is sought in all dimensions – physical, mental, spiritual, and social.
Sunita Jain, for example, writes on mutual understanding between man
and woman to recover from the agony of existence:
In a thousand ways
The agony of existence
Embers my face
Until my lips form your name
And in my eyes is pooled
A liquid joy.”
(Love Time, ‘Silences’, 11)
It is true that man has relegated woman to a status which is
never just and fair. However, neither can be identified alone. Sunita
Jain explores various intricacies of man-woman relationships and feels
that
I am earth/vast deep and dark
And I receive/the first rain
Sweet, generous,/lashing, throbbing;
Its smell forever in my blood
Its imprint deep/ within my quirk.
Yellow daisies burst out
On my breast and thigh
At its very touch
(On a Lost Love)
Gauri Despande endeavours to depict the idiosyncratic traits
of woman and compares it to those of man:
A woman learns to love a little
A man who praises her hair
And reads her poems and knows
How to elicit than special moan
With kisses; loves a little any man.
(A Love Poem to Ella)
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Despande strongly feels that “a woman has to compromise
and adapt to the circumstances she is situated in, and for that reason
she is compelled to have developed the ‘habit of pain’ and the grit of
surviving in a milieu that is meaningless” (Singh: 2004 78).
Suniti Namjoshi’s writings reveal self-expression flavoured with
self-exploration and self-assertion. She is gifted with ironic perception
and wit. However, her themes characterise man-woman duality assuring
her feminist stance because she can neither ignore her body nor repress
her desires. She speaks out in her poem ‘I Give Her Rose’ as she
feels:
I give her rose with unfurled petals.
She smiles
And crosses her legs.
I give her the shell with the swollen lip.
She laughs. I bite
And nuzzle her breasts.
I tell her, “Feed me on flowers
With wide open mouths”,
And slowly,
She pulls down my head.
(The Jackass & the Lady 43)
Critics like Dwivedi and Iyangar have commented on the
poetry of Namjoshi as more cynical than satirical (Kanwar 79).
In Tara Patel’s metaphor “the new Indian woman’s
predicament rises from the fact that she has moved out of square one”
(Ram: 2012, 168). Here ‘square one’ signifies the life of her forebears,
that is, the home of her mother: “I cannot live like you, mother, /
Maintain the status quo. / I’ve moved out of square one”.
(Mother, Single Woman (1991)
In Tara Patel’s writings there is a vehement rejection of the
old traditional womanhood. Her poem entitled ‘Mother’ represents
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this sorrowful condition of woman in the following lines.
You married at the right time
If not to the right man.
You were the lucky daughter
Who went abroad, ...
I dare say your discovery of sex was not wonderful.
After the mandatory children
And regret over four daughters,
You got your son.
Sex must have ended with your son.
With relief you turned to Ram
And Krishna –
Fancying yourself to be Sita and Radha...
(Mother, Single Woman)
Imtiaz Dharker generalises the predicament of women and
puts it as follows:
There are so many of me.
I have met them, meet them every day,
Recognise their shadows on the streets.
I know their past and future
In the cautious way
They place their feet.
(Purdah II)
Purdah II, which gives a more graphic delineation of the
Muslim tradition, marks a shift towards resistance. The psychological
energy and the unconquerable spirit of the passionate human being
surfaces for a moment though only to be pushed back to within the
limits set by the phallocentric society. This tug of war starts between
the heavy weights of tradition – “A horde of dead man,” and living
men. The women of course prefer the living to the dead.
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They veiled their eyes
With heavy lids.
They hid their breasts,
But not the fullness of their lips. (7)
Dharker observes the gendering of women right from the
girlhood days as a specific kind of feminine identity repressing the
expressions of spontaneous feelings:
Mouths must be watched, especially
If you are a woman. A smile
Should be stifled with sari-end
None must see your serenity
Even with delight
(A Woman’s Place)
Eunice de Souza is a combative woman poet like Kamala
Das. She has developed as a confessional and bold woman poet to
protect against the male domination. “In a very bold and assertive
way she has raised the silent voice of the deserted women and by
breaking the age-long betters of convention and tradition she
advocated the freedom of the women who continued to feel suffocation
in the cage of so-called tradition and convention” (Prasad 2012 3132). Here, we can witness her reaction to the fatality of being born as
a woman and the mean mentality of man-made society:
I thought the whole world
Was trying to rip me up
Cut me down go through me
With a razor blade
Then I discovered
A cliché: that’s what I wanted
To do to the world.
(Quoted by Iyangar, 0727)
A Christian by origin, she attacks the Catholic community for
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their restrictions imposed on young girls:
Never go with a man alone
Never alone
And even if you’re engaged
Only passionless kisses.
(Selected and New Poems 39)
In our Indian family even today a daughter is treated as an
unwanted being. Eunice de Souza could not forget the bitter
experiences of her woman life which consequently caused a trance of
identity crisis in the male-dominated atmosphere:
My parents wanted a boy
I’ve done my best to qualify
I hid the bloodstains
On my clothes
And let my breast sag.
Worlds the weapon
To crucify.
(Selected and New Poems 17)
Eunice de Souza’s redemption of the past is an act of recovery
and from that to look for a new value and self-identity of woman life.
Thus, her poetry is symbolic of the quest for self and for the
determination to seek out new solutions to age-old problems. As a
feminist poet, she has evolved the ability and courage to voice
dissatisfaction of a woman’s psyche. Challenging the old tradition in
her own way de Souza is part of a tradition which she cannot readily
accept and the value of her poetry lies in its uninhibited exposure of an
inherited faith full of prejudices against women.
Sujata Bhatt exposes the ill-treatment of women in a maledominated society where a woman has hardly any voice. Apart from
her inclination towards multicultural ethos she reveals the traumatic
experience of an upper caste Hindu woman during her menstruation
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period. She expresses her agony on how she is kept isolated but is
allowed to read and write. Bhatt disapproves this sort of confinement
and writes:”Here we’re permitted to write/Letters, to read, and it gives
a chance/ For our kitchen-scarred fingers to heal” (1993: 15)
The age-long silence of Indian women seems to find a voice
in their writings, especially in poetry for their feelings, emotions, and
intimate experiences quite frankly and assertively adhering to the true
sense of modernity. The modern Indian women poets want to cross
the patriarchal threshold to define themselves and thus use their writings
as a weapon to fight the oppression in the male-dominated world.
Modern Indian women poets have tried to expound their inner
turbulence with strong subversive strategies. In the real situations their
feelings, aspirations, agonies, etc. may not get exposure and fulfilment
but in creative writings their voice cannot be suppressed. However
arrogant they may look in their exposition, ultimately they need to
keep harmony with life, life-partner and their society. Needless to say,
the endeavours the Indian women poets make is towards attaining
harmony, peace, and happiness in life. Iyangar rightly says: “Certainly
the women poets of today have dared all that can men had dared, and
they have few inhibitions. Freedom and energy often team together,
but there is need also to go beyond the recurrent sense of hurt and
appetite for strife, and reach at the beauty, harmony, peace, fulfilment.”
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Ways of Securing Self in Manju Kapur’s The Immigrant

I do not wish them [women] to have power over men,
but over themselves. (81)
Mary Wollstonecraft
This expression of Mary Wollstonecraft from A Vindication
of the Right of Women (1792) throws light on her intense urge to
make women free and independent. This line also makes us
contemplate that the condition of women has not changed much from
18th century to 21st century. Though now they are highly educated,
but still they are considered as mere shadows of their counterparts,
and according to Wollstonecraft the most perfect educationist is one
who enables them to attain the habit of independence of mind. Manju
Kapur is one such writer who not only lives this tradition of
Wollstonecraft, but also gives a fresh and new breath to it. She can be
safely placed in the annals of Shashi Deshpande, Nayantara Sahgal
and Kamala Markanday who highlight the predicament of middle class
women and show that all that glitters is not gold. Though, she hates to
be labelled herself a feminist, but all her novels like Home, Difficult
Daughters, A Married Woman, Custody and The Immigrant deal
with feminist concerns. She is well aware of the fact that “. . . personal
lives of women are so difficult” and she poses a question, “. . . don’t
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you think?” (Interview by Anjana Rajan). The core issue of Indian
feminism should be interpreted from Indian point of view. While talking
about this ‘dependence syndrome’, Chaman Nahal’s views of feminism
are quite interesting and logical:
I define feminism as a mode of existence in which the women
are free of the dependence syndrome. There is a dependence
syndrome, whether it is a religious group or ethnic group, when
women free themselves of the dependence syndrome and lead
a normal life, my idea of feminism materializes (Nahal 30).
No doubt, throughout her life woman depends on her father,
brother, husband and son and consequently, she loses her own identity.
But, there always lives an urge to register her own identity on the sand
of the time. All the female writers emphasize on the need of education
to liberate women from the clutches of patriarchy, but in terms of
education also there is a stark contrast. Infact, education and economy
are closely related and thus, Virginia Wolf in A Room of One’s Own
has said that ¯ “a woman must have money and a room of her own if
she is to write fictional” (Wolf 06). Kate Millett‘s observation in Sexual
Politics is in league with the assumptions of the advanced nations:
Traditionally patriarchy permitted occasional minimal literacy
to women while higher education was closed to them. While
modern patriarchies have, fairly recently, opened all
educational levels to women, the kind and quality of education
is not the same for each sex. This difference is of course
apparent in early socialization but it persists and enters into
higher education as well. (Millett: 42)
Manju Kapur in her novels has tried to divulge the various
ways in which patriarchy relegates woman to the periphery. In all her
writings, she has portrayed the numerous schemes developed by the
patriarchs to curb female freedom and independence. Education for a
daughter is seen as an alternate option of marriage. A daughter is
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educated not to go out and take up a job, on the contrary, her education
is a trap to hunt down a good husband and become a perfect wife and
daughter-in-law representing - Indian womanhood. Thus, marriage is
the ultimate institution where all women should enter after the successful
completion of education.
Manju Kapur fourth novel The Immigrant is a saga of the
complexities of married life, problems of NRI’s and quest for freedom.
It tells the story of a thirty years old unmarried girl Nina whose marital
status becomes more important than her academic qualifications for
everybody around her. The very beginning of the novel highlights the
concerns of the novelist about Nina’s spinsterhood:
Nina was almost thirty. Friends and colleagues consoled her
by remarking on her radiant complexion and jet black hair but such
comfort was cold. Nina’s Skin knew it was thirty, broadcasting the
fact t certain angles in front of the mirror. Her spirit felt sixty as she
walked from the bus stop to the single room where she lives with her
mother (Kapur 01)
Manju Kapur writes about the serious problems of Nina’s life
very humorously. She not only depicts her psychological disturbances,
but also deals with her physical troubles when she says, “And her
womb, her ovaries, her uterus, the unfertilised eggs that were expelled
every month, what about them? They were busy marking every passing
second of her life” (01). Nina is a well reputed and established lecturer
of Miranda House, Delhi University, but the value of her designation
dies under the burden of her single status. Her mother, widow of a
civil servant, is worried about her marriage only. Nina like Virmati of
Difficult Daughters learns that in her family, marriage is the ultimate
goal for girls. Virmati’s mother also keeps on reminding her, “Still, it is
the duty of every girl to get married” (Kapur 15). It seems that Kapur’s
protagonists are compelled only into marriage. However, intellectual
they are but still marriage is their ultimately goal. She writes, “The
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major topic of her conversation in the last eight years had been Nina’s
marriage – who, when, where, how? The hopes . . . gradually lost
their lustre as the year went by . . . from where could fresh possibilities
be unearthed on the eve of her thirtieth birthday?” (03). Tired of the
task of searching a groom for her daughter, Nina’s mother visits an
astrologer. She declares that the day Nina gets married, she will pay
him one hundred rupees and in addition to it one hundred at the
Katyayani mandir. When a proposal came from an NRI named Ananda
living in Canada, her mother prayed that it would result in a home and
happiness for her daughter. “To see her well settled was her only
wish” (61). She has learnt from her own experience that it was
necessary to have a man to protect one from the vicissitudes of life.
But, the question of getting married is so drastic that it fills the highly
qualified Nina with an inferiority complex. She says, “I don’t see NRI’s
or foreign service officers lining up to marry me. Get real Ma” (11).
Like Jaya of That Long Silence she is kept on reminded the protective
powers of a husband as Vanitamami says to Jaya, “Remember Jaya, a
husband is like a sheltering tree” (Deshpande 32). Nina’s mother also
holds the same view, “If husband could protect her from life in a brutal
autocratic state she would marry him tomorrow” (Kapur 11). So, the
arrival of Ananda as a promising match for Nina is a matter of great
relief not only for the mother but also for Nina. Like Nina, Ananda is
also getting old for marriage, so he readily accepts Nina as his future
wife. The concept of the wedding function in this novel is real and
practical one as “Ananda and Nina wanted a court marriage – less
trouble, less expense” (81). Thus, Nina’s fantasy of being mistress of
her future, her life, her happiness comes to reality. Nina’s mother is
highly pleased with the NRI status of her son-in-law. Even the attitude
of Nina’s colleagues changes overnight when they come to know that
Nina is going to settle in Canada soon after her marriage. With this
incident Kapur wants to paint the urge of Indians to settle in foreign
land, however, they don’t see the other side of the coin. Nina is not
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very happy to leave her widow mother alone in this brutal world but
her mother is not ready to become a burden on her newly married girl.
While highlighting the brute face of migration, Kapur says that Nina’s
introduction in the new world was not very pleasant. Due to her Asian
features and dressing sense, Nina faces a lot of humiliations and
problems even before her entry in Halifax, Canada. Kapur gives voice
to Nina’s feelings in these words:
Dear Ananda. This is not your country. You are deceived, and
you have deceived me. You made it out to be a liberal haven where
everybody loves you. This woman is looking for a reason to get rid of
me. I am the wrong colour; I come from the wrong place. See me in
this airport, of all the passengers the only one not allowed to sail through
immigration, made to feel like an illegal alien. See, see, see.
Love Nina (107).
Nina enters in her life of dreams after marriage, but it proves
to be short lived, as she finds her husband asleep before she comes
out of bathroom on the first night of their marital life. And even in the
succeeding nights at Canada, he continues to take deep sleeps and
cannot please her. Ananda’s impotence is the main cause of Nina’s
marital agony and she becomes lonely at a place 10,000 miles away
from her mother and ex-colleagues in Miranda House. It suggests that
security is not happiness and that neither depends on fertility or a
husband’s sexuality. Nina feels extremely bored in the foreign land
and tries to fill the vacuum with a baby, but here also Ananda is not
with her as he finds having baby just after marriage a stupid idea and
they need to get settled first. Nina thinks, “That was exactly why she
wanted a child, to settle down, to give her days focus in this new
country. What was she to do with her time; it wasn’t as though she
had a life” (167). Her physical dissatisfaction with Ananda adds to the
miseries and she directly asks, “Are you satisfied with our sex life”
(180). Soon, she realises that there is much more in life than husband
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and she joins a job in a library in order to gain confidence and
independence. Her quest of independence and identity seems “a
spiritual odyssey of modern man who has lost his social or spiritual
mooring and who is conscious to seek his roots” (Pathak 52). Here,
she meets a group of a feminist group which encourages her to read
several feminist writers. We can clearly perceive the different and unique
feminist angel of Kapur when she highlights that Nina is not comfortable
with The Second Sex because “she can’t identifies with much of it as
it was too – too—Western” (Kapur 220). Even Ananda is not that
happy with the feminist idea and doubts, “Simone de Beauvoir? Is she
one of those bra - burning woman’s lib types?” Nina replies, “‘One is
not born, but rather, becomes, a woman’ . . . she wrote it in 1949, not
quite the bra-burning era” (217). Kapur wants to show that people
haven’t given due consideration to feminism. They have a false
propaganda against feminists and feminism. Bhasin and Khan opine:
The media, which is controlled to a large extent by men, has
been responsible for a widespread misrepresentation of feminist as
“bra-burning”, “man-hating”, “family-destroying” women. This
propaganda is reinforced by other forces and groups that see the
emancipation and liberation of women as threat, with the result that
feminist in our countries are attacked and dismissed as “middle class”,
“westernized” and “rootless” women (Bhasin & Khan 03).
Kapur is well aware of the fact that the life of women migrants
is quite different from the life of men who migrate. Nina cries, feels
homesick, sometimes adventurous, and often forlorn. She does
household tasks in a slow manner to kill the time listens music, even
radio to fill the boredom of her life. These things mean a big issue for
her. Kapur writes, “The immigrant who comes as a wife has a more
difficult time. If work exists for her, it is in the future and after much
finding of feet. At present all she is a wife, and a wife is alone for many,
many hours. “There comes a day when even books are
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compensate. She realises she is an immigrant for life” (122). While
portraying Nina’s miseries, the author writes, “Late, late, she retired
to bed, alone with herself, her future still as unclear as on the day she
has wed” (Kapur 227).
Her failure to get a good job, delaying pregnancy, Ananda’s
impotency and indifference are too heavy for her to bear. This forces
Nina to move towards an English lover, Anton, her Library Science
Course classmate in Halifax for sexual satisfaction. After committing
adultery with her boyfriend Anton, vegetarian Nina starts taking nonveg. This act of her is to ease the effect of her infidelity on her
consciousness. She thinks:
When she first came to Halifax, not eating meat had been a
way of remaining true to her upbringing. In Halifax her vegetarianism
was treated respectfully, as part of her beliefs, but she felt false every
time she concurred with a picture of herself a traditional devout Hindu
. . . after she had sex with Anton, it seemed especially hypocritical to
hang on to the vegetables (266).
Though reluctant at the beginning, Nina finds her carnal bliss
with Anton. This is how she renounces both the Indian institution of
family and marriage. Kress has a point when he says, “In The
Immigrant Nina’s dream of a happy married life ends with a sour
note and she is surging ahead with the hope of establishing herself
independently on her own foot in an alien country” (Kress 68). Ananda
also develops extramarital affair with Mandy though his relation with
her is not the result of any need, but only for pleasure and adventure
sake. But he loses his temper when Mandy says, “She’ll take a lover
there”. He opposes her by saying, “My wife is not like that” (Kapur
249). The word “my wife” leads to his fight with Mandy. With the
statement of Ananda, Kapur wants to highlights the biasness of male
against female. A husband can enjoy illicit relationship, but he wants a
pure and innocent wife. He can’t permit and digest her adultery. Ananda
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sends his wife back to India to enjoy the adventure of physical intimacy
with his girlfriend even in his own house. Mandy mentions it also, “I
think you are a coward, using your wife as an excuse” (281). Nina
gets the jolt of her life when Anton rapes her and Nina knows the truth
that exposing Anton will mean exposing herself and she can’t do that.
She can’t accuse that man as ‘rapist’ with whom she has voluntarily
“slept with for six months” (308). Her mother’s death teaches her a
new lesson and the finding of Ananda’s treachery in her absence she
takes a bold step and decides to make a different path for herself that
will be far away from Ananda. Perhaps that becomes her ultimate
immigrant experience. She realises: “For an immigrant there was no
going back . . . When one was reinventing oneself, anywhere could be
home. Pull up your shallow roots and move. Find a new place, new
friends, and a new family. If it had been possible once, it would be
possible again” (330).
The Immigrant becomes a saga of Nina’s struggle for freedom
and own identity, which is denied to a woman of Indian society. At last
she chooses the immigration not as a force by the society or her family
rather she becomes ready to experience the new taste of confidence
and moves away from Ananda and Anton and declares, “I need to be
by myself” (329). Through the character and story of Nina, Manju
Kapur questions the inherent tradition and institution of patriarchy and
presents a globalised view of Indian woman. In an interview with Jai
Arjun, she herself points out:
Literature by women, about families, always has these larger
considerations. With years of studying texts, it becomes almost second
nature to look beneath the surface at social and economical forces,
gender relationships and how they are played out in an arena that, in
my writing, happens to be the home. But then, all sorts of things
happening outside do affect what is happening inside the home.
Kapur’s characters are deeply rooted in urban world and
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wander for freedom. Thus, we find that initially women are helpless
after migration but with the passage of time, they get involved in the
events and become creative agents ready to change, adapt and modify
the circumstances around them to create a space to themselves. Later
on, women protagonists transform the alien spaces into “homes” and
acquire a position of insider/outsider having a thorough understanding
of double-consciousness of the circumstances. The result is relatively
less painful, i.e. they chose an identity described by context and culture
rather than inheriting one. Identity, here, comes out more as an issue
of choice and less a matter of origin. Sen suggests, “substantial freedom
is necessary to decide what priority to give to the various identities we
may simultaneously have . . . life is not mere destiny” (Sen 38-39).The
destiny of the women in diaspora lead them from liberate them from
the known and familiar bondages leading to a creative, contemporary
and cross-culture identity loaded with a lot of positive energy. Though
they encounter betrayals and deceits in the outside world, but their
outspokenness and ability to take responsibility frees them from the
image of a rubber doll. There is no second opinion in the fact that
Nina realises her worth and is now ready to show it.
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Dipali S. Bhandari
The Changing Attitude Towards Dharma:
Relevance of UR Ananthamurthy’s Samskara in the Era of
Globalization

When a wave of new thought hits the shores of a civilization,
there is much disturbance in the cultural landscape. The initial clash
between the existent philosophy and the insurgent ideology often causes
a state of chaos/confusion. However a synthesis of thought is attained
after a while. U. R. Ananthamurthy’s Samskara deals with a rare
incident which shakes the small Brahmin community of the Agrahara
of Durvasapur to the core. The novel attempts to capture the changing
attitude towards Dharma in the pre-independence times. Samskara
is one work that remains relevant even in the modern times of change.
In the present era of globalization, unique cultural identities
are rapidly being eroded by a surge of new ideologies. Samskara
reflects the changing attitude towards dharma in pre-independence
times through the portrayal of a decaying Brahmin community in south
India. However it retains its relevance in the 21st century because of
its rendering of the universal clash of ideologies. As the writer himself
says:
To tell a story is to move forward and backward in time at
your sweet will and, in this unrestrained movement, to conquer
time and reconstruct what otherwise would be irrevocably
lost. It is this sense of continuity of lived time, preserved through
memory that makes us human. It is literature in one’s language
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that makes this continuity possible. (Ananthamurthy 130)
Through the portrayal of this decadent Brahmin community,
the writer, himself a Brahmin, questions the caste system and raises
various issues appertaining to the vedic ideal of life. The two extremes
of this decaying society, Praneshcharya and Naranappa, stand at the
opposite poles in their interpretation of life. While Praneshacharya
strives for salvation through abstinence, Naranappa believes in
indulgence of the senses in an open defiance of the norms of the society
he lives in. while Praneshacharya upholds the traditional path of virtue,
Naranappa believes in going with the change, even initiating it - precisely
the dilemma our next generation faces today.
Educated at Kashi and ordained with the title ‘crest-jewel of
Vedic Learning’ (Samskara6), Praneshcharya lives a life of strict
discipline. He marries an invalid deliberately to deny himself the carnal
pleasures. His attitude towards life is that of denouncement. At forty,
his fame is widespread and his trunk houses a collection of gold
embroidered shawls which he has won at different arguments – a
mark of his superior learning and the cause of his widespread fame.
Even Durgabhatta grudgingly admits that Praneshcharya could wear a
gold-embroidered shawl and carry it well. In life he is the greatest
adversary to Naranappa, who has renounced all brahminical ideals of
discipline. Praneshacharya has some love for Naranappa, a hope that
he will one day return to the fold of brahminism. Hence he has avoided
excommunicating him despite the fact that Naranappa eats rice cooked
by his low caste concubine Chandri, eats meat, drinks wine, exchanges
food with lower classes of Brahmins, even muslims; and has no respect
for Gods or vedic rituals; things which have caused him to lose favour
with the Brahmin community. Naranappa may be a troublemaker for
the older generation but he is quite popular with the younger people.
For them he is the path breaker who is in step with the changing times,
a harbinger of modern values to their remote village. He has provided
the musical /drama troupe with a harmonium and painted backdrops.
Under his alleged influence, Sripathy has joined a band and Shyama
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has run away from home to join the army. Embittered because his
relatives have usurped his property, Naranappa has denounced the
brahminical life and taken to a licentious path after leaving his wife.
The pendulum oscillates between two extremes but never stops
at these points for long. As soon as it touches the extreme, it starts
moving away towards the centre, the middle path. In life, too, the
middle path is advisable. Praneshcharya recognizes the points of
difference between him and Naranappa: “As far back as he could
remember Naranappa had always been a problem. The real challenge
was to test which would finally win the agrahara: his own penance and
faith in ancient ways, or Naranappa’s demoniac ways” (Samskara20).
Through the confrontation / difference of opinion between
Naranappa and Praneshacharya, we are led to question the right path.
Should we follow the example of Praneshacharya in sticking to our
centuries old values of discipline and the unique cultural identity that
ostensibly hold the key to salvation? Do we like Naranappa reject the
age old dogmas and follow the path of the so-called modernity, carving
out a notorious niche, becoming libertines and giving in to the hedonistic
ideals of pleasing our senses at the cost of the deeper truth.
The Vedas describe the four fold path of purushartha, which
includes dharma, artha, kama and Moksha. Naranappa dwells on
the artha and kama, Praneshacharya ignores Kama concentrating
solely on dharma. The four Ashramas of life are meant to progressively
lead the soul towards salvation. The Bhagwadgita speaks of leading a
life of action. Running away from our duties does not lead us anywhere
nearer to salvation. People may find duality in Hindu philosophy in
that on the one hand it calls the worldly possessions maya, and on the
other hand it preaches that one should fulfill its duty in the various
Ashramas following the path of dharma, artha kama and moksha.
What must be understood is that the atman (eternal soul) has to dwell
in the world like a fish swimming in the vast sea (which remains dry
despite being surrounded by water). Naranappa gets too taken in by
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the sensual pleasures, while Praneshacharya remains totally unaware
of his sensual side until his encounter with Chandri in the forest.
Following his rendezvous with Chandri, he is engulfed by doubts.
“Ananthamurty tries to portray that Praneshachrya’s values are old
and dogmatic losing its relevance in a modern society. He was trying
to reason out the ways of his friend and Naranappa. Is it really
necessary to live a life of detachment to get God?” (Ahiri19)
After cremating his dead wife, he moves about aimlessly;
unable to decide the implications of his momentary lapse. His mind
goes back to Chandri again and again with longing like he has never
felt before. In denying himself the pleasure of kama, he has merely
suppressed his desires. He has not been able to master his senses,
which is the first step towards salvation. He tries to run away from his
Agrahara and wanders through the forest, only to find him near the
village once more in a confounded state. Next he meets Putta who
takes him on a journey where he flouts nearly all the rules that he had
been following throughout his forty years of existence –and, to his
discomfort- with no adverse results whatsoever. The decision is tough
for him, going against something ingrained in his being, doubts clouding
his mind: “In between he must decide, here, now. Decide to give up a
quarter-century of discipline and become a man of the world? No,
no” (Samskara126). His mind is full of questions. Like a sleepwalker,
he has walked through his life and now he is confused to find himself
on alien grounds:
He felt dizzy in the head.
Trying to calm his mind, he thought, ‘O God, what’s the root
of this dread? Are these the first pains of a rebirth? Is it the kind of fear
that will be quenched if I sleep with Padmavati tonight? Will it be
quenched if I go live with Chandri? What’s my decision worth? Am I
forever to be a ghost of a man, hovering in indecision? (Samskara
128)
In the end, he realizes that one cannot run away from his
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destiny. He finally decides to go to Durvasapura to perform the last
rites for Naranappa and admit to his lapses. The decision is tough for
him .The final journey towards Durvasapura is “an anxious return, a
waiting on the threshold; his questions seem to find no restful answers.
What is suggested is a movement, not a closure”(Afterword Samskara
147).
Naranappa is seen by some as a reformist who treads the
path of modernity. What is admirable here is his will to challenge the
age-old beliefs and expose the corruption that is dogging the society.
However the way in which he attempts to achieve this end is not very
endearing. Had Naranappa tried to counter the staunch stance of the
Brahmins by constructive means towards the abolition of caste system,
he would have emerged a hero. On the contrary, he indulges in childish
acts of defiance to spite the community. Rather than trying to improve
the lot of the untouchables, he keeps a low-caste concubine. He
threatens Praneshacharya:”Your texts and rites don’t work anymore.
The Congress Party is coming to power, you’ll have to open up the
temples to all outcastes” (Samskara 21).
He himself does nothing substantial towards the caste issue
other than eating at the Smarta brahmins’ house and renouncing the
signs of brahminity. He is accused of encouraging Garuda’s son to
join the army. He intends to bring about a revolution, but doesn’t
know how to effectively challenge the system to actually bring about a
positive change. His rebellion is limited to eating meat and drinking
wine. At his most, he catches sacred fish from the local pond and eats
it, thus leading other low-caste people to follow his example. In the
end, his hatred of his stock boils down to defiant acts of revolt against
Brahmin ways of life. No effective / positive change in the status quo
is brought about by his actions. He gains notoriety and a few friends
who give him company because they feel that by associating with him
they can spit in the face of the proud Brahmin community which has
always snubbed them. After his death, no one is ready to cremate
him, not even these friends. In the end Chandri, with the help of muslims,
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in a bold step, gets his corpse consigned to flames. His body does not
receive proper rites.
Indian philosophy lays a lot of stress on dharma. By dharma
we do not mean a strict adherence to rituals but living a pure life.
Dharma does not entail a suppression of desire. If any action causes
pain to anyone, the action is against dharma. Today every person
wants to live a life of luxury. The youth of today is turning away from
the vedic ideals of goodness and also from the samskaras preached
by our vedic culture. The consumerist tendencies are eroding our
values. Life values are being corroded by the western influence. Under
such situation, only our rootedness in our culture can keep us adrift.
Following the example of Naranappa will lead us nowhere. Bereft of
our values and culture, we will be like Naranappa who was left alone
in death.
The vedas attach importance to all aspects of life, as
exemplified by the sixteen samskaras held important in the life of an
individual. These samskaras, which begin even before the child is
born and continue well after his death, symbolize the essence of a
complete life. However, most of us, like Praneshacharya, do not realize
the deeper meaning attached to the rituals that we mindlessly follow
throughout our life. Praneshacharya fails to see beyond the written
word. “In trying to resolve the dilemma of who, if any, should perform
the heretic’s death-rite (a samskara), the Acharya begins a Samskara
(a transformation) for himself. A rite for a dead man becomes a rite of
passage for the living” (Afterword Samskara139).
Praneshacharya might have defeated various pandits in
arguments but he lacks the common sense that Manjayya possesses.
While he is busy poring over manuscripts trying to decide upon a
course of action regarding the disposal of Naranappa’s dead body,
Manjayya correctly guesses that Naranappa had died of plague and
takes a practical course of action in sending his men to inform the
municipal authorities to dispose of the corpse and for vaccinating his
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people. Praneshacharya hence emerges as an ignorant man despite
being a famed scholar. By blindly following rules of discipline to tame
his mind, he seeks salvation but realizes in the end that life needs to be
lived as a complete whole. With this awakening he moves towards
Kundapura to Chandri’s abode, which symbolizes his reconciliation
with the new thought. On the way, he encounters the mundane in the
form of cock fight, the acrobat gypsy girl wearing body-tight clothes,
coffee at a restaurant, soda water shop and meditates; “I’m neither
here, nor there. I am caught in this play of opposites.”(Samskara115).
The final decision on his part to perform the last rites of Naranappa,
as also to admit to his lapse (which, in his opinion, has put him in the
league of Naranappa) is the final step in his transition.
The rite’d’passage that Praneshacharya undergoes also
symbolizes the transition from the old to the new thought. The Indian
culture is an amalgamation of various thoughts accumulated over time.
The various cultures that invaded our country from time to time have
enriched our culture without obliterating its unique identity. The
readiness to accommodate new ideologies is the key to preserve our
cultural identity in this era of globalization. Samskara points towards
this direction, the delicate balance between tradition and modernity.
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Ravindra Kumar
Race Relations in William Faulkner’s
Intruder in the Dust

Race is perhaps the most burning issue that has been a subject
of serious consideration for most of the American authors during the
last two centuries. This is one of the many issues that America faces
even today. Indeed there exist a number of problems that seem
challenging to the twenty first century societies of the West, particularly
those societies that have been industrialized for a considerable time.
But race has been much in headlines of late. Racial issue is certainly
crucial and it has attracted the special attention of some of our finest
literary minds. Faulkner has been one such mind for whom racial issue
has been a cynosure. Perhaps no other American author has observed
the race relations so keenly as William Faulkner. Being a native of the
American south, Faulkner developed complete understanding about
the relations between the two races. And being a keen observers of
human psyche, he portrayed these relations in some of his best known
works like The Sound and the Fury, Absalom, Absalom!, Light in
August and Intruder in the Dust.
For the poor white, there has been a grave misconception in
some quarters concerning the Negro in Faulkner’s work. In one of
Faulkner’s books it is said that every white child is born crucified on a
black Cross, and remarks like this have led to the notion that Faulkner
‘hates’ Negroes-or at least all Negroes except the favored black
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servitors. For instance we find Maxwell Geismar exclaiming, what a
“strange inversion” it is to take the Negro, who is the “tragic
consequence”, and to exhibit him as the “evil cause” of the failure of
the old order in South. But all this is to misread the text. It is slavery
not the Negro, which is defined quite flatly as the curse, and the Negro
is the black boss in so far as he is the embodiment of curse, the reminder
of the guilt, the incarnation of the problem. The black Cross is, then
the weight of the white man’s guilt, the white man who now sells slaves
and potions to “bleach the pigment and straighten the hair of Negroes
that they might resemble the very race which for two hundred years
had held them in bondage and from which for another hundred years
not even a bloody Civil War would have set them completely free”.
The curse is still operative, as the crime is still compounded.
Several of Faulkner’s boy heroes grow up with Negro
companions of their own age, sleep in the same bed with them, and
eat the same food at the same table. The white boy knows his fellow
companion as a fellow human being. As both grow up, however, they
are indoctrinated into the traditional code that governs race relations.
And one day, as Faulkner describes it in The Fire and Hearth, an
episode in Go Down, Moses, the white boy suddenly becomes aware
of his heritage. He refuses to sleep with his companion. Immediately
he regrets what he has done, but the Negro boy has already assumed
the mask of Samba. An impenetrable barrier has been raised between
them. From then on their relations are in accord with the southern
code. The white boy is as much the prisoner of the taboo as the Negro;
his response to another human being cannot be natural. The boy knows
that the Negro is not his inferior, but to defy the code is to alienate
himself from his family, his society, and his heritage. Faulkner’s hero is
also deeply troubled by the guilt his ancestors incurred in enslaving a
people, a guilt which is equally his own.
The paper aims to show these race relations between the two
races in one of Faulkner’s novels- Intruder in the Dust. Faulkner’s
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idea about white-negro relations, about racial injustice and racial
prejudice, is a matter of careful analysis. Race is clearly an important
issue of Faulkner’s fiction. It is a central theme in four of his novels,
several of his short stories, and many of his non-fiction writings. In his
own essays, speeches, and letters to the editors of American news
papers and magazines, Faulkner consistently spoke out against racial
injustice and advocated the integration of segregated schools in the
south.
Intruder in the Dust is a classical novel that is part mystery
and part social commentary on the racial situation in the southern part
of America of the late 1940s. The novel may be termed Faulkner’s
most provincial novel. It is, in fact, the only novel that he wrote which
can be classified as regional novel. In this book, Faulkner’s vision
does not penetrate beyond the specific southern problem. The author
here limits himself to an exploration of the soul-rending dilemma of the
intelligent, sensitive white southerner who recognizes the Negro as
equal but who cannot free himself from the racial prejudice of his
southern heritage. The book was written as Faulkner’s response to
racial problems dominating the south.
So far as the plot of the novel is concerned it deals with the
trial of Lucas Beauchamp, a black farmer accused of murdering a
white man. Again it is a novel in which Faulkner has for the first time
placed a Negro in the centre of the action that takes place in the
south. This Negro is, in addition, a pure Negro in that both his parents
are pure Negroes. Everyone knows him, and he shows pride in his
race. The combination of his name from elements of French and the
New Testament suggests his metaphysical and social origin.
Lucas(Luke), the apostle, is supposed to have been the son of Greek
slave who was freed. This is exactly the position of Lucas Beauchampthe ex-slave who values his freedom above all. The novel begins with
the narrator, Charles Mallison, watching a black man being escorted
from the Sherrif’s car into the city jail. In the beginning of the book we
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come to know that Charles, a white boy, is rabbit hunting with his
family servant, Aleck Sander and another young boy when he falls
into the creek. Lucas Beauchamp, a local black farmer, helps Charles
in getting him out from the creek. Lucas takes the white boy to his
home, offers meal and chance to dry his clothes by the fire. After the
meal, Charles tries to pay Lucas but the latter, out of dignity, refuses
to accept the money. Charles becomes obsessed by this debt from
Lucas and sends gifts to Lucas and his wife which are not accepted
by the couple. After sometime Lucas is falsely arrested on the charge
of murdering a white man. A crowd of white people is adamant to kill
Lucas for they can’t digest the fact that a white is murdered by a
Negro.
Charles’ uncle, Mr. Gavin, is a lawyer. Being persuaded by
Charles, he accepts to fight the case of Lucas. Initially Mr. Gavin is
under the impression that Lucas is guilty of the murder. Lucas, however,
knows more about the murder than he is willing to tell the lawyer. He
requests Charles to go to the cemetery and dig up the body of Vinson
Gowrie, the man he supposedly killed. Charles immediately goes to
his uncle to tell this but uncle Gavin does not believe the story of
Lucas. “What else would an accused murderer say?”, he reasons.
Fortunately Miss Eunice Habersham, an old lady and a good friend of
Lucas’ deceased wife, comes to know about the matter and is willing
to help Charles. The three people go to the cemetery and dig up the
grave of Vinson Gowrie to see whether the bullet that killed him was
from a Colt 41. When they open the coffin, however, they find a
different man inside. The entire matter is reported to the Sheriff
Hampton. The Sheriff obtains a legal order to go into the matter deeply.
This time when they all go to the cemetery to open the coffin, they find
it empty. Finally it is discovered that Lucas’ bullet did not kill Vinson.
The man who murdered Vinson was his own brother and Lucas
Beauchamp goes free. Now the white people in the mob who were
earlier adamant to lynch Lucas disperse without saying anything. When
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Lucas is accused of murdering a white man, all the white people become
automatons, mindless, and volitionless agents of code. Actually this
murder, according to the white community, is not merely the grave
crime of one man depriving another man of life. A Negro has killed a
white who is now not Lucas Beauchamp but a threatening Negro who
must be nipped in the bud. The murderer is a white man and that’s
why the lynchers have no further cause for action. The murder of
white by white is not their affair. Their concern is not with justice, but
with keeping the Negro servile.
Though the relations between the whites and the Negroes in
Intruder in the Dust seem to be normal, a sense of superiority is
always there in the minds of the whites. Actually the whites are racially
prejudiced and they have inherited this racial prejudice from the
southern American society based on racial taboos. Now this racial
discrimination is mixed in their blood and they cannot leave it even if
they want to do so. The basic fact is that the white people can’t tolerate
the Negroes on an equal level. In the novel, the whites hate Lucas
because of his pride. Lucas conflicts with his environment, is accused
of murder, defends himself only fragmentarily, is helped half willingly
and half not, a second murder takes place, and in the end Lucas
Beauchamp goes free, prouder and surrounded with greater hate than
before this time, and any wrong that he does will precipitate his
destruction. His every gesture will be quickly interpreted as a
provocation.
The continuation of the story of Lucas Beauchamp in Intruder
in the Dust shifts from the relationship between Lucas and his white
companions to that between Lucas and the white community. The title
of the book may refer to Charles as the intruder who disturbs the dust
of Vinson’s grave. According to Faulkner’s account of the development
of the story, it originated in the idea of a man in jail, just about to be
hung who would have to be his own detective because he couldn’t get
anybody to help him. Lucas Beauchamp is a unique creation of
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Faulkner. His costume, particularly the beaver hat which he always
kept on his head, is significant in Intruder in the Dust as one cause of
white hostility, an unforgivable offence against racial etiquettes which
marked him as an “uppity” nigger and infuriated white people to the
point of murderous rage. Lucas developed some qualities in defying
conventions which proved him to be superior to his detractors. The
ritual reaction of conventional lower class whites towards Lucas could
be triggered merely by his manner and dress as the episode in the
country store showed. In his fortitude and courage Lucas is heroic,
refusing to lose his dignity even when he is on the edge of death. But
the circumstances exclude Lucas from most of the action in the novel.
Although he is the centre of concern and reaction, the novel is the
story of Charles, and Lucas is a kind of catalyst. Remarks Olga
Vickery, “He is at once the nigger who is to be lynched by the mob
and the man who must be saved by Chick and his two companions.”
The novel, thus, deals with a conflict that is psychological rather
than social. Chick is torn between the impulses of his heart and his
allegiance to the racial code. The truth the heart reveals is the Negro
as equal human being, the code proclaims the Negro inferior. The two
are irreconcilable, for once the assurance of white superiority is
shattered, the prescriptions of the code are illogical, immoral and
unjustifiable. The sensitive southerner like Chick, is therefore torn
between an unshakable allegiance to a tradition, and a conviction that
the tradition is unjustifiable. Thus the boys like Chick in southern society
have to go through a dilemma. So far as the theme of race in the book
is concerned, it is constantly implicit. For instance, when Lucas refuses
his pay, Charles thinks, “we got to make him a nigger first. He’s got to
admit he’s a nigger” (210). Faulkner deals specifically with the reality
behind the Negro’s social mask. For instance, in “The Bear”, after the
slave woman, Eunice drowns herself in shock and grief, we find in the
plantation ledger the entry, “who in hell ever heard of a nigger drowning
herself.” The human reality and the social definition are appallingly
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juxtaposed. And in one of the most moving stories Faulkner ever wrote,
“Plantation in Black” we have the mad grief of the Negro Rider, who
has lost his young wife, interpreted by the white world as merely brutal
insensitivity, with the last irony being the brutal insensitivity of those
white people who are so trapped in the stereotypes that they are
incapable of the act of sympathetic imagination. The same drama of
reality behind the mask is found in the treatment of Lucas Beauchamp
in Intruder in the Dust.
The novel clearly shows the biased attitude of the whites
towards the Negroes. In the final scene of the book Lucas shows
himself unyielding and unforgiving: he insists upon taking the white
man’s gesture of equality as if it came from condescension- and who
will dare bluntly to contradict him? In an earlier scene, Lucas stares
up at Stevens from his jail cell, refusing to speak to him openly because
he senses that the white lawyer believes him guilty. Completely
dramatized and without any intruding comment, this scene suggests
the insight that even the best whites are full of ambiguous feeling toward
the Negroes and hence not to be trusted by them. This thing is further
elaborated by the fact that the murder of a white by a Negro served to
unite the mob but the killing of a white by a white serves to disperse it.
Even the common people of white society can’t digest the murder of
a white by a Negro for it is the most shameful thing for them and their
dignity. The white community has got a habit to rule the Negroes and
this habit is mixed in their blood. How can they, then, tolerate a Negro
to be a murderer of a white? At the same time Faulkner was presenting
“the conscious southern attitude toward Negroes, an attitude motivated
by the unconscious forces that Chick has uncovered in digging up the
grave, against Gavin’s wishes.”
To sum up it can be outlined that for the pioneer ancestor,
race relations created few problems. To the twentieth century
descendants, however, the racial situation is a constant source of
agitation. In an ante-bellum American society, the white man
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unquestioningly accepts his natural superiority to the Negro and his
natural right to use him for his profit and pleasure. Somewhere the
relations between the Negroes and the whites are good but in most of
the cases the relations between the two races are hostile and show the
macabre aspect of humanity. One point that we have to keep in mind
is that if relations between the two races are at ease, it is only during
the childhood stage, not in the grown up stage. Actually both the races
are indoctrinated into the traditional code that governs race relations.
Their relations are in accord with the southern code. The white boy is
as much a prisoner of the taboo as the Negro; his response to another
human being cannot be natural. The white boy knows that the Negro
is not his inferior, but to defy to code is to alienate himself from his
family, his society and his heritage. The racial code, to which these
young southerners are emotionally bound by their early indoctrination,
is only one of their many chains that can’t free them even if they want
to be free.
Works Cited :
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Book Review

Susheel Kumar Sharma, The Door is Half Open. New Delhi:
Adhyayan Publishers & Distributors. 2012. ISBN: 978-81-8435341-9. pages 141, 150.00/ US $ 10.00 /UK £ 15.00
Susheel Kumar Sharma’s collection of 52 poems in The Door
is Half Opened may be studied in the light of the latencies of semiotic
signs of India’s culture not only of its riches in the hoary past but also
in the light of deteriorating spineless signs of shattered dreams of vicious
circle in the present turbulent times. The number 52 is highly suggestive
– in the distant past it referred to of fifty two forms of Lord Bhairava
while in the modern world it has 52 pieces of playing cards; it results
into degenerative multiple games of material principles causing grief,
agony and ceaseless struggle against poverty. Susheel’s 52 poems
represent not only the joyful game when one meets the goddess Ganges
as mother merged in the processes of natural phenomenon but also of
gloom, sadness and poverty, the signs representing degeneracy and
decay.
The poet comes to Allahabad to witness the assembled
worshippers and their exuberant movements which are extremely
complex to define as the sages of Indian culture say doors of Varanasi
are fully opened for an entry only after visiting Lord Bhairava. Susheel
appears to have opened the doors half by visiting the Prayag at
Allahabad where cultural signs three deities namely Ganga, Yamuna
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and Saraswati unite for the salvation of masses in the form of water
and move forward to reach Varanasi and then to Ganga Sagar signifying
sea. Opening and closing poems “Ganga Mata – A Prayer” and
“Liberation at Varanasi” must be studied together as these have deeply
latent import of the poet’s wish for salvation and a movement to find a
‘small moorage’. Since the river Ganges has become a great epic of
national importance, the poet opens the first of fifty poems by invoking
the holiest of the holy rivers of Indian or world culture with some forty
four signs of significant attributes out of one thousand attributes
dedicated to the holy river as a goddess. His prayer to holiest of the
holy is due to some revelation which remains inexpressible in
Purgation, “How long will God keep my life/Enriched and embellished
in a harrowing world/I sometimes wonder” (p. 82). He therefore keeps
the door half open as he is certain that the revelation imports a message
that prayerlessness is a characteristic of a savage or degenerate
civilization. Therefore, he keeps the door ajar in the very first poem
with all humility where resignation is quite explicit before impartial
Holy River of Salvation sans priests: “I want a small moorage/ In an
island created by you…/ Allow me to have a haven/By your feet” (pp.
1-2). As his prayer moves, the holy river is dedicated as Gayatri, who
is suggested to have the excellent glory of the divine vivifying sun as a
close bosom friend of her sacred water.
Susheel Sharma uses the sign of ‘Annapurna’ for the holy
water of the holy river against the metaphor of poverty in most of the
poems to reflect his brain’s willingness to accept its horrors and its
crucial role in shaping a degenerative identity to mark a difference;
the way we really were in distant past due to free flowing river and the
way we have really become in the present by restricting its flow: “The
wonder that was India” “to grow in plenty” (p. 5) “to share one’s
prosperity with purna [perfection]” (p. 5); but now
Just one scene —
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Poverty, squalor, dirt, sloth and melancholy.
Everyone is weeping bitterly.
Everyone is crying hoarsely.
Everyone is worried knowingly.
No one has a solution! (p. 9)
His quest is towards unity for one voice of seeing perfect
Ganga Mata to cause “Mukti” or salvation from poverty. It is a
beginning to return to Ganga Mata not only for plenty but also for “a
small moorage” (p. 1) to play in her lap and grow as a new singer to
sing Psalms of poverty, grief, irresolution and misery and reach to the
core of her heart to gain freedom through a passage (p. 2). He invokes
the Trinity in terms of colours “white and green” (p. 2) and colourless
Saraswati (3), and with a question on the loss of will to knowledge
“where does Saraswati inhabit?” (p. 3).
The very first poem has the cultural signs of Indian origin and
these have appropriately been suited to the modern signs of
degeneration and human plight for salvation from poverty and resulting
grief. If the path of poverty and grief lead but to hope for salvation the
second last poem sets the mood of salvation, “Many souls have burnt
themselves/In the eternal Pentecost fire/To purge themselves/Of worldly
material”(p. 84). Free flowing waters of Ganges that “crush stones
and push sand under [her] gorgeous feet” is a natural phenomenon
but its cession has forced the poet to enrich its nomenclature with the
cultural heritage and spiritual value of salvation. The poet opens with a
new style in English, “O Ganges!” and then twenty times with a big
“O” and only once as “Om Jai Gange mahajii…!”(p.7) and finally
without “O” or “Om” but as “Mokshdayini” signifying her nature of
giving salvation impartially.
Considering this as the latent voice of the poet I wish each
poem must be read and enjoyed perfectly by prefixing each poem
with: O Goddess! In doing this we may assume that each poem is
dedicated to the goddess of salvation. The resulting lines may go as
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follows:
O Goddess!/ My conscience/Is like a pen/That exhausts its
ink/In the examination hall” (p.10). O Goddess!/The other
day I received a card/Inviting me to a function…(p.12). O
Goddess!/I have embraced my dreams (13). O Goddess!/
People hated my grandpa/For he held his head high (p.17).
To me it appears that the latencies refer to the cognitive voices
of the poet as poverty becomes dear to the poet’s cognitive
mind. Ways to poverty have compelled the poet to sing the
glory of the Ganges in varying situations and fluctuating plight
as it simultaneously remains deeply latent in the utterances of
self esteem: may be due to past heritage or due to acquired
knowledge or status that he has gained due to his prayers.
Why is he running away from man-made home in search of
salvation to river Ganges and finally to Varanasi? The question
remains unanswered in terms of the latencies of the cultural
signs. Some are suggested not only in the heritage of belief
but also in terms of the value system to begin “Liberation at
Varanasi” and then at Bodh Gaya in an inverse order with
gratitude, “I thank you Buddha/ For teaching me/ To sit silently”
(p. 88) in the “Hope of Last Thing to Be Lost”.
I wish the reader to juxtapose the first two and the last two
poems as prologue and epilogue and then divide the rest of the poems
into six groups having eight poems in each group. Thus we may have
eight groups of cognitive utterances: A) Prayer salvation (1-2); (B)
Painful remembrances (3-10); (C) Forced Forgetfulness (11-18); (D)
Cognitive Displeasures (19-26); (E) Privacy Shared (27-34); (F)
Inactive Resolution (35-42); (G) Quest for Effort (43-50); (H) Cession
for Salvation (51-52).
Susheel usually uses present and past tense but with a
difference as these are contextualized to a new dimension of spirituality
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in poverty, grief and painful in-expressions. In terms of genre, 52 poems
may be regarded as the testimony to Susheel’s budding manipulation
of semiotic signs of cultural heritage in contemporary contexts of
degenerating everyday life of human existence. I do not know how to
justify Susheel’s Sharma’s unconscious mind in by quoting his words,
“In India, for example, there exists a tradition of Sahasranama (one
thousand names of the object of one’s reverence) where every word
connotes a meaning embellished with physical or other characteristics
such as history, geography, culture, myth, literary reference etc.”
(“Glossary”, p. 93). His words remind me of the lost tradition of the
Egyptian Sahasranama (one thousand names) dedicated to goddess
Isis. Is there any co-relation between these two cultures of distant
past and present? A search in this direction related to semiotics of
cultural signs of African-Indian tradition may stamp him as a budding
poet of new of genre.
*****
Ramji Yadav, Associate Professor of English (Retd), Govt. P.G. Nehru
College Jhajjar, (Residence: 46-Raghu Raj Nagar, Patel Nagar-Indira
Nagar, Lucknow -226016 U.P), Email: ramji.hamlet@gmail.com. M:
0
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Book Review
Indian Army: After Independence Yking Books, Jaipur:
2013, pp.290, Rs. 995. ISBN : 978-93:82532-19-4

The book entitled Indian Army: After Independence by
Lt.(Dr.) Satendra Kumar is welcome and useful edition for general
readers and researchers, both who are genuinely interested in knowing
the glorious past, structure, activities and significant contributions of
Indian Army, the second largest army of the world after Peoples
Liberation Army of China, in post-independent epoch of contemporary
of India. Even in the age of global capitalism dominated by consumerism
and driven by fast growing technology, the real ‘power’ of a country
is defined by its military presence and strength.
Divided and systematically arranged into eight chapters the
book is intended to give objective information regarding Indian Army
in synoptic but meticulous way. First chapter of the book revisits the
historical background of Indian Army in various phases of Indian
civilization starting from the vedic period up to recent times with
exclusive depiction of rise of militarism under the Sikhs, Marathas and
Gorakhas. It is pertinent to mention that during British colonialism
Indian Army was instrumental in expansion of British imperialism and
its convincing victory on enemies during first two world wars. The
second chapter, the smallest one provides capsulated information
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regarding the Indian Defence Forces which technically comprise the
Indian Army, Indian Air force, Coast Guards, Territorial Army and
National Cadets Corps. Indian Defence Forces shoulder the vital
responsibility of the national security, territorial integrity, unity and
sovereignty of the country.
The author in order to give a coherent picture of military operations of
Indian Army focuses on several military activities starting from the
Sepoy Revolt or First War of Independence(1857) and logically
concludes on the Kargil Operation in 1999 with a cursory glance on
other landmark military operations namely, the Indo-China
Conflict(1962), Indo –Pakistan War of 1965, Bengladesh Liberation
War of 1971 and etc. India was historically bound and destined to
face a series of wars and confrontations just after its emergence as an
independent nation in 1947. This was the crucial and tough phase of
Indian Army who despite all of its limitations of resources, strategy
and military planning fought bravely with enemies and showing
exemplary war ability proved its might in geo-politics of south Asia.
Fourth chapter of the book looks for equipment of the Indian Army in
evolutionary way. Since 1947 the world has radically changed and so
is the case with Indian Army too. ‘Equipment’ in broader sense
comprises comprehensive list of weapons, vehicles, artillery, missiles
etc. Technological advancement and sophistication has completely
changed the nature of weapons and its operation. In the age of threedimensional wars conventional war equipment has lost its utility and
relevance and most of the weapons have been almost defunct and
have become sufficiently out-dated. So the author rightly describes
the addition of missile technology under Indian Ballistic Missile Defence
Programme. Fifth chapter of the book throws light on different
regiments, rifles, battalions and units of Indian Army reflecting India’s
racial, cultural and ethnic diversity.
From time to time, Indian Army with specific objectives and goals has
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formed Special Forces to address urgent issues related to terrorism,
infiltration and counter insurgency within and sometimes outside India.
These important issues have rightly been taken into proper
consideration by the author. Under the chapter titled ‘Wars and
Conflicts’ many crucial wars, operations and military interventions of
Indian Army outside India has duly been mentioned. The last chapter
of the book categorically mentions the awards-gallantry and nongallantry, conferred on Indian Army. The first category of the defence
award that is the awards for gallantry in the face of the enemy comprises
the prestigious awards like Param Vir Chakra, Maha Vir Chakra, Vir
Chakra etc.
A critic knows the price of everything but value of nothing. Reviewer
is fully conscious of his duty and is of the opinion that the book by
Satendra Kumar is replete with significant information in lucid way for
readers who want to know about Indian Army in its totality. One
more chapter on problems and challenges of Indian Army in present
context would have made it more relevant. There are certain issues
who deserve careful analysis regarding IndianArmy- growing corruption
charges, scandals, suicides, reducing interest of the youth opting military
careers etc. The book is strongly recommended for the readers for its
conceptual clarity, theoretical soundness, analytical rigour and
methodological sophistication.
- Sanjay Kumar
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Rita Garg. An Abbreviated Child. New Delhi :
Vishvabharti Publications, 2011, pp.104, Rs.195.00.

The agony of the kidnapped, the pain of the sold, the misery
of being an organ-seller, the sickness of a blood-donor, the unpleasant
taste of hunger in the mouth, the suffocation of the memories painful,the
unwanted situations of Electra or Oedipus complex, the anxiety of the
wife deserting the anti-nation Ministerji and also sheltering his child
labour, sprout as consequential to every HIV or leprosy sufferer,
mentally disturbed or poverty-stricken drunkard enjoying the freedom
to breed children like mosquitoes.
Therefore mounts the typhoon of a breast-beating and shrieking
mother: My Babe! My Lal! She understands the ills on the part of her
son’s kidnapping rascal that someone else’s child is like a ‘loath of
meat’ to others. Gone are the days of PannaDhaya!
The novelist seeks answer to the practice of surrogacy; the
birth of unwanted infants to be littered by the roadside; immoral
politicians; freedom to sell children in the open— in or away from
animal market.
Surrogacy— seen from Abhimanyu’s source of enlightenment
in the womb of aqualified mother— fails when the surrogate mother is
a poor, needy-greedy woman and the embryo is naturally in the ‘never-
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never- nest’. The very concept of it proves a burden in the over
populated world.
Charles Dickens and William Blake pictured chimney boys,
hungry boys being tortured but the present global scenario, as
described by Rita Garg, suffers from over towering medical tourism,
easy to grow in legally weak, poor people’s habitat that India is.
No doubt, incidents like, NithariKand superimpose the
presumption of the novelist. Besides boys, girls are also bearing with
a worse nature of threats falling their way every second.
Referring to above, the novelist appropriately, binds the scene
with the characterization of Radha, a ‘thrice sold’ girl, later struggling
to fight for others and also running the orphanage where she herself
had grown. It is her struggle that she envelops under her protective
care all those who were victims of the acerbity of circumstances in
life. She has other grown up inhabitants there, like Chandrima or
Roderigo who would find better means of life in helping the miserable.
The novel moves further with Chandrima, no doubt an abbreviated
child, who was sheltered by Radha, after being recovered from the
roadside. On growing up, she goes to an American University for
Ph.D. in Economics to carry on with the mission of Radha. Somehow,
abroad, she develops attraction for Bon, a Canadian fellow research
scholar.
A discussion on medical tourism by the Professor over there
brings forth the ironical situation that the kidney transplant would cause
a poor one to be deprived of his for the privileged one. Then she
completes her degree and comes back to India for the cause of the
wretched ones.Roderigo proposes to marry her but helping one and
all is the primary concern of hers. He tries his level best to find a
solution to the problem. To Roderigo and Chandrima, a marriage is a
must because live in relationship is not approved of by them. This is in
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sharp contrast with the opium eating, Kalia who sells his sister to a
being with whom she has the loss of womanhood but without the loss
of virginity. In fact, he marries Gauri to serve the dual purpose of a
wife as well as the substitute of an ox. In fact, this simultaneously
covers the loss of recently lost wife and the ox.
Thepermanent scars of passing through all this at an age when
memories accompany, is worse than an infant taken behind the legs of
a lame-footed man in a self-propelled tricycle. A boy, bringing a ram
and ewe extremely close, cannot learn ethics of a girl-boy relationship.
The hut is too small to keep young ones innocent.
‘A good writer is the mirror of contemporary society’ proves
to be quite true in case of this novelist as the novel provides a crystal
clear and poignant picture of the misery-stricken poor face of Indian
people. The novelist tries to explore the complex terrain from the
social ugliness which flows like an undercurrent towards the smooth
flowing stream from the upper crust to the down-trodden in our society.
The novelist not only boosts some serious issues ailing the contemporary
society and spoiling it entirely, but also tries to find a remedy for them
by suggesting some solutions practised by the characters in the novel.
The novelist is true to her observation as she ironically hammers
the unjustified life style of those oblivious of the good: “While a rich
drunkard buys a kidney, a poor drunkard sells his own or that of his
child—an abbreviated child—as if he is sure to face the surgery and
do well with one kidney only—that too all through his life.” Her point
of view is appropriate that ‘the under-nourished cannot be the better
ones’ and this is revolutionary to the existing theory and is definitely a
subject of debate.
The success of the novelist lies in dexterous description of
people and events in true aspects of nature and still without distorting
the object taken up by her. Her clear cut opinion is: ‘Baby is not a toy
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to be fondled, embraced and this and that by one and all’. Rather in
today’s already existing ‘underfed and poverty-stricken society’, we
badly lack better humans and well-nourished race to progress further
and ‘not an over-burdened and under-fed race’. An Abbreviated Child
gives a clear and poignant description of the misery-stricken poor
face of India, telling the story of Radha, a girl victim of poverty.
For the agonized woman, the novelist has no way out but to
coin the term, ‘genderex’.The novelist is right in saying that in India
more than forty percent parents are not fit for childbearing and rearing
due to some physical, mental, social or financial reasons. In such a
case only those who are financially strong can be benefitted by this
system and not all the deprived lots. This can further increase the
difference and sense of hatred among people of different groups. The
most thought-provoking question is when poor women are either
forced or persuaded to rent their womb for the sake of money, where
does ‘feminism’ stand?
The brutal placement of the children in the name of work,
money or job, fake adoptions, child-abductions, their involvement in
glued work, beggary, slavery, sexual abuse, malefic results of drugs,
shipping of youngsters to foreign countries for financial or personal
security, shattering their dreams and finally to be lost forever describing
a heart-touching story which abounds its readers to finish it in one
sitting. Once again to talk of the novelsof Charles Dickens, An
Abbreviated Child portrays the plight of children, the so-called havenots of the Indian down-trodden masses, but unlike her,David
Copperfield and Oliver Twist develop the plot of their novels on the
same grounds and be the pioneers in serving the downtrodden masses
of society rather than making a move to improve their miserable lot or
providing or presenting any suitable remedy to this devastating plight
of poor classes on their own.
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Rita Garg presents through the same characters the solution
of their own ungifted lot. Those who feel that there’s no remedy to the
miseries of poor people, Rita Garg presents a good and worthy reply
to them. The concluding lines of the novel leave a satisfactory message:
“When History is the biggest lie; Myth is not proven scientifically; and,
Culture is a changing phase then lots of succour ought to be extended
to the abbreviated young ones.”
To talk of culture is typical of the novelist as in her maiden
novel also, viz. Precursor of Love,
she questions the ugliness of unnatural relations of human
beings.
The most soothing part of the novel is in the ray of hope spread
by Chandrima as a foreign educated one tracing the characteristics of
BhishmaPitamah in self and being ‘much avowed’ to help the
unfortunate lot. She says that to be wise may not be so good as to be
‘Deewani’ like Sita who left all the comforts of palace and followed
the path full of thorns but was always bound to duties. Thus nothing is
impossible to handle and deal if only we have the will power like
Radha and Chandrima. It also suggests the possible answers and
solutions to the problems spreading like parasites in a troubled society.
The novel traces many instances from mythology and history.
This highlights the reflections and realities to create a social awareness.
The subtle tone of the novel along with the appropriate descriptions
and a study of human nature going into extremities of nature and
temperament is remarkable on the part of the novelist. It is this style
that binds the reader to it.
-Alka Rani Agrawal
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Susheel Kumar Sharma, The Door is Half Open. New Delhi :
Adhyayan Publishers & Distributors. 2012. ISBN: 978-818435-341-9. pages 141, 150.00/ US $ 10.00 /UK £ 15.00
Susheel Kumar Sharma’s collection of 52 poems in The Door
is Half Opened may be studied in the light of the latencies of semiotic
signs of India’s culture not only of its riches in the hoary past but also
in the light of deteriorating spineless signs of shattered dreams of vicious
circle in the present turbulent times. The number 52 is highly suggestive
– in the distant past it referred to of fifty two forms of Lord Bhairava
while in the modern world it has 52 pieces of playing cards; it results
into degenerative multiple games of material principles causing grief,
agony and ceaseless struggle against poverty. Susheel’s 52 poems
represent not only the joyful game when one meets the goddess Ganges
as mother merged in the processes of natural phenomenon but also of
gloom, sadness and poverty, the signs representing degeneracy and
decay.
The poet comes to Allahabad to witness the assembled
worshippers and their exuberant movements which are extremely
complex to define as the sages of Indian culture say doors of Varanasi
are fully opened for an entry only after visiting Lord Bhairava. Susheel
appears to have opened the doors half by visiting the Prayag at
Allahabad where cultural signs three deities namely Ganga, Yamuna
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and Saraswati unite for the salvation of masses in the form of water
and move forward to reach Varanasi and then to Ganga Sagar signifying
sea. Opening and closing poems “Ganga Mata – A Prayer” and
“Liberation at Varanasi” must be studied together as these have deeply
latent import of the poet’s wish for salvation and a movement to find a
‘small moorage’. Since the river Ganges has become a great epic of
national importance, the poet opens the first of fifty poems by invoking
the holiest of the holy rivers of Indian or world culture with some forty
four signs of significant attributes out of one thousand attributes
dedicated to the holy river as a goddess. His prayer to holiest of the
holy is due to some revelation which remains inexpressible in
Purgation, “How long will God keep my life/Enriched and embellished
in a harrowing world/I sometimes wonder” (p. 82). He therefore keeps
the door half open as he is certain that the revelation imports a message
that prayerlessness is a characteristic of a savage or degenerate
civilization. Therefore, he keeps the door ajar in the very first poem
with all humility where resignation is quite explicit before impartial
Holy River of Salvation sans priests: “I want a small moorage/ In an
island created by you…/ Allow me to have a haven/By your feet” (pp.
1-2). As his prayer moves, the holy river is dedicated as Gayatri, who
is suggested to have the excellent glory of the divine vivifying sun as a
close bosom friend of her sacred water.
Susheel Sharma uses the sign of ‘Annapurna’ for the holy
water of the holy river against the metaphor of poverty in most of the
poems to reflect his brain’s willingness to accept its horrors and its
crucial role in shaping a degenerative identity to mark a difference;
the way we really were in distant past due to free flowing river and the
way we have really become in the present by restricting its flow: “The
wonder that was India” “to grow in plenty” (p. 5) “to share one’s
prosperity with purna [perfection]” (p. 5); but now
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Just one scene —
Poverty, squalor, dirt, sloth and melancholy.
Everyone is weeping bitterly.
Everyone is crying hoarsely.
Everyone is worried knowingly.
No one has a solution! (p. 9)
His quest is towards unity for one voice of seeing perfect
Ganga Mata to cause “Mukti” or salvation from poverty. It is a
beginning to return to Ganga Mata not only for plenty but also for “a
small moorage” (p. 1) to play in her lap and grow as a new singer to
sing Psalms of poverty, grief, irresolution and misery and reach to the
core of her heart to gain freedom through a passage (p. 2). He invokes
the Trinity in terms of colours “white and green” (p. 2) and colourless
Saraswati (3), and with a question on the loss of will to knowledge
“where does Saraswati inhabit?” (p. 3).
The very first poem has the cultural signs of Indian origin and
these have appropriately been suited to the modern signs of
degeneration and human plight for salvation from poverty and resulting
grief. If the path of poverty and grief lead but to hope for salvation the
second last poem sets the mood of salvation, “Many souls have burnt
themselves/In the eternal Pentecost fire/To purge themselves/Of worldly
material”(p. 84). Free flowing waters of Ganges that “crush stones
and push sand under [her] gorgeous feet” is a natural phenomenon
but its cession has forced the poet to enrich its nomenclature with the
cultural heritage and spiritual value of salvation. The poet opens with a
new style in English, “O Ganges!” and then twenty times with a big
“O” and only once as “Om Jai Gange mahajii…!”(p.7) and finally
without “O” or “Om” but as “Mokshdayini” signifying her nature of
giving salvation impartially.
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Considering this as the latent voice of the poet I wish each
poem must be read and enjoyed perfectly by prefixing each poem
with: O Goddess! In doing this we may assume that each poem is
dedicated to the goddess of salvation. The resulting lines may go as
follows:
O Goddess!/ My conscience/Is like a pen/That exhausts its
ink/In the examination hall” (p.10). O Goddess!/The other day I
received a card/Inviting me to a function…(p.12). O Goddess!/I have
embraced my dreams (13). O Goddess!/People hated my grandpa/
For he held his head high (p.17). To me it appears that the latencies
refer to the cognitive voices of the poet as poverty becomes dear to
the poet’s cognitive mind. Ways to poverty have compelled the poet
to sing the glory of the Ganges in varying situations and fluctuating
plight as it simultaneously remains deeply latent in the utterances of
self esteem: may be due to past heritage or due to acquired knowledge
or status that he has gained due to his prayers. Why is he running
away from man-made home in search of salvation to river Ganges
and finally to Varanasi? The question remains unanswered in terms of
the latencies of the cultural signs. Some are suggested not only in the
heritage of belief but also in terms of the value system to begin
“Liberation at Varanasi” and then at Bodh Gaya in an inverse order
with gratitude, “I thank you Buddha/ For teaching me/ To sit silently”
(p. 88) in the “Hope of Last Thing to Be Lost”.
I wish the reader to juxtapose the first two and the last two
poems as prologue and epilogue and then divide the rest of the poems
into six groups having eight poems in each group. Thus we may have
eight groups of cognitive utterances: A) Prayer salvation (1-2); (B)
Painful remembrances (3-10); (C) Forced Forgetfulness (11-18); (D)
Cognitive Displeasures (19-26); (E) Privacy Shared (27-34); (F)
Inactive Resolution (35-42); (G) Quest for Effort (43-50); (H) Cession
for Salvation (51-52).
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Susheel usually uses present and past tense but with a
difference as these are contextualized to a new dimension of spirituality
in poverty, grief and painful in-expressions. In terms of genre, 52 poems
may be regarded as the testimony to Susheel’s budding manipulation
of semiotic signs of cultural heritage in contemporary contexts of
degenerating everyday life of human existence. I do not know how to
justify Susheel’s Sharma’s unconscious mind in by quoting his words,
“In India, for example, there exists a tradition of Sahasranama (one
thousand names of the object of one’s reverence) where every word
connotes a meaning embellished with physical or other characteristics
such as history, geography, culture, myth, literary reference etc.”
(“Glossary”, p. 93). His words remind me of the lost tradition of the
Egyptian Sahasranama (one thousand names) dedicated to goddess
Isis. Is there any co-relation between these two cultures of distant
past and present? A search in this direction related to semiotics of
cultural signs of African-Indian tradition may stamp him as a budding
poet of new of genre.
*****
- Ramji Yadav
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Vinod Kumar
Mapping Nirad C. Chaudhuri’s Ideological Position:
A Critical Analysis of The Continent of Circe

The paper studies The Continent of Circe: An Essay on the
Peoples of India (1965), Nirad C. Chaudhuri’s most important book
about India, as a product of the historical conditions of the time. The
author himself states that “. . . the point of view of each chapter is of
the time when it was written” (9). No author is entirely free to write,
as his/her writing is also determined by various factors, including
ideology. Hence an attempt has been made in this paper to analyze
the ideological and polemical dimensions of Chaudhuri’s book. The
book was written after nearly two decades of India’s independence,
at a time when the Nehruvian socialist ideal had gone sour to some
extent - a fact which clearly impacts it in a significant way. The
independence was the culmination of a long struggle of the Indian
people who had invested great aspirations in it. Unfortunately, it failed
to fulfill the aspirations, leaving many Indians disillusioned and bitter.
In a way, the book is the author’s response to his unpleasant experiences
of life in post-independence India insofar as it views Indian history,
culture, and politics from a disillusioned Indian’s position in a specific
historical context. It is an instance of the author’s impassioned personal
writing, so much so that Chaudhuri has been called “a lunatic. . .
eccentric, and megalomaniac” (Murthy 144). The book is, to a
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considerable extent, Chaudhuri’s response to Hindu cultural
nationalism, a romanticized history of India, and the Nehruvian idea of
India. Sri Aurobindo and other Hindu cultural nationalists had
discursively constructed India as a religious, spiritual, and mystical
entity; the Nehruvian socialists saw India as a secular and progressive
entity; Chaudhuri, on the other hand sees India and its people with an
unsparingly critical eye. However, a careful reading of the book also
reveals the author’s essentialising impulse in defining India and the
Hinduism, and his ambivalent approach to the Western impact on
Indian life.
As Chaudhuri defines it, The Continent of Circe is an “essay”
on the people of India. It is an effort by the author to understand and
explain India and its people. His purpose in writing the book “. . . is to
describe the peoples of India in their natural groupings, both ethnic
and cultural, and analyze their collective personality in the light of the
historical evolution which has formed it” (Chaudhuri 38). As an essay,
the book mixes the subjective and the empirical, though the former
happens to be predominant.
The title of the book itself reveals Chaudhuri’s ideological
position vis-à-vis his object. Circe is the name given to a demoness
who controls the minds of her victims and turns them into beasts. In
Homer’s Odyssey, she is described as living in a mansion in the middle
of dense forests. The mansion is surrounded by crawling creatures,
the victims of her witchcraft. Actually, these creatures are the crew of
Odysseus. They were invited by her to a feast, but treacherously she
turned them into beasts. Odysseus sets out to rescue his men (“Circe”
1-2). Chaudhuri believes that India is a continent which is under the
control of Circe. He suggests that the people coming to India become
her victims and lose control over their minds, submitting themselves to
her spell and giving up their rationality and freedom. He admits that he
is also the son of her ancient victims but claims that he has rescued
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himself from the prevailing swinishness of the Hindus who have been
turned into beasts by Circe. Chaudhuri is of the opinion that the Hindus
have descended from the Europeans. Hence he warns that “there is
no future for us Hindus unless we can recover at least our old European
spirit, even if not the European body and pride of flesh” (373). He
calls upon the Hindus to affirm their ancient origins and save their
essential European spirit. He expresses his anxieties about them and
sees himself as their savior by stating “I would save the fellow beast.
They do not, however, listen to me. They honk, neigh, bellow, bleat,
or grunt, and scamper away to their scrub, stable, byre, pen, and sty”
(376). Writing with an essentialising impulse, he thus states the purpose
of his book, which is to save the Hindus and Hinduism. It may also be
noted that his description of India as a demoness alludes to the idealistmystical view of India as a mother figure, for example as Mother India
in Sri Aurobindo’s words1.
The preface, titled “In Gratitude” (1-8), records Chaudhuri’s
acknowledgements to his friends, including Khushwant Singh, Cyrus,
Ruth Jhabvala and others2. He expresses resentment over the lack of
his official recognition in India; he says that he has never been honored
by the Indian Government because only the rich and influential persons
receive honor and recognition in India. He adds that the West has
given him greater recognition. The reader can clearly see that
Chaudhuri, with all his frankness, is motivated by a sense of injured
merit. The section titled “Note on the Text” (9-10) even voices his
strained relationship with the late Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru.
Chaudhuri states that he has written several things which were critical
of Nehru but which have now been removed since Nehru is no longer
there to respond to his criticism.3
In the introduction titled “The World’s Knowledge of India
Since 1947" (11-26), Chaudhuri writes about the intellectuals’ failure
to understand the complex life of India, in spite of their keen sense of
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observation. The Western correspondents, economists, and the
diplomats are not able to grasp the real idea of India; their knowledge
about India is very meagre. The book is, hence, intended to fill a gap
and is meant for the non-Indians primarily. He recommends to these
readers a certain way to understand India. He further adds that the
novelists and other writers are also not able to correctly write about
India because of their limited knowledge and also due to the problem
of language. The Indian novelists writing in English can do no better
because they write mainly to impress the Western reader. In his opinion,
“the world’s knowledge about India today is obtained overwhelmingly
at one remove from people belonging to the Westernized and urban
upper middle-class, who have become the heirs of British rule” (21).
It may be noted that Chaudhuri not only intends to correct the prevailing
view of India among the non-Indian readers but also claims to have a
better knowledge of India because he represents the Indian people
and not the ruling class of westernized and urban middle class Indians.
Laying down the conditions for a writer who can represent Indian
people, he states that “. . . a man who can not endure dirt, dust,
stench, noise, ugliness, disorder, heat, and cold has no right to live in
India” (22). Thus, he counters the romantic and idealistic view of India
held by some of the nationalists, including Aurobindo and Nehru. He
states that it is hard to understand India and Indian life without
experiencing directly the life which the common Indian people live. As
he states, “. . . the necessity to be psychologically proof against filth is
the first condition of understanding our life” (23-24). He warns
foreigners to be fully armed to understand the real Indian life. He
declares that “the genii who guard the secrets of our country, life, and
civilization put us to the same test before they will allow us to see real
India” (25).
Chaudhuri claims to look at India from a pragmatic and rational
point of view as against a romantic and idealistic point of view, which
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is ill-suited to the country because it lends itself either to sub-rational
or supra-rational interpretations. Divorcing the word ‘Hindu’ from
any sectarian connotations, he states in the chapter titled “From the
Word to the Eye” (27-38) that the Hindu “mean[s] ‘an inhabitant of
the region of the river Indus’ (in Sanskrit - Sindhu), but [is] extended
to the people of the whole continent. Thus, in its primary meaning, the
word ‘Hindu’ stands for the same thing as ‘Indian’” (27-28). He further
adds that when European Orientalists began to study the religions of
India, they found that there was no other name than Sanatana Dharma
for the Hindus’ complex religion. So, “[s]trictly speaking, the term
Hindu is like ‘American’or ‘European’” (29). Talking about the meaning
of ‘Indian’, he states that it bears only one or the other of the two
following senses:
1.

An inhabitant of the geographical continent of India,
which for practical purposes is India as it was
constituted politically in the last decade of British
rule.

2.

A legally recognized citizen of the new sovereign State
called the Republic and Union of India, it being clearly
understood that I do not consider that all the citizens
of this State belong to one nation. In their case, de
jure nationality is not the same as de facto nationality.
(30)

Chaudhuri rejects the claims to authenticity often made by
several Indian politicians, officials and academics. He warns all
foreigners who are interested in India that they should be vigilant when
listening to these persons. He states that these persons pretend to be
the guides of people but they actually always misguide them. He talks
about the old tradition of Guru (teacher) and Chela (disciple) in India.
The spiritual guides used to initiate their disciples into the use of drugs.
The secular gurus have given up this tradition but the modern gurus
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have adopted it to “destroy the faculties of thinking and observing” of
their disciples and followers (30). He calls this harmful dose “logosane,
a meaningless, tasteless but intellectually asphyxiating substance, turned
out from the only really efficient mass-production factory established
in India since independence, namely, the [n]ationalized factory of words”
(30-31). It is notable that he is alert about the politics of language. He
also directs foreigners not to follow the texts about India written by
prejudiced and compromised scholars, and warns them to be
“[b]eware of words in India” (34). He exhorts them to observe India
first hand instead of depending on secondary sources.
Chaudhuri then proceeds to trace the ethnic history of India.
According to him, there are only three physical types in India: the
Blacks, the Browns and the Yellows (31). The terminology amply
indicates that he has a layman’s notion of ethnography, not a
professional ethnographer’s. In the subsequent chapter titled “The
Deposits of Time” (38-65), he tries to prove his worth as a historian
by tracing the history of different communities living in India. Ironically,
he does not refer to any historical studies to prove the authenticity of
his thesis. The chapter moves around his argument that the “Hindus
are of European stock, immigrant Aryans from MitannianMesopotamia, who colonized the Indo-Gangetic plains and certain
areas of south India” (Sinha 111). He writes:
They called themselves as ‘Arya’ (Aryan), which signified
‘nobly born’, and the pre-existing people ‘Anarya’ (not Aryan)
and they made the boundary line between the two absolutely
impassable in theory, and very difficult to cross in practice.
The notion of racial superiority, which was present in this
distinction from the outset, was later widened to include that
of moral superiority. . . . Any dishonorable act or conduct
was described as being unworthy of an Aryan, or be fitting
only a non-Aryan. (Chaudhuri 40)
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Contesting Chaudhuri’s version, Tara Sinha points out that
there are different opinions regarding the origin of the Aryans: as the
westerners view them as immigrants from outside but the orthodox
traditional Indian view treats them as natives of the India. Chaudhuri
holds the view that they came from the Danube-Dnieper basin while,
scholars like Lasson, Grimm, Max Mueller and Schelegal generally
state that they came from Central Asia (113). Chaudhuri also fails to
mention the exact historical period of the arrival of Aryans in India,
casually stating: “. . . they moved into the Punjab around 1000 B.C.,
if not even a century or two later. But whatever the date, it was the
confrontation of the Aryans, the first civilized people to settle in India
proper, with the dark primitives that set in motion the continuous ethnic
history of India” (41).
He further argues the superiority of the Aryans by stating that
they were organized people while aboriginals, the so-called nonAryans, were not organized. His view about the latter remains
unsubstantiated; the non-Aryans are widely known in history as
organized people who achieved progress in construction of buildings
and cities; the evidence is provided by the Harappa and Mohenjodaro
(Mookerji 57). Once again, Chaudhuri’s unprofessional treatment of
history is to blame for his opinion.
He attempts to explain the social hierarchy of the caste by
arguing that it was the requirement of the time. The later invasions
made it necessary for Hindus to struggle against external “barbarous
or semi–barbarous nomads” as well as against primitive Darks
(Chaudhuri 55). He suggests that the system of caste was probably
instituted by the aliens to preserve their racial purity; as such caste and
race are intertwined in his discourse. However, his views on the caste
system are not supported by any evidence. He rejects the usual
criticism levelled against the caste system, holding instead the view
that it has kept the society organized. He describes caste “as a social
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organization which contributes to order, stability, and regulation of
competition” (62). His defence of caste system should be viewed
alongside Aurobindo’s denunciation of it as a dangerous relic.
Chaudhuri indirectly admits the irrelevance of caste even on his own
terms, particularly when he acknowledges that the institution of caste
failed to deal with the consequences of Islamic and British invasions.
Chapter after chapter, Chaudhuri unravels his opinion that
Aryans were Europeans who came to India and even after centuries
they remain alien to the continent. However, he offers no ground for
such a notion. Writing about the various Muslim invasions, Chaudhuri
states that they established a parallel society to the Hindus. But he
prejudicially remarks about the Hindu-Muslim relationship that “no
adjustment between these two societies took place except in minor
matters” and the Hindus completely lost “whatever assimilating power
and adaptability they had” (62). But history shows that both
communities have lived in peace and harmony despite differences (Sinha
121). In Chaudhuri’s opinion, the development of the Westernized
Hindu upper middle-class is a result of the British invasion in India. It
is worth remarking that Chaudhuri does not regard this section of the
Hindus with any respect. The other, he has great dislike for it. However,
since he himself adopts the subject position of a westernized Hindu
upper middle class person, his treatment of this section remains
ambivalent.
In the chapter titled “The Children of Circe” (66-91),
Chaudhuri writes in favor of poor and ill-treated children of the
“demoness” - the aboriginals. He states that those who suffered the
most because of the invasions throughout history were the aboriginals.
However, after the invasion of the British a new Westernized Hindu
class emerged; this is the greatest threat to the aboriginals, according
to him. Import of democracy from the West brought degradation to
them4. However, there are major contradictions in Chaudhuri’s
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discourse. According to Tara Sinha:
On the one hand he shows his anxiety for these Hindus’ threat
to the cultural and ethnic identity of the children of Circe, and,
on the other, he shows his indignation at their being put on
display at the annual folk dance in Delhi. The Hindus’ zeal for
industrialization will modernize the aboriginals; and thus, will
destroy their culture, he says. We can not help thinking that
this kind of sympathy for the aboriginals is quite misplaced as
it is neither going to help those whose cause Chaudhuri is
advocating, nor will it benefit the nation as a whole. (123)
In the chapters titled “On Understanding the Hindus” (91105) and “Janus and His Two Faces” (106-135), Chaudhuri questions
the idealistic-mystical vision of Hindu nationalists, on the ground that
in it theory and practice are wrongly mixed up. According to him, a
wide gulf separates practice from the theory of Hinduism. Hindus are
expected to live according to the spiritual message given in sacred
texts, such as Vedas, Upnishads, and Bhagvadgita; in practice
however they behave as stark materialists, according to him. The
Hinduism is thus Janus faced; his term for the Hindu personality is
“Janus Multifrons”: “[e]very Hindu is divided against himself and it
would seem throughout his historical existence he has been” (106).
He states that Hindus are supposed to be peace-loving and non-violent
people and Gandhism fortifies this belief. However, he counters the
reality is that the political history of India “is made up of blood-stained
pages” (107). The war of Mahabharata is the supreme example of
violence-filled Hindu life. Citing the recent Indo-China conflict of 1962,
he comments that India is supposed to be a secular state, but fought
the war in the name of Dharma (125). His discussions about “Hindu
Character” and “Hindu Life” exemplify a dangerously reactionary
essentialising impulse. He argues that Hindu life has no place for the
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three cardinal European principles: reason, order and measure (102).
He even blames the Indian climate for the lapses and failures of the
English people in India. As Basavaraj Naikar points out, Chaudhuri
distrusts everything Indian because; according to him the Indians seek
Europe’s approval for everything. The reason is, “the Indian[s’] lack
of confidence in themselves as a nation” (50). One can say that
Chaudhuri’s essentialism verges on fascism even as it tries to conceal
itself behind a façade of scientific reason. His discussion of Indian life
ultimately perpetuates casteism, racism, and religious fascism.
Writing in this vein, in the chapters titled “Victims of Circe”
(135-50) and “Nostalgia for the Forgotten Home” (151-74),
Chaudhuri voices the “sufferings” endured by Aryans in India. He has
a very sympathetic view of the Aryans as a European community. He
even blames the Indian climate and environment, which he finds
unfavorable to Aryans whose original home is Europe. He argues that
“even after living in the country for thousands of years the Hindus
have not got used to the heat” (156) and “the physique of the people
has not also adapted itself to the climate of a monsoon country” (160).
Chaudhuri has a rather poor opinion of Indian philosophy. In
many parts of the book, he makes sweeping and unfounded
generalizations. He describes the Hindus as “unphilosophical” (174).
He declares Buddha’s renunciation as a failure of courage. He wrongly
defines the term ‘Nirvana’ as extinction5. Chaudhuri believes that only
the ancient Greeks had developed proper thinking whereas the Indians
have never been able to do so:”. . . there is no such thing as thinking
properly so called among the Hindus, for it is a faculty of the mind
developed only in Greece, and exercised only by the heirs of Greeks.
A very large part of what is called Hindu thinking is wooly speculation
or just mush” (Chaudhuri 174).
It appears that he is here contesting Nehru’s view of Indian
philosophy. For Nehru, philosophy in India is”. . .an essential part of
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the religion of the masses; . . .it [is] for some deep and intricate attempt
to know the causes and laws of all phenomena, the search for the
ultimate purpose of life, and the attempt to find an organic unity in
life’s many contradictions” (80-81).
In the chapter titled “Auld Lang Syne” (174-210), Chaudhuri
attempts a so called history of Hinduism. His aim is to demonstrate
the indiscipline, contradictions, and hypocritical life of the Hindus.
According to him, there are four loyalties of the Hindus, and he assails
them one by one. He states that Vedas are supposed to be the highest
authority for the Hindus, but it is wrong, according to him, to term
these as the voice of God because they are prayers addressed to
God. He also claims that Vedas were brought to India by ancient
Aryans, but he fails to substantiate the claim. Further, he explains the
Hindus’ preference for fair complexion as an internalized expression
of loyalty to the white Aryan race. The third loyalty, according to him,
is river-worship. He attacks the Indians’ attitude to nude bathing as it
smacks of hypocrisy: they view the Westerners on the sea beaches as
an offensive site, while Indian women taking a public bath during
religious festivals are not regarded as obscene. The fourth loyalty,
according to him, is cow worship. Speculating on the rationale for
cow worship, he writes that “[a]lien domination has also affiliated the
Hindu worship of the cow and opposition to cow-killing with the antiMuslim and anti-British nationalism” (198). His attempt is to see cow
worship as an issue only in modern India; the ancient Indians, according
to him, thought differently. To support his argument he says that there
are numerous references to beef eating in Hindu scriptures. However,
Sinha finds his reasoning to be deeply flawed:
He cites incidents and dialogues from Mahabharata and
Bhavabhuti’s Uttara Rama Charita in support of his statements,
and goes even to the length of saying that in Rigveda, too, one can find
authentic references to such a practice. In this connection, I would
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like to point out that the word used in Rigveda for a cow is ‘Aghanya’
meaning ‘one not to be killed’. There are verses in which it is specifically
mentioned that one who eats flesh of man or horse, one who kills
cows and deprives other people of their milk deserves to be beheaded
if he can not be persuaded by any other means to desist from such sin.
In Mahabharata, also, it is pointed out that in Vedic fire sacrifices,
only grains should be offered as oblation. (145-46)
In the chapter titled “The Anodyne” (219-266), Chaudhuri
writes about the Hindu attitude to sex. He declares that the discussion
in this chapter is mainly focused on ancient Hindu attitude towards
carnal pleasures and can be stated thus: “[M]an is a creature devoted
to the penis and the belly” (221). Chaudhuri speculates that the physical
sufferings of the Aryans probably turned them to sexual pleasures.
Most of the Hindu classical texts deal with sex, according to Chaudhuri.
Talking about the sexual life of the Hindu gods and sages, he writes:
Even more significant than the lechery of the Hindu Gods is
the full an active sexual life attributed to the sages or Rishis. When
they were alone they became extremely excitable, somewhat in the
manner of rogue elephants living their solitary life away from the herds.
Then the mere sight of naked or semi-naked women made them forget
themselves, and even brought about involuntary emissions. (226-27)
He terms the sculptures of Khajuraho and Konark as symbols
of carnal pleasures. However, he entirely overlooks the element of
art. As a result, he is unable to see the aesthetic and spiritual aspects
of the Indian art. For him “. . . the seekers of enlightenment in India
do not know that the Hindus do not even possess a word of their own
for spirituality, and seekers of sexual potency do not know that the
greatest shadow that hangs over the very private life of modern Hindus
is the fear of impotence of all kinds” (256-57).
Sinha, however, dismisses Chaudhuri’s speculation entirely,
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remarking that “[n]owhere is there any evidence in ancient texts that
the Aryans took wholly to sex as a release from physical pain inflicted
on them by the Indian clime” (150).
Chaudhuri’s one sided view of art shapes and distorts his understanding
of the place of religion in the life of Indians. He states that ancient
Hindu scriptures do not exhort people to go to pilgrimages. He actually
sees such places as commercial spots only; “. . . even now the places
of pilgrimage and religious fairs are looked upon by prostitutes as
particularly profitable centres for their profession” (262).
The chapter titled “The Hindu Acedia” (266-81) describes
Hindus as inactive and degraded people in their daily life. On the
“nature” of the Hindus, Chaudhuri comments that they are always
quarrelling over minor issues; they abuse each other openly but, after
some time relapse into a friendly relationship. They have a habit of
backbiting, according to him. He compares the Indians with the
Japanese people who, according to him, are generally very calm (272).
This is nothing more than a typical, unfounded claim of Chaudhuri.
He discusses the question of minorities in India in the three
chapters, titled “The Least of the Minorities” (281-304), “The HalfCaste Minorities - Genetic and Cultural”, (304-37) and “The Dominant
Minority” (338-64). The Muslims are “the least” of the minorities; the
Eurasians and the Indian-Christians are half-caste minorities; the
Anglicized Hindus are the dominant minority, according to him.
Chaudhuri expresses his sympathy for the Muslims in both
Pakistan and India. He states that the small but “brave country” (292)
Pakistan is always under the threat of India and other countries, and
the Muslims in India are also treated badly. He declares that if he
were a Muslim, he would never have cared to live in India. He holds
the view that partition was an act perpetrated by selfish politicians. In
his criticism, he neither spares Gandhi nor Nehru nor Jinnah. According
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to him, Jinnah “had no deep faith in Islam as a religion, but treated it as
a form of nationalism” (292). In addition, Chaudhuri holds the British
responsible for the partition: “[a]fter inciting Muslim separatism in
every way for more than half a century and making a substantial
contribution to the impossible situation which led to the partition of
India, the British statesmen thought that their duty to Pakistan was
fulfilled. . . “(293).
Criticizing the politics of the time, he states that “[t]he creation
of an independent state for the Muslims of India, or at all events for a
majority of them, was the greatest achievement of the double-faced
policy” (302).
The Genetic and Cultural Half-Caste Minorities are called the
“underdogs of Indian society” (304) by Chaudhuri. According to him,
the first group includes “the communities in which there is an actual
intermixture of European and pre-existing blood, mostly Hindu” (306)
and the second group includes “the converts into Christianity” (309).
He does not write sympathetically about these groups. He writes about
the preference of the Hindus’ for Eurasian sex workers, which is
responsible for the stereotyping of these women as having loose morals.
He also doubts the competence of the teachers belonging to these
groups; they cannot exercise any moral, cultural or intellectual
leadership over their students. Chaudhuri’s views are obviously inspired
by some personal bias and have no possible justification.
Chaudhuri explodes with bitterness when he writes about the
Anglicized upper middle-class Indians. He calls them “the dominant
minority” which very cleverly controls the masses and is in the front
ranks in every field. He calls them “self-hybridized” (338), because of
their personal affiliations with Europe. According to him, this selfish
class uses the innocent people of the country, and the western countries
manipulate this class to implement their policies in the country.
Chaudhuri, however also remarks that this class of the Indians has not
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assimilated the western scientific spirit but only imitates the western
sartorial and culinary styles to show off their false modernity. He is
very unhappy with this Anglicized class, which has no authentic
relationship with their culture. He divides them into four groups: 1.
The officers of the armed forces 2. The bureaucratic and professional
elite 3. The technicians and 4. The youth in schools and colleges (34041). According to him, these are the four groups, through which this
Anglicized class rules over the country, and Nehru, according to him
was the prominent figure among these Anglicized Indians. In fact he
even states that the existence of this rude and snobbish group is due to
the support of Nehru, and it will automatically disappear after his death.
Chaudhuri’s extremely poor sense of history is in evidence in his attempt
to relate the perpetuation or disappearance of a whole social class to
a single individual. Although he correctly exposes the hypocrisy of this
class yet there is a strong tone of personal resentment in his argument.
In the Epilogue titled “Circe’s Triumph” (372-76), Chaudhuri
repeats that India is the continent of the demoness called Circe: “[n]o
invader who has come into her great continent has been able to resist
her spell, and the British who broke it ultimately and went home without
first hearing the spirits of their dead heroes are still longing after her
with the docility of cattle” (372).
According to him, Circe is happy today to see “the
completeness of her handiwork” (376). Although Circe is happy, he
offers himself as the rescuer to the Hindus from her spell. It is ironic
that he wishes to rescue the Hindus while taking recourse to an ancient
western myth. His attempt to rewrite history is, moreover, framed
within a myth: this probably explains his treatment of history. He invents
and improvises with abandon without the least regard for the properties
of historiography.
It is significant that The Continent of Circe was an important
but controversial book about India to come out in the 1960s. It was
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markedly different from the kind of books that had been written earlier,
particularly in the years before independence. As we have noted in
the papers presented earlier, Aurobindo and Nehru offered a glorifying
and romanticizing vision of India. The 1960s, with the crisis of
Nehruvian socialism, afforded a different ideological position for an
author to reflect on India. That position, combined with Chaudhuri’s
subjective experiences of disillusionment and resentment, produced
the ambivalence which characterizes Chaudhuri’s treatment of the
Indian society, politics, culture and history. The author situates himself
at once in India and outside India. He is an authentic “Hindu”/Indian
exactly because he is grounded in, as he believes, the European culture.
The authentic Indian is an Aryan of European descent, according to
him. Neither the westernized upper middle class of the Indians nor the
western scholars on India can give a correct account of India,
according to Chaudhuri, something which he can do because of his
dual position. However, one can see that there is a potential for fascism
in Chaudhuri’s discourse, which moves violently between the apparent
objectivity of scientific reason on the one hand and the angry cynicism
of a ‘disinherited’ Indian intellectual on the other.
Notes:
1

"Mother India is not a piece of earth; she is a power, a Goddess”
(“Sri Aurobindo on Mother India” 1).
2

Khushwant Singh praises Chaudhuri in one of his interviews, whereas
Chaudhuri here praises Khushwant Singh for lending him a typing
machine and later presenting him with a brand new portable one (12).
3

Nehru had passed away in 1964, a year before the publication of the
book.
4

It would be interesting to view the continuing alienation and
marginalization of the tribes/adivasis in India, in the light of Chaudhuri’s
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idea of this old conflict.
5

Tara Sinha has pointed out that”[t]he Buddhists recognized that the
final realization of the process of Karma is to be found in the ultimate
dissolution called ‘Nirvana’ but nowhere do they say that this dissolution
is extinction” (138-39).
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Abstract
Sustainable development implies the ability of the present,
generation to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Its principles hinge on the preservation of the freedom that was sought
early in the post-war world in the struggle to end imperi-alism, halt
totalitarian oppression; and later to extend democratic governance,
human rights, and the rights of women. Based on this assertion, this
paper sets out to argue that the feminist literature in Nigeria is at the
fundamental point of sustainable development. At the heart of feminist
writing in Nigeria lies the vigorous pursuance of proper representation
of women in literary texts, the society and the struggle for the
educational empowerment of women. This ultimately includes access
of women to the economic means of survival, fight for proper recognition
of the essence of motherhood and womanhood in the domestic spheres
and the rightful placement of women as part of their communities.
Feminist literature has also extended its tentacles to stabilizing the
women’s role in politics and revolution; women and cultural practices;
sexuality; and the direct treatment of women by men, and men by
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women. This paper intends to pursue this argument through a critical
survey of two Nigerian Feminist literatures- Kaine Agary’s Yellow
Yellow and Chimamanda Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus.
**************
Introduction
The last half of the twentieth century marked the emergence
of four principal subject matters from the totality of the concerns and
aspiration of the world’s peoples. These are peace, freedom,
devel-opment, and environment. The world aimed at attaining peace
in the post-war world of 1945 with these four values. This sought
after peace was however threatened almost immedi-ately by the nuclear
arms race. Right the way through the Cold War that ensued, peace
was sus-tained globally but there were intermittent local wars fought,
often by proxies for the superpowers. Altogether, the number of wars
have diminished over the last decade peace is still sought, pri-marily in
Africa and the Middle East (18). Freedom was sought early in the
post-war world in the struggle to end imperi-alism; to halt totalitarian
oppression; and later to extend democratic governance, human rights,
and the rights of women in their contemporary society, indigenous
peoples, and minorities. This paper takes a cursory look at feminist
viewpoints in Nigerian literary scene and the rights of women projected
in female-authored texts as a mark of sustainable development.
Though we are primarily concerned in this paper with feminist
viewpoint in Nigerian literature and its implications to Sustainable
Development as it relates to the welfare of the women, it is pertinent
to delve a little into the origin of this theory. This paper will therefore
start by giving a little rundown of what feminism primarily stands for.
This will enable a better understanding of this phenomenon as a strong
agent to sustainable development in Nigeria.
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Feminism
Feminism is about one of the most controversial issues facing
the world at large. This motif has defied all machineries set in motion
in various cultures of the world to douse its conflagration. It is a
phenomenon, which has attracted so much heated debates all over
the academic world. Feminism is in fact the most dreaded and the
most defied of all issues but incidentally it remains the liveliest of topics.
So what is feminism? Feminism is rather a difficult topic to define
because its interpretation differs from one culture to another, from one
society to another and from one context to another. Generally,
however, it is the belief that women should have equal political, social,
sexual, intellectual and economic rights to men. Feminism therefore
encompasses all the diverse varieties of social assumptions, political
actions and ethical viewpoints, mostly stirred by the experiences of
women in conditions of their social, political and economic environment.
The focal points are on the eradication of gender disparity and upholding
of women’s rights, security and issues in the society (37). Since its
inception, it has been associated with various movements, theories,
and philosophies, which border on issues of gender difference and the
promotion of equality for women, and the campaign for women’s rights
and interests.
According to some schools of thought, the history of feminism
is divided into three main movements. The first movement took off in
the nineteenth and early twentieth century, the second in the nineteen
sixties and the nineteen seventies, and the third started from the nineteen
nineties to the present. It is from these three movements or stages that
the various Feminist theories emerged to make up what is today known
as the feminist movements. It is manifest in a variety of disciplines such
as feminist geography, feminist history and feminist literary criticism.
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Feminism is an issue, which has brought about changes in so
many cultures with its perspectives and points of view. In the Western
societies, it has waded into so many spheres of life ranging from
tradition, culture to the laws of the state. At one time or the other,
feminist activists have argued vehemently for women’s legal rights,
that is, such rights as pertaining to contract, property rights, voting
rights and general franchise (57). They have also fought for women’s
right to bodily integrity and autonomy as well as that of reproductive
rights including access to contraception and the accessibility of quality
prenatal care.
By far, the most pronounced agitations of feminist activists
have been for protection from domestic violence against women, sexual
harassment and rape as well as for workplace rights, which includes
the granting of maternity leaves and equality in the pay roll; and against
other forms of discrimination against the womenfolk.
Since its inception, most feminist movements and theories have
had leaders who were mostly of the middle class. White women from
Western Europe and North America were the first most notable
movers and proponents of the theories surrounding this movement. It
was not until the famous Sojourner Truth’s 1851 speech to American
feminists that women of other races joined as well as proposed
alternative feminisms in their own cultures (131).
This speech therefore became a moving force, which greatly
accelerated the movement in the nineteen sixties. The Civil Rights
movement in the United States further helped it. With the collapse of
European colonialism in Africa, the Caribbean, parts of Latin America
and Southeast Asia the tentacles of feminism spread like wild fire into
these areas too. This brought into the movement some new theories
propounded by women in former European colonies and the Third
World. Hence such concepts as “Post-colonial” and “Third World”
feminisms became prominent features of the movement worldwide.
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Some dissentions came into the movement now as some
Postcolonial feminists, such as Chandra Talpade Mohanty, became
critical of Western feminism, which they termed as being ethnocentric
(16). This opinion was also voiced aloud by Black American feminists,
like Angela Davis and Alice Walker.
In the nineteen eighties, a group of feminists who branded
themselves the standpoint feminists brought in another angle whereby
they argued that that feminism should only concern itself with how
women’s experience of inequality relates to “that of racism,
homophobia, classism and colonization .” However, in the late nineteen
eighties and nineteen nineties, another group known as postmodern
feminists brought in the argument that gender roles are socially
constructed, and that it is impossible to generalize women’s experiences
across cultures and histories (41).
Now, it is important to examine the movement of feminism
down the lane to the present day. I have pointed out earlier on in this
paper that the movement was divided into three stages better known
as Waves. For easier comprehension of this topic, we shall briefly
analyse each stage and the motivational force that set it in motion.
The first stage or wave is the women’s suffrage movements of
the nineteenth and early twentieth century’s, which were mainly
concerned with women’s right to vote. This wave of feminism refers
only to a period of feminist activity during the nineteenth century and
early twentieth century in the United Kingdom and the United States
(21). Their husbands initially focused it on the promotion of equal
contract and property rights for women and the opposition to chattel
marriage and mandatory ownership of married women and their
children.
However, by the end of the nineteenth century, feminist
activism focused primarily on gaining political power, this was referred
to as the right of women’s suffrage. It was during this period too that
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feminists like Voltairine de Cleyre and Margaret Sanger became very
active in campaigning for women’s sexual, reproductive, and economic
rights (181).
Second-wave feminism refers to a period of feminist activity
beginning in the early 1960s and lasting through the late 1980s. The
scholar Imelda Whelehan suggests that the second wave was a
continuation of the earlier phase of feminism involving the suffragettes
in the UK and USA. Second-wave feminism has continued to exist
since that time and to coexist with what is termed third-wave feminism
(67). The scholar Estelle Freedman compares first and second-wave
feminism saying that the first wave focused on rights such as suffrage,
whereas the second wave was largely concerned with other issues of
equality, such as ending discrimination.
The feminist activist and author Carol Hanisch coined the
slogan “The Personal is Political” which became synonymous with the
second wave. Second-wave feminists saw women’s cultural and
political inequalities as there are important differences between the
sexes and those who believe that there are no inherent differences
between the sexes and contend that gender roles are due to social
conditioning and can only be remedied by addressing such social issues.
Feminism in Nigerian Literature
In the Nigerian contemporary society, feminism manifests as
the plea against unnecessary societal injunctions on women. It is not a
struggle for equality or a fight for supremacy. The Feminist viewpoint
in the Nigerian context therefore becomes a plea for life; A plea for
the opportunity and the chance to live a fulfilled life, a yearning for
empowerment-educational and all otherwise. It is a sincere pleading
with the society to recognize the right to life of the girl child; to give her
a right to participate fully in the society of her time and contribute
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meaningfully towards sustaining the future of present Nigerian girlchildren.
The need for this arises because there is the traditional tendency
of the Nigerian society to restrict the women to their biological roles
as wives and mothers. This is carried into all spheres of the societal
life. It rears its head in literature where it puts a strong ban on women.
In Nigerian male- authored texts, especially this view is upheld without
compromise as if the biological role is the only destiny for the Nigerian
women. The tendency to relegate women to the background becomes
naturally a part of the patriarchal ideology of the Nigerian society,
which seeks among other things to place women just at the very brink
of existence.
As a result, the ‘Eve motif’ or the image of women as the
collaborators of the serpent is a strong feature of the Nigerian maleauthored texts. Women are derogatorily cast as the ‘daughters of eve’
looking for the next man to feed an apple – a destructive apple that
will end up hanging and choking at the man’s throat!
In the Nigerian literature, examples abound of such views. In
Cyprian Ekwensi’s Jagua Nana, women are cast as prostitutes and
illiterates as Jagua herself declared in rotten language “we must” show
our skin let de sun – shine kiss our body. Is nothing’ bad in de sun
kissin’ your woman body (8) in Soyinka’s Death and the kings
Horseman, the nameless Bride is left at the whims and caprices of the
Elesin and in Kongi’s Harvest, Seyi is not worthy either. In Shadows
of Yesterday, Egharevba depicts Emen as hapless and wayward. The
lustful Obofun easily draws Iyayi’s Adisa into adultery. It is on this
note that a prominent Nigerian female witer, Omolara Ogundipe-Leslie
stressed:
A broad range of attitudes about feminism in Africa today is
being expressed by different kinds of persons and group at
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different levels … ‘What is feminism for you? What is your
feminism? Do you, in fact, have an ideology of women in
society and life? Is your feminism about the rights of women
in society? What is the total conception of women as agents
in human society-her conditions, roles etc…? (548).
Feminism in Nigerian literature becomes a movement geared
at confronting the status quo of women being depicted primarily as
wives and mothers and ‘things’ not needed in official circles and in
politics. The female voices in Nigerian literature comes up as a total
and implicit rejection of this derogatory lifestyle created by the norms
of the society to restrict and subjugate women both in real life and in
the fictive sphere. Since literature is a weapon of authority, woman
writers have together used it as a medium to promote and give value
to the lives of woman, thereby filling successfully the gulf between the
male and female characters in the society. They based their arguments
on the premise that progress and sustainable development in the
Nigerian society can be fostered by steering clear of sexual segregation
and by equal development of women alongside their male counterparts.
Helen Chukwuma views the issue of the gender gap in the
characterization of the earlier African novels thus: “Formerly, female
character’s trained ambition revolved round marriage and procreation.
Her other female obligations ranged further to cooking the family meals,
honouring [sic] her husband’s bed, on invitation; and other times
merging with the home environment peacefully” (2). Chukwuma points
out with disdain, the patriarchal delineation of women in those early
novels written by men. She contends that the societal delineation of
the status of women at the time may have influenced their
characterization despite the fact that some women do pull their weight
in contemporary issues in their immediate society. She makes haste to
add that: “In every age and time there had been women who exhibited
economic sense and resource management within and outside their
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homes even in the rural environment” (16).
The works of the Nigerian female writers are, in the main, farreaching in feminist orientations and their feminist views project a literary
parlance capable of sustaining the developmental orientation of the
present generation of Nigerian women and ensuring that it meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. Buchi Emecheta, talking on
issues bothering on female writing in Nigeria opines that people should
view concepts from their milieu of origin. Thus, she asserts in her
paper “Feminism with a small ‘f’”:
….. I chronicle the little happenings in the lives of the African
women I know. I did not know that by doing so I was going
to be called a feminist. But if I am a feminist then I am a
feminist with a small f. In my books, I write about families
because I still believe in families. I write about women who
try very hard to hold their family together until it becomes
absolutely impossible. I have no sympathy for a woman who
deserts her children; neither do I have sympathy for a woman
who insists on staying in a marriage with a brute of a man,
simply to be respectable…. (553)
Flora Nwapa, another Nigerian female writer asserts in Women and
creative writing in Africa that:
The woman’s role in Africa is crucial for the survival and
progress of the race. This is, of course, true of all women
across the globe, be they black or white. In my work, I try to
project a more balanced image of African womanhood. Male
authors understandably neglect to point out the positive side
of womanhood for very many reasons, which I will not attempt
to discuss in this address ... Women have started to redefine
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themselves; they have started to project themselves as they
feel they should be presented ... (527)
This paper pursues vigorously the argument that although
reinterpreted over time, peace, freedom, development, and the
environment remain prominent issues and aspirations for sustainable
development, but equity and fair play remain uppermost in the chart
of this march. Therefore, the aim of feminist writing in Nigeria is to
track closely the case for justice, equity and fair play for women.
Kaine Agary’s Yellow Yellow and Chimamanda Adichie’s Purple
Hibiscus are typical manifestations of this intellectual struggle. This
paper will investigate their claims that societal negligence and
subjugation, place women in a second-class role, breaks hearts, breaks
families, and sometimes places even the men in untenable and debasing
positions.
Chimamanda Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus a move towards the
Sustainability of Women
Through the eye of young Kambili, the protagonist in Purple
Hibiscus, Adichie leads us into a typical example of the worst case of
patriarchal tyranny prevalent in our contemporary society. She uses
Chief Eugene Achike, Kambili’s father to reveal the problems faced
by women and girl children in the Nigerian society. Kambili’s father is
cruel, overbearing and highhanded. Uncle Eugene hides behind the
façade of religion, culture and societal beliefs to commit atrocities
against his wife and children.
kambili’s father has a dual personality which may not
recognize each other if they meet in broad the light. In one he seems
to be a hero, the epitome of the good African. He is an exceptionally
flourishing entrepreneur who bigheartedly provides for his extended
family, a perfect Catholic who promotes the growth of the church in
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his local parish. Here he is also seen as a representation of civic qualities,
dedicated to disparaging the excesses of the military government in
Nigeria. He is also reputed to be the owner of the only trustworthy
newspaper in the country. Here he becomes to a great extent the
mouthpiece of his society.
His other personality manifests at home under the cover of his
roofs. His treatment of his family runs counter to the image he projects
outside and that becomes the other dark side of his personality. His
deeds at home continually mirror the atrocious aggression practiced
by the militaries against the Nigerian people.
He is a religious fanatic who hides behind the façade of
religion to make life unbearable for his family. He bears down with an
iron hand on his family at the slightest chance. He is too eager to
reprimand at the least consideration of daring to his authority. His
children, Kambili and Jaja are regimented into terror by his violent
rages and utter hardness.
He subjects his children and wife to severe battery and assault
which leaves them physically and psychologically maimed. There seems
to be nothing like love in the home of Chief Eugene Achike. The children,
Kambili and Jaja had to resort to an escapist world in order to
experience ‘real’ love. Kambili only comes alive at Aunty Ifeoma’s
home; Jaja took recourse to a fancy with flowers and other odd jobs.
His cousins and his ‘heathen’ grandfather were the only listening
ears he could ever have. He derives pleasure from visiting memorable
scenes and places. He exchanges gifts and experiences with his cousins
as against his father and mother. His home is cruel and cold, he would
rather be with his ‘heathen grandfather’ whose love for them radiates
as he drills them in moral folk tales than with a cold tyrannical father
who would want you to make the journey to heaven on foot.
This assertion is actualized in her recreation of female
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prototypes, which have grappled efficiently with prejudice and male
chauvinism in their contemporary societies. These women have
successfully held their own by demystifying the man-figure and elevating
the status of the women. These characters are portrayed as women
who are intensely autonomous, who are capable of financial
independence, and who are “not anybody’s appendage”. Nwapa bear
out that:
I tried to debunk the erroneous concept that the husband is
the lord and master and that the woman is nothing but his
property. I tried to debunk the notion that the woman is
dependent on her husband. The woman not only holds her
own, she is astonishingly independent of her husband (528).
Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus, presents Aunty Ifeoma as a widow
and as a university professor who has a far more degree of freedom
that seem to be utterly beyond the reach of Kambili’s upper class but
broken and caged mother. Aunty Ifeoma is sober. She reasons things
out with the strength of mind of a free soul. She draws analytical
comparison of events as they affect women in the nation. For instance,
she compares the incessant and blind act of rushing into marriages by
her female students with the millenarianism in the country. She equates
it with “what this military tyrant is doing to our country” (73).
The atmosphere in Aunty Ifeoma’s home is relaxed and natural,
and her children are brought up as full individuals with a right to life.
The children have the permission talk and are expected to express
their opinions on any area under discussion. On her first visit to their
home, Kambili observes with amazement this total freedom given to
the children:
Mostly, my cousins did the talking and Aunty Ifeoma sat back
and watched them, eating slowly. She looked like a football
coach who had done a good job with her team and was satisfied
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to stand next to the eighteen-yard box and watch (120-121).
Kambili could not understand how these children were able
to speak out with such degree of confidence. She marvels at her cousin
Amaka, who is of the same age, with her, “I wondered how Amaka
did it, how she opened her mouth and had words flow easily out.”
She came from a different background almost like from a different
planet. The dissimilarity of Aunt Ifeoma’s home with the condition
Kambili lives in her own home is glaring.
Kambili glories in Amaka who becomes a model to her in her
stiff assertive ways. She represents the strongest female voices in the
story. The height of her non-conformity came during her confirmation
in the church. Amaka refuses vehemently the dogma of taking English
names for confirmation; she refers to it as one of the ‘colonial’ necessity.
She was never forced to accept this ‘necessity’. Her argument was
just as heated as ever:
“I told you I am not taking an English name, father,” she said.
“And have I asked you why?”
“Why do I have to?”
“Because it is the way it’s done. Let’s forget if it’s right or
wrong for now,” Father Amadi said, and I noticed the shadows
under his eyes.
“When the missionaries first came, they didn’t think Igbo
names were good enough. They insisted that people take
English names to be baptized. Shouldn’t we be moving
ahead?(271-272).
Kambili, sees Amaka as the new hope for the coming
generation of African women. Amaka appears to be the most vocal of
these characters: young, resilient, assertive, overtly outspoken,
unyielding and unbending in the things she believes in. Kambili depicts
her nature with that of another idol of hers: “She walked and talked
even faster and with more purpose than Aunty Ifeoma did” (78). Adichie
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uses Amaka to point out that women can fight back for their dignity.
She paints of her the picture of an uncommon class of the new
generation girl child. She is the type that can hold out against the
subjugation of her sex in the society.
The author moulds her as a very inspired, obliging, truthful,
candid and a strong-willed rebel. Not even a change of environment
could stop this female character from airing her views on the
happenings in her contemporary society. Even when Amaka left the
country, she kept writing from London where she migrated with her
mother. Her letters to all who care to listen were filled with complaints
about all the disgusting wrongs against women in the Nigerian society
as well as the excesses of the military junta.
Amaka is against such treatments meted to people like Kambili,
her mother and her brother Jaja who were so much subjugated and
are not given the opportunity to air their views. She is against the likes
of Uncle Eugene’s whose iron hand comes down on his entire family
without warning.
Adichie points out the extent of the man’s cruelty in his
treatment of Kambili’s insubordination. His sadism hits the highest
point when he pours burning water on Kambili, as a punishment for
having spent some time at her Aunty’s with her “heathen” grandfather,
his own father whom he has barred from his home because of religious
dichotomy. The scene is narrated with a terrifying impassiveness
signifying the extent of terror. She had interacted with her ‘heathen
grandfather against her father’s instructions. Uncle Eugene judged his
daughter and found her culpable of treasonable felony. He reprimands
her with a kettle of boiling water. As he pours the hot water on his
daughter, it was as if he was performing a very sacred ritual:
Kambili, you are precious.” His voice quivered now, like
someone speaking at a funeral, choked with emotion. “you
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should strive for perfection. You should not see sin and walk
straight into it.” He lowered the kettle into the tub, tilted it
toward my feet, he poured the hot water on my feet, slowly,
as if he were conducting an experiment and wanted to see
what would happen. He was crying now, tears streaming down
his face. I saw the moist stream before I saw water. I watched
the water leave the kettle, flowing almost in slow motion, in an
arc towards my feet. The pain of contact was so pure, so
scalding; I felt nothing for a second. Then I screamed.
“This is what you do to yourself when you walk into
sin. You burn your feet,” he said (194).
Yet in another instance of battery and assault, he beats Kambili
almost to the point of killing her because he has found in her possession
a painting of her recently deceased “pagan” grandfather.
Adichie points out the wrong in the women’s passive
acceptance of the men’s tyranny. The adverse effect on the growing
up girl child is irreparable and her future is bleak and insecure. Kambili
is deprived of a positive image of womanhood. Her life is characterized
by silence; choking and the impossibility of speech or movement.
Dumbness and timidity are recurring images when describing both
Kambili and her mother in this novel. The ordeal is too harrowing to
talk about but the helplessness and inability to raise a brow in the
midst of such humiliation is more suffocating.
Silence becomes like a code of conduct to the women. The
mother never speaks of her experiences. She confides in nobody, not
even her children. Kambili only knows that her mother has suffered
another trashing when she sees her cleaning the étagère where she
keeps ceramic figurines of ballet dancers: “Years ago, before I
understood, I used to wonder why she polished [the figurines] each
time I heard the sounds from their room, like something being banged
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against the door. [...] there were never tears on her face”(10).
The reverend father, Amadi, mistook this silence for a worthy
character. He erroneously praised Kambili’s silence in suffering without
fully comprehending it:
She does not waste her energy in picking never-ending
arguments. But there is a lot going on in her mind, I can tell
(173).
The bubble broke and the secrets of the silent beatings were
let out only after suffering two abortions in less than a year, due to her
husband’s mistreatment. It was only then when she was almost at an
inch of her life that Kambili’s mother tried feebly to break free from
the yoke of conjugal violence. She made a half hearted flee for her life
to Aunty Ifeoma’s home. Despite her reunion with her children who
were already staying with Aunt Ifeoma, she opts to return to her
husband after a brief telephone conversation with him.
She did not want to be looked down on by the society as a
woman without a husband. Her easy surrender is based on the grossly
illogical argument that mothers would push their daughters at her
husband if she were to leave the home forever: she is not ready to lose
her status as a married and therefore respectable woman, because a
husband, she says, “crowns a woman’s life” (77).
The cruel implications of her argument are that she is meekly
accepting the societal laws on women subordination, defined in terms
of submission and silencing. It means that she accepts the fact that is
caged, holed in for life in an inescapable situation. In religious terms,
one can rightfully assert that she has opted to carry her cross and don
her crown of thorns. It is these views that informed her argument and
dismissal of Aunty Ifeoma’s pleas for her to abandon her husband as
“university talk.”
Her Christian beliefs and stipulations of African wifehood
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condemn both herself and her daughter to remain entrapped in the
disgusting confinement of patriarchal cruelty.
It is therefore a surprise that in an unanticipated decision, this
self-sacrificing, submissive and docile woman schemes her revenge
on not only her husband but also the entire society by gradually
poisoning her husband’s food. By this act, Adichie seems to be claiming
that even the worms of the earth have their temper. The victimized can
still cut the rope of subjugation to free her and ensure her children’s
liberation. The author is emphasizing the fact that the women can be
pushed into doing unethical things in the face of such continual battery
and assault. She asserts that no human being should be deemed inferior,
that the right to life is the prerogative of every human person – man or
woman, boy or girl and none should be sacrificed at the other’s altar.
This obviously is a move towards sustaining the present generation of
women, by securing their safety and right to life in their societies. The
future generation is thereby freed from the shackles of a subjugating
patriarchal existence.
Kaine Agary’s Yellow Yellow at the Gateway of Sustainable
Development
In Yellow Yellow, Kaine Agary gives details of women caught
up in the bizarre deprivations and humiliating conditions of the Niger
Delta of Nigeria. The author’s aim is to highlight and confront the
horrors of the women in this naturally endowed but economically
parched region of the country. Kaine hero worships the Niger Deltan
writer Ken Saro-Wiwa, put to death in a military regime. She therefore
avers that her main inspiration comes from one of Saro-Wiwa’s popular
books A Month and a Day. Kaine Agary’s Yellow-Yellow centres on
the Niger Delta contemporary issues. Kaine’s hero, Zilayefa, a half
caste is born of a Nigerian mother and a Greek sailor.
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Zilayefa grows up without paternal care to discover that it is a
common thing in her area for the women to be seduced and dumped
by these roving and sexually adventurous randy white men. These
women become the ready prey of these bestial foreigners due to
adverse poverty. The white men come dangling money and other
niceties before these economically deprived women. Kaine reveals
the harsh realities of life in the Niger Delta. She reveals the stark reality
of want and paucity, which drive the women into prostitution. This is
portrayed in the life of the central character. Zilayefa is not satisfied
with the poverty surrounding her in the village. She wants more out of
life, more than the quandary surrounding her.
Not even the love and warmth of her relations or the
tenderness of her ever-caring mother could stop her. She rebels against
her caring mother and the idyllic life in the village for the glamorous
city life of Port Harcourt. The lure of city life becomes like a magnet to
the young girl growing up in a remote, dilapidated village. In fact, to
every young girl growing up in the Niger Delta, the lure of the city life
is like the song of the sirens-difficult to resist. No matter how well
nurtured, the girls end up succumbing to the enticement and seduction
of the bright lights.
The irony of the story starts with the migrating girl leaving the
village with a letter; a letter of recommendation from her pastor. This
is an indication of a certain level of religious training and indoctrination.
Armed with this letter and the goodwill of the villagers, which is
expressed over some bottles of gin. Drinking gin becomes a kind of
escapist world for these women. They drink and forget their woes.
Zilayefa goes headlong into the luring destructive embrace of the city
life. The city is a death trap for innocent girls. The city is the abode of
immorality, lechery and avarice.
Zilayefa’s stay in the city without parental care soon leads her
into taking some severe life threatening steps. She strives to come to
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par with life in the city, she wants to make ends meet. There is no
meaningful job in the city, especially for uneducated people. Zilayefa
is educationally disadvantaged to secure a meaningful job in the city.
More so, girls with her type of Yellow Yellow skin and Yellow Yellow
face were not supposed to do menial works in the city. They were
supposed to help paint the city Yellow Yellow with their presence.
That is the highest definition of immorality lust and avarice, which is
the hallmark of the city life.
The book, is a depiction of the helplessness of a child born
into a world of despair. The heroine is plunged into the full life of the
city of Port Harcourt, ill equipped for the hazards awaiting a youthful
girl without a good educational empowerment and parental guidance.
The young girl moves like the wind without a proper direction. She
comes face to face with the discrimination against her racial identity.
Zilayefa plunges head first into the fast city life of Port Harcourt where
the white men in the oil companies use the Nigerian girls for pleasure
and orgies.
Zilayefa’s case is a portrayal of the declining societal values
brought about by interactions with the expatriates in the oil companies.
Her lack of paternal care is reflected in her choice of an elderly man
as a lover. It almost took her life before she could understand the
ephemerality of life. Kaine’s Yellow-Yellow is a representation of the
existence and background in the Niger Delta. Through the eyes of
Zilayefa, the author opens the reader’s eyes to the fate of the female
indigenes that fight feebly to strike a balance in an unreasonably harsh
society where women are regarded as toys without personality. This
is a society where the life of a woman is so cheapened that she becomes
a commodity to be bought and possessed with money.
This is a society where women are devoid of all forms of
positive identity. The elderly biracial woman, Sisi, and her friend,
Lolo represents women trying to hold their own against this unjust
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dispensation. They represent the reckless social and physical destruction
of life in the Niger Delta of Nigerian. Sisi is very experienced in the
ways of life in the country. She had plunged herself into the city life
even before Nigeria’s Independence from the British. She realized at
a very tender age that the life for women is harsh in the country and it
will take a tough woman to combat it. She used the experience to
secure a good life for herself. She lives by gunning for contracts of
building constructions and food supplies to government hospitals. She
is shrewd and experienced enough to manipulate the white men in the
oil companies for she becomes the only woman who gets contracts
from oil companies.
The case of Zilayefa furnishes a true picture of life in the oil
rich area of Nigeria. It gives a human face to the sufferings of the
people. The oil is seen as a harbinger of evil. Communities are
impoverished due to oil draining. The waters are polluted with wastages
from the oil companies and the hazard of oil spillage on hectares of
farmlands renders the cultivation of land for food production a futile
exercise. As a result, lives are destroyed. Women and young girls
resort to selling their bodies for sustenance.
Kaine describes with agony the weakness of the feeble
pressure groups formed by the villagers to fight for their lands and
their lives. The villagers could not fold their arms and watch their land
devastated and their women ravished in such dastardly manner by the
foreigners. The youths who are exploited and underpaid by the
oppressive foreigners have bleak future starring at them. The white
men who were the operators of the oil companies leave not only the
oil pipes in their trails, they leave also a string of half-caste bastards
like Zilayefa in the various village.
The callousness of these foreigners is seen in their refusal to
take responsibility of anything. They refuse to pay compensation for
the pollution caused by their spillages, which is so severe that animals
are drowned, the air is polluted with bad smell from crude oil, decaying
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animals, men and women are covered knee-deep in the crude oil and
most villagers lose their main source of sustenance to the spillage. At
one time, the author’s mother lost her means of livelihood too.
These unsympathetic strangers would like wise refuse to take
care of the women who they lure away and impregnate. These women
now becomes a kind of out casts in their communities. This represents
an apparent destruction of the societal norms by the invading expatriates
and this disrupts mostly the lives of women.
Sisi, the elderly half-caste friend of Zilayefa, characteristically
drops out of school at primary six level. She is frustrated by the harsh
realities of life in the country and is lured away by the glamour of the
city lights in Port Harcourt. She understands fully the agony of the
young girls growing up in an insensitive society. That is the reason
behind her resolve to stand by Zilayefa all through her ordeal.
Yellow-Yellow is a horrid account of a morally decadent
society. This is a society bedevilled by a moral decadence from the
external forces of expatriate oil workers. It is the tale of a society
whose young girls, in a bid to escape poverty, seeks the embrace of
white men who are the prime cause of their society’s curse. It is a saga
of a region where culture has been thrown to the dogs, such that
young girls unabashedly troop into hotel lobbies, looking for sexual
connections with white men. It is an account of the devastating life of
a young girl and so many others like her struggling to survive in a big,
cold and insensitive city, a city keen on, ravishing, consuming, and
sucking up their souls and spitting out their world-weary empty crusts.
It is a true tale of the burden of the impoverished and ravished women
in a region of incredible wealth and their determination to survive under
such dehumanizing conditions
If human needs are basic and essential to sustainable
development, then it should be relative. The needs of women must be
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inclusive and the much-propounded theories on economic growth
should take cognisance of the fate of women in an economically chaotic
existence. Thus under the heading “what is to be sustained,” this paper
argues that the general identification of nature, life support systems,
and community all revolve around the need for women emancipation
and educational empowerment. Likewise, under the axiom what should
be devel-oped? To which the pointer rests on people, economy, and
society the early literature focused on economic development, with
pro-ductive sectors providing employment, desired consumption, and
wealth. Here also, the fate of women as seen from the above analysis
remains a centre point. Even with the most recently, attention shifted
to human development, including an emphasis on values and goals,
such as increased life expectancy, education, equity, and opportunity,
the destiny of women should be uppermost.
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Abstract
Sustainable development implies the ability of the present,
generation to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Its principles hinge on the preservation of the freedom that was sought
early in the post-war world in the struggle to end imperi-alism, halt
totalitarian oppression; and later to extend democratic governance,
human rights, and the rights of women. Based on this assertion, this
paper sets out to argue that the feminist literature in Nigeria is at the
fundamental point of sustainable development. At the heart of feminist
writing in Nigeria lies the vigorous pursuance of proper representation
of women in literary texts, the society and the struggle for the
educational empowerment of women. This ultimately includes access
of women to the economic means of survival, fight for proper recognition
of the essence of motherhood and womanhood in the domestic spheres
and the rightful placement of women as part of their communities.
Feminist literature has also extended its tentacles to stabilizing the
women’s role in politics and revolution; women and cultural practices;
sexuality; and the direct treatment of women by men, and men by
women. This paper intends to pursue this argument through a critical
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survey of two Nigerian Feminist literatures- Kaine Agary’s Yellow
Yellow and Chimamanda Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus.
**************
Introduction
The last half of the twentieth century marked the emergence
of four principal subject matters from the totality of the concerns and
aspiration of the world’s peoples. These are peace, freedom,
devel-opment, and environment. The world aimed at attaining peace
in the post-war world of 1945 with these four values. This sought
after peace was however threatened almost immedi-ately by the nuclear
arms race. Right the way through the Cold War that ensued, peace
was sus-tained globally but there were intermittent local wars fought,
often by proxies for the superpowers. Altogether, the number of wars
have diminished over the last decade peace is still sought, pri-marily in
Africa and the Middle East (18). Freedom was sought early in the
post-war world in the struggle to end imperi-alism; to halt totalitarian
oppression; and later to extend democratic governance, human rights,
and the rights of women in their contemporary society, indigenous
peoples, and minorities. This paper takes a cursory look at feminist
viewpoints in Nigerian literary scene and the rights of women projected
in female-authored texts as a mark of sustainable development.
Though we are primarily concerned in this paper with feminist
viewpoint in Nigerian literature and its implications to Sustainable
Development as it relates to the welfare of the women, it is pertinent
to delve a little into the origin of this theory. This paper will therefore
start by giving a little rundown of what feminism primarily stands for.
This will enable a better understanding of this phenomenon as a strong
agent to sustainable development in Nigeria.
Feminism
Feminism is about one of the most controversial issues facing
the world at large. This motif has defied all machineries set in motion
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in various cultures of the world to douse its conflagration. It is a
phenomenon, which has attracted so much heated debates all over
the academic world. Feminism is in fact the most dreaded and the
most defied of all issues but incidentally it remains the liveliest of topics.
So what is feminism? Feminism is rather a difficult topic to define
because its interpretation differs from one culture to another, from one
society to another and from one context to another. Generally,
however, it is the belief that women should have equal political, social,
sexual, intellectual and economic rights to men. Feminism therefore
encompasses all the diverse varieties of social assumptions, political
actions and ethical viewpoints, mostly stirred by the experiences of
women in conditions of their social, political and economic environment.
The focal points are on the eradication of gender disparity and upholding
of women’s rights, security and issues in the society (37). Since its
inception, it has been associated with various movements, theories,
and philosophies, which border on issues of gender difference and the
promotion of equality for women, and the campaign for women’s rights
and interests.
According to some schools of thought, the history of feminism
is divided into three main movements. The first movement took off in
the nineteenth and early twentieth century, the second in the nineteen
sixties and the nineteen seventies, and the third started from the nineteen
nineties to the present. It is from these three movements or stages that
the various Feminist theories emerged to make up what is today known
as the feminist movements. It is manifest in a variety of disciplines such
as feminist geography, feminist history and feminist literary criticism.
Feminism is an issue, which has brought about changes in so
many cultures with its perspectives and points of view. In the
Western societies, it has waded into so many spheres of life
ranging from tradition, culture to the laws of the state. At one
time or the other, feminist activists have argued vehemently
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for women’s legal rights, that is, such rights as pertaining to
contract, property rights, voting rights and general franchise
(57). They have also fought for women’s right to bodily integrity
and autonomy as well as that of reproductive rights including
access to contraception and the accessibility of quality prenatal
care.
By far, the most pronounced agitations of feminist activists
have been for protection from domestic violence against women, sexual
harassment and rape as well as for workplace rights, which includes
the granting of maternity leaves and equality in the pay roll; and against
other forms of discrimination against the womenfolk.
Since its inception, most feminist movements and theories have
had leaders who were mostly of the middle class. White women from
Western Europe and North America were the first most notable
movers and proponents of the theories surrounding this movement. It
was not until the famous Sojourner Truth’s 1851 speech to American
feminists that women of other races joined as well as proposed
alternative feminisms in their own cultures (131).
This speech therefore became a moving force, which greatly
accelerated the movement in the nineteen sixties. The Civil Rights
movement in the United States further helped it. With the collapse of
European colonialism in Africa, the Caribbean, parts of Latin America
and Southeast Asia the tentacles of feminism spread like wild fire into
these areas too. This brought into the movement some new theories
propounded by women in former European colonies and the Third
World. Hence such concepts as “Post-colonial” and “Third World”
feminisms became prominent features of the movement worldwide.
Some dissentions came into the movement now as some
Postcolonial feminists, such as Chandra Talpade Mohanty, became
critical of Western feminism, which they termed as being ethnocentric
(16). This opinion was also voiced aloud by Black American feminists,
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like Angela Davis and Alice Walker.
In the nineteen eighties, a group of feminists who branded
themselves the standpoint feminists brought in another angle whereby
they argued that that feminism should only concern itself with how
women’s experience of inequality relates to “that of racism,
homophobia, classism and colonization .” However, in the late nineteen
eighties and nineteen nineties, another group known as postmodern
feminists brought in the argument that gender roles are socially
constructed, and that it is impossible to generalize women’s experiences
across cultures and histories (41).
Now, it is important to examine the movement of feminism
down the lane to the present day. I have pointed out earlier on in this
paper that the movement was divided into three stages better known
as Waves. For easier comprehension of this topic, we shall briefly
analyse each stage and the motivational force that set it in motion.
The first stage or wave is the women’s suffrage movements of
the nineteenth and early twentieth century’s, which were mainly
concerned with women’s right to vote. This wave of feminism refers
only to a period of feminist activity during the nineteenth century and
early twentieth century in the United Kingdom and the United States
(21). Their husbands initially focused it on the promotion of equal
contract and property rights for women and the opposition to chattel
marriage and mandatory ownership of married women and their
children.
However, by the end of the nineteenth century, feminist
activism focused primarily on gaining political power, this was referred
to as the right of women’s suffrage. It was during this period too that
feminists like Voltairine de Cleyre and Margaret Sanger became very
active in campaigning for women’s sexual, reproductive, and economic
rights (181).
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Second-wave feminism refers to a period of feminist activity beginning
in the early 1960s and lasting through the late 1980s. The scholar
Imelda Whelehan suggests that the second wave was a continuation
of the earlier phase of feminism involving the suffragettes in the UK
and USA. Second-wave feminism has continued to exist since that
time and to coexist with what is termed third-wave feminism (67).
The scholar Estelle Freedman compares first and second-wave
feminism saying that the first wave focused on rights such as suffrage,
whereas the second wave was largely concerned with other issues of
equality, such as ending discrimination.
The feminist activist and author Carol Hanisch coined the
slogan “The Personal is Political” which became synonymous with the
second wave. Second-wave feminists saw women’s cultural and
political inequalities as there are important differences between the
sexes and those who believe that there are no inherent differences
between the sexes and contend that gender roles are due to social
conditioning and can only be remedied by addressing such social issues.
Feminism in Nigerian Literature
In the Nigerian contemporary society, feminism manifests as
the plea against unnecessary societal injunctions on women. It is not a
struggle for equality or a fight for supremacy. The Feminist viewpoint
in the Nigerian context therefore becomes a plea for life; A plea for
the opportunity and the chance to live a fulfilled life, a yearning for
empowerment-educational and all otherwise. It is a sincere pleading
with the society to recognize the right to life of the girl child; to give her
a right to participate fully in the society of her time and contribute
meaningfully towards sustaining the future of present Nigerian girlchildren.
The need for this arises because there is the traditional tendency
of the Nigerian society to restrict the women to their biological roles
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as wives and mothers. This is carried into all spheres of the societal
life. It rears its head in literature where it puts a strong ban on women.
In Nigerian male- authored texts, especially this view is upheld without
compromise as if the biological role is the only destiny for the Nigerian
women. The tendency to relegate women to the background becomes
naturally a part of the patriarchal ideology of the Nigerian society,
which seeks among other things to place women just at the very brink
of existence.
As a result, the ‘Eve motif’ or the image of women as the
collaborators of the serpent is a strong feature of the Nigerian maleauthored texts. Women are derogatorily cast as the ‘daughters of eve’
looking for the next man to feed an apple – a destructive apple that
will end up hanging and choking at the man’s throat!
In the Nigerian literature, examples abound of such views. In
Cyprian Ekwensi’s Jagua Nana, women are cast as prostitutes and
illiterates as Jagua herself declared in rotten language “we must” show
our skin let de sun – shine kiss our body. Is nothing’ bad in de sun
kissin’ your woman body (8) in Soyinka’s Death and the Kings
Horseman, the nameless Bride is left at the whims and caprices of the
Elesin and in Kongi’s Harvest, Seyi is not worthy either. In Shadows
of Yesterday, Egharevba depicts Emen as hapless and wayward. The
lustful Obofun easily draws Iyayi’s Adisa into adultery. It is on this
note that a prominent Nigerian female witer, Omolara Ogundipe-Leslie
stressed:
A broad range of attitudes about feminism in Africa today is
being expressed by different kinds of persons and group at
different levels … ‘What is feminism for you? What is your
feminism? Do you, in fact, have an ideology of women in
society and life? Is your feminism about the rights of women
in society? What is the total conception of women as agents
in human society-her conditions, roles etc…? (548).
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Feminism in Nigerian literature becomes a movement geared
at confronting the status quo of women being depicted primarily as
wives and mothers and ‘things’ not needed in official circles and in
politics. The female voices in Nigerian literature comes up as a total
and implicit rejection of this derogatory lifestyle created by the norms
of the society to restrict and subjugate women both in real life and in
the fictive sphere. Since literature is a weapon of authority, woman
writers have together used it as a medium to promote and give value
to the lives of woman, thereby filling successfully the gulf between the
male and female characters in the society. They based their arguments
on the premise that progress and sustainable development in the
Nigerian society can be fostered by steering clear of sexual segregation
and by equal development of women alongside their male counterparts.
Helen Chukwuma views the issue of the gender gap in the
characterization of the earlier African novels thus: “Formerly, female
character’s trained ambition revolved round marriage and procreation.
Her other female obligations ranged further to cooking the family meals,
honouring [sic] her husband’s bed, on invitation; and other times
merging with the home environment peacefully” (2). Chukwuma points
out with disdain, the patriarchal delineation of women in those early
novels written by men. She contends that the societal delineation of
the status of women at the time may have influenced their
characterization despite the fact that some women do pull their weight
in contemporary issues in their immediate society. She makes haste to
add that: “In every age and time there had been women who exhibited
economic sense and resource management within and outside their
homes even in the rural environment” (16).
The works of the Nigerian female writers are, in the main, farreaching in feminist orientations and their feminist views project a literary
parlance capable of sustaining the developmental orientation of the
present generation of Nigerian women and ensuring that it meets the
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needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. Buchi Emecheta, talking on
issues bothering on female writing in Nigeria opines that people should
view concepts from their milieu of origin. Thus, she asserts in her
paper “Feminism with a small ‘f’”:
... I chronicle the little happenings in the lives of the African
women I know. I did not know that by doing so I was going
to be called a feminist. But if I am a feminist then I am a
feminist with a small f. In my books, I write about families
because I still believe in families. I write about women who
try very hard to hold their family together until it becomes
absolutely impossible. I have no sympathy for a woman who
deserts her children; neither do I have sympathy for a woman
who insists on staying in a marriage with a brute of a man,
simply to be respectable…. (553)
Flora Nwapa, another Nigerian female writer asserts in Women
and Ceative Writing in Africa that:
The woman’s role in Africa is crucial for the survival and
progress of the race. This is, of course, true of all women
across the globe, be they black or white. In my work, I try to
project a more balanced image of African womanhood. Male
authors understandably neglect to point out the positive side
of womanhood for very many reasons, which I will not attempt
to discuss in this address ... Women have started to redefine
themselves; they have started to project themselves as they
feel they should be presented ... (527)
This paper pursues vigorously the argument that although
reinterpreted over time, peace, freedom, development, and the
environment remain prominent issues and aspirations for sustainable
development, but equity and fair play remain uppermost in the chart
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of this march. Therefore, the aim of feminist writing in Nigeria is to
track closely the case for justice, equity and fair play for women.
Kaine Agary’s Yellow Yellow and Chimamanda Adichie’s Purple
Hibiscus are typical manifestations of this intellectual struggle. This
paper will investigate their claims that societal negligence and
subjugation, place women in a second-class role, breaks hearts, breaks
families, and sometimes places even the men in untenable and debasing
positions.
Chimamanda Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus a move towards
the Sustainability of Women
Through the eye of young Kambili, the protagonist in Purple
Hibiscus, Adichie leads us into a typical example of the worst case of
patriarchal tyranny prevalent in our contemporary society. She uses
Chief Eugene Achike, Kambili’s father to reveal the problems faced
by women and girl children in the Nigerian society. Kambili’s father is
cruel, overbearing and highhanded. Uncle Eugene hides behind the
façade of religion, culture and societal beliefs to commit atrocities
against his wife and children.
kambili’s father has a dual personality which may not recognize
each other if they meet in broad the light. In one he seems to be a
hero, the epitome of the good African. He is an exceptionally
flourishing entrepreneur who bigheartedly provides for his extended
family, a perfect Catholic who promotes the growth of the church in
his local parish. Here he is also seen as a representation of civic qualities,
dedicated to disparaging the excesses of the military government in
Nigeria. He is also reputed to be the owner of the only trustworthy
newspaper in the country. Here he becomes to a great extent the
mouthpiece of his society.
His other personality manifests at home under the cover of his
roofs. His treatment of his family runs counter to the image he projects
outside and that becomes the other dark side of his personality. His
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deeds at home continually mirror the atrocious aggression practiced
by the militaries against the Nigerian people.
He is a religious fanatic who hides behind the façade of religion
to make life unbearable for his family. He bears down with an iron
hand on his family at the slightest chance. He is too eager to reprimand
at the least consideration of daring to his authority. His children, Kambili
and Jaja are regimented into terror by his violent rages and utter
hardness.
He subjects his children and wife to severe battery and assault
which leaves them physically and psychologically maimed. There seems
to be nothing like love in the home of Chief Eugene Achike. The children,
Kambili and Jaja had to resort to an escapist world in order to
experience ‘real’ love. Kambili only comes alive at Aunty Ifeoma’s
home; Jaja took recourse to a fancy with flowers and other odd jobs.
His cousins and his ‘heathen’ grandfather were the only listening ears
he could ever have. He derives pleasure from visiting memorable scenes
and places. He exchanges gifts and experiences with his cousins as
against his father and mother. His home is cruel and cold, he would
rather be with his ‘heathen grandfather’ whose love for them radiates
as he drills them in moral folk tales than with a cold tyrannical father
who would want you to make the journey to heaven on foot.
This assertion is actualized in her recreation of female
prototypes, which have grappled efficiently with prejudice and male
chauvinism in their contemporary societies. These women have
successfully held their own by demystifying the man-figure and elevating
the status of the women. These characters are portrayed as women
who are intensely autonomous, who are capable of financial
independence, and who are “not anybody’s appendage”. Nwapa bear
out that:
I tried to debunk the erroneous concept that the husband is
the lord and master and that the woman is nothing but his
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property. I tried to debunk the notion that the woman is
dependent on her husband. The woman not only holds her
own, she is astonishingly independent of her husband (528).
Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus, presents Aunty Ifeoma as a widow
and as a university professor who has a far more degree of freedom
that seem to be utterly beyond the reach of Kambili’s upper class but
broken and caged mother. Aunty Ifeoma is sober. She reasons things
out with the strength of mind of a free soul. She draws analytical
comparison of events as they affect women in the nation. For instance,
she compares the incessant and blind act of rushing into marriages by
her female students with the millenarianism in the country. She equates
it with “what this military tyrant is doing to our country” (73).
The atmosphere in Aunty Ifeoma’s home is relaxed and natural,
and her children are brought up as full individuals with a right to life.
The children have the permission talk and are expected to express
their opinions on any area under discussion. On her first visit to their
home, Kambili observes with amazement this total freedom given to
the children:
Mostly, my cousins did the talking and Aunty Ifeoma sat back
and watched them, eating slowly. She looked like a football
coach who had done a good job with her team and was satisfied
to stand next to the eighteen-yard box and watch (120-121).
Kambili could not understand how these children were able
to speak out with such degree of confidence. She marvels at her cousin
Amaka, who is of the same age, with her, “I wondered how Amaka
did it, how she opened her mouth and had words flow easily out.”
She came from a different background almost like from a different
planet. The dissimilarity of Aunt Ifeoma’s home with the condition
Kambili lives in her own home is glaring.
Kambili glories in Amaka who becomes a model to her in her
stiff assertive ways. She represents the strongest female voices in the
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story. The height of her non-conformity came during her confirmation
in the church. Amaka refuses vehemently the dogma of taking English
names for confirmation; she refers to it as one of the ‘colonial’ necessity.
She was never forced to accept this ‘necessity’. Her argument was
just as heated as ever:
“I told you I am not taking an English name, father,” she said.
“And have I asked you why?”
“Why do I have to?”
“Because it is the way it’s done. Let’s forget if it’s right or
wrong for now,” Father Amadi said, and I noticed the shadows
under his eyes.
“When the missionaries first came, they didn’t think Igbo
names were good enough. They insisted that people take
English names to be baptized. Shouldn’t we be moving
ahead?(271-272).
Kambili, sees Amaka as the new hope for the coming
generation of African women. Amaka appears to be the most vocal of
these characters: young, resilient, assertive, overtly outspoken,
unyielding and unbending in the things she believes in. Kambili depicts
her nature with that of another idol of hers: “She walked and talked
even faster and with more purpose than Aunty Ifeoma did” (78). Adichie
uses Amaka to point out that women can fight back for their dignity.
She paints of her the picture of an uncommon class of the new
generation girl child. She is the type that can hold out against the
subjugation of her sex in the society.
The author moulds her as a very inspired, obliging, truthful,
candid and a strong-willed rebel. Not even a change of environment
could stop this female character from airing her views on the
happenings in her contemporary society. Even when Amaka left the
country, she kept writing from London where she migrated with her
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mother. Her letters to all who care to listen were filled with complaints
about all the disgusting wrongs against women in the Nigerian society
as well as the excesses of the military junta.
Amaka is against such treatments meted to people like Kambili,
her mother and her brother Jaja who were so much subjugated and
are not given the opportunity to air their views. She is against the likes
of Uncle Eugene’s whose iron hand comes down on his entire family
without warning.
Adichie points out the extent of the man’s cruelty in his
treatment of Kambili’s insubordination. His sadism hits the highest
point when he pours burning water on Kambili, as a punishment for
having spent some time at her Aunty’s with her “heathen” grandfather,
his own father whom he has barred from his home because of religious
dichotomy. The scene is narrated with a terrifying impassiveness
signifying the extent of terror. She had interacted with her ‘heathen
grandfather against her father’s instructions. Uncle Eugene judged his
daughter and found her culpable of treasonable felony. He reprimands
her with a kettle of boiling water. As he pours the hot water on his
daughter, it was as if he was performing a very sacred ritual:
Kambili, you are precious.” His voice quivered now, like
someone speaking at a funeral, choked with emotion. “you
should strive for perfection. You should not see sin and walk
straight into it.” He lowered the kettle into the tub, tilted it
toward my feet, he poured the hot water on my feet, slowly,
as if he were conducting an experiment and wanted to see
what would happen. He was crying now, tears streaming down
his face. I saw the moist stream before I saw water. I watched
the water leave the kettle, flowing almost in slow motion, in an
arc towards my feet. The pain of contact was so pure, so
scalding; I felt nothing for a second. Then I screamed.
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“This is what you do to yourself when you walk into sin. You
burn your feet,” he said (194).
Yet in another instance of battery and assault, he beats Kambili
almost to the point of killing her because he has found in her possession
a painting of her recently deceased “pagan” grandfather.
Adichie points out the wrong in the women’s passive
acceptance of the men’s tyranny. The adverse effect on the growing
up girl child is irreparable and her future is bleak and insecure. Kambili
is deprived of a positive image of womanhood. Her life is characterized
by silence; choking and the impossibility of speech or movement.
Dumbness and timidity are recurring images when describing both
Kambili and her mother in this novel. The ordeal is too harrowing to
talk about but the helplessness and inability to raise a brow in the
midst of such humiliation is more suffocating.
Silence becomes like a code of conduct to the women. The
mother never speaks of her experiences. She confides in nobody, not
even her children. Kambili only knows that her mother has suffered
another trashing when she sees her cleaning the étagère where she
keeps ceramic figurines of ballet dancers: “Years ago, before I
understood, I used to wonder why she polished [the figurines] each
time I heard the sounds from their room, like something being banged
against the door. [...] there were never tears on her face”(10).
The reverend father, Amadi, mistook this silence for a worthy
character. He erroneously praised Kambili’s silence in suffering without
fully comprehending it:
She does not waste her energy in picking never-ending
arguments. But there is a lot going on in her mind, I can tell (173).
The bubble broke and the secrets of the silent beatings were
let out only after suffering two abortions in less than a year, due to her
husband’s mistreatment. It was only then when she was almost at an
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inch of her life that Kambili’s mother tried feebly to break free from
the yoke of conjugal violence. She made a half hearted flee for her life
to Aunty Ifeoma’s home. Despite her reunion with her children who
were already staying with Aunt Ifeoma, she opts to return to her
husband after a brief telephone conversation with him.
She did not want to be looked down on by the society as a
woman without a husband. Her easy surrender is based on the grossly
illogical argument that mothers would push their daughters at her
husband if she were to leave the home forever: she is not ready to lose
her status as a married and therefore respectable woman, because a
husband, she says, “crowns a woman’s life” (77).
The cruel implications of her argument are that she is meekly
accepting the societal laws on women subordination, defined in terms
of submission and silencing. It means that she accepts the fact that is
caged, holed in for life in an inescapable situation. In religious terms,
one can rightfully assert that she has opted to carry her cross and don
her crown of thorns. It is these views that informed her argument and
dismissal of Aunty Ifeoma’s pleas for her to abandon her husband as
“university talk.”
Her Christian beliefs and stipulations of African wifehood
condemn both herself and her daughter to remain entrapped in the
disgusting confinement of patriarchal cruelty.
It is therefore a surprise that in an unanticipated decision, this
self-sacrificing, submissive and docile woman schemes her revenge
on not only her husband but also the entire society by gradually
poisoning her husband’s food. By this act, Adichie seems to be claiming
that even the worms of the earth have their temper. The victimized can
still cut the rope of subjugation to free her and ensure her children’s
liberation. The author is emphasizing the fact that the women can be
pushed into doing unethical things in the face of such continual battery
and assault. She asserts that no human being should be deemed inferior,
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that the right to life is the prerogative of every human person – man or
woman, boy or girl and none should be sacrificed at the other’s altar.
This obviously is a move towards sustaining the present generation of
women, by securing their safety and right to life in their societies. The
future generation is thereby freed from the shackles of a subjugating
patriarchal existence.
Kaine Agary’s Yellow Yellow at the Gateway of
Sustainable Development
In Yellow Yellow, Kaine Agary gives details of women caught
up in the bizarre deprivations and humiliating conditions of the Niger
Delta of Nigeria. The author’s aim is to highlight and confront the
horrors of the women in this naturally endowed but economically
parched region of the country. Kaine hero worships the Niger Deltan
writer Ken Saro-Wiwa, put to death in a military regime. She therefore
avers that her main inspiration comes from one of Saro-Wiwa’s popular
books A Month and a Day. Kaine Agary’s Yellow-Yellow centres on
the Niger Delta contemporary issues. Kaine’s hero, Zilayefa, a half
caste is born of a Nigerian mother and a Greek sailor.
Zilayefa grows up without paternal care to discover that it is a
common thing in her area for the women to be seduced and dumped
by these roving and sexually adventurous randy white men. These
women become the ready prey of these bestial foreigners due to
adverse poverty. The white men come dangling money and other
niceties before these economically deprived women. Kaine reveals
the harsh realities of life in the Niger Delta. She reveals the stark reality
of want and paucity, which drive the women into prostitution. This is
portrayed in the life of the central character. Zilayefa is not satisfied
with the poverty surrounding her in the village. She wants more out of
life, more than the quandary surrounding her.
Not even the love and warmth of her relations or the tenderness
of her ever-caring mother could stop her. She rebels against her caring
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mother and the idyllic life in the village for the glamorous city life of
Port Harcourt. The lure of city life becomes like a magnet to the young
girl growing up in a remote, dilapidated village. In fact, to every young
girl growing up in the Niger Delta, the lure of the city life is like the
song of the sirens-difficult to resist. No matter how well nurtured, the
girls end up succumbing to the enticement and seduction of the bright
lights.
The irony of the story starts with the migrating girl leaving the
village with a letter; a letter of recommendation from her pastor. This
is an indication of a certain level of religious training and indoctrination.
Armed with this letter and the goodwill of the villagers, which is
expressed over some bottles of gin. Drinking gin becomes a kind of
escapist world for these women. They drink and forget their woes.
Zilayefa goes headlong into the luring destructive embrace of the city
life. The city is a death trap for innocent girls. The city is the abode of
immorality, lechery and avarice.
Zilayefa’s stay in the city without parental care soon leads her
into taking some severe life threatening steps. She strives to come to
par with life in the city, she wants to make ends meet. There is no
meaningful job in the city, especially for uneducated people. Zilayefa
is educationally disadvantaged to secure a meaningful job in the city.
More so, girls with her type of Yellow Yellow skin and Yellow Yellow
face were not supposed to do menial works in the city. They were
supposed to help paint the city Yellow Yellow with their presence.
That is the highest definition of immorality lust and avarice, which is
the hallmark of the city life.
The book, is a depiction of the helplessness of a child born
into a world of despair. The heroine is plunged into the full life of the
city of Port Harcourt, ill equipped for the hazards awaiting a youthful
girl without a good educational empowerment and parental guidance.
The young girl moves like the wind without a proper direction. She
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comes face to face with the discrimination against her racial identity.
Zilayefa plunges head first into the fast city life of Port Harcourt where
the white men in the oil companies use the Nigerian girls for pleasure
and orgies.
Zilayefa’s case is a portrayal of the declining societal values
brought about by interactions with the expatriates in the oil companies.
Her lack of paternal care is reflected in her choice of an elderly man
as a lover. It almost took her life before she could understand the
ephemerality of life. Kaine’s Yellow-Yellow is a representation of the
existence and background in the Niger Delta. Through the eyes of
Zilayefa, the author opens the reader’s eyes to the fate of the female
indigenes that fight feebly to strike a balance in an unreasonably harsh
society where women are regarded as toys without personality. This
is a society where the life of a woman is so cheapened that she becomes
a commodity to be bought and possessed with money.
This is a society where women are devoid of all forms of
positive identity. The elderly biracial woman, Sisi, and her friend,
Lolo represents women trying to hold their own against this unjust
dispensation. They represent the reckless social and physical destruction
of life in the Niger Delta of Nigerian. Sisi is very experienced in the
ways of life in the country. She had plunged herself into the city life
even before Nigeria’s Independence from the British. She realized at
a very tender age that the life for women is harsh in the country and it
will take a tough woman to combat it. She used the experience to
secure a good life for herself. She lives by gunning for contracts of
building constructions and food supplies to government hospitals. She
is shrewd and experienced enough to manipulate the white men in the
oil companies for she becomes the only woman who gets contracts
from oil companies.
The case of Zilayefa furnishes a true picture of life in the oil
rich area of Nigeria. It gives a human face to the sufferings of the
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people. The oil is seen as a harbinger of evil. Communities are
impoverished due to oil draining. The waters are polluted with wastages
from the oil companies and the hazard of oil spillage on hectares of
farmlands renders the cultivation of land for food production a futile
exercise. As a result, lives are destroyed. Women and young girls
resort to selling their bodies for sustenance.
Kaine describes with agony the weakness of the feeble
pressure groups formed by the villagers to fight for their lands and
their lives. The villagers could not fold their arms and watch their land
devastated and their women ravished in such dastardly manner by the
foreigners. The youths who are exploited and underpaid by the
oppressive foreigners have bleak future starring at them. The white
men who were the operators of the oil companies leave not only the
oil pipes in their trails, they leave also a string of half-caste bastards
like Zilayefa in the various village.
The callousness of these foreigners is seen in their refusal to
take responsibility of anything. They refuse to pay compensation for
the pollution caused by their spillages, which is so severe that animals
are drowned, the air is polluted with bad smell from crude oil, decaying
animals, men and women are covered knee-deep in the crude oil and
most villagers lose their main source of sustenance to the spillage. At
one time, the author’s mother lost her means of livelihood too.
These unsympathetic strangers would like wise refuse to take
care of the women who they lure away and impregnate. These women
now becomes a kind of out casts in their communities. This represents
an apparent destruction of the societal norms by the invading expatriates
and this disrupts mostly the lives of women.
Sisi, the elderly half-caste friend of Zilayefa, characteristically
drops out of school at primary six level. She is frustrated by the harsh
realities of life in the country and is lured away by the glamour of the
city lights in Port Harcourt. She understands fully the agony of the
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young girls growing up in an insensitive society. That is the reason
behind her resolve to stand by Zilayefa all through her ordeal.
Yellow-Yellow is a horrid account of a morally decadent
society. This is a society bedevilled by a moral decadence from the
external forces of expatriate oil workers. It is the tale of a society
whose young girls, in a bid to escape poverty, seeks the embrace of
white men who are the prime cause of their society’s curse. It is a saga
of a region where culture has been thrown to the dogs, such that
young girls unabashedly troop into hotel lobbies, looking for sexual
connections with white men. It is an account of the devastating life of
a young girl and so many others like her struggling to survive in a big,
cold and insensitive city, a city keen on, ravishing, consuming, and
sucking up their souls and spitting out their world-weary empty crusts.
It is a true tale of the burden of the impoverished and ravished women
in a region of incredible wealth and their determination to survive under
such dehumanizing conditions
If human needs are basic and essential to sustainable
development, then it should be relative. The needs of women
must be inclusive and the much-propounded theories on
economic growth should take cognisance of the fate of women
in an economically chaotic existence. Thus under the heading
“what is to be sustained,” this paper argues that the general
identification of nature, life support systems, and community
all revolve around the need for women emancipation and
educational empowerment. Likewise, under the axiom what
should be devel-oped? To which the pointer rests on people,
economy, and society the early literature focused on economic
development, with pro-ductive sectors providing employment,
desired consumption, and wealth. Here also, the fate of
women as seen from the above analysis remains a centre point.
Even with the most recently, attention shifted to human
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development, including an emphasis on values and goals, such
as increased life expectancy, education, equity, and
opportunity, the destiny of women should be uppermost.
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Question of Identity in Indian Literature(s) on
the Substratum of Translations

Comparative literature deals with the literature of two or more
different linguistic, cultural or national groups. In the West, it emerged
in the late nineteenth century as an interdisciplinary field where one
studies literature across the boundaries between nations, time periods,
languages, genres, other arts and disciplines. Broadly speaking,
Comparative literature is the study of ‘literature without borders’. The
seeds of the discipline can be found in the ideas of Goethe, the great
German poet, who pleaded for world literature (weltlitemtur) instead
of European literature in 1827,and in the speeches of Tagore, in the
early twentieth century India, by it they meant a body of valuable
literary works from all nations. However, the early comparatists chiefly
concerned themselves with studying ‘spirit of the times’ embodied in
the literary works of a particular nation. In the beginning of the twentieth
century, practitioners of the French School of Comparative Literature
examined literary works for ‘origins’ and ‘influences’ between works
from different nations. In Germany, Peter Szondi, a Hungarian scholar,
worked for forming a programme and methodology for a trans-national or trans-Atlantic Comparative literature. In the post war
scenario, American scholars, pressed by the need of the hour for
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international co-operation, studied literary works for searching
universals based on the literary archetypes that run through literatures
of all times and places. In the ensuing decades, such Comparative
studies have largely taken recourse to cultural studies in America.
Still the scope of the Comparative Literature as practiced in
the West is largely confined to the study of literatures of Europe and
Anglo American, a typical preference to English, German, French,
Italian and Spanish literatures as if Comparative Literature means the
study of Comparative European literatures. The inclusion of the study
of Arabic literature and Chinese literature in the syllabi of Comparative
literature in the western or American universities is a late move and
less favoured. It seems ironical that the discipline that emerged as
reaction to nationalistic studies of literature is still more or less a domain
where much of the literature under study concerns itself with the issues
of the nation-state and is not free from the politics of hegemony. This
is the reason there is a strong feeling all over the world among leading
comparatists to shed off the nation-based approach and to embrace a
cross cultural approach. The message is quite clear for the practitioners
of Comparative Literature in India and abroad: literary imperialism of
the superpowers is to be resisted, the literature/s of the marginalized
classes has/ have to be foregrounded, translations from one Indian
language to another language and their subsequent translations in English
have to be promoted to realize the dream of ‘United Nations of
Literatures’. English has opened for them windows to keep them
abreast with the latest in the world and they are the best suited as they
are quite conversant with their own critical and cultural tradition/s and
those of the West. To be comparative in methodology is the only
viable and liable preference for them. And the practice of Comparative
Literature is the best preference for scholars, researchers and
translators in the departments of literatures in the country. Since
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Goethe’s proposition of the concept of Weltliteratur (world literature)
in the early nineteenth century, Comparative literature has strove to
unify the literatures of the world and to examine them as part of a
harmonious whole. However, the concept that literature, in addition
to being the product of a nation and the expression of a language, is
also like music or painting a universal human phenomenon, has impelled
the discipline to grapple with the dialectic of unity and multiplicity,
national and universal, central and marginal that operate at the level of
language, literature and culture. To an Indian rooted in the cultural
heritage of Vasudhaivkutumbakam (world is a family) as well as rich
multiplicity of hoary literary traditions, the idea of world literature
sounds all very well if not avant-garde, though this humanistic notion is
extremely problematic as it involves quite contentious issues of
representation, canon, periodization and hegemony and
homogenization. Apart from this, yet another idiosyncrasy that the
discipline with apparently cosmopolitan orientation built into its
methodology right from the beginning was the queer desire to
undertake comparisons of literary texts in their original languages. Thus,
“... comparatists preferred to write books in language A about the use
of metaphors, say, in books written in language B and C, without
being in the least -concerned whether those books were available in
Language A”(Andre 9). Such a peculiar obsession with the original is
very much alive and kicking even today - after more than three decades
since translation studies has been established a full-fledged area of
intellectual inquiry and rigour. As late as in 2003, through her
ambitiously futuristic book Death of a Discipline, Gayatri Chakravarti
Spivak expressed acute dissatisfaction with the work of latest trends
in literary studies like Ethnic Studies/Cultural Studies and post colonial
mapping of world literature in translated anthologies for their inadequate
contribution towards the rigorous knowledge of the other. She fervently
branded these trends as based on ‘the authority of experience’ and
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‘the sanctioned ignorance’ of migrants to the metropolitan cities. She
denounced ‘the arrogance of the cartographic reading of world
literature in translation as the task of Comparative Literature’, counteroffering the figure of a ‘planetary’ conception of Comparative Literature
that would conserve ‘the irreducible hybridity of all languages’.
The metaphor of conjoint twins at loggerheads with each other
perhaps best explains the problematic relationship that Comparative
Literature and translation have shared right since the first serious
conceptualization of the former’s theoretical framework by the
Romantics in Europe. It might come as a staggering idiocy to common
sense that the phenomenon of translation has remained on the periphery
of comparative literary studies in spite of the glaring identicalities
involving the work both a comparatist and a translator undertake i.e.
rewriting the text and enhancing the cross-cultural interaction and
mutually enriching dialogue. The height of the paradox is that while the
comparatist is lauded for interpreting the virtuosity of a foreign text,
though he might not worry about making that text available to his
native readership, the translator is brought to book on the suspicion of
disfiguring the sacred text, though he approaches the original with
unparalleled vengeance and commitment. This understanding of
literature relegates the translation to a deprecating, ‘second-hand’,
‘second-rate’ level as being a mere botched-up copy of the original
work of art and the translator to the status of a drudge, a proletariat,
only a blotting paper. It is inconsequential if translator-scholars make
a text available to a wide readership of their culture, but paradoxically
it is extremely significant for comparatist-scholars to keep analyzing
that text with great expertise for an ever-shrinking coterie of readers.
However, this otherising of translation on the grounds of inaccuracy
and dilution came in for severe criticism from prominent literary figures
like Ezra Pound and Walter Benjamin in the initial decades of twentieth
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century. Reception theory predicated the impact of a work of literature
on its culture upon the kind of the image that a translator, a critic or an
anthologizer created of that work through his discursive interventions.
In his seminal essay, That Structure in the Dialect of Men Interpreted
Andre Lefevere remarks, “Refractions are made to influence the way
in which readers read a text. As such they are powerful instruments in
ensuring the ‘right’ reading of works of literature and in perpetuating
‘right readings”( Andre 89).
The point in dwelling upon the political historiography of
comparatism and translation in West is to contrast it with its Indian
variant in terms of socio-cultural, political, linguistics, critical and literary
differentials. First of all, in India the idea of translation has never been
caught up in the original versus copy dichotomy or the issues related
to accuracy. In India, the native term for translation is anuvad, which
literally means, ‘saying again’ or ‘saying after’. The term has clear
allusion to academic practice in ancient India according to which
students used to repeat the utterance of their teacher in order to confirm
and memorize it. Establishing the fundamental dissimilarities between
the term anuvad and other popular terms like bhashantar, Umashankar
Joshi says that while the latter implies mere change of language, i.e.
the formal and linguistic properties, the former denotes the idea of
recapturing the voice, i.e. the content of the original once again. Joshi’s
distinction puts the temperament of Indian literary aesthetics with
respect to the act of translation in crystal-clear perspective. In ancient
India, the practice of translating the entire extra-lingual texts into
classical Sanskrit was not much in vogue for variety of egoistical and
political reasons and so literature adopted the adaptation model of
translation to appropriate anything foreign and worthwhile. In the
second millennium, Sanskrit was swept to the backwaters of
theosophical, ritualistic, priestly and pedantic usage and superseded
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by a fresh evolution of regional languages called bhashas. Epics,
Puranas and other literature began to be transmigrated into these
regional languages by way of adaptations from Sanskrit. These
adaptations or refractions successfully translated ‘the language of
spirituality’ and served the dual purpose of empowering the ostracized
and thwarted masses by providing them direct access to the literature
of upper echelons and of helping the development of modern Indian
languages. Diachronic study of translation in India reveals that the
problematic of mimesis and contention of accuracy were alien to Indian
mind until the colonial invasion, a fact which takes much of the sting
out of the antagonistic relationship extant between Comparative
literature and translation.
Secondly, India, with its ‘multi’ realities - lingual, cultural,
religious, ethnic and of course literary houses twenty-two major
languages and innumerable minor ones with each of them having their
own literary tradition, written or oral. The country cannot lay claim to
what Benedict Anderson calls ‘linguistic nationalism’, a belief that each
true nation was marked off by its own peculiar language and literary
culture, which together expressed that people’s historical genius. Thus,
at present India is a melting pot of a number of languages which are
not perfectly comprehensible even to the speakers of connate languages,
let alone the speakers of a language belonging to an altogether different
language family. As a result, the formation of a singular valid category
of national literature or Indian literature has remained staggeringly
overambitious, if not Utopian, project during the sixty years of
independence. However, the maddening irony is that in the face of
such glaring diversity of languages and literatures, general social
discourse and literary scholarship have repeatedly identified India as
a hegemonious language and literature area. It is precisely the
problematics of unity and diversity that define the task of comparative
literature in Indian languages today. The unitary notion of Indian
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literature sounds unrealistic primarily because it endorses and
encourages singular nationalist identity. In the absence of a common
linguistic denominator i.e. a national language, it’s understandable that
such an identity is difficult to be formulated. Oddly enough, English,
without having secured a place in Indian constitution, still remains the
lingua franca of government and higher education. On the other hand,
after nearly twenty years of Indian globalization, it’s a cliche now that
post-globalization the local has failed to resist the pressures of cultural
convergence and has finally chosen to undertake assimilation, however
half-hearted and ambivalent. Linguistic assimilation is just one, but
extremely important example as it’s closely associated with professional
aspirations. Needless to say that linguistic assimilation inevitably
precipitates cultural assimilation. In his insightful article, “In India, the
Paradox of Choice in a Globalized Culture” Anand Giridhardas
describes how early adapters to phenomenon of globalization in terms
of linguistic and cultural makeover scored over the later ones so far as
success, status and lifestyle are concerned. As a result of the remarkable
language-divide leading to fortune-divide, he observes, “English has
become something more in India than a pathway out of poverty. It has
become, as it is not in Brazil or China, the language of respect. An
Indian who speaks only Indian languages will face inferior treatment in
her own society”(Anand 28).
Theoretical notion of Indianness and post-colonial tendency
to celebrate difference though welcome, have inadvertently brought
even a working conceptualization of Indian literature(s) to a virtual
stalemate. However, one should not forget that the tool of translation
can be used tendentiously to assert the differences that it apparent
appears to efface. Comparative literary studies will have to rope in
translation in it project of evolving literature(s) in which the pulse of
the nation is distinctly felt. German translator Schleiermacher has dwelt
upon the possible strategies that a translator can resort to as he sets
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out to translate a literary text. Speaking ‘On the Different Methods of
Translating’, he ingeniously observes that, “... there are only two
possibilities. Either the translator leaves the author in peace as much
as possible and moves the reader toward him; or he leaves the reader
in peace as much as possible and moves the writer toward him” (Anand
31). Schleiermacher dynamically prefers the former strategy whereby
a translator highlights the otherness of the translated text spelt out in
terms of cultural, historical and literary signifiers. Apparently this method
makes the exercise of reading taxing for the reader, makes the
translation appear ‘harsh and stiff’, but it is far superior to the other
approach that facilitates trouble free reading. St-Pierre observes that,
“translators when faced with references to specific aspects of the
source culture may use a variety of tactics, including non-translation,
as part of their overall strategy and use many other complex tactics in
order to reinvent their relations in a postcolonial context”(Paul 423438). This subversive and self-assertive practice is accomplished by
abrogation and appropriation. Abrogation refers to outright refusal of
the notion of the correctness of usage, fixed meanings and assumptions
dictated by the categories of imperial culture. ‘Appropriation’, on the
other hand, is the process by which English is adopted and adapted to
express cultural experiences which are very different from imperial
ones. Appropriation of English means Indianizing it by retaining speech
rhythms, turn of phrase and movement of the regional languages,
retaining the tang of English as it is spoken locally, borrowing and
naturalizing words and concepts like names, rituals, kinship terms and
forms of address from native sources and replicating the mythological
and literary references.
With the establishment of National Translation Mission, which
proposes to make knowledge texts in English available to all the major
regional languages, an elaborate administrative blueprint for its literary
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counterpart isn’t very difficult to conceive. One of the major
advantages that such a radical move would yield is the unprecedented
empowerment of marginal literatures like women, Dalit and ethnic
writing as well as marginal languages, something which Comparative
literature shorn of the tool of translation can never aspire for even if it
cares to touch these literatures for study, putting aside its well-known
elitist biases. It’s not surprising that the present day Dalit writers in
India look upon English as a language of emancipation from constraints
of caste and power and not as colonial residue. Meena Kandasamy, a
noted Dalit poet observes, “It doesn’t operate with the Dalits alone.
English takes your voice to a larger level and helps in your search for
solidarity...(with) like-minded people, people who want
change.”(Meena 6). Moreover, translation of regional literatures into
English as a first step towards a broad-based project deeper
comparative analysis and historiography will firmly ground the category
of Akash in its cultural subjectivities and regional particularities from
which globalization has ruthlessly uprooted it. The idea of Hindi, the
official language of India as well as spoken by more than forty percent
of populace as of now, replacing English for the purpose of such cultural
consolidations sounds suspect because linguistic disparity in India is
“as much a result of colonial policy-the formation of unitary states out
of a plurality of princedoms, feudatory states, etc., as of decisions to
maintain the divisions in modern India along linguistic lines. Thus India
is not only a state in which linguistic divisions are maintained, but also
a nation in which such divisions can lead to new rivalries or continue
the old ones”(Pallavi 9). Fortunately or unfortunately, English has not
been party to intra-Indian language rivalries. Again, apart from the
disadvantage in terms of ‘global’ factor, Hindi has had faced riotous
opposition from southern states in past. The issue is not reshaping
Indian literature(s) into Anglo-American frame but of distorting the
frame of reception itself. The quest is for Spivakian ‘planetarity’, a
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non-reductive collectivity or rather camaraderie-friendship, to use
Derrida’s term, where differences are respected. Culture and modes
of being don’t have to change in the interest of streamlined, hegemonic
collectivity of globalization. Gurbhagat Singh’s notion of ‘differential
multilogue’ proposes the formulation such a program under the umbrella
of comparative literature whereby Indian diversity can be appreciated
without forfeiting the individualism of the particulars. In India, the need
for translation is urgently felt as an interliterary space connecting linguistic
and cultural differences. Instead of serving as a bridge between already
given cultural entities, translation becomes an activity of cultural creation.
The bridge, in other words, brings into being the realities, which it
links. “The boundary becomes the place from which something begins
its presenting”(Homi Bhaba 210). In the hybrid culture, in the third
space defined by Bhabha, which takes into account the unstable
identities of the migrant, translation becomes a foundational, primary,
creative activity. The huge significance of translation lies in the fact that
in a world of inestimable plurality, it makes us aware of the unrealistic
and unrealizable prospect of accomplishing unqualified uniformity and
of the fruitfulness of a systematic attempt to understand ‘the other’.
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Burnt Shadows, last in the oeuvre of Kamila Shamsie’s novels
is an attempt to portray the fragmented turbulent world of today- the
way historical events, more than disrupting political ease create
permanent fissures in the lives of the people, displacing them and
marking them with the catastrophe forever. Moving from one historical
disaster to another it links the catastrophes that the last century
witnessed and shows how the present disintegrated world of today
owe to the global events- at how hatred borne out of world politics,
callous, insensitive selfish decisions of the great powers have bred
violence and given birth to further hatred and fragmented the world
dangerously.
Burnt Shadows distils much of the most notorious history of
the past 65 years into its pages. Tracing the shared history of two
culturally different families with members from varying nationalities - a
German, a British,a Japanese and an Indian. Konrad–Weiss and
Tanaka-Ashraf, from the bombing of Nagasaki, India on the brink of
Partition,Pakistan in the early 1980s, New York post 9/11, Afghanistan
in the wake of US ‘war on terror’ campaign and the horrifying images
of Guantanamo Bay is a disturbing reflection on the conflict of attitudes
and cultural divides that span everything from the loyalty of taste buds
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to the perceptive image of marriages,even to the dangerous level where
it breeds fear and skepticism so deep in the mind of young American
Kim that she hands over an Afghani to the FBI just because of an
unfounded fear against all ‘with beards’, poignantly hinting at
Islamophobia- another trajectory of perilous disintegration of the world.
Burnt Shadowsexplores the interplay of direct and oblique
cultural connotations,its sensitivity and insensitivity to understand how
a culture intertwined with nationality in the garb of‘race for being the
undisputed super powers’breeds war while the same culture in the
form of languages also brings people irrevocably together; of how
issues of cultural identity,conflict, awareness and displacement blend
together to weave the novel. Burnt Shadows,an epic narrative short
listed for the 2009 Orange Prize for Fiction is fraught with the themes
of cultural alienation and identity and gives an account of those whose
lives are built despite and amidst the destruction of war.
Sajjad Ashraf, an Indian British Raj employee in the novel
in”trying to locate the exact celestial pointat which Dilli became
Delhi” (Shamsie 33)sums up all the resilience and conflict, collision
and amalgamation of culture that Burnt Shadows’multi-cultural settings
portray.
The heart of the novel begins with language, with the sharing
and overlapping of one language with another. “Qahweh in Arabic,
Gehve in Farsi, café in French, coffee in English, Kohi in Japanese”
(Shamsie 258).and the difference therein; “Why being udaas in Urdu
was something quite different to feeling melancholic in English” (Shamsie
200).
In this multi-generational, multi-cultural story about the
turbulence of a century where large groups of people have had to
leave their homes and where events from the distant past cast a very
long shadow over the present, language is shown to provide much
succor. The novel strongly projects the idea that in the divided world
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of today, language can be instrumental in bridging the gap. Gohar
Karim Khan ‘read(s) the novel as an attempt at ‘psychic healing’—a
work that embraces nationalism transnationally . . . makes possible
the existence of a kind of”horizontal comradeship,” transcending national
borderlands and cultural boundaries.’And this horizontal comradeship
can be attained, as the novel shows, through an understanding,
appreciation and acceptance of the difference of multiple languages
and as an extension of plurality of society.
In fact, it can even be on one level called ‘a play of languages’.
It is through language that Konrad Weiss,a German in Japan during
the Second World War meets Hiroko Tanaka, a gifted young linguist
for translation of Japanese texts into German. The two fall in love but
her life is shattered when Konrad is killed in the nuclear bombing on 9
August 1945.Hiroko survives but the embroidered cranes of her
Kimono are burnt indelibly on her back and heart serving to remind
her of the gruesome world politics. Forever defined by disaster in her
native country as Hibakusha, a bomb survivor Hiroko travels to Delhi
where Konrad’s estranged half-sister Elizabeth is unhappily married
to a British man, James Burton. Her vulnerability and honesty make
her a welcome guest to Elizabeth, and when she begins to learn Urdu
from James Burton’s servant, Sajjad Ashraf, an unusualcross-cultural
romance begins “overturning the separateness that would otherwise
have defined their relationship”(Shamsie200).
Her getting close to Sajjad Ashraf also has reasons to be
found in the way languages have been brought to play a role in the
novel.They find their love growing during their Urdu lessons. As their
love progresses, the cultural connotation that represents practices,
lifestyles ,views and ways of life that are different from, disapproved
of and in varying degrees discouraged by the other culture comes into
play and Hiroko is warned of Sajjad; “his world is so alien to
yours”(Shamsie 97). The notion that cultures are extremely complex
structures of beliefs and practices, and their nuances, unspoken
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assumptions and deepest sensibilities cannot be easily acquired unless
one is born into them finds a voice in the words of Elizabeth Burton
when she tells Hiroko that Sajjad Ashraf’s world is a world in
which”you either grow up or forever remain an outsider” (Shamsie
97)
One understands the challenge of reconciling one culture’s
progressive values with another’s allegiance to family and tradition in
the wake of Hiroko’s marriage with Sajjad where their lives would be
…a series of negotiations – between his notion of a home as
a social space and her idea of it as a private retreat; between his belief
that she would be welcomed by the people they lived among if she
wore their clothes , celebrated their religious holidays and her insistence
that they would see it as false and had to learn to accept her on her
own terms ; between his determination that a man should provide for
his wife and her determination to teach; between his desire for ease
and her instinct towards rebellion. (Shamsie 132)
Sajjad Ashraf is a character that carries strong cultural
inscriptions, a character that grows up and lives within a culturally
structured world and organizes his life and social relations in terms of
a culturally derived system of meaning and significance. For him, “a
steaming hot cup of tea brought to a man first thing in the morning by
a woman of the family was a basic component of the intricate system
of courtesies that made up the life of a household” (Shamsie 132).In
him, culture has assumed deep roots and become an inseparable part
of personality, shaping his thought. Through the character of Sajjad
Ashraf the novelists explores the relationship of people with places, of
how places “the world of his mohalla” (Shamsie 133) and the culture
associated becomes his identity. His life is inseparable from:
…the fluttering of pigeons, and the call of the muezzin of Jama
Masjid and the cacophony of his brothers arguments and the hubbub
of merchants and buyers in Chandni Chowk and the rustling of palm
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leaves in the monsoons and the laughter of his nephews and nieces
and the shouts of kite fliers and the burble of fountains in the courtyards
and the husky voice of the never seen neighbor singing ghazals before
sunrise. (Shamsie 126)
For Herder, the influence of culture permeates the individual’s
ways of thinking, feeling and judging, food, clothes, bodily gestures,
way of talking, manner of holding himself or herself together, pleasures,
pains, values, ideals, nightmares, forms of imagination, and aesthetic
and moral sensibilities. ( qtd. in Bhiku Parekh, 69 ).He carries strong
loyalty to places which he displays at a crucial juncture in history when
the lives of people were being tossed about at the altar of proclaiming
loyalty to either of the twin nations of India and Pakistan. “Either way
it won’t matter to me. I will die in Dilli. Before that I will live in Dilli.
Whether it is in British India, Hindustan, Pakistan- that makes no
difference to me.” (Shamsie 40), he says.
The Burtons send Hiroko and Sajjad to Istanbul to avoid the
dangers of partition, only to find that this renders Sajjad stateless, he
can never return to his beloved Dilli where millions of individual lives
are being tossed about on the relentless tide of history; Sajjad and
Hiroko have to leave Dilli- his city “insidious as a game of
chess”(Shamsie 38)and move to the newly created country across
the border.This prepares a very rich ground for the writer to explore
the ways in which the sounds and smells of the place you grow up in
haunt you and make you long for it forever. The way war is detrimental
most to everything humanis felt at a number of points in the story- it
devastates human emotions, turning and twisting about the fate of the
characters. When Sajjad is forced to leave his beloved Dilli, it’s an
echo of Hiroko’s departure from Japan. “Until you see a place you’ve
known your whole life reduced to ash you don’t realise how much
you crave familiarity” (Shamsie 99). She says in a moving passage,
I want to hear Japanese. I want tea that tastes the way tea
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should taste in my understanding of tea. I want to look like people
around me. I want people to disapprove when I break the rules and
not simply to think that I don’t know better. I want doors to slide
open instead of swinging open. I want all those things that never meant
anything, that still wouldn’t mean anything if I hadn’t lost them. (Shamsie
99)
The author has thoughtfully taken up a Japanese protagonist ,
a hibakusha , a bomb survivor to question the cultural, national, racist
issues –racial pride, imperialism and arrogance of the British Raj as
revealed in Sajjad Ashraf’s description of Burton’s house “Flower
pots: it summed it all up . No trees growing in the orchard for the
English, no rooms clustered around those courtyards; instead
separations and demarcations”(Shamsie 33) , to question the wisdom
of the extremism of nuclear annihilation, modern day Islamic extremism
and the righteousness of embracing the cult of martyrdom in a desire
for heaven. The novel opens a window into the complex and fascinating
web of culture and history in which entirely disparate cultures blend
together to weave a story. Sajjad’s failure to try uncooked Japanese
fish cuisine, sushi after 35 years with Hiroko tells all you need to know
about the persistence of inherited attitudes. Elizabeth too in the same
spirit wonders what marriage means to Japanese and whether it involves
love?
Bhiku Parekh writes that culture embraces a range of human
activities that make up identity – that is a body of beliefs and practices
in terms of which a group of people understand themselves and the
world and organize their individual and collective lives. Human beings
are born with a range of species- derived capacities and tendencies
and are gradually transformed by their culture into rational and moral
persons. Culture thus structures human personality to a large extent.
They learn to see the world in a particular way, to individuate and
assign certain meanings and significance to human activities and
relationships and to conduct them according to certain norms. They
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also acquire particular habits of thoughts and feelings, traits of
temperament, inhibitions, taboos, prejudices, musical, culinary, sartorial,
artistic and other tastes. They build up a body of sentiments and
memories, acquire love of certain kinds of sounds, smells and sights,
heroes, role models, bodily gestures, values, ideals and ways of
carrying themselves. Culture of a society is also embodied in its
proverbs, maxims, myths, rituals, symbols, collective memories, jokes,
modes of non–linguistic communication, customs, traditions, institutions
and manner of greetings.
The novelist in the spirit of a cartographer charts out a map of
cultures across the globe – with its nuances, prejudices, hopes,
aspirations and inhibitions exploring what happens at different
intersections of personal lives and the force of history — how do
people survive living through cataclysmic events? How do relationships
survive it? Why is it that some relationships do survive and others
don’t?
In the midst of all the upheaval, the writer portrays languages
as a reconciler. She has shown language as a rich but unexplored
potential for bridging gaps. Raza, the son of Hiroko and Sajjad voices
his love for languages a number of times in the novel. It is, in fact, an
echo of the writer’s projection of languages as a strong binding
force.Raza would be happy living in a cold bare room if he could just
spend his days burrowing into new language and
In his decade in Dubai, prior to Harry re-entering his life, he
sought out as many nationalities as possible, acquiring language with
the zeal of a collector – Bengali and Tamil from the hotel staff; Arabic
from the receptionist; Swahili from the in-house jazz band; French
from Claudia – the most consistent of his many lovers; Farsi from the
couple who ran the restaurant at the corner of his street; Russian from
the two hookers who lived in the apartment next door to his studio
and knew they could use their spare key to slip into his bed after their
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clients had left, seeking comfort or laughter or platonic embraces; and
beyond this, a smattering of words from all over the globe. (Shamsie
258)
The parallelsof the twin languages of Urdu and Englishis drawn
attention when Raza analyses his emotions thus – “No, not melancholy.
It was uljhan he was feeling. His emotions were in Urdu now,
melancholy and disquiet abutting each other like the two syllables of a
single word” (Shamsie 332).Raza’s passion for languages is layered,
because it comes from the son of two people-Hiroko and Sajjad who
have suffered the most at the hands of history. In it can be sought the
solution afforded by them to the world for its multiple
fragmentations.Hiroko, herself a polyglot passes on her talent for
languages to Raza “And all the tenderest of his recollections of
childhood were bound up in his mother’s gift of languages to him –
those crosswords she set for him late each night when he was growing
up, the secrets they could share without lowering their voices” (Shamsie
200).
The multicultural settings of the novel derive significance through
language, from learning the Urdu script with its zal, zay, zwad and zoy
to a diagonal Japanese one. While Sajjad finds solace in the way
“fluidity of his pen shaped Quranic verses into unfurling roses to express
the harmony he found in the holy book” (Shamsie 106),young Afghani
boy finds it as an instrument to proclaim his revenge from the Soviets.
I made an oath. When the Soviets killed my father. . . I don’t
even speak my own language anymore, only this borrowed tongue. I
will not speak the language of my father, I will not speak my father’s
name or the name of my village, or claim my kinship to any other
Hazara until the day the last Soviet leaves Afghanistan. And I will be
the one to drive out that last Soviet.’ 198
The writer in the novel gives full play to her fascination with
languages, especially so because of her own preoccupation with words
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as a writer. For her language has a history which she dwells upon as
she says about Urdu”Language of mercenaries and marauders. Do
you know the word “Urdu” has the same root as “horde”? Now,
Latin. That’s a language worth learning.” 65
Herder insists that language is the very basis and medium of
thought. “Every nation speaks in the manner it thinks and thinks in the
manner it speaks” (132). Its language is the repository of its thought,
feelings, memories, hopes and fears and moulds its speakers’ minds
and hearts in a specific direction. (181) Herder was the first to insist
on the close relation between culture and language and to argue that
language was not just a means of communication and self expression
but an embodiment and vehicle of culture.
The redeeming counterpoint to all this turmoil in which
individuals are shaped and damaged by history, and one injustice begets
another, the novel hints, is a loyalty that goes beyond less elevated ties
to home and family. Through it all, Hiroko, branded by the bird-shaped
scars – the burnt shadows, the bomb seared into her back, survives
through her skill with new languages, her willingness to assume new
identities and her refusal to judge others on their origins. At one point
Konrad, whose shadow hangs over much of the book, tells Hiroko
that “barriers were made of metals that could turn fluid when touched
simultaneously by people on either side” (Shamsie 82).Or as beautifully
said by Harry”. . .how could you fail to regard the world as your
oyster, regardless of whether you saw yourself as a gemstone or as a
mollusc”(163).
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Translation and Transliteration: Problems and Possibilities

Language is the magical spell that has successfully managed
to create a connection between people and nations for thousands of
years by enabling the people to put forward their ideas and thoughts.
People communicate with each other most comfortably when they
speak in their native language. Similarly, writers find it most entrancing
and comfortable to write and express their views in their native language.
However, today it has become essential to spread ones wings and
take a flight. The writers have to reach out to a greater number of
people in order to spread their message and successfully bring out the
truth of the society. Translation and transliteration play a major role in
this expedition of the writer’s today.
‘Translation’ refers to the interpreting of text from one language
to another in order to convey the meaning of the text to a reader who
is unable to understand the original language of the text whereas
‘Transliteration’ refers to the practice of mapping characters from one
writing system to another so as to make it easier for the reader to
comprehend the exact pronunciation of the text. The need of the hour
is the expansion of literature which can be brought about by translating
and transliterating regional literature to a language that is more easily
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and widely understood. This difficult task is taken up by the translators.
Sometimes even the finest translators come up against words that
defy translation. Many languages include words that don’t have a
simple counterpart in another language. When translators come across
such a word, they usually describe it so that it makes sense in the
target language. But some words pose more difficulty than others due
to interesting cultural differences. The translators have to make sure
that the main essence and the emotions attached to the words do not
change. Today, we are more aware of the Dalit society, its traditions,
rites and customs just because of the translation of Dalit Literature
into English. Laxmi Holmstrom has translated Bama Faustina’s novel
‘Karukku’ in English from Tamil. Her skilful translation conveys the
intelligence and power of the original text without exorticizing or
sensationalizing its subject matter.” The present study deals with the
problems and possibilities in the act of translation.
Translation and transliteration today have become a major
cause of Globalization which has been connecting nations and nations
for many years. When the British had come to rule in India, a number
of missionaries had set up catholic institutions where they taught people
how to communicate in English. They managed to set forward their
ideas and thoughts before the Indians with the help of translations and
transliterations from English to Hindi. Just as people communicate
with each other most comfortably when they speak in their native
language, similarly in earlier times they found it easier to read English
when written in Hindi, their native language. In this way, the British
started a passive project of translating and transliterating languages.
‘Translation’ refers to the interpreting of text from one language
to another in order to convey the meaning of the text to a reader who
is unable to understand the original language of the text. Today, it had
come forward as a tool to overcome the racial boundaries and cultural
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gap that surrounds more than two-thirds of the entire world. English
dominates the entire world and it is the main reason why all writers
today try to translate their regional books in English and not only in
other regional languages. The availability and easy access to scripts
and literature of the Renaissance period was made possible only through
translation of Greek and other classical languages to English. Translation
is both art and craft. WB Yeats, one of the greatest English poet in an
introduction to Gitanjali says, “These prose translations from
Rabindranath Tagore have stirred my blood as nothing has for
years....to read one line of his is to forget all the troubles of the world”.
Such huge and tremendous was the impact of their literary pieces.
The writers have to reach out to a greater number of people in order
to spread their message and successfully bring out the truth of the
society. Translation and transliteration play a major role in this expedition
of the writer’s today. So, Translation really helps us to understand
even the message of our regional writers.
A writer has to make a step-by-step plan in order to translate
some work from English to any regional language or vice-versa. A
person must have the right attitude which includes finding a solution to
even improbable situations and problems, and also having the strength
to never give up. The writer requires a thorough knowledge of the
source language along with the target language. Sometimes even the
finest translators come up against words that defy translation. Many
languages include words that don’t have a simple counterpart in another
language. When translators come across such a word, they usually
describe it so that it makes sense in the target language. But some
words pose more difficulty than others due to interesting cultural
differences. The translators have to make sure that the main essence
and the emotions attached to the words do not change. Another existing
problem for the writers is that the translation of literary texts has not
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received proper regard and the rhythm of one language is different
from the rhythm of another language.
There might be many translations for a given text and therefore,
it is very difficult to decide which the correct one is. Experience has
shown that the readers who are familiar to both the languages, the
source as well as target language, appreciate the translation though
the number of such readers is less. However, the common reader is
enormously benefited by the targeted translation. People from different
cultures often seek information that may have to do with another culture.
Translation of literature makes the reader acquainted with a rather
unknown culture to him/her in modern globalized world and it provides
the reader an opportunity to understand the said culture.
We often find that some readers familiar with both the
languages, Hindi as well as English, raise their voice against certain
translations as they think that the essence of the text, after translation,
has been lost. For example, in the Hindu Religion we regard “Hanuman
Ji”as a god but if we translate, what word in English should we choose?
It’s translation would be “Monkey-Lord Hanuman”. Those who are
only familiar with English and have no knowledge of Hindi, will never
be able to get the actual essence of the translated word because of the
exisiting cultural gap which will become a hindrance. Sometimes, even
for some ordinary words, a translator is unable to find the exact words
which express it clearly and are able to justify the feelings and emotions
behind it. “Godan”, written by Munshi Premchand, has proved to be
a milestone for Hindi literature. What word should be used by the
translator for “Godan”? “The gift of a cow” or “The cow donation”?
While translating idioms from one language to another language, one
faces many difficulties just as Munshi Premchand has written “Mard
tho saithay par paithay hota hai”. How is a translator supposed to find
an exact translation for this sentence which has the same essence and
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feelings? One more expression that I would like to bring to notice
from Munshi Premchand’s “Punch Parmashwar” is,” Paisay kya parro
par lagtay hay”. On translating it in English, it translates to “Does money
grow on trees?” Similarly, there are many other examples of the
problems which a translator faces while translating one text from one
language to another language.
Therefore, a translator should be honest with the expressions,
views and message of the writer. The translation should be as close to
the original as possible in terms terminology, depiction of customs,
emotions and cultural associations. As Gayatri Spivak’s says that what
is demanded of the translator and reader is, “a surrender to the special
call of the text.”\
Transliteration consists in representing the characters of a given
script by the characters of another, while keeping the operation
reversible. “Transliteration is the conversion of a text from
one script to another.”Transliteration involves rewriting the
sound symbols of one language in another language’s writing
system and does not involve strict one-to-one mappings. The
use of diacritics or digraphs solves the problem of different
number of characters between the alphabets of the two writing
systems.
The main goal of this conversion operation is to enable the
automatic and unambiguous recreation of the original (which
is also known as retroconversion). In a word, the transliteration
of a transliterated text should return the original text. This is
why standards are used, like ISO There are scores (if not
hundreds) of transliteration schemes in use for working
between the most widely used languages, For example,
researchers have noted at least 32 different spellings in the
English press for the name of “Muammar Gaddafi”.
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The transliterator has to know how the name is pronounced.
Then, they can choose characters that sound approximately like the
name in that particular language. They might pick characters out of
nowhere, or follow a certain chart. Transliteration is not the same
thing as translation, a process in which words are made meaningful to
speakers of other languages. For example, the popular Arabic food
transliterated as khubz arabi is better known as “pita bread” by English
speakers. Translation requires a deep knowledge of languages, where
as transliteration is more about alphabets.
Transliteration isn’t always an exact task, and sometimes words
are transliterated more than one way. For example, the name of the
Chinese capital was at one time transliterated as “Peking” in English
and Pekín in Spanish; currently the official transliteration of “Beijing”
is used in both languages. Transliteration is used most often when
words are imported from one language to another or in the use of
place names. Sometimes official or semi-official letter equivalents are
used in translation, while in other cases an attempt is made to reproduce
the sound of the other language as closely as possible. For exampleThe name for the Jewish festival of lights, which comes from a Hebrew
word, has been transliterated as “Hanukkah” or “Chanukah” in English,
Janucá and Jánuka in Spanish. Both Spanish and English have words
that are derived from transliterations of words in languages such as
Greek, Russian, Arabic and Hebrew. Latin American Spanish also
has some words of regional usage that are derived from transliterations
of North and South American indigenous languages.
Transliteration is particularly used by libraries or for the
processing of textual data.When a user performs a search or indexes
content, the transliteration process can find the information written in
a different alphabet and returns it into the user’s script. Transliteration
also enables the use of a keyboard in a given script to type in a text in
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another one. For example, it is possible with this technique to use a
‘qwerty’ keyboard to type text in Cyrillic.
Many cultures around the world use different scripts to
represent their languages. By transliterating, people can make their
languages more accessible to people who do not understand their
scripts. For example, to someone who knows the Roman alphabet,
the name ãÍãÏ is incomprehensible. However, when it is transliterated
as Muhammad, readers of the Roman alphabet understand that it means
the Muslim prophet Muhammad. There are a number of reasons to
use transliteration, but most of them involve conveying information
across cultures. For example, on a menu in a Thai restaurant,
¢éÒÇÃÒ´á¡§ might be written as khao rad gang for English speakers,
so that they can read what they are ordering, even if they do not
understand it. Transliteration is also used in language education, so
that people can understand how words are pronounced without
needing to learn the alphabet as well. Academic papers may also use
transliteration to discuss words in various languages without forcing
their readers to learn an assortment of alphabets. This is especially
common with obscure scripts like Linear B, which can be read by
only a handful of people.
When exact matches can’t be found, translators and
transliterators have to make accommodations. Therefore, the room
for interpretation increases along with the room for variation. Also, a
lot of people give you a transliteration even if you ask for a translation,
because transliterations take fewer resources and brain power, because
they think you meant that you wanted a transliteration, because most
non-Sinospheric names are rendered as a transliteration, and also
because they just don’t know the difference.
I would like to discuss about Dalit Tamil Writer Bama Faustima
and her Karukku. Bama, a writer who never planned to be a writer
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was born in 1958, Faustina Mary Fatima Rani in a village Puthupatti
in Tamil Nadu. Her ancestors and parents were landless, working in
other’s land and as a result of her socio-cultural subjugation; she had
to face many challenges in her life. . Her important works being
Karukku(1992), Sangati(1994), Kisumbukkaran(1996),
Vanmam(2002), Oru Thaathavum, Oru Yerumayum(2003) and
Kondattam(2009), have been translated into English, German, French,
Telugu and Malayalam.
Over the years, Dalit literature has come a long way and has
made a mark in the literary work, largely due to the benefits of translating
rich regional language literary text in English, reaching out to a wider
reader. Today, only due to this translation, literature running and
flourishing through the annals of India found recognition and worldwide
popularity. Literature which is written by the Dalits is receiving greater
visibility & recognition through their translation into English. Today,
we are more aware of the Dalit society, its traditions, rites and customs
just because of the translation of Dalit Literature into English. Laxmi
Holmstrom has translated Bama Faustima’s novel ‘Karukku’ in English
from Tamil. Her skilful translation conveys the intelligence and power
of the original text without exorticizing or sensationalizing its subject
matter.” Karukku broke barriers of tradition in ways more than one.
Karukku, a famous novel of Bama has been translated by Lakshmi
Holmstrom who won the Crossword Award in India and established
Bama as a distinct voice in Indian Literature. English translation of
Karukku has enabled it to cross linguistic and regional boundaries
and reach the global readers. It is an autobiography written by a Dalit
Christian Woman writer and is a passionate and important mixture of
History, Sociology and the strength to remember. C.S.Lakshmi writes,
“Bama is more than a writer, she is “a chronicler and recorder of Dalit
life and struggle in Tamil Nadu.”
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Karukku means Palmyra leaves which are having serrated
edges on both sides are like double-edged swords. The Tamil word
“Karukku” means ‘hare’, embryo or seed which is symbolical to
freshness and newness. The story indicates about the ill treatment in
the name of caste oppression within the Catholic Church and its
institution. It focuses on the tension between the self and the community
and presents Bama’s life as a process of self-reflection and recovery
from social and institutional betrayal. Here the writer discusses about
the cultural, social and familial life of Dalits in the form of their daily
life, language, religion, festivals, culture, naming ceremony, food habits,
entertainment, games and kinship in the Paraya Community In
Karukku, Bama’s life is not presented in a chronological order but is
reflected upon in different ways from different perspectives and
presents Bama’s life as a process of lonely self discovery. She leaves
her religious order to return to her village, where life may be insecure
but where she does not feel alienated or compromised. The tension is
between the self and the community, the narrator (who is an unknown
pratagonist) leaves one community (of religious women) in order to
join another (as a Dalit Woman).
Bama challenges the oppressors who have enslaved and
disempowered the Dalits. She demands the need for a new society
with ideals such as justice, equality and love. As she questions, “Are
Dalits not human beings? Do they not have common sense? Do they
not have such attributes as a sense of honour and self-respect? Are
they without any wisdom, beauty, dignity? What do we lack?”(page24)
She suggests, “Dalit endru solloda. Talai nimirndu nillada. You are a
Dalit; lift up your head and stand tall.” Karukku gives an identity to the
Dalits by proudly recollecting the cultural significance of being a Dalit,
in the remnants of memories. Karukku has become the harbinger of
an awakening and a reiteration of the Dalit’s freedom to question,
rebel and reinterpret. Bama gives her message “that they too were
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created in the likeness of God”. Karukku is an exceptional work that
explores the various facets of exploitation of Dalits within and by the
Church. Bama says that the main aim of her writing is “to share with
people my experiences. I use writing as one of the weapons to fight
for the rights of the underprivileged.” Therefore, Karukku is a quest
for equality, freedom and solidarity.
Bama gives practical suggestion for the progress of Dalits which
is only possible through change and self empowerment through
education and collective action as she quotes,”Because we are born
into Paraya jati. We are never given any honour or dignity or respect.
We are stripped of all that. But if we study and make progress, we
can throw away these indignities.”(Page15) . According to K Geetah
and K Srilatha, “The first of Dalit autobiography but achieved a specific
identity, having been written by a Dalit woman. Dalit movements were
mostly dominated by men who had a tendency to sideline issues
concerning all the Dalit women. The Dalit women were suppressed
and were not given the freedom to voice their misery leading to increase
in the spread of casteism and gender discrimination”.
Bama Faustina’s novel ‘Karukku’ is full of messages for us.
We, not only get pleasure in reading but somewhere within our heart,
we can feel the deep impression of what we have read forever. Her
characters are searching for something that is buried in the depth of
time and hard work- their identity. In ‘The Hindu’ interview, Bama
tells, “I identify myself as a Dalit writer about other issues but few for
Dalits and there are many issues that have to be tackled. If and when
Dalits are respected and treated as equal human beings then only can
I write about other things.”
Bama comes through ‘Karukku; with a message that the need
of the hour is a new society with ideals such as justice, equality and
love. She has exposed the plight of thousands of Dalit children. Bama
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tells a story that is a matter of fact indignant about the ill-treatment in
the name of class, caste and religion, it is a story of poverty, pain and
neglect, more than that of anger or aggression. Bama succeeds in
creating awareness more than anger. As Lakshmi Holmstrom says,
“....Bama’s work is among those that are exploring a changing Dalit
identity.”
Bama has not only discovered social discrimination but also
assert her identity and her creative potential. In this process the
translation of Karukku by Laxmi Holmstrom plays a vital role in creating
historical awareness as well as historical sense and also creates a
socio-cultural space for intercultural dialogues among other people or
underpowered or disoriented people.One question arises, why is Dalit
literature translated into English?
As through translation, we can get the true picture of our society
that makes us realise that the independence we have gained from the
British is not enough and we certainly have to work harder to receive
our one and only goal which will result into a drastic change in progress
level of our country because one quarter of our population today, still
faces discrimination which leads to violence due to caste decisions.
Indian Dalit literature not only discusses social discrimination but also
tells about their identities and proves their creative potential because
there is also a domestic demand for it.
A translator who is translating a Dalit literature from original
regional language to English is facing many problems as those writings
which are written by Dalit writers as an autobiographical form and
have brought out the feelings of humiliation and their translation into
English faces problems of loss of the full import and meaning involved
in their writings. The translator also faces a problem that there are
chances of ‘aberration’ and ‘misrepresentation” of the original text.
But Dalit Literature is now having a liberative style in which they talk
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about Dalit ceremonies, life style, rituals and rites from the background
of their expressions. So, the translators who delve deep into these
literatures need to be careful in transforming Dalit’s socio-cultural
practices.
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South Africa has had a chequered history marked with the
colonial experience, the Drum Decade, the rise of Black
Consciousness, Apartheid, state of emergency and finally, the
establishment of Democracy. As the anti-colonial movement gained
impetus, the literature of South Africa also proportionately became
intense. The black South African writers responded to the historical
situation and foregrounded the oppression of the blacks, the impact
of racial prejudice and the ensuing resistance. They became agential
in dismantling and countering the myths propagated by the colonial/
historical literary discourses. Such literature has been termed as
‘committed literature’ or as Nadine Gordimer puts it a little differently
- “responsibility as orthodoxy” (11).
Taking up the issue of the responsibility of a writer, Nadine
Gordimer in her essay “The Essential Gesture” states that “the creative
act is not pure. History evidences it. Ideology demands it… . The
writer… comes to realize that he is answerable” (3). In keeping with
the expectations laid on the writer by “the dynamic of collective
conscience” (6), she asserts that: “whether a writer is black or white,
in South Africa, the essential gesture by which he enters the brotherhood
of man …is a revolutionary one” (15) and she, as a white South African
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writer of European descent, exemplifies this through her novels.
However, her contemporary white South African novelist of Afrikaans
descent, J.M. Coetzee, has been critiqued on the ground that he refrains
from taking any overt political stance and is evasive. In the absence of
any discernible binary oppositions, critics have charged him of being
racial and “politically irresponsible” (Huggan and Watson 3).
The present paper seeks to foreground that though Coetzee
eschews explicit political statement, he is deeply ensconced in his
political situation and that he presents a nuanced and a balanced kind
of historical engagement in his fictional renderings. Issues of power,
history, authority, resistance and subversion are integral to his fiction
even though he does not adopt the realistic approach. In an interview,
he states: “I would like to think that today the novel is after a bigger
game than the critical realistic type” (Watson 23). In “The Novel
Today,” Coetzee draws attention towards the colonization of the novel
by history (3). Referring to the novels that engage with history, he says
that such a novel because of “intense ideological pressure… has only
two options: supplementarity or rivalry” (3). While the former tends
to be reportorial, the latter “operates in terms of its own procedures
and issues in its own conclusions, not one that operates in terms of the
procedures of history and eventuates in conclusions that are checkable
by history…[it] evolves its own paradigms and myths, in the process…
perhaps going far as to show up the mythical status of history”(3).
Being ambivalently positioned as a white writer in South Africa,
both an insider and an outsider, he gauges the history through a
distanced lens and his engagement with colonialism is unconventional
and atypical. A conventional representation of colonialism is marked
by a stereotypical rendering of a colonizer who is ruthless, self-centred
and is oblivious of the sufferings of the colonized; and the colonized is
portrayed as the repressed victim on the verge of resistance. Coetzee
dismantles this essentialist construct of identity in his novels. His
complicated postcoloniality makes him sensitive towards both, the
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colonized and the colonizer, and enables him to map and identify with
their psyche as becomes evident after reading Age of Iron. The paper,
as the title signifies, specifically deals with the identity of the colonizer
with reference to Age of Iron and tries to examine it within the
theoretical framework as explicated in Memmi’s seminal text The
Colonizer and the Colonized.
Memmi in the first part of his book entitled “Portrait of the
Colonizer” analyses two categories of the colonizer – “The colonizer
who refuses” and “The colonizer who accepts.” He points out that a
colonizer lives in relation to the colonized for “it is this relationship
which is lucrative, which creates privileges” (52). The colonizer soon
realizes that “the more freely he breathes, the more the colonized are
choked,” (52) and that he is the beneficiary of the entire enterprise”
(52). He also becomes “aware of the constant illegitimacy of his status:
a double illegitimacy:
A foreigner, having come to a land by the accidents of history,
he has succeeded not merely in creating a place for himself but also
in taking away that of the inhabitant, granting himself astounding
privileges , to the detriment of those rightfully entitled to them . And
this not by virtue of local laws, which in a certain way legitimize this
inequality by tradition, but by upsetting the established rules and
substituting his own. He thus appears doubly unjust. He is a privileged
being and an illegitimately privileged one; that is, a usurper... in his
own eyes as well as those of his victims ... .(53)
Once convinced, deep within his heart, of his unjust relationship
which ties him to the colonizer, he continuously tries to absolve himself.
“This self-justification thus leads to a veritable ideal reconstruction of
the two protagonists of the colonial drama” (99) in which the colonizer
is exalted and the colonized is humbled. However, “the colonial situation
manufactures colonists as it manufactures the colonized” (100). While
furthering the colonial design, the colonizer also inevitably gets drawn
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into the vortex and he acts to devalue the colonized:”This man, perhaps
a warm friend and affectionate father, who in his native country (by his
social condition, his family environment, his natural friendships) could
have been a democrat, will surely be transformed into a conservative,
reactionary, or even a colonial fascist”(99).
No matter how much he tries to muffle his inner voice, he is
reminded again and again that he is a villain in the eyes of the colonized.
Thus, the identity of the colonizer undergoes change – in his eyes he is
guilty and in the eyes of the colonized, he is a perpetrator of violence
and injustice:
The bond between colonizer and colonized is thus destructive
and creative. It
destroys and re-creates the two partners of
colonization into colonizer and colonized. One is disfigured into an
oppressor, a partial, unpatriotic and treacherous being, worrying only
about his privileges and their defense; the other, into an oppressed
creature, whose development is broken and who compromises by his
defeat.(133)
Thus, the colonizer who accepts becomes more and more
oppressive and unscrupulously starts relishing the privileges and his
superior status. Memmi rightly points out that the colonial system,
while killing the colonized materially, kills the colonizer spiritually. On
the other hand, the colonizer who refuses “lives his life under the sign
of a contradiction which looms at every step depriving him of all
coherence and all tranquillity” (64).Coetzee in Age of Iron precisely
draws attention towards those whites who, by virtue of their birth and
race, despite unwillingness, are thrust with the identity of a colonizer.
Being cognizant and conscientious, they are plagued with moral qualms.
With the backdrop of the turbulent times of apartheid, Age of
Iron has Mrs Elizabeth Curren, an elderly classics professor, as the
protagonist who lives in Cape Town, South Africa. Written in epistolary
form, the novel is a long, continuous letter by Mrs Curren to her
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daughter after she learns about her fatal disease. The sudden news of
her cancer unnerves her completely and her loneliness becomes even
more intense. She longs for her daughter who is in U.S.: “When the
chill is from the northwest, from your quarter, I stand a long time
sniffing, concentrating my attention in the hope that across ten thousand
miles of land and sea some breadth will reach me of the milkiness you
still carry with you… “(Iron 6)
The act of writing the letter is a substitute to the fulfilment of
the urge to reach out, to share the news of her cancer, and to be
“embraced” (5). When she learns that an alcoholic vagrant has taken
refuge in the alley beside her garage along with his dog, the
philanthropist in her emerges and she accepts him, though with initial
reservations: “But now they are a part of life here. Do they frighten
me? No. A little begging, a little thieving…no worse”(7). She further
analyses in her letter to her daughter: “Why do I give this man food?
For the same reason I would feed his dog….For the same reason I
gave you my breast. To be full enough to give and to give from one’s
fullness: what deeper urge is there?” (7)
Despite being a colonizer, she has a feeling of belongingness
towards South Africa like in a marriage: “What we marry we become.
We who marry South Africa become South Africans… “ (70).When
the country smoulders, she identifies with it and correlates her
impending death with the turbulent situation and says: “I too am
burning!” (39).She had always disapproved of the administrative design
to implement apartheid and the rampant violence: “The disgrace of
the life one lives under them: to open a newspaper, to switch on the
television, like leaning and being urinated on. Under them: under their
meaty bellies, their full bladders. “Your days are numbered,” I used to
whisper once upon a time, to them who will now outlast me” (10).
Not only racial oppression but also the resistance movements of the
black youth petrified her and she maintained a distance from active
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politics. She felt bad for them: “Children scorning childhood, the time
of wonder, the growing time of the soul. Their souls, their organs of
wonder stunted, petrified” (17). She tries to make Florence understand
that Bheki’s involvement in the anti-apartheid movement would harm
him and ruin his life but to no avail. She thinks: “Children of iron …
the age of iron…how long before the softer ages return in their cycle,
the age of clay, the age of earth? A Sparton matron, iron-hearted,
bearing warrior sons for the nation” (50) (emphasis added). However,
she cannot withdraw completely and when her maid-servant Florence’s
son, Bhekhi, gets into trouble, she cannot stop herself from active
involvement. The proximity to the victims of apartheid makes her realize
their suffering even more and she feels responsible as she is “aware of
her complicity, as a colonizer, in a regime she abhors” (Huggan 203).
She has always been aware of the sanitized versions of the reportage
on television and this filled her with horror and hatred for the regime:
“Because the reign of the locust family is the truth of South Africa, and
the truth is what makes me sick? Legitimacy they no longer trouble to
claim. Reason they have shrugged off. What absorbs them is power
and the stupor of power… .issuing decrees like hammer blows: death,
death, death”(Iron 29).
But when she comes face to face with the atrocities of the
apartheid regime meted out to Bheki and his friend, John, whom she
has given refuge in her home, she is aghast and filled with shame. She
is pained to witness the criminal and racial acts and violence: “Because
blood is precious, more precious than gold and diamonds. Because
blood is one: a pool of life dispersed among us in separate
existences, but belonging by nature together: lent, not given: held
in common, in trust, to be preserved… .”(63-64). (emphasis added)
Mrs Curren, the conscientious colonizer is guilt-stricken and
ashamed of being a white. She says: “If someone had dug a grave for
me there and then in the sand, and pointed, I would without a word
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have climbed in and lain down and folded my hands on my breast.
And when the sand fell in my mouth and in the corners of my eyes I
would not have lifted a finger to brush it away” (104).
But despite genuine concern and empathy, Mrs. Curren
occupies a liminal space. Memmi, in “The colonizer who refuses” calls
him “the leftist colonizer” and says that his:
fits of verbal furor merely arouse the hatred of his fellow citizens
and leave the colonized indifferent . His statements and promises have
no influence on the life of the colonizer because he is not in power.
Nor can he converse with the colonized, asking questions or asking
for assurances. He is a member of the oppressors and the moment he
makes a dubious gesture or forgets to show the slightest diplomatic
reserve (and he believes he can permit himself the frankness authorized
by benevolence), he draws suspicion .(88)
Likewise, when Mrs Curren, deeply moved by the sufferings
of the black victims, goes out of her way to help them and even goes
to the hospital to take care of John and look for Bheki, she is treated
cynically and suspiciously. In response to her query regarding the bullets
in Bheki’s body, Mr. Thabane sarcastically retorts that if she dug out
bullets from his body, she would find the mark- Made in South AfricaSABS Approved. Mrs. Curren is pained and tries to explain in vain:
“Please listen to me…this war. How can I be? No bars are thick
enough to keep it out…. It lives inside me and I live inside it” (103)
and she cries. Thus, she is left alone, bewildered and shattered. She is
disgusted with herself and her people: “I, a white. When I think of the
whites…I flinch from the white touch as much as he does…” (80).
However, unlike Memmi who says that the colonizer who
refuses remains silent and ultimately goes back to his land - “By ceasing
to be a colonizer, he will put an end to his contradiction and
uneasiness”(89), Mrs Curren in Coetzee’s Age of Iron, neither remains
silent nor goes back. Instead, she becomes agential and pro active
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and earnestly tries to help the victims. She throws open all her resources
for them and does whatever little or more she can in her limited capacity.
She is involved, not inert; she is critical and does not eschew. The
novel is about her ethical consciousness. “The crucial question is …
how an individual comes to understand violence on one’s own terms…
one’s complicity and leads from acknowledging what oppression is to
…what one can do with this knowledge and how one can turn this
knowledge to meaningful action. The book is about…the protagonist’s
attempt to re-assess and re-formulate her relations with the oppressed
other”(Cichon 62).
Thus, to conclude, Coetzee is deeply rooted in his political
and social milieu but instead of graphic portrayal, he, in his characteristic
style, creates a balance between the demands of the society on the
writer and the writer’s commitment to his artistic vision (Gordimer 9).
In keeping with the white writer’s task as “cultural worker”, he raises
“the consciousness of white people, who, unlike himself, have not
woken up… (and) keeps him scrupulous in writing about what he
knows to be true whether whites like to hear it or not… “(12). Thus,
Coetzee gives a comprehensive picture of the colonizer and the
colonized and also brings forth the dilemma of the conscientious
colonizer who is liminally placed but gives a vision of the possibility of
convergence.
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Perspectivizing Aesthetics of Literature : A Note

A reader, while studying a text, feels thrilled, transported, at
varying intervals. This experience involves two things: the first is beauty
caused by the creative use of language, known as aesthetic beauty
and the second is pleasure caused by the beauty known as aesthetic
pleasure which is experienced by the reader. The reader experiences
this pleasure in two ways – haphazardly as a layman has it and
methodically as a trained man does. The former has its worth as vague
or even confused while the latter remains accounted for. It is the latter
mode which requires aesthetic tools to analyze and relish literature.
Some scholars hold that to relish literature, there is no need of
aesthetic tools. They raise inevitable questions like : why cannot we
enjoy a piece of literature? Why must we spoil the fun by criticizing?
Such scholars are of the opinion that the aesthetic tools hamper
aesthetic experience because the reader is lost in a mechanical enquiry.
This objection, no doubt, has a logic for one who is not a trained
reader or who is not used to applying such tools to a literary piece.
But for a trained reader this objection has no value because for him
such an application to a piece of literature is not a mechanical task but
an assimilative act of reading and enjoying that piece of literature.
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Furthermore, to answer the inevitable questions, raised above,
Peter Berry says that the enjoyment of literary art, no doubt, is simple
but the greatest enjoyment of literary art is never simple. For the latter
we need to have critical tools. Perhaps T S Eliot had this notion in his
mind when he said “ that criticism is as inevitable as breathing”, and
we should be none the worse for articulating what passes in our minds
when we read a book and feel an emotion about it. Nothing replaces
the reader’s initial felt responses: the sound of poetry on both the
outer and inner ear; the visions of fiction in the mind’s eye; the
kinesthetic assault of “total theatre.” But human responses seldom
remain dead level: they reverberate through multiple planes of sensibility,
impelled towards articulation—in short towards criticism. It may be
subjective as well as objective (critical). For the fullest appreciation
of literature, we need to have critical tools. Their knowledge is not a
deterrent to the enjoyment of literature. On the contrary the application
of such tools can enhance the pleasure that the common reader can
derive from a piece of literature.
Let us illustrate the argument with an analogy. Think of the
premier shows in which mostly the actors and the artists of cinema
are the audience. They are thoroughly informed on the history of
moviemaking; they know both classic and contemporary films; they
understand the technical operations of the cinema and its myriad effects;
they are familiar with acting styles, past and present. While watching a
movies, they receive the same impressions on the level of sense
experience, as the other audience. But because of their special
knowledge, they comprehend what they witness. Their knowledge
does not dim their pleasure; it does not nullify any pre-critical or amateur
response.
There is one more pause in relation to the use of theory. The
scholars hold that a marked awareness of theory took place during
the last quarter of the twentieth century when the writers, critics, linguists,
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philosophers, and stylisticians all had become conscious of the role of
theory. The result came in the form of formalism, new criticism, stylistics,
structuralism, post structuralism, ,deconstruction, discourse analysis,
semiotics and dialogic criticism. In a word, according to them, it was
the high-water mark of theories. To them now it is over with the titles
like After Theory (Thomas Docherty, 1990), ‘Post Theory’ (Nicholas
Tredell, in The Critical Decade, 1993). They hold that that ‘the
moment of theory’ is over. And so there is no need of talking about
theory. But the present academic scenario both in the east and the
west seem to unfold the fact. No doubt the ‘moment of theory’ is but
the ‘hour of theory’ has come as theory has become a part of
curriculum. Now it is not the business of minority rather it has become
the business of majority of people to learn and teach theory. So without
any pause the use of theory is relevant and would be so in future as
it has been in the past.
Today there are number of names used for this genre of
literature. By the students of literature, aesthetics is taken to be as
literary criticism poetics, literary theory, critical approach etc..
Sometimes they, due to ignorance, confuse the terms with one another
and they tend to use these terms interchangeably. In fact, aesthetics,
poetics, literary criticism, literary theory, approach etc are not
synonymous , though there is relationship among them. They can be
understood on the basis of their range.
Poetics is the legislative criticism or art of writing poetry or
the study of linguistic technique in poetry or literature. It is a form of
critical endeavour which lays down rules for the art of writing, largely
based on standard works of literature. It is related to the possibilities
of the creative use of language at different levels of a literary text. Its
range is restricted to a text or an author. Elizabethan criticism, except
Philip Sidney, and a large part of 18th c criticism are of this order.
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As far as literary theory is concerned, it is aesthetical criticism
or philosophy of literature which probes the nature of art in general
and literature in particular. It does many things apart from helping the
reader to reach at the meaning of a text. It is a set of broad assumptions
about literature and function of criticism. The range of literary theory
is very wide which includes many subtle questions such as how a
work of art is produced, how it ought to be read. What are the
conditions in which the meaning is produced? How does a work of
art mean what it means? What effects does a work of art produce in
the mind of the reader? Does the subjectivity of the reader contribute
to the meaning of art? Is meaning an objective reality? Who is a poet?
Who is a reader? Is there any relationship of the poet belated with the
precursor poet? Is there any relationship between the writer and the
reader? It includes function of literature, poet’s nature and experience
of reader, relationship between the reader and the poet. Its range is
very wide which includes metaphysical, psychological, epistemic, logical
and critical points of view. Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus, Coleridge, Walter
Pater, Oscar Wilde, I A Richards and others belong to this order.
Critical approach is related to descriptive criticism which
concerned with methodology or with the varying ways in which art of
literature or works of literature can be profitably discussed. It is a
study of individual writers and their works , their aims, methods and
effects. Ben Jonson and Wordsworth belong to this order. Much of
English criticism is of this nature.
Aesthetics means science and philosophy of fine arts. The
problem of aesthetics includes two aspects of fine arts— the technique
of fine arts and the theory or philosophy or theory of fine arts. The
technical point of view of the problem of aestheticism is related to the
possibilities of the creative use of language at different levels of a
literary text. Its range is restricted to a text or an author. The philosophy
or theory of fine art, involved in the function of literature, in poet’s
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nature and in the experience of aesthetic pleasure of reader/spectator,
is the theoretical side of aesthetics. Its range is very wide which
includes metaphysical, psychological, epistemic, logical and critical
points of view. In the West the hedonistic, moralistic or pedagogic
and philosophical theories represent the study of the problem from
the point of view of the end of art; the theories of imitation, illusion,
and idealized representation represent a study from the point of view
of the artist; and the theories of confused cognition, inference and
mysticism represent a study of the problem from the point of view of
the reader/spectator/aesthete.
In Sanskrit, the most common name for poetics is ala®k³ra
ï³stra. Prof S C Dvivedi explaining it says that the keyword is
ala®k³ra which, with the first constituent alam, is to be understood
on the authority of Agnipur³ñ as a synonym of the brahma. When
we say that a piece of fine art is ala®k•t, we mean that it is informed
of the (cognition potential of) the brahma. Three have been attempts
to displace the word ala®k³ra from the seminality of poetics due to
its limitations imposed on it by the word decoration or poetic figure.
Another important name used of Indian poetics is
k³vyaï³stra, which like mºm³ns³, (which is the science of the Vedic
sentence)is the science of the poetic or literary sentence (text). Here
k³vya is poetic sentence or poetry or literature and ï³stra is science
of this sentence. It was Bhamaha who first used the word k³vya and
accordingly the name k³vyaï³stra for Indian poetics was used. Poetic
sentence is a flow whose source is the writer and whose sink is the
reader. In the benedictory of his Locana on Ananadavardhana’s
Dhvany³loka , Abhinavagupta puts this in the following way:”The
duo of the poet and the receiver constitutes the unit of the itness of
Saraswati.”
There is yet another popular name for Indian poetics used is
saundaryaï³stra. It has its interesting journey. Vamana was first to
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use saundarya (beauty) for ala®k³ra in his K³vy³la®k³raï³stra.
Later Abhinavgupta used the words sunder and sundarya in his
descriptions of poetry in his Locana on the Dhvanyloka. Thereafter
Kuntaka used the word camatak³ra in the sense of beauty. Then
after a long gap the s¿tra, satyam (the truth), ïivam (the good)
sundaram (the beautiful) was used in the world of art and literature in
18th century. This was the central sutra of English Romanticism. The
followers of Brahmo Samaj were influenced by English Romantics.
According to Kavi Gulab Rai this s¿tra was first used by Raja Rama
Mohan Rai , the founder of Brahmo Samaj and later it was used by
Devendranath Tagore.
Simultaneously in 18th Baumgarten used the word aesthetics,
borrowing from Greek, in his doctorate thesis for the first time as the
name of a special science. From the Hegelian point of view it means
“Philosophy of fine arts” From popular use of the word it seems to
mean a theory of beautiful in general, whether in art or nature. Perhaps
because of this development there was good chance for saundarya
ï³stra, which would correspond to the western name aesthetics, for
Sanskrit poetics.
Let me explain aesthetics in a layman’s words. A particular
language constitutes the bodily form of poetry, the I-ness of poetry
being free from this exterior just as the I-ness of life (³tm³n) is free
from this exterior physicality of the bodily form (ïarira). This I-ness
of poetry is the sense of wonder, a special experience of pleasure.
This pleasure is called brahma in Vedanta and by various other names
in various other Indian systems of philosophy. Here it noteworthy that
this variformity of the naming process is not in contradiction to mutual
identity while being in oppositional compatibility. That is why in Indian
context the school of fine arts are known as : i)Rasa-Brahma-v³da
(school dealing with the experience of absolute in literature)ii). N³dBrahma-v³da(school dealing with the experience of absolute in music.
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iii) Vastu-Brahma-v³da(school dealing with the experience of absolute
in architecture). This I-ness can further be understood as
rasagatasaundarya (experience caused by aesthetic sentiment)
ala® k³ ragatasaundarya (experience caused by figures),
rº tigatasaundarya (experience caused by style),
dhvanigatasaundarya (experience caused by suggestion),
vakroktigatasaundarya (experience caused by oblique expression)
and aucityagatasaundarya (experience caused by propriety).
Accordingly they are different theories, the theory of rasa (aesthetic
sentiment) the theory of ala®k³ra (figures), the theory of rºti (style),
the theory of dhvani (suggestion), the theory of vakrokti (oblique
expression) and the theory of aucitya (propriety).
Keeping all this account in view we should use aesthetic tools
to analyze and relish literature. The richness of great literature merits
correspondingly rich responses—responses that may be reasoned as
well as felt. Corollary to this conviction is our belief that such responses
come best when the reader appreciates a great work at various levels
of linguistic turns and from as many perspective as it legitimately
opens itself to. And it all requires aesthetic tools.
Here is one precaution regarding the use of critical tools.
The critical tools are not the final mapping to make an assessment of a
piece of literature. They are just reference points which we can modify,
in which we can deletion and addition in accordance with the form of
the text. No doubt, we have theories to make an assessment of a
piece of literature written in any language. But we do not have modern
terminology. So for a successful application we have to be little careful
about the modern terminology. applied Let me explain it in other
way. In life there are always three models that operate in one way or
the other at varying intervals: the first is the ideal model of things
which tells how the things ought to be; the second is the existing
model of things which tells how the things are /were; and the third
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model is the functional model of things which tells how the things are
said or thought to be. Now the question is: Where do these models
come from? The first model comes from our Shastras/Dharma and
this model works as a reference point. The second comes from our
life in action which is put to test of the ideal model and the third is a
proposed model to be used. Among these three models, the model
given by the Shastras/Dharma is very important because it is a reference
point. But it should be remembered that this ideal model is not to be
followed as such. It is just to facilitate us for modifying our existing
model of life. If the modified/existing model does not work properly,
it is not the fault of the ideal model. The fault lies with those who fail to
visualize the spirit of the ideal model, who fail to visualize time, the
circumstances in which the modified model was to be used. What is
needed is the recognition that its interpretation is not to be done using
a dictionary alone, we need to apply our minds and try to understand
what our aestheticians mean. The debate between the scholars for
and against the use of theory will then be revealed to be artificial and
inconsequential.
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Kiran Dalal
Bhayânaka Rasa (Sentiment of Terror) in Coleridge’s
Christabel

In his Nâtyaœâstra, Bharata Muni defines rasa as follows:
‘The rasa is consummated by the co-union of vibhâva (causes),
anubhâva (consequents) and sañcârî or vybhicârîbhâva (transitory
feelings). Vibhâva (causes) are the determinants of the eruption of an
emotion in the heart of the spectators, that is to say the actors, with
the help of the words, gestures and environmental surroundings evoke
the same emotion in the hearts of the spectators. The word vibhâva
includes the verbal, the physical and psychic representation of an actor.
Vibhâva are of two types, viz. lambana (supporting causes) are the
actors and uddîpana (stimulating causes) are the excitants. The
âlambana are also of two types, viz. vicyâlambana (the object) i.e.
the person/thing for whom/which arises the emotion and
âœrayâlambana (the subject) i.e. the person in whom the emotion
has awakened (Bhanudatta, Ras Tarangînî). Anubhâva
(consequents) are the visible effects of the feelings which follow the
stimulation of emotion as stambha (motionlessness) is a state when
the limbs become benumbed due to extreme joy, shock, surprise or
fear. Likewise, swaida (perspiration), românca (horripilation), svarbhaEga (halting/faltering tone), kampa (tremor) or vaivarnya (losing
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of colour) take place due to fear (Bharat, Nâtyaœâstra).
Vybhicâr+bhâva (transitory feelings) quickly pass in and out of a
person’s heart but do not hinder sthâyîbhâva (permanent dominant
emotions) instead they feed and nourish them. They aid and promote
intensity, strengthen and pervade the permanent dominant emotions
(Viswanath, Sâhitya Darpan). Bharata Muni gives a list of thirty three
transitory feelings and trasa (terror) is one of them and described as
the agitation of mind caused by dreadful objects. Further he says that
individuals are gifted with eight sthâyîbhâva (dominant stationary
moods), viz. rati (love), hâsa (laughter),œoka (sorrow), utsâha
(heroism), bhaya (fear), krodha (rage), gh[Gâ (disgust) and vicmaya
(astonishment). Later, he added the ninth one- nirveda (tranquility).
As well as dormant moods, these dominant stationary moods turn
into rasa according to the environment they receive. Hence
sthâyîbhâva of bhaya (fear) turns into bhayânaka rasa (terror).Thus
sthâyîbhâva (the permanent dominant emotions) aroused by vibhâva
(causes), anubhâva (consequents) excited by uddîpana vibhâva
(excitants) nourished by vybhicârîbhâva (transitory feelings) are
relished by spectators as rasa (sentiments) and thus the Indian rasa
sidhânta is based on sound psychological foundations and is deep
rooted in human nature, as suggested by the various constituents of
rasa.
The paper is a modest attempt to evolve a certain pattern for
studying the rasa (sentiment), especially the Bhayânaka Rasa
(sentiment of terror) with reference to the main springs of its evocation,
its effects and its subsidiary factors in Coleridge’s narrative poem
Christabel which is the true product of poet’s vivid imagination filled
it with the presence, unseen but felt, of the supernatural to tell a tale of
human joys and sorrows.
For Coleridge, poetry, itself is a great reward, as this art has
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not only soothed his afflictions; has helped in the multiplication and
refinement of his enjoyments; has endeared solitude but also made
him capable for discovering the good and the beautiful elements from
the surrounding environment. What is best in Coleridge’s poetry is
very small in amount but that little is of rare excellence. Of all that is
purest and most ethereal in romanticism, viz. medievalism, historicism,
love of nature, and the appeal of the visionary and the ideal, his poetry
is the most finished and supreme embodiment. He took the
supernatural for his province; his plan was to project romantic themes
for human interest, and “a semblance of truth sufficient to procure for
these shadows of imagination that willing suspension of disbelief for
the moment; which constitute poetic faith” (Coleridge 25).
Christabel creates a sense of mystery and creeping horror
by the most natural means and its charms lies in the power of
suggestiveness, threatening, some unknown and ominous danger. There
is a twilight glimmer and out of this twilight glimmer leap out sudden
flames and mysterious whispers and far of suggestions of evil forces at
work behind the scene. The beginning of the poem prepares the
reader’s mind for something darkly ominous and forbidding. The key
note is struck in the very first lines:
Tis the middle of night by the castle clock,
And the owls have awakened the crowing cock;
Tu-whit ! – Tu whoo !
And hark, again ! the crowing cock,
How drowsily it crew.
Everything is in its natural place, yet by casual strokes and
light- touches the poet produces a thrill of horror and expectancy in
the mind of the reader. Here the external object of the nature are
âlambana vibhâva (supporting causes) being vicyâ (the objects) to
evoke sthâyîbhâva (the permanent dominant emotion) of fear in the
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hearts of the reader. Vaivarnya (becoming pale), pralaya (destruction
of physical and mental activity), swaida (perspiration), românca
(erection of hair) are the various anubhâva (consequents) which
suggest that the dominant emotion of fear has possessed its intensity
over the readers who are âœrayâ (the subjects). Vybhicârîbhâva
(transitory feelings) of trâsa (fright) and âvega (agitation) feed the
dominant emotion and help in the consummation of bhayânaka rasa
(sentiment of terror).
The whole description of the surroundings is rounded up by
the words repeated in the manner of utterance of a spell by magician:
“Is the night chilly and dark ?/The night is chilly, but not dark” Then
again there is moaning sound in the forest: “the night is chilly the forest
bare/Is it the wind that moaneth bleak ?”
Here the moaning sound is the object to evoke the dominant
emotion of fear in the hearts of the reader. The troubled noise of birds
and animals, the silence of the midnight, the strange face of the moon,
the chilly night in April are uddîpanavibhâva (exciting situations),
which tend to heighten the dominant emotion of fear. The consequence
of becoming pale, halting tone are the suggestions of the dominant
emotion of fear of the readers which is nourished by the transitory
feelings of agitation and fright. The dominant emotion of fear, through
the interaction of their proper causes, consequents and transitory
feelings results in the manifestations of sentiment of terror.
Christabel is started by the moaning sound and filled with the
vague terror and prays to Jesus and Mary for protection. She moves
to the other side of the tree and is astonished to find an extremely
beautiful lady, richly dressed in white silk:
I guess, twas frightful there to see
A lady so richly clad as she
Beautiful exceedingly !....
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Mary mother, save me now !
By the use of subtle suggestion, the poet calls up a sense of
fear. The appearance of such a beautiful lady at the time of terrible
night acts as the object to enkindle the emotion of fear in Christabel’s
heart, who is its subject. The external objects of nature are the excitants
which intensify her fear after seeing that lady. Mary’s prayer for
protection is the consequent of the fear of Christabel. The transitory
feelings of fright, doubt, agitation feed her fear and help it in becoming
perfect.Christabel starts trembling because of unknown horrible sounds
which heightens the sense of fear:
Hush, beating heart of Christabel !
Jesu, Maria, shield her well !
She folded her arms beneath her cloak,
And stole to the other side of the oak.
Here the permanent dominant emotion is fear. Christabel and
readers are subject and the unknown moaning sound is the object.
The loneliness, the terrible spirits, and the horrible silent night serve as
the excitants which intensify the fear of the readers. Trembling of the
hands and feet, change of colour and voice, horripilation are the
consequents being suggestive of the dominant emotion of the fear which
are nourished by the transitory feelings of fright, agitation and doubt.
The dominant emotion of fear through the interaction of their proper
causes, consequents and transitory feelings, results in the manifestation
of the sentiment of terror.
The description of the unnatural dream seen by Bracy the
other night is again horrible. In his sleep, he sees the dove fluttering
and moaning amidst the green forest alone and round its neck and
wings is coiled a green snake.
And in my dream methought I went
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To search out what might there be found;…..
When lo ! I saw a bright green snake
Coiled around its wings and neck.
Green as the herbs on which it couched,
Closed by the dove’s head it crouched;
And with the dove it heaves and stirs,
Swelling its neck as she swelled hers !
The dream is the object to evoke the dominant emotion of
fear in Bracy’s heart who is its subject. The green snake, it’s coiling
around the dove’s wings and neck and swallowing it all are the excitants
which heighten Bracy’s dominant emotion of fear. His taking an oath
for freighting away all evil is the consequent which is nourished by his
transitory feelings of anxiety, depression, agitation and fright. Through
the co-operation of the constituent factors of rasa experience, Bracy’s
dominant emotion of fear develops into the intensity of sentiment of
terror. The sah[dayas establish emotional rapport with the experience
of the poet when their dominant emotion of fear is evoked, heightened,
manifested, nourished and generalized through the interaction of causes,
consequents and transitory feelings of the hero (Bracy) depicted
artistically and it attains the climax of the sentiment of terror.
Christabel, which represents the triumph of romanticism, is a
mysterious and romantic tale which can be enjoyed even without being
fully understood because of the presence of different rasa especially
bhayânaka rasa. It is a story of a young girl who fell under the spell
of a sorcerer, in the form of a woman Geraldine. It is loaded with
strange and unknown horrors which suggest the bhayânaka rasa,
viz. the description of mysterious whispers, utterance of a spell by a
musician, moaning sounds, screaming sound of birds and animals,
troublesome sounds and silences of midnight, loneliness, unnatural
dreaming of Bracy etc. However evil forces and miraculous elements
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are beneath the surface. The events themselves are hardly outside the
natural order. They are even more horrifying because Coleridge does
not explain them and therefore the reader enjoys bhayânaka rasa. It
is through suggestions and hints that the reader is made aware of the
supernatural forces. In fact, the whole significance of the poem lies in
the power of suggestions.
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Mountain and Arundhati Roy’s The Cost Of Living

Abstract
In India lives of human beings are intrinsic with nature. The
teaching of Vedas and Upanishads, which instructs nature as the form
of god formats Indian culture and tradition to lay much emphasis on
environment. As ecology was seen as an inherent part of spirituality, in
India human beings were forbidden to exploit nature. In spite of it,
invasion of the nation by different rulers and their influences upon the
Indian culture created a big gap between nature and the human beings.
Due to it, nature at times joins hands with the imperialists and sometimes
with the victim. The hypothesis of the paper is to look at the role of
nature as the imperial when it shows its domination upon the subaltern
and as the partner of subaltern how it faces the chaos created by the
imperials. For this revelation two texts have been chosen for study
namely, Anita Desai’s Fire on the Mountain and Arundhati Roy’s
The Cost of Living. Anita Desai’s Fire on the Mountain examines
how the Indian society, which has emerged as patriarchal, has joined
hands with nature in order to dominate women. On the other hand
how nature and the poor people suffer under the rules of imperials can
be culled out by a close textual analysis of Arundhati Roy’s The Cost
of Living. The paper thus attempts to read the two works in a parallel
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manner to exhibit the two different roles played by nature in the Indian
context.
*********
Environment is the predominant factor in the earth. The
formations of almost all the civilizations nearby the riverside indicate
the importance of nature in the life of human beings. A country’s culture
and tradition evolved based on the environment of that place. Not
only culture and tradition, even the nature of human beings and their
emotions are decided by the environment. Moreover the mentality
and physical appearances of the human beings, their lifestyle and even
their language are based on the environment. For example in the cold
countries people cherish warmth. Due to it when they treat something
as special they equate it with hotness to indicate their happiness and
the coldness with something bad or cruel behavior. In this way we
have words like warm welcome and cold blooded murder to indicate
the emotion; where as in the countries with hot climate, the reverse
things happen. They love cold things and it is known from the words
like stomach feels chill and heart feels chill to indicate our happiness.
Such an environment which is part and parcel of one’s life is slowly
destroyed by the human beings. In order to improve standards of
living and material comforts, humans have started to destroy the nature.
In the name of scientific development and modernization, they reduce
the space of agricultural land, forest and pollute water. The misuse of
nature has lead to a hole in the Ozone layer. Global Warming and
Ozone layer depletion ring the alarm to get the attention of the public.
Even then only less number of people are bothered about the resources
of nature; where as many are interested in the economical growth of
an individual and a few for the nations. People who live close with
nature such as tribes, farmers and environmental activists bother more
about the damages done to the environment.
In literature, literary scholars have raised their voice against
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the destruction of nature. Through literary works many have tried to
give the importance of nature and present the environmental crisis.
Critics have tried to bridge relationship between environment and
literature, which is known as eco criticism. It aims “to bring a
transformation of literary studies by linking literary criticism and theory
with the ecological issues at large” (Oppermann 1). Ecocritics and
writers indicate their social responsibilities by portraying endanger the
world is about to face.
Like in other countries, in India too nature played as well as
plays a very special and dominant role in the construction of culture
and tradition. In India lives of human beings are intrinsic with nature
and the Indian culture and tradition laid much emphasis on environment.
As ecology was seen as an inherent part of spirituality, in India human
beings were forbidden to exploit nature. In spite of it, invasion of the
nation by different rulers and their influences upon the Indian culture
created a big gap between nature and human beings. Due to it, nature
at times joins hands with the imperialists and sometimes with the victim.
The hypothesis of the paper is to look at the role of nature as the
imperial when it shows its domination upon the subaltern and as the
partner of subaltern how it faces the chaos created by the imperials.
For this revelation, two texts have been chosen for study namely,
Anita Desai’s Fire on the Mountain and Arundhati Roy’s The Cost
of Living. Nature is portrayed in two different ways in the works of
these two writers. Anita Desai’s Fire on the Mountain examines how
the Indian society, which has emerged as patriarchal, has joined hands
with nature in order to dominate women. Here nature is perceived as
a patriarchal force. On the other hand how nature and the poor people
suffer under the rules of imperials in most of the cases politicians is
culled out by a close textual analysis of Arundhati Roy’s The Cost of
Living. The paper thus attempts to read the two works in a parallel
manner to exhibit the two different roles played by nature in the Indian
context.
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Anita Desai’s The Fire on the Mountain was published in
the year 1977. The novel talks about the life of three women characters
and their attitude towards life. The novel is divided into three parts
with unequal chapter divisions. Part one is titled as ‘Nanda Kaul at
Carignano’, which talks about Nanda Kaul’s solitary life at Carinano.
Her characteristics, her nature towards life are well picturised in this
part. ‘Raka comes to Carignano’ is part two, which elaborates about
Raka, Nanda Kaul’s great-grand daughter’s visit to Nanda Kual. Part
three is ‘Illa Das leaves Carignano’ about Ila Das’, Nadna Kaul’s
friend, visit to Nanda Kaul and Raka. It portrays the life struggles of
Ila Das and unites the first two individual parts with a climax. The
dominant factor in this novel is the nature. Each and every activity of
the characters is associated with nature.
Nanda Kaul’s lifelong service to her family makes her to feel
exhausted and she takes refuge at Carignano to escape from human
intrusions. She longs to live undisturbed. Even the visit of the postman
creates anxiety in her. In spite of her willingness to live a peaceful life
without the intrusion of the past, movements of nature and animals
take her to the past, which was filled with suffocation and oppression.
For example, Nanda Kaul’s observation of a worm which is tormented
by a hen indicated the suppression she has experienced at the hands
of the patriarchal society. Her alienation moulds her to long to be one
among the pine trees, “She was grey, tall and thin… she fancied she
could merge with the pine tree and be mistaken for one. To be a tree,
no more and no less, was prepared to undertake” (F.M. 4).
The patriarchal society did not allow Nanda Kaul to expose
her individuality. For her husband, she should act as a dutiful wife of a
Vice-Chancellor to receive guests, always to be in silk to expose their
richness and to bother about the menu for the parties. After finishing
the commitments of hers, she stays in Carignano, where she wants to
be alone without any intrusions and does not want to shoulder any
responsibilities. Her leaving of the garden with dry grasses instead of
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beautifying it, her tension about Raka’s staying with her, even after
listening to Ila Das’ hardships, her total negligence about her friend’s
life indicate her lack of interest in it. She leaves her life to go as it
proceeds instead of taking any responsibilities. Her interest to be a
pine tree, to escape from the observations of others and commitments
indicate her desire for absolute stillness and withdrawal from life. She
leads a passive life without any commitment or interest. The
environment too does not allow her to take active part in it whereas
leave her to observe it from a distance. Incidents like her interest to go
with her great granddaughter, Raka for a walk and her failure to climb
the monkey park indicate it.
Even though Nanda Khul lives in Carignano for a long time by
being physically close with nature, Raka, who is a new intruder to that
place, understands nature well. Most of the time, Raka engages in
adventurous tracking and by being close with nature. Raka faces
miserable life experiences with her parents due to their
misunderstandings which affect her psychologically. The hardness of
her childhood experiences results in her abnormal behaviour. Unlike
children of her age, she does not wish to sit with her great grandmother
to listen to the stories. Nanda Khul finds that Raka’s rejection of
everything and her desire for loneliness as a strange one. Her preference
to go deep into the wild than to go to the club and to climb monkey
point where many do not dare to climb indicates the abnormal psyche
of a child. Despite of her newness to the place, Raka roams around
the wilderness casually and feels very intimate with wilderness. In spite
of her living in Carinano for several years, Nanda Khul’s intimacy with
nature is limited. She seldom moves out of her house.
The second person who enters into the solitude of Nanda
Kaul is Ila Das. Even though the visit is for short time, it disturbs her in
great extent. Ila Das remembrances’ of her past gives the traces of
Nanda Kaul’s past too to the readers in glimpses. Ila Das’ comfortable
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life with her parents’ changes suddenly due to her brother’s extravagant
and irresponsible life style. Her struggle for livelihood is elaborated
through her conversation with Nanda Khul and through her
monologues. She works as a social welfare officer and tries to stop
the atrocities against women. In the course of her work she stops a
child’s marriage to an elder person, which takes place in exchange of
land. By knowing the result of such acts, she refuses to make
compromises with the patriarchal society. It leads her to be raped and
murdered by Preet Singh, father of that child. The darkness and the
wildness of the nature help Preet Singh, who is a symbolic
representative of the patriarchal society, to rape an elderly lady and to
murder her.
When Ila Das comes, along with Nanda Khul, Raka sits for
some time. Her observation of Nanda’s tiring face and the shock of
hearing about the mixed double badminton game forces her to leave
that place. Being tired of human struggles, her hatred towards human
activities and the hazards of the life is indicated through her, “ach for
the empty house on the charred hill, the empty summer-stricken view
of the plains below, the ravine with its snakes, bones and smoking
kilns – all silent, and a forest fire to wipe it all away, leaving ashes and
silence” (120). Raka’s interest in fire from the beginning of the novel
indicates her, “inner conflict: whether to continue with her painful and
aimless existence imposed upon her by heredity and environment or
to revolt against their dictates and attempt to create her own values”
(Sethuraman). Her observation of the sufferings around her forces her
to set fire in the forest. Her setting of fire in the forest symbolically
indicates that it “is the result and manifestation of her existential angst
to destroy the old and meaningless to make room for the new and
significant” (Sethuraman). Raka’s act of firing thus tries to destroy the
nature, along the patriarchal world which suppresses women and their
individuality. Her firing as it is denoted by a critic Sethuraman gives
way for the equal life.
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The novel indicates the existential agony the women characters
face. The three women characters, namely, Nanda Khul, Ila Das and
Raka, even though belong to different age and lived in different
environment are the victims of the patriarchal dominance. Raka by
firing the mountain, which still controls the life of Nanda Kaul, gives
way for a new life and a release from a stressful life.
Arundhati Roy’s The Cost of Living was published in the
year 1999. It contains two essays of hers, ‘The End of Imagination’
and ‘The Great Common Good’ which were published separately
earlier. Her work ‘The End of Imagination’ talks about the
government’s testing of nuclear bombing at Pokhran. She looks at the
aftermath of the bombing incidents like its result upon the destruction
of nature, physical and mental problems which the people and their
forthcoming generation will face. She thinks that always voice against
the destruction of nature and tribes is taken as anti development of the
nation. This essay can be discussed into two broad divisions such as
against nature and against human beings.
Against Nature:
Roy questions, why the nuclear bomb is tested and by doing
it, to whom are we showing our strength? If each and every nation
shows its power by using nuclear weapons, it will bring danger to its
own people. The wind and the rain decide the direction of radioactive
fallout, which destroy nature. Due to it sometimes it may turn upon its
own people. By portraying the dangers of it, she foresees the danger
of the future earth. “Our cities and forests, and villages will burn for
days. Rivers will turn to poison. The air will become fire. The wind
will spread the flames. When everything there is to burn has burned
and the fire die, smoke will rise and shut the sun. The earth will be
enveloped in darkness. There will be no day. Only interminable night…
Radioactive fallout will sleep through the earth and contaminate
groundwater. Most living things, animals and vegetables, fish and fowl,
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will die” (2). The nature even though is not protesting for the damages
we do to it, it is not entirely silent. It gives its opposing voice in a
different manner that is through natural disasters like Tsunami, volcanic
eruptions, unpredictability of the weather. “The Nuclear bomb is the
most anti-national, anti-human, outright evil thing that man has ever
made” (15).
Against Human:
The aftermaths of the nuclear weapon tests harm the human
beings in several ways. “Thousands of square kilometers have been
highly contaminated, including entire river systems, lakes, and farmland.
Millions of tones of nuclear waste have been produced, but no
satisfactory solutions to the problem of their disposal have been found.
Radioactive fallout from atmospheric nuclear tests has likely led to
thousands of deaths due to cancer already; even if no more nuclear
tests are conducted, the incidence of cancer and other diseases resulting
from exposure to long-lived radio nuclides will continue to kill for
several centuries, taking a total toll of millions in all. The immense
quantities of radioactive material remaining in the ground from
underground testing around the globe are likely to lead to the
contamination of water and the food chain in the long-term” (Ramana12). Not only the health crisis, due to it most of the people were displaced
from their land of origin to somewhere else to survive. The nation only
bothers about its prestige by forgetting the lives of several thousands
of its people. Both land and the people of that place are “Oppressed,
cheated” (13) by the politicians. “Knowledge about the impact on
health and the environment from nuclear weapons production is also
not desirable to governments. All nuclear weapons states have been
so enamored of the idea of possessing bombs that are willing to pay
any price required in terms of the health of their own voiceless poor
and harm to the environment of ‘remote’ regions” (Ramana4).
Some scientist and politicians might say that the nuclear
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weapons are not for war but for peace and the national leaders burst
their bombs with pride by forgetting about the poverty in our country.
They might declare “These are not just nuclear tests, they are nationalism
tests” (6), by being ignorant about the improvement of the nation.
“The greater the number of illiterate people, the poorer the country
and the more morally bankrupt the politicians, the cruder the ideas of
what that identity should be” (11). Mahatma Gandhi stood strongly
for non-violence where as his grandson Tusbar Gandhi states about
the nuclear weapon testing as, “As an Indian I am proud it was done
in India and by Indians”. It clarifies that the politicians look at it as a
prestigious issue instead of looking down at the suffering faced by its
own people due to it.
Even though the paper looks at the result of nuclear weapons
as two distinct parts, as against nature and against human, as Bate
mentions, “ecological exploitation is always coordinate with social
exploitations” (48). Thus the destruction of nature always leads to the
destruction of human beings.
The second article “the Great Common Good” talks about
the destructions done to nature as well as to the tribes and villagers
due to the construction of Narmada Dam Project. The essay can be
read under the title, “Middle Class Urban India Versus a Rural,
Predominantly Tribal Army”, which Roy has used in this essay. In this
essay Roy questions why does the government takes wealth from one
set of people to give it to the other? “Build a dam to take water away
from 40 million people. Build a dam to pretend to bring water to 40
million people” (14). The imperial nature of the political leaders is
presented through their sayings in this article. J. Nehru utters “If you
are to suffer, you should suffer in the interest of the country” (1). Morarji
Desai speaks in a public meeting as, “We will request you to move
from your houses after the dam comes up. If you move it will be good.
Otherwise we shall release the water and drown you all” (2). The
politicians, in the name of national developments, try to bring comfort
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to the city people by punishing the villagers and the tribes, by displacing
them from their place of origin.
The whole essay talks about endangers the rural India faces
and gives as price to face the development, which has nothing to do
with it. All the developments and benefits are taken by the urban people
where as the rural suffer in order to comfort the urban and the politicians.
Mahatma Gandhi said that India lives in her village where as at present
India lives in her cities by ruining the villages. Roy gives the statistics of
displaced people that is the victim of the dam constructions.
Constructions of big dam alone till 1999, made 33 million people to
displace in India. Not only the land, they also lost their culture and
tradition due to the invasion of modernism and developments.
The tribes and the villagers are not treated equally with the
urban people in the democratic country. For the benefit of the urban
the livelihood of them are taken forcefully by the government. In most
of the cases, “The people whose lives were going to be devastated
were neither informed nor consulted nor heard” (4). Like cattle they
were moved away from one place to another.
When someone talks about the discrimination the government
shows upon the villagers, the government manipulates about the
development of the nation. Developments, which are brought into the
village, are atrocities by the Police and the Army. “The ‘fruit of modern
development’, when they finally came, brought only horror. Roads
brought surveyors. Surveyors brought trucks. Trucks brought
policemen. Policemen brought bullets and beatings and rape and arrest
and, in one case, murder (7). The development has not only suppressed
the rural people with iron hand but also nature. The lives of wild animals,
birds, insects, fishes etc get affected due to the destruction of nature.
The nature which is silent till then shows its anger upon the human
beings by causing “floods, water-logging, salinity… spread disease.
There is mounting evidences that links Big Dams to earthquakes” (2).
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When the world is in need of aforestation, the government destroys
nature in the name of developments. If the villagers get more water
due to the construction of dam, they will convert the soil which crop
single time a year into several times, which leads, “depleted and
degraded, the agricultural yields begin to wind down” (11).
In both essays Roy, however talks against Nuclear weapons and Dam,
she is not against the development of the nation. The government should
develop the nation by not destroying the natural resources of the country,
because the developments which destroy nature will “Scramble the
intelligence that connects eggs to hens, milk to cows food to forests,
water to rivers , air to life and the earth to human existence” (15).
These two essays portray the subordinate place occupied by the rural
people and nature under the imperial hands of politicians. In order to
make one part of people to live comfortable life and also to look at
the world proudly, the government pays lives of the rural people and
the nature as its price.
The parallel study shows the duel nature of the environment:
being dominant and being dominated. Whatever the role of the nature
is, it gives life sources to many livings including human beings. One
should not destroy nature for the benefit of short term happiness.
Nevertheless some scientific inventions and developments seem to be
good for the development of a nation, when it demands the destruction
of nature, the development is simply a mirage. Due to it each and
every one should take care of the environment. I conclude the paper
with the quote of Rigby to look at the world with an optimistic view.
No matter how grim the statistics on the degradation of soil, air and
water, on the loss of biodiversity, on global warming and the depletion
of the ozone layer, or rising human population and consumption levels,
we continue to wager on the possibility that the extraordinary beauty,
diversity and fecundity of the earth can, in some measures, yet to be
saved, and that we might one day learn to live on this earth more
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equitably (8).
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Abstract
The Price was written in 1967 and produced in 1968, twenty
years after All My Sons. But it is not so much about 1968 as it is
about the 1930s. Actually it depicts the era of 1930s, the period of
the Great Depression. In the play, Miller created characters that looked
back almost forty years to another moment when history caught up
with America– the Depression. The entire frame of the Great
Depression is intended to provide the socio-economic background
that plays a vital part in the tragic drama being enacted before us on
the stage. The Depression is not just an isolated phenomenon that
belonged to the thirties, it is, on the contrary, symbolic of the economic
forces and the crucial part they play in the drama of human lives. The
play explores the ramifications of the theme of human integrity in a
society governed by economic considerations. Money is certainly the
most crucial operating metaphor throughout the play. It gives the play
its rich texture of meaning by suggesting the role that economic forces
play in the lives of individuals.
********
Arthur Miller wrote The Price in 1967 and it was produced
in 1968, twenty years after All My Sons. But it is not so much about
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1968 as it is about the 1930s. Actually it depicts the era of 1930s, the
period of the Great Depression. In the play, Miller created characters
that looked back almost forty years to another moment when history
caught up with America– the Depression.
The Price shows that Miller is consistently concerned with
the treatment of human values like love and loyalty and the
corresponding socio-economic pressures which compel a man to
pursue success at the cost of these values in a bid to survive in the ratrace. It deals with these and other fundamental human problems through
the perspective of a tragedy. Miller, once again in this play, uses realism
as the foothold of tragedy by using a family structure, yet he transcends
all parochial concerns and addresses himself to certain questions which
lurk at the bottom of the present day social dilemma. This play is not
merely a domestic play, since the main force of the tragedy springs
from the underlying tension between individual freedom and socioeconomic pressures.
The Price brings together two brothers, Victor and Walter
Franz, who meet to dispose off their father’s assets. Their lives have
taken divergent paths. They have each created myths out of a past
which they have reshaped to serve current needs. At stake is their
sense of themselves, as they seek to justify what they have become,
explaining their perceived success and failure in terms of past actions,
and their sense of the world they inhabit. Resentment, accusations of
betrayal, exploitation and denial, make their confrontation
simultaneously painful and strangely curative.
The father of the two men who now come together to settle
the estate has died sixteen years before. Theirs has been a long-deferred
confrontation. When they meet they proceed to fence with one another
but their weapons are not foils but competing memories. Coming
together to share out the remains of their father’s estate, they discover
how little they share, not least the histories which might be assumed to
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be their common property. They have been bequeathed something
more than a roomful of furniture.
Although the play’s characters seem most influenced by the
1930s and World War II and the play’s conventional structure may
appear to be equally dated next to the avante-garde productions of
the off- and off-off Broadway scene of the period, the play is a timely
one. In one of his interviews with Enoch Brater, Miller answered one
of the questions asked by the audience about being one of the few
American writers who still have a connection with the Great
Depression:”One thing that was sometimes or more often obvious in
the thirties was that people had of necessity to think socially. They had
to think beyond the scope of their own little lives, and there was a
kind of a spirit of being together with other people” (254).
The play dramatizes the ambivalent relationship of the two
brothers. The Great Crash of 1929 left Victor and Walter to care for
their father who had been ruined in the Stock Market collapse. While
Victor, loyal to his father, dropped out of college to earn a living for
them; Walter went on to become a wealthy surgeon. This was the
situation during the time of Depression; brothers became each other’s
enemies. People became selfish and no love remained between father
and son.
The period of the 1930s shattered the dreams of each and
every person and it is reflected in each and every scene of the play.
The enmity between the two brothers, Victor’s doing number of jobs
to earn his living, Walter’s leaving both his brother and father in order
to have a better life, all provide glimpses of the Great Depression of
the ’30s.
Mel Gussow in an interview asked Miller if, “The Price [was]
direct from life?” Miller replied, “Well, it’s not me. But the fratricide
that goes on in a lot of these plays, the brother conflict . . .” (99). But
we can’t say that Miller and his brother Kermit were like Victor and
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Walter. In Timebends, he said that “The characters were not based
on Kermit and me, we were far different from these two, but the
magnetic underlying situation was deep in my bones” (13).
Written in 1967, this play was a reaction to two big events
that had come to overshadow all others in that decade. One was the
morally agonizing Vietnam War, the other a surge of avante-garde
plays. Miller said, “I was moved to write a play that might confront
and confound both” (“Past and its Power”). And these events have
various effects on the characters in this play.
Each of the characters in The Price has reached a crisis which
has precipitated an intense self-examination. In the course of the play,
Walter and Victor are made to confront facts which they had known
about their lives but never before dared to face. The action of the
drama itself consists of the gradual peeling away of fantasies until each
of the characters is forced to look upon the truth. The characters not
only interact with one another on a realistic level but they also bear
certain symbolic relationships to each other and to the central meaning
of the play. Victor and Walter are the archetypal brothers we find in
several Miller plays– one selfish and materialistic, the other idealistic.
Both brothers are a product of the Depression but they have reacted
to that catastrophe in opposite ways. The spectacle of his father’s ruin
inspires Walter with a kind of terror that haunts all his subsequent life.
The fear of finding himself degraded and thrown down as his father
had been, drives him to seek the kind of financial and social security
that would render him safe. Following a nervous breakdown, Walter
comes to understand the driving force at the root of his existence and
succeeds in living a slower-paced, more outgoing life after his recovery.
Victor, too, has been shaped by the catastrophe that hit his
family but in a much more complex way. His perception that the world
is merciless leads him to reject the rat-race and to assert the importance
of love, loyalty and kindness. But his matter of pension after twenty-
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five years in the police force brings on a crisis somewhat like Walter’s
nervous breakdown. After a quarter of a century planning a new life
Victor finds, when the opportunity comes, that he is unable to make a
decision. He has begun to doubt whether the values he had chosen as
a young man are, in fact, as valid as he had believed them to be.
Having started out believing that life is more important than the ratrace, he discovers that only money is respected. Part of the reason for
Victor’s uncertainty is his realization that his dream of starting again in
another career at fifty, is an illusion.
Most of Miller’s plays involve a problematic relationship
troubling two brothers and their father. Typically, one brother is faithful
to the father during some financial or moral crisis, while the other
becomes ambivalent toward him and turns to goals outside the family.
The son who leaves home, usually to follow a career, strives for
independence and self-realization but experiences severe distress, he
may feel insecure, immature or guilty of betrayal and he may also feel
the persistent influence of his father’s values after discrediting them.
His success in the outside world continues to be jeopardized by an
unresolved psychological problem that originated in the home before
his eighteenth year. Until he re-evaluates his attachment to his father
he remains disoriented and perhaps self-destructive. The Price repeats
this theme of filial disloyalty.
The play projects the two brothers examining their own
relationship in the context of their father’s role and the price they have
had to pay for the courses of action which they adopted in their lives.
Their father’s failure in the Depression called upon the two brothers
to choose either their career or filial responsibility. Victor was bold
enough to take on the role of a self sacrificing martyr. He set aside the
possibility of a good career in science because he felt that a son had a
moral responsibility to stand by his father through thick and thin. He
respected filial duty more than anything else. He kept moral values
above materialistic gains. But Walter chose to go ahead for his own
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gains. He sent a meager sum of $5 a month only because he thinks
that his father is fit enough to work. Victor had demanded $500 from
Walter who was in a position to help him but Walter had refused to
help Victor. This refusal had affected their relationship.
Although the play is set in 1967 it is our own modernity which
is on trial here. As John Baker observes rightly: “It is simply the
importance of money or material wealth versus personal integrity,
something which affects every one of us. For whatever station you
have arrived at in life, there has been a cost involved.”
The second part of the play is no less explosive as the family
secrets come to light and multiple betrayals of trust are revealed. Walter
too, it seems, has paid a heavy price for his success– friendlessness,
divorce and ultimately a nervous breakdown. Their increasingly-heated
dialogues are punctuated by the old furniture dealer, desperately trying
to make peace and save his sale, and Esther who learns that all that
glitters may not be worth the cost. The story is an uncomplicated one
on the surface. It is about one man called Victor who is selling his
departed father’s furniture to make money. Solomon is a dodgy dealer
and a very old man. He uses mind games to make Victor sell for a low
price. Victor wants a slightly higher price so he can divide the money
with his brother. In the end he concedes and just before the deal is
done, his brother Walter enters.
Walter has come with a proposition for Victor, to become a
secretary at his company– a lucrative job. Victor is concerned because
he hasn’t been trained, he didn’t go to science school like he intended
because he was looking after his ill father. Walter tells him that it was
up to Victor whether he wanted to go to science school or not, his
father just wanted to sponge off him for food and money. Unable to
take this, Victor has an argument with Walter that leaves them both
heartbroken. So, The Price refers to both the price the furniture was
sold for and the price of the brother’s relationships.
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Victor places the moral values at a higher pedestal than the
material gains. He does not let materialistic concerns get the better of
his virtues. Solomon’s present offer of $400 only, so that Victor could
gain money from Walter’s share, is not acceptable to Victor. This is
because Victor upholds moral virtues of honesty and integrity inspite
of his poor fiscal condition. Victor is compensated a bit in his life. He
has atleast something very heartening to counter the loss of monetary
advancement. His son, Richard, is studying science on a full scholarship
and is pursuing that very line which he himself once wanted to. But he
is unable to forget the past-acts of his father and brother which altered
his life.
Walter returns home to re-establish a good relationship with
his estranged brother. Their present meeting revives the nostalgia
associated with the past household belongings. Commenting on their
relationship, Santosh K. Bhatia quotes, “Their latent hostility floats to
surface and the conversation explodes into an overt post mortem of
their respective behaviour towards their father” (109).
Walter is a successful rich surgeon. But he has to pay a heavy
price for his fiscal advancements. His wealth has become his bane.
He has lost his family. His wife has divorced him. His sons have not
come up to his expectations. They don’t even live with him. He has
suffered a nervous breakdown. Now he has realized that happiness
does not lie in the wealth he has accumulated. He thinks that his brother,
Victor, has found a meaningful life by helping others in dire need. Walter
has realized that he made a wrong choice in the past. He says, “It was
only two seemingly different roads out of the same trap” (91).
As Victor visualizes the prospect of retirement, he is afraid of
the emptiness that lies ahead. His achievement, his identity, the meaning
of his life is exposed and he acknowledges what he has made of
himself, nothing. As he says to his wife, “I look at my life and the
whole thing is incomprehensible to me. I know all the reasons and all
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the reasons and all the reasons, and it ends up- nothing” (24-25).
Looking at their dreams that Esther once wrote poetry as her husband
once looked forward to a career in science, both have faded. Actually
they are made aware that money is a problem which was one of the
major issues during the periods of Depression.
Victor has to pay a heavy price in his life and this is reflected
in his words after Walter’s final revelation that all along, their father
had nearly four thousand dollars. He had asked Walter to invest that
sum for him believing that sooner or later Victor would desert him. At
this point, Victor’s response is an angry one. He angrily dismisses his
brother’s efforts at reconciliation:
You can’t walk in with one splash and wash out twenty-eight
years. There’s a price people pay. I’ve paid it, it’s all gone I haven’t
got it any more. Just like you paid, didn’t you? You’ve got no wife,
you’ve lost your family, you’re rattling around all over the place? Can
you go home and start all over again from scratch? This is where we
are; now, right here, now. (81)
Right here and now, Victor seems to have the upper
hand. By this, he shatters Walter’s attempts to buy off the past.
Furthermore, he sees and resents the implication that his life has been
a failure and his sacrifice needless. Walter betrays his own deep
ambivalence by admitting that while he might admire the decision to
forgo the rat-race, he cannot respect poverty. In the play, Walter is
the achiever as his brother is a failure. However, throughout the play,
it is revealed that he has suffered a breakdown and has been away
from his work for three years. He has disposed off his opulent apartment
and moved into a more modest one.
Walter has imbibed the materialistic values of the society to
the full. This is brought out by his words, “Were we really brought up
to believe in one another?” he asks. “We were brought up to succeed,
weren’t we? Why else would he respect me so and not you?” (89).
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He also reminds Victor of their father’s laugh when Victor needed
him: “What you saw behind the library was not that there was no
mercy in the world, kid. It’s that there was no love in this house. There
was no loyalty. There was nothing here but a straight financial
arrangement. That’s what was unbearable. And you proceeded to
wipe out what you saw” (90).As his truth sinks in, Walter elaborates
on it: “We invent ourselves, Vic, to wipe out what we know. You
invent a life of self sacrifice, a life of duty; but what never existed here
cannot be upheld. You were not upholding something, you were denying
what you knew they were. And denying yourself. And that’s all that is
standing between us now - an illusion, Vic” (90).
This play shows how human relationships tumble to fail in the
face of materialistic values. Walter becomes so money-minded that
he leaves his ailing father alone. He even breaks up his relations with
his brother. What is left behind is only hatred between the two. They
meet only to dispose off the furniture: which reflects their materialistic
attitude. It is money mania that brings the two brothers together. What
is left between them? Only that property! Those brothers, who haven’t
talked to each other, meet only for the purpose of money. But where
are the human relationships? Where is the belongingness? Where is
love? Nowhere. Everywhere is detestation. Walter becomes so
involved to make money that he even forgets his responsibility. But he
pays the price. May be this is the only punishment for him. Walter has
realized now that wealth alone is not the secret of success. The two
brothers are estranged and the conflict between them hinges on the
assumption that there is such a thing as a moral debt. Victor views his
entire life as his moral capital.
The discussion of the price of furniture leads them forth to a
discussion of the price each has paid for the life he has lived. The
effect of past on the lives of Victor and Walter is very harsh. Victor
has lived a life devoid of any material benefits because he believed in
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his father and thought that he loved him. The effect on their lives is
very aptly put forward in the following words of Esther addressed to
Victor:”It was all an act! Beaten dog!- he was a calculating liar! And
in your heart you knew it! No wonder you’re paralysed - you haven’t
believed a word you’ve said all these years. We’ve been lying away
our existence all these years; down the sewer, day after day” (87).
The effect of past on Walter is even more harsh. Walter is a
completely shattered man now. His present plight is described clearly
in Victor’s words as, “You’ve got no wife, you’ve lost your family.
You’re rattling around all over the place” (81). If Walter has a clearer
understanding of reality and the need to accept responsibility for one’s
actions he lacks Victor’s moral sensitivity. Yet the struggle is to find an
interpretation of existence which depends neither on a naive
endorsement of human perfectibility nor a cynical pose of alienation.
The Price is fundamentally about shattering illusions. But even
when Victor takes responsibility for his decision to help his father, he
reveals that his life has evolved in a way he had never predicted. He
confesses to Solomon: “It’s that you’ve got to make decisions before
you know what’s involved, but you’re stuck with the results anyway .
. . I figured I’d go on the Force temporarily, just to get us through the
Depression, then go back to school. But the war came . . . we stay
out of the rat race . . . But . . . it all ends up she wants, she wants”
(43). Once again, Miller is fascinated by how the economy shapes a
character’s fate. The Depression of the ’30s left a permanent scar on
his imagination. The conflict between brothers and between fathers
and sons continues to be paradigmatic for Miller.
In the past, both the brothers had parted from each other on
the question of moral obligation of sons to help their father. But in the
present, both Victor and Walter recapture their past. It is a story about
two brothers who come together to pinpoint the positives and negatives
of the past. However, they are the victims of the Great Depression,
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who cannot think beyond money. They meet after so many years but
still talk of only money, that is, the sale of furniture.
Thus, the era of the ’30s provided Americans with an
opportunity to examine their way of life and attitudes to the American
Dream that is to say, the conventional American ethos, to review the
ethical and moral implications of the dream, a ligament supposedly
uniting all Americans. The play, thus, subjects the conventional
American ethos to a close scrutiny, highlighting the dangerous
consequences of a blind pursuit of success and wealth.
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England has had a long tradition of drama and its association
with theatre. It has witnessed two great periods in the history of its
drama. The first being Renaissance or Shakespeare’s age, and the
second confusingly called the Renaissance of the British Drama featuring
George Bernard Shaw and the ‘New Drama’. Ironically, as the history
of English drama testifies, one do not find any woman playwright upto
the modern period. It speaks volumes about the state and status of
women in the western society as we do not find them as the members
of the elite superstructure that is dominated by the male writers. We
are bound to think as to how females, having any semblance of literary
taste and an urge to express themselves in the largely male dominated
society, might have been feeling about themselves as far as their
relationship with the power structure of that time is concerned. Whether
it be the drama rich Elizabethan period, or the transitional period or
even the democratically live Victorian period, we do not feel but the
absence of women on the stage, though they have been widely
represented by males in all the genres of literature. This absence
demands a critical thought and invites our attention to the study of that
domineering structure of power that has been the epicentre of western
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metaphysics and has been only recently dismantled and demolished
when the ‘New women’ is finally born.
The present paper is an attempt to explore and examine the
rise of female writing in the backdrop of modern British theatre which
was hardly ever the centre of female performance. Though they wrote
novels and poetry in the nineteenth century the British theatre had not
been stormed by female writers and actresses as yet. Feminist tradition,
as this paper aims at finding, scaled new heights when women
playwrights such as Dodie Smith, Gertrude Jennings and G.B. Stern
took to the stage and demonstrated the aspirations of female
consciousness before the audiences and also strengthened and
reinforced the battle of ideas that the proponents of feminism had
started in Europe.
Theorizing women’s theatre history is a problematic one. The
fact that there is no available record or written texts on women’s theatre
makes it all too difficult to reach at a particular consensus. What we
have is a representation of women as characters both on and off the
stage. This representation is done by male writer which is often too
biased and far away from reality. As theatre industry is male dominated,
most directors, writers, stagehands, casts etc. consist of more men
than women. Even the classical canons of plays are written from a
male centered point of view which is unthinkably considered ‘universal’
and the ‘norm’. This male dominance of theatre industry where
everything is seen, be it action or performance, from the perspective
of male protagonist, creates a sort of gender imbalance. In this gender
imbalance women is marginalized.
Women have been formative in the development of the novel
as a literary genre, yet they scarcely figure in the literary map of theatre
history. Women’s plays are being excluded from the theatrical canon
because of the assumption that they are domestic in nature and do not
talk about universal issues. Women playwrights hardly get published
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and there is very little available in print which makes it difficult for
women writers to be remembered as Michelene Wandor comments:
“There are a number of reasons for women’s relative invisibility
as playwrights. The first is the perennial problem of publication. As a
production process, the core of theatre is its live performance.
Commercial success in performance is used as the yardstick by which
to judge merit for publication. Since relatively few plays achieve
commercial success, relatively few see the light of the printed page,
and thus disappear from history. Without a text, plays cannot continue
to be produced; and the publication of scripts by, for example Methuen,
the largest drama publisher in this country, depends largely on the
approval of the theatres which have produced the plays. Thus decisions
about publication are essentially (if indirectly) made by theatre
directors. This militates against women playwrights’ access to
print”.(Wandor 85)
Since history is text based and, without ample texts available,
it problematises theorizing a history. Plays are meant to be performed
and a performance is ephemeral in nature this means without a written
text it is going to be in void. This lack of published texts written by
women makes it difficult to draw conclusions about women theatre
history. Due to lack of publishing, plays by women disappeared from
the stages and thus failed to be included in the dramatic literary canon.
Cheryl Robson in her introduction to play collection Seven Plays By
Women: Female Voices, Fighting Lives writes:
“Women playwrights are often considered to be unsuitable
for long-term investment because they may take time out of their writing
career to have children. With more plays by men being published
every year, it’s not surprising that plays by a women fail to be included
in courses of dramatic literature, that women’s drama is marginalized,
treated as an optional, extra for women students-who usually comprise
over fifty percent of any theatre studies department”.(Robson 5)
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Historically, women have been more in evidence as playwrights
at moments of social and cultural change such as during Restoration
period, in the early parts of twentieth century and the 1970s, a small
minority, disappearing when the social crises is over.(Wandor 122)
Though women are absent from history and are thus visible on some
occasions, especially during the social, political, cultural and economic
crises which Honor Ford- Smith describes as ‘democratic openings’,
a moment in history in which there was possibility for those who are
oppressed to intervene in history and transform their society,(Aston
3) yet it could be asserted that women writers had by then decided to
accept the challenges of the ’Brave New World’ and take the
patriarchal system head on.
For feminist theatre historians to rediscover women’s theatre
work erased by history has become altogether difficult. Since until
recently, women playwrights rarely appeared in theatre histories, so
each generation of women in theatre has had to invent themselves a
new. As theatre histories are mostly written by male writers within the
dominant discourse of patriarchy, this dominant discourse of patriarchal
ideology problematises the theorizing of feminist theatre history.
Charlotte Canning in her paper ‘Constructing Experience: Theorizing
a Feminist Theatre History’ argues that:
“As feminists, they must discover a historical method that will
allow them to tell stories of women in theatre without effecting their
assimilation into the dominant discourse or so greatly distorting the
theatre work that it oppositional potential is negated, so allowing the
works’ appropriation by patriarchal interests”.(Canning 529)
In fact, the hegemonic tradition of theatre history puts feminist
historians of theatre in a contradictory situation. They, as historians,
have to work within the male discourse of historiography which they
distrust. This distrust of feminist historians of the patriarchal biases
and assumption of theatre historiography as male further widens the
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ideological gap between the two. They felt the need to theorize and
implement a feminist theatre historiography in order to recuperate
women theatre work hidden from the history and the responsibility to
critique that work between the historical moment under consideration
and the current movement in history. In order to construct women’s
theatre history, feminists relied on essentialism (In Ontology, the view
that some properties of objects are essential to them. Actually,
essentialism is the view that, for any specific kind of entity, there
is a set of characteristics or properties, all of which any entity of
that kind must possess.) and the use of post-structuralism. Feminists
primarily focused on the notion of ‘lived experience’ of women as a
primary site for thought and action.
‘Experience’ is the process of constructing an identity in
context. The events, emotions, impressions and thought comprising
that context are inseparable from the identity they produce. By attending
to the ways that women produce and interpret experiences, the
historian can break with the masculinist definitions that have governed
history in order to make women historically visible on their own terms.
Feminists put a strong emphasis on the events and feelings of ‘private
life’ and their legitimate role in shaping the agenda of ‘public life’. One
of the slogans of the Women’s Liberation Movement (Refers to a
series of campaigns for reforms on issues such as reproductive
rights, domestic violence, maternity leave, equal pay and so on.
In other words, women’s struggle to have greater control over
their biological and in consequence, their social lives, was crucial
to the WLM campaigns.) was that ‘the personal is political’.(Aston
62) This emphasis on personal experience over tradition and had its
beginnings in the theory of ‘New left’.
Since the assumption is that theory and historiography had
been based on norms and values shaped by oppressive ideologies,
feminists sought a way to resist and discard those discourses. One
way of this approach was consciousness-raising. In this consciousness-
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raising, experience was offered as a testimony which was discussed
and analyzed as political material. This was intended to resist divisive
effects of the patriarchy. Feminists demonstrated that women’s
experience was not individual and unrelated occurrences, but part of
a large pattern in the material oppression of women. This new
politicized understanding of experience became the basis for all political
action. It was the male discourse of theatre history which dictated to
women how, when and why they would appear. By foregrounding the
lived experience of actual woman, it became possible to theorize
women’s theatre history. Thus it was this exploration of lived experience
of ‘actual woman’ which provided feminists with a method of defining
feminist theory and identifying the relationships of power, resistance
and experience.
Feminists rejected the notion that history is objective in its
treatment. As all history is based on somebody’s experience, usually
male experience which is presented as neutrally ‘universal’ so
representation of women’s experience demanded new historical
strategies and language sensitive to material. Since history is based on
male experience which is considered to be universal, hence it cannot
adequately portray women’s experience, because history has excluded
women and mystified male experience as universal.
The earliest attempts to theorize and offer a specifically feminist
view of history were produced by the women in the ‘New Women’s
History Movement’ in the mid 1970s to early 1980s. Women including
Linda Gordon, Gerda Lerner, Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, and Joan
Kelly, wrote histories of ignored topics: the history of women and
birth control, women and the family, or women and work.(Canning
532) Those were subjects that had not been previously considered
legitimate for historical investigation. The New Women’s History
Movement’ presented experience in a new way.
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In theatrical history, there is a mode of constructing a history
not available to most historians in other disciplines. Through stage
productions, women could create historical identities for themselves
and offer challenges to male hegemony that had so long controlled
theatre history both on and off the stage. As Charlotte Canning states:
“Women theatre practitioners created theatre pieces about
historical women, Anne Hutchinson or the Countess de Markieviez
for example, and about mythical women, using the figures of Antigone,
Demeter and Persephone, or Electra to re-write the received mythic
heritage that women believed had been corrupted and distorted by
patriarchal culture”.(Canning 533)
So, feminist theatre practitioners often wrote the theatre history
texts they felt need to exist by re-discovering the lived experience of
‘actual woman’ or connecting their own experience with the historical
woman. However, poststructuralist theory immediately called into
question the homogeneous definition of experience. Experience as
expressed by consciousness-raising and New Women’s History
Movement was an essentialising practice that relied on a notion of
experience as unified and fixed whole having a centre. This notion of
presenting women’s experience as authentic truth about a condition of
being a woman was challenged by poststructuralists.
Feminist historian used poststructuralist theories in order to
confront or resist the specificity of male experience that had been
universalized and mystified into a gender, class, race and sexuality as
neutral history. As theatre discourse is written by male writers and in
turn reflects male ‘experience’, this male ‘experience’ of history was
challenged and it was no longer cast as a coherent expression of truth
about women. Rather experience was treated as ‘ones’ personal
subjective engagement in the practices, discourses, and institutions
that lend significance (value, meaning, and effect) to the events of the
world.(Lauritis 159)
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Feminists borrow from both essentialism and post structuralism
as they construct their positions. As feminist historians draw upon
variety of theoretical approaches to explore women’s experience in
theatre, they often find themselves writing about things that did not
happen, events that were not documented. Inspite of this re-discovering
the experience of ‘actual woman’, it proved helpful in theorizing feminist
theatre history.
Since feminist historians have been primarily concerned with
the re-discovery of women’s playwriting which as such previously has
been ‘hidden’ by the canonical values of patriarchal system, those
values which for example enshrined Shakespeare, Ibsen, Brecht, and
left Aphra Behn, feminists were quick to claim the periods of Suffrage
and 1960s (feminist movement) as a high point for women’s theatre
history. By doing this, they paid no or less attention to those women
playwrights who were writing between two World Wars and upto
1960s. They devalue this period as less interesting politically and
formally. The women playwrights of the interwar period have been
manoeuvred out of history to a great extent. Their works were
denigrated both by critics and feminist historians. As they were writing
realist domestic comedies, feminists were afraid ‘that realism as a
dominant genre does nothing to challenge the status quo. In other
words, realism served the dominant classes.
The years between two world wars and upto 1960s are
considered less fruitful for woman playwrights in terms of feminism.
As there was no visible or organized women’s movement during the
inter-war period for their political inactiveness, so by focusing on certain
periods of history as politically active such as 1908 (Suffrage movement)
and 1960s (feminist movement) which provided context for women
playwrights, we do neglect a vast majority of women playwrights who
were writing during 1918-1962. It is assumed that women playwrights
who were writing during inter-war period lack feminist perspective
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and innovative strategy and that their work does not warrant serious
examination.
Thus, the feminist theatre historians who documented the
placement of women in theatre focused on the plays and playwrights
of specific periods (Suffrage Theatre) of women’s theatre history
thereby ignoring those playwrights who wrote in less political
environment. It is unfortunate that the work of these women playwrights
is still overlooked. The playwrights such as Dodie Smith, Gertrude
Jennings, G.B. Stern, Aimee Stuart, Clemence Dane, etc to name few,
who were writing between inter-war period and upto 1960s have
been excluded within feminism. There work is often dismissed as they
were writing for commercially oriented theatre and were writing
especially for middle class audiences. As their work does not fit in the
analytical frame work of feminism, they are very easily excluded from
theatre histories. As Maggie B. Gale States:
“Very little research has been carried out in recent years on
the non-political theatre of the years between the wars and up until the
mid-1950s. From the point of view of theatre history, many of the
female playwrights have been critically dismissed because the theatre
of their era is thought to have been both middle class and lacking in
either conceptual or ideological challenge. The general pattern of theatre
history research negates their work; current ignorance about their
contribution to British theatre is by no means entirely due to the false
marginalizing practices of recent feminist theatre historians”.(Gale 62)
The Actresses Franchise League (AFL) and its association
with Suffragette movement is seen as example of a feminist theatre
valid in its equivalent ideology and practice to that of the feminist theatre
of the late 1960’s. However, there is rarely any passing reference to
the theatre that followed the brief history of the Actresses Franchise
league. Feminist historians have perhaps intentionally or unintentionally
focused on particular periods of theatre history in order to highlight
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the periods of history of their interest. This practice has done a great
wrong to women’s theatre history as it signifies a particular period of
history as being an exception in terms of women’s creativity and theatre.
By doing this, they have foregrounded one group of writers at the cost
of another. Hence, women remain on the margins and their creative
presence is exception rather than the rule. This foregrounding of one
group of women playwrights at the cost of the other by feminist historians
of theatre history has again re-marginalized the women as ‘other’.
The women playwrights who wrote between the two world–
wars and upto 1960s are re-marginalized as ‘other’ and thus become
invisible from the history. Maggie B.Gale argues that we need to rethink
a feminist approach which values the radical at the expense of the
conservative. Rather what we need to understand are the changing
circumstances of women’s lives and their writings.(Aston 26-34)
Women playwrights who were writing between the inter war
period and upto 1960s have in common their gender and in general
have leanings towards the conservative than modern feminist scholars
would perhaps like.
This ‘lost generation’ of women playwrights writing between
1914-to 1960s is generally ignored both by feminist and non-feminist
historians: Feminist historians ignore them because their work does
not fit in the analytical frame work of feminism, and mainstream
historians reject their work as ‘frivolous’ type of domestic comedies.
It would be naive to overlook the works of these playwrights such as
Gertrude Jennings, Giwen John, Clemence Dane, Gordon Davoit,
Margaret Kennedy, Aimee Stuart, Dodie Smith, Joan Temple, Enid
Bagnold, Bridget Boland, G.B. Stern and so on. These playwrights
were writing during the inter-war period and were successful in their
own time. Commercially, they were very successful and earned more
money and acclaim from their theatre writings. However, the work is
overshadowed by movements like Suffrage and Actresses Franchise
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League. As the Actresses Franchise League and Suffragette
movements are seen as examples of a feminist theatre valid from the
feminist perspective, they do reflect feminist ideology in letter and
spirit. The years between the two world–wars are neglected in terms
of re-assessment of women-playwrights in particular and theatre history
in general. Actually there was no organized political movement in the
period in question.
The women playwrights like Dodie Smith, Gertrude Jennings,
G.B. Stern, Gordon Daviot, Joan Temple, Clemence Dane, and
American Susan Glaspell, etc, who were writing during inter-war period,
are ignored by theatre historians. Although they were not self professed
feminists but much of their work positioned perceptions of the private
lives of women inside the public arena of the theatre, foregrounding
the female experience in order to create the central narrative in their
plays.
The context of British theatre was influenced by two worldwars and the social, economic and cultural changes which were
accompanied by it. Women’s identity during this period was in a
constant state of transformation. The social changes brought about by
war had affected women’s lives greatly. Women’s role within the home
and work place changed immeasurably. The war provided an
opportunity for women of all classes to move into the public sector
and take on jobs. They were needed to work in industries during the
war, but as soon as war was over and the men came home, women
were expected to get back to their ‘proper sphere’ of domesticity,
whether this meant being back in their home, or working as low paid
domestic servant in somebody else. Thus the woman was forced back
to her domestic sphere. This created a sense of ‘dislocation both for
men and women. For many women it was impossible to readjust with
the domestic affairs.
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For women of all ages and classes, interwar years are
characterized by enormous pressures to choose between work and
the family and even after the Second World War pressures continued.
During war period as women moved enmass and occupied a male
domain of work and thus enjoyed the economic independence for
some time. However, there was a consistent pressure on women in
the first half of the twentieth century to choose between a’ feminine’
domestic life and an ‘unwomanly’ public life. When a woman moves
into a traditionally male area of employment, her level of feminity is
put into question. This thematic concern is found in many of the plays
during inter-war period. For example G.B. Stern’s The Man Who
Pays The Piper represents a serious attempt to analyze the relationship
between gender and socio-economic power. This play brings up all
kinds of questions about the nature of feminity in relation to the need
to work, whether one choose to work at all was often used as a
contributing factor to a process of defining gender boundaries. The
women who chose to work were seen as being somehow ‘manly’ or
‘unsexed’ women, even if the choice to work came out of necessity.
The majority of the plays written during inter-war period are
set in traditional ‘female’ spaces such as inside the home, in all-female
working environment, and so on. Many plays have either all-female
casts, or female characters are in the majority, and the plots are often
centered around women’s lives and experiences. So during a period
when we are led to believe by some theatre historians that there was
no significant work being done by women in theatre, there is a visible
wealth of playwriting which not only brings discourse centered on the
private lives and experiences of women onto the public stage. These
playwrights also created new employment possibilities for actresses.
Many of the women-dramatists wrote self-consciously about the nature
and conditions of women’s lives, their place in the economic order
and their difficulty, not so much as finding a voice but in finding an
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acceptable and workable identity. One such example is G.B. Stern’s
plays The Matriarch and The Man Who Pays The Piper.
Thus the majority of women playwrights during the inter-war
period were pre-occupied with certain themes such as question around
women and work, the family, mothering and the ‘female condition’ in
general are dramatically foregrounded. There were discussions about
women’s role in both post-war economics, marriage, family life,
women’s social status. There is a constant debate and theorizing on
what it meant to be a ‘woman’.
Therefore, the two world-wars had a profound impact on the
women playwrights writing between 1914 and 1962 in terms of social,
economic, and cultural changes. However, the period between the
two world-wars was less political than the women’s movement during
suffrage theatre. Bu it does not mean that women stopped writing as
there were no active political movements. Despite many deficiencies
and limitations, woman kept on writing. Their writing is informed by
the changing social, economic and political conditions of the period in
question. Although there was no visible feminist movement, yet they
do reflect the feminist concerns in their writings. So, what is important
is the way in which, as women playwrights, they represented ‘women’
in the public arena of the theatre at a time when ‘women’, the feminine
and feminity were constantly undergoing a process of negotiations.
However, the work of women playwrights writing during war
period were critically devalued as a frivolous type of drama by many
critics. As majority of plays written by women between 1914 to 1962
focused on the lives and concerns of middle class women, issues around
work and division of labor were highlighted. Since they are discussed
by both feminist and non-feminist historians, as they were writing within
the boundaries of realism, they were criticized because of their
inclination towards sentimentality, the domestic nature of their plots,
humour, etc. However, by writing realistic domestic comedies, they
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were consciously or unconsciously promoting an ironic mixture of
conservatism and feminism. The conservative element is pronounced
in the class of women about which they choose to write (writing about
middle-class life) as well as they choose to write in a dominant
discourse. The feminism comes out through the conscious portrayal
of women in the public sphere, whether through choice or necessity
and in some cases both. They do not represent on stage the many
strikes of women but they do write positive images of women at work.
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Silence of Women in Naylor’s Linden Hills

First published by Ticknor and Fields in 1985, Linden Hills
is the second novel of Gloria Naylor. In many ways it continues with
the themes of her first novel The Women of Brewster Place (1982),
which had narrated inter-related tales of seven African-American
women residing in a dead end street of a ghetto. It portrays how
women suffer insensitivity and violence at the hands of men from their
own families and communities and weaves their despair and betrayal
in a succinct tale of love and loss. Linden Hills also takes up the issue
of the suppression of women within and outside familial structures and
puts it within discussions related with the construction of genders and
the economic consequences of such constructions. The story line of
the novel maps several generations and puts across the socio-economic
changes in the lives of Black American women over a passage of
time, enabling us to interpret the novel as a contemporary writing,
while simultaneously making it a new-historic commentary on the shifts
taking place in the lives of black women in a capitalist democracy.
In the works of Gloria Naylor realism subordinates the
allegory. Naylor has used locations in a highly evocative manner. The
locality of Linden Hills emerges as a symbol of the marginalization of
women and also of the oppressive power structures within the black
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community. The novel showcases how the amalgamation of patriarchy
with socio-economic forces adds newer magnitude to the subjugation
of women within a culture. Linden Hills narrates the story of the
Nedeeds – men as well as women. Critics have commented on its
similarities with Dante’s Inferno. The marginalization of women
characters and absolute loss of their subjectivity begins with the first
generation of the Nedeeds. The first Luther Nedeed had purchased a
slave to run his household and establish his dynasty. After the birth of
his son, he had legally imparted the free status to his son. This act had
meant that the mother of their son was not only a slave to him; but
would continue to be a slave of her own son also. Whereas Naylor’s
first novel The Women of Brewster Place (1982) had depicted the
financial independence of women and their struggle to keep the family
intact through it, Linden Hills underscores the abject commodification
of women by focusing on their economic dependence which aggravates
the social and racial dimensions of their exploitation. When the novel
opens, the reader is told that the Luther of the present generation had
“not followed the pattern of his fathers and married a pale-skinned
woman”, “He knew those wives had been chosen for the color of
their spirits, not their faces” (LH 18)
Linden Hills is a story of the five generations. The location at
Linden Hills was purchased by the first generation of Nedeed in 1820,
a time when vast stretches of land could still be claimed. The ambition
behind the purchase however never had any humane dimensions. The
first Luther Nedeed had sold his octoroon wife and six children into
slavery and had moved from Tupelo, Mississippi to purchase land in
an unspecified location. The land had remained with him and later on
with his sons for more than a hundred and fifty years. The first Luther
– his son and grandsons bore the same name and also had stark physical
resemblance with him – opened a funeral parlor and later on leased
the sections of the land to black families. To him the land symbolized
not only Black achievement but also his abhorrence of the Whites and
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one-upmanship in social hierarchy. Naylor posits how Linden Hills
was not only “one cry of dark victory for blacks” (LH 16), but also a
“wad of spit right in the white eye of America” (LH 8).
When the novel begins, the ambition of the first Luther Nedeed
has already been realized. Linden Hills is different from the other black
societies because of its affluence. It comprises of showcase homes
with elegant lawns, which are the resorts of wealth. ‘Somehow making
it into Linden Hills meant “making it” (LH 15)’. Furthermore, residence
in the Linden Hills society was difficult to get. No one knew the precise
qualifications of getting a home in this locality. Everyone has been
aware that only certain people could avail homes in Linden Hills. ‘Linden
Hills – a place where people had worked hard, and saved hard for
the privilege to rest in the soft shadows of those heart shaped trees’(LH
15). Another class distinction exists within this locality. When people
arrive at Linden Hills their quest continues for a house on Tupelo Drive
which is considered to be the pinnacle of achievement and noticeable
success in the Black community. People however are not aware that
the economic vigor of Linden Hills is based on a sheer exploitation of
women. The turnover of the owners of Linden Hills, the Luther
Nedeeds, has emanated from the basest facets of patriarchal practices.
Linden Hills portrays the cruelty of men towards women.
Generations of men – owners of Linden Hills – have imprisoned their
women and wives in the basement; their purpose having been limited
to the production of an heir to the Nedeed property. The helplessness
of Black women has often been pointed at by feminist critics. Bell
Hooks has remarked in Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center
that the position of Black women is “unusual”. White women and
Black men can be both oppressed and oppressors. White women
suffer from sexist biases but racism allows them to discriminate against
the Black people; whereas Black men have to suffer racist
discrimination but their gender enables them to subjugate their women.
Hooks comments in this context:
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As a group, black women are in an unusual position in this
society, for not only are we collectively at the bottom of the occupational
ladder, but our overall social status is lower than that of any other
group. Occupying such a position, we bear the brunt of sexist, racist
and classist oppression. At the same time, we are the group that has
not been socialized to assume the role of exploiter/oppressor in that
we are allowed no institutionalized “other” that we can exploit or
oppress.” (Hooks 16)
Linden Hills piquantly underscores the truth of Bell’s
argument. The absolute isolation of Black women can be witnessed
in the following letter of Luwana, written to herself in the margins of an
old copy of the Bible, “It seems so unjust that I am barred from having
friends among the white wives because of my husband’s color and
among the colored because of his wealth” (LH 120). The wives of all
Luther Nedeeds were imprisoned and led to gradual painful death by
their husbands and masters once they had given birth to the heir. Mrs.
Luther Nedeeds of all generations- Luwana, Evelyn, Priscilla and Willa
- had to endure oppression and imprisonment in the basement for
being simply Mrs. Nedeeds. Their bodies were kept dead bolted in
the basement. Luther Nedeed I had sold his first Octoroon wife and
six children to the Cajun saloon Keeper for the purchase of Linden
Hills. It was rumored that he had purchased his wife as she did not
look more than eighteen years in age. This eighteen years old purchased
slave wife was Luwana Packerville who was bonded legally to Luther
Nedeed I. She had a male child from Luther Nedeed I. When the
child, Luther II, was able to eat solid food, Luther I had gone to the
solicitor to draw up free papers for the baby. Afterwards Luwana
was owned by his son as a slave woman and her child was instructed
to desert her. As Angela Y. Davis puts it, “The housewife, according
to bourgeoisie ideology is her husband’s lifelong servant” (Davis 225).
Luwana had expected that her marriage would set her free. Sadly she
realizes that there was no law in the country to free slaves. She was
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kept imprisoned unaided in the basement. As a result, she was split in
personality. She wrote letters addressed to her own, in the New
Testament of the Bible, “Since I was brought from a place where I
had no mother or father, no sister to call my own, to whom could I
send my blessings for good health, God’s faith, love – and from whom
could I receive them?” (L H 20). A similar fate was meted out to
other women - Mrs. Evelyn Creton, the wife of the next Luther Nedeed,
committed suicide on the occasion of Christmas Eve by consuming
roach poison blended in the ice-cream. Angela Y. Davis states in
Women, Race & Class that “within U.S. Black Feminism, race, class,
gender and sexuality constitute mutually constructing systems of
oppression” (Davis 2011). Gender theories sensitize us to the fact
that the body is considered as an instrument and medium through
which culturally set meanings are recognized. These aspects are clearly
discernible in the thematic motifs of Linden Hills.
Willa, wife of the fifth Luther, becomes the chronicler of the
Nedeed wives. Imprisoned in the basement with her son, whom she
has witnessed creeping painfully and slowly towards death, she
stumbles on the remains of the previous generations of Nedeed wives
and attempts to reconstruct their lives. She stumbles on the letters
written by Luwanna. Her silence is so complete that it is not even
noticed. She writes letters to herself to hold on to her sanity. Willa also
finds the writings of Evelyn Creton in the form of recipe books and
records of grocery purchase. Missy Dehn Kubitschek comments that
Willa becomes “not only an audience for Evelyn but (her) creator”,
“constructing an entire character” from Evelyn’s details (Kubitschek
121). Always covered under stiff corsets, high – necked collars and
heavy shirts, Evelyn used to spend too much time in the kitchen to
prepare her own recipes, “The women cooked as if she were
possessed. What drove her to make that kitchen her whole world” (L
H 141). Through her scribbling in the old copy of the Bible and Willa’s
readings, Evelyn also comes across as a woman who is awake to the
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needs of her body. Having been denied the sexual pleasure in her
marriage she falls back on her culinary skills and clings to old whispered
tales of herbs and roots which can act as aphrodisiac if mixed in food:
The amaranth seeds, snakeroot and dove’s heart that Evelyn
Creton kept mixing and measuring page after page, month after month.
A little more of this, a little less of that. His coldness and distance, the
feeling that things weren’t the way they should be must lie in something
that she just wasn’t doing bright. If she hung in there long enough, he
will change (LH 148).
Willa, Mrs. Luther Nedeed V, finds a remark in the final section
of Evelyn Creton’s recipe; consoling herself that there is nothing
erroneous in what she has been doing. Evelyn is also forced to commit
suicide once she realizes the futility of her efforts. She starves herself
by eating little and taking strong doses of laxatives before actually
consuming poison. Germaine Greer has quoted Friedrich Engles’ “The
Origin of the Family” in her seminal book Female Eunuch, stating
that the modern individual family “is founded on the open or concealed
slavery of the wife … within the family he is the bourgeois and his wife
represents the proletariat” (Greer 247). The silence of women in
Linden Hills corroborates the stand taken by Greer in her critique.
Another Nedeed woman Priscilla McGuire who is Evelyn’s
daughter-in-law is also led to a slow bewildering death owing to the
stifling surroundings of her life. The story of her life is portrayed through
a bunch of snap shots which Willa finds in the basement where she has
been captivated like the previous generations of Nedeed wives. In the
first photograph she is depicted as having ‘soft compassionate eyes’
and ‘slender arms’, “Large, oval wells with a bottomless capacity to
absorb any seen or unseen challenge” (LH 205-06). The photographs
taken after her marriage show her sitting in the wing chair whereas
Luther Nedeed is standing beside her with a hand firmly placed on her
shoulder. Despite being attired in formal stiff dress, Priscilla conveys a
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sense of spontaneity with “the arch of her brows and lips seemed set
to burst into laughter” (LH 206). However in subsequent photos her
spontaneity gradually evaporates and she allows herself to be
dominated by her husband and son. Priscilla was an enlightened woman
as can be deduced from the text of the novel; she voted the socialist
ticket in the 1920 polls – a significant date in the chronology of feminist
movement, was familiar with the works of Darwin and Lawrence and
had seen the stage show of A Doll’s House. Yet her resolve is gradually
shattered and she blots out her face in her later photographs – “Cleaning
fluid. Bleach. A drop of hot grease” – writing “me” in the empty space
(LH 249). The silence of these three women tells us how the very
being, the very core of existence can be thwarted by the patriarchal
forces. Linden Hills becomes a particularly poignant novel as it focuses
on the victimization of Black women by Black men. Elaine Hedges
and Shelley Fisher Fishkin in their
Introduction to Listening to
Silences: New Essays in Feminist Criticism have talked about the
significance of Tillie Olsen’s talk at the Radcliffe Institute in 1963.
Olsen had talked about the unnatural silences which result from
circumstances of being born in the wrong sex, race or class. She
“pioneered a new critical territory” by putting the issue of silence at
the centre of feminist enquiry. The Nedeed women in Linden Hills
are unable to maneuver away from the silence which has imprisoned
them. Their struggle to retain their lives and sanity allows them no
scope to negotiate their unvoiced incarceration.
In her article Gloria Naylor’s “Linden Hills”: A Modern
“Inferno” Catherine C. Ward has argued that the Nedeed women
have betrayed themselves:
Each has cooperated with her husband’s denial of her value
Luwanna is Luther’s silent victim, who renounces God instead of
renouncing her husband’s treatment. Evelyn tries to earn her husband’s
love for a while, but finally gives up and destroys her own body. Priscilla
is worse. Without a fight, she watches as the shadows of her husband
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and son blot out her soul. (Ward 80)
She holds these women accountable for their own obliteration,
comparing them with the three arch-traitors whom Satan chews on in
Circle Ten of Dante’s Inferno. She however overlooks the finality of
their situation which has left them without any tools to fight the tyranny
of their husbands. Traditional gender roles also assign certain power
or its lack to men and women in any society. Economic dependence
of women in the given setting, as well as the cultural norms of the
society, compels women to accept their inferiority as fact. The issues
of race are further aggravated by gender related constrictions as female
psyche is conditioned to accept her inferiority within power relations.
These differences/priorities are so ingrained in the psyche that even
Sigmund Freud maintained – as quoted by Alsop et al. - that
“conventional gender positions provide the best defense the individual
has against painful and inhibiting neurotic symptoms because they fit
with the requirements of culture; they are therefore more comfortable
to live with” (Alsop et al. 47).
If Naylor has presented the painful silence of women in Linden
Hills, she also presents an amelioristic vision through Willa’s actions.
Willa Prescott Nedeed is the wife of the fifth Luther. She is able to
recall her self-hood and the chronology of events leading to her
imprisonment in the basement by her husband. She knew as a child
that her feet “could take her anywhere in the world” (LH 277). She
also chose to marry Luther because she wanted to be his wife (278).
She also knows that if tried by any court she would be acquitted as a
good mother and a good wife and she could claim that identity for six
years, till the moment Luther decided to punish her for her perceived
treachery (279).
Willa was pale-skinned, of a dull brown shade. Her dilemma
had started when she had given birth to a son who had a fair skin,
even though Luther was dark. Luther V looked at the whiteness of
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this boy as the destruction of five generations of black Luther Nedeed.
The child remained unnamed and was avoided by his father. Nedeed
men had always viewed Linden Hills as a dark victory for blacks
outside and inside the place. The idea of a fair skinned Nedeed is
unpalatable to him, “… a ghostly presence that mocked everything his
fathers had built. How could Luther die and leave this with the future
of Linden Hills? He looked at this whiteness and saw the destruction
of five generations …. Luther tried to discover what had brought such
havoc into his home” (18). Furthermore, Luthers had always
considered that traditions were sacrosanct and if continued, would
guarantee similar results as they had given in the past, “He had done
that - it was followed to the word. Like every Nedeed before him, his
seed was released at the vernal equinox so the child would come
during the Sign of the Goat when the winter’s light was weakest. It
had been infallible for generations, so what was wrong now?” (1617). Luther also consulted a doctor to be sure of his reproductive
powers. After having received a medical confirmation he decided that
he had allowed “a whore into his home but he would turn her into a
wife (19). He would have divorced Willa but no one in his family was
a divorcee. The taming of a whore into a wife meant that Willa and her
son were banished into the old morgue in his basement: “twelve
concrete steps away” from the kitchen where Willa had been a mother
and a wife. Luther restricts the supply of cereal and water to them.
The son dies, but Willa survives. By Christmas Eve she is weak and
emaciated. However her inner resolve gives her strength to rebuild
her life. When she looks at her reflection in the a broken pan of water,
she realizes that she still lives. She also thinks of her grandmother
Tilson who used to warn her children not to lose their souls. She decided
to live and accepts the reality. She takes small sips of water to sustain
herself somehow and decides to rebuild her life, “She would take
small sips, very small sips – and think. Now that she had actually seen
and accepted reality, and reality brought such a healing calm. For
whatever it was worth, she could rebuild” (268). Willa regrets the loss
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of her son, also of the six years of her life, yet she decides to reclaim
her life. She is aware that she also possesses an identity, a self-hood,
which is independent of her identities as wife and mother:
“Upstairs, she had left an identity that was rightfully hers, that
she had worked hard to achieve. Many women wouldn’t have chosen
it, but she did. With all its problems, it had given her a measure of
security and contentment. And she owed no damned apologies to
anyone for the last six years of her life”. (280)
Willa ultimately dies. Luther is also killed in the fire. Willa’s
death in a way destroys an oppressive dynasty. Teresa Goddu has
opined that Willa’s self-determination “like all female history in this
book, ends in self-destruction and disappearance”. The fire not only
erases Willa’s identity, but also burns all the records of female history
in the basement. Goddu comments that the ending of Linden Hills
echoes and reconstructs only a male history and criticizes Naylor for
her essentialism (Goddu 226). However, other critics feel that the
Naylor’s denouement in the novel is appropriate. Catherine Ward
comments that the novel strips the reader “of the ease of innocence”;
taking him on “a perilous pilgrimage” and forcing him to “consider the
hidden cost of his choices” (Ward.net). Christopher Okonkwo
comments that Willa’s “self – sacrifice” not only envisions cleansing of
the (original) sin wrought on the world (of Linden Hills) by a male,
Luther Nedeed, but also, “in a larger racial/ political sense, it (re)
establishes strong black womanhood at the centre of black liberation
struggle and discourse”. (Okonkwo 131).
The silence of women in Linden Hills is a telling comment on
the interrelationships of race and gender. It showcases how the
patriarchal forces can coalesce with socio-economic institutions and
augment their cruelty towards women. Gendered norms and practices,
on the one hand forced the Nedeed women to remain silent in their
suffering, and on the other made the Nedeed men comfortable in their
callous treatment of their wives. Willa’s determination also underscores
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the message that women have to negate their silence in order to have
any prospect of straight life. The novel chronicles that the power, finance
and tradition of patriarchy overcomes racial oneness and that gender
issues have to be talked about separately within the gambit of race.
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Translation : A Study of BaniBasu’s The Enemy Within

At unexpected moments, some men and women are born out
of fire in order to fulfil mysterious needs of the time -spirit. History
uses them just once, then discards them. Whatever remains unused is
like the burnt out bits of the bomb that has exploded. This transformation
from fire to ash consists of inhuman agony at every stage. But hardly
anyone bothers to find out or understand. What we get at the end, is
so little in comparison with what is exhausted, that there remains no
excuse, no consolation remains when the explosion is over. (Datta,
04)
Literature is life seen from the perspective of the writer, the
experience that echoes the sound of the sense quietly perceptible by
the essence it alchemizes in the form of felt experience also known as
the aesthetic experience. The greatness of the writer lies in the ability
to achieve this experience which I would term as the emotional
rationale, as it is the synthesis of emotion with the essential realization
of some deeper truth, the text unfolds. However, the question arises
whether a translated text too is able to correspond to identical aesthetic
footage. G. N. Devy rightly states, “The translation problem is not just
a linguistic problem. It is an aesthetic and ideological problem with
important bearing on the question of literary history” (Devy 405)
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And like writer a translators’ ability too counts on the effective
stimulation of aesthetic experience via the textual narrative. And no
mind has been as exposed to multilingual transcultural influence as that
of an Indian. Indian literary history is the product of overlapping culture
and traditions, where multiple influences have went into the making of
its literary dimension. Being multilingual, multiple cultural constructs
have influenced the living tradition of Indian thoughts as a result the by
product of every age has been multi lingual too. There have been
many writers writing in more than one language. G. N. Devy says
about them:
None of them shows any signs of any unusual anxiety about
being torn or split between traditions. An average Indian reader, if he
is reasonably well educated, reads works in his own language, in one
or two other Indian languages….; and yetdoes not feel anxiety or guilt
for the loss of his linguistic, literary or cultural identity.Indian tradition
has given to every sensitive Indian capacity to internalize a multiplicity
of traditions. (Devy401)
Translation is more than a mere linguistic accomplishment. It
transcends beyond the linguistic transference to translating
consciousness so as to achieve the aesthetic demeanor.
The opening lines of the paper very clearly resonates the theme
and the felt experience in the novel undertaken for study, the basic
emotional rationale, what can be termed and described as the sum
total of bhâva as per the Indian Aesthetics, that the text generates to
give rise to a particular Rasa or relish. Here it would be pertinent to
address that no matter how far the so called modernist literary critics
digress from the subjective consideration, the text as a whole does
open up some pavement to this ignored aspect and in the end does
succeed in raising a particular emotion thereby, leading to an aware
sense of being. But the fact that such an equation of sense and essence,
of the awareness and the aesthetic experience is hard to achieve at is
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true for a translator than for the writer writing in his mother tongue. As
a writer’s ability to transmute his emotions and feelings is effectively
rendered in his mother tongue than the adopted language, the source
text achieves accomplishment as a whole in form, sense as well as the
essence. Translation therefore, is complex, tedious, of great
responsibility and a difficult endeavour as it requires the translator to
reach out to the essence of the source language via the structural
parameters, which generally gets strayed since the focus is more on
the establishment of sense and linguistic device which obviously cannot
be ignored being the very foundation on which both the texts i.e. the
source as well as the translated texts exist. Translation therefore
requires both patience and a thorough understanding of the language,
subject matter, empathic induction, milieu, and cultural parlances to
achieve what can be termed as the ideal translation, which is beyond
the confinements of any theory. Translators’ job is multidimensional;
all his efforts are towards ‘ideal’ translation. Though, one may not be
able to define ideal which can but be definitely explained and
understood as an act beyond the reached off and outside the
confinements of stipulated translation theories. One has to transcend
the boundaries to sail on the similar boat to reach the mark. It can be
asserted that the ideal translation is one which communicates the
‘intension’ of the original writer in the best possible way reaching to
the same level of understanding and the aesthetic pleasure, which is
the product of human soul and therefore hard to reach at.
Translation as an act of re creation aims at the transfer of
thoughts and ideas from one language, the source language to the
other language, the target language of both texts and utterance as
accurately as possible. While the intent of the translator is to capture
the intention of the source language, his purpose in undertaking the
task as well as the material he chooses to fulfill his aim may vary which
in turn tends to affect both the character as well as the end product of
the process of translation. On the other hand the nature of material
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also determines the purpose of translation. Broadly there are four
aims of translation namely, pragmatic, ethnographic, linguistic and
aesthetic-poetic. The pragmatic translation aims to translate the message
as effectively as possible. The emphasis is on the content of the
message. Ethnographic translation is the one that explicates the cultural
context of the source and second language version. The linguistic
translation is concerned with the equivalent meanings of the constituent
morphemes of the second language and grammatical form, but the
aesthetic- poetic focuses both on the information, and emotions, feelings
and beauty involved in the source text. It should be noted that the
aesthetic- poetic is not only ignored but express consideration is given
to the literary mode as a result the aesthetic- poetic is frequently
sacrificed at the altar of translation. But it is to be noted that out of all
these aims, aesthetic-poetic is the most difficult to realize and is most
demanding of the translator’s task and achievement as he is subject to
the overall considerations of form, meaning and aesthetic pleasure. A
good translator thus tries to achieve the purpose of aesthetic- poetic
in translation. In other words differences between a good translation
and the ones which are not said to be based on the criteria of linguistic
competence, comprehensibility and aesthetic pleasure whose
accomplishment is extremely difficult since there are numerous
languages, literary genres and literary styles along with the reader’s
dimension and the writer’s intension and purpose of translation to
fulfill the purpose of relishment.
The relationship between aesthetics and translation is most
crucial to successfully affect the process. However, the issue whether
aesthetics is by itself a criterion of a quality translation or whether a
high quality translation is always an aesthetic literary needs to be
understood. In this regard it can be said that the original text possesses
the quality to render an emotional understanding which enables the
arousal of aesthetic pleasure or the dominant Rasa via the act of
reading. Since the task is essentially critical and requires abundant
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skill, it can capture the intentions of the writer in the best possible way
via the linguistic nuances, stylistic effects and amalgamation of the basic
elements that renders structural unity and coherence to the narrative
either with or without conforming to the set standardize aspects
followed in source text however, conforming to the aesthetic appeal.
This problem exists even in the case where the writer and the translator
are the same. Most presumably, the translator does his best to work
out a compromise between both the texts to fulfill the goal of succeeding
to express the same intentions in the target language. Apart from the
knowledge of the two languages, whether the translator succeeds or
not to re-express depends, for the most part, on his aesthetic sensitivity
and mental agility.
A novel like drama is an enactment of protagonists intensions
situated in a particular socio-cultural milieu, interacting with other
characters thereby causing action and reaction in the form of various
abhinayas i.e. acting or expression, namely Egika abhinaya i.e.
voluntary and non-voluntary expression to depict emotions and feelings.
Vcika abhinaya i.e. verbal expression that express emotions and
feelings with tone, pitch and expressive devices, hrya abhinaya via
costume, setting or background to enhance the feelings and emotions.
And lastly sâttvika abhinaya i.e. involuntary and non-verbal
expression reflected by sudden deep reaction by tears, horripilation,
change of facial colour, trembling of lips etc to express deepest feelings.
When all these factors are artistically conceptualized the magic of a
heightened awareness takes place. But this achievement is a translator’s
challenge translation is therefore, equally interesting difficult and
complex. The translator has to be careful, responsible so as to reach
at the equation. Jayanti Datta has very successfully rendered translation
of Bani Basu’s ‘Antrarghat’ as ‘The Enemy Within’. She has reached
to the level of an ideal translation by being able to capture the intention
of the writer. The narrative right from the opening of the first chapter
till the very last, is able to synthesize the structural and linguistic pattern
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to bring forth the theme of the novel. The entire narrative is so gripping
and full of suspense that it appears like a thriller as multiple emotions
rise during the course of the narrative. But as we reach by the end all
the subordinate bhâvas culminate into one dominant rasa of œoka.
The Enemy Within deals with the contemporary issue of Naxal
movement that is still one of the burning issues to rock the nation as a
whole. The story is woven around and within the backdrop of the
turbulent era of the early seventies which saw the emergence of Naxalite
movement that left an indelible impression on the Bengali psyche. What
began as a revolutionary movement turned out to be a tragedy writ in
blood and terror causing a debacle to the system and more so to the
very faith and spirit of the intelligentsia that had ruthlessly decided to
purge the nation of corrupt socio-political politicizing and practices
thereby setting their mind to thought whether such violent steps of
purgation are the sole panacea of reform and mass transformation.
The author does not propagate the ideology, neither details
into the cause of the movement, nor is judgmental over the issue but is
concerned with its aftermath that resulted into a tragedy. Bani Basu in
the afterword of the novel says:
….The curtain goes up about a decade later when everything
can be seen and assessed in perspective. It turns out to be a
tragedy of conscience for everybody concerned. The past
decade haunts each and everyone. From the apparently calm
exterior, no one can dream what terrible scars the erstwhile
protagonists carry within. One can escape the police, flee the
country, but not for ever. Destiny overtakes, if not by death, as
least by searing self-reproach. (Datta 169)
The story develops in backward motion and the plot fluctuates
from past to present gradually unveiling the main event that led to the
tragedy of the people who gave their head and heart and soul to the
zealous mission for a clean and unpolluted social fabric. The brutal
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dance of death in the name of revolution has already taken place. The
story begins when the action has gradually subsided on the external
front, quietness prevails, and life flows at its usual pace. The present is
again ruffled, the pain, scar and the agony of the horribly brutal memory
is again brought to the fore.
The novel questions the validity of mere idealistic streak that
provoke young men and women to walk through the bonfire of
strenuous ordeals, to stake their lives to reach at their motives to bring
about transformation through violence and bloodshed. Though the
main character is the movement itself, yet it revolves around the central
character, Bibi, a young university student, dissenter by nature drawn
into the thick of action by her very impulse when she questions her
English professor why should they be taught, The Twelfth Night.
The leader picked her out; she had many questions for them too but
was quietly reminded in the words of Macbeth: “we are in blood
steeped in so far that, should we wade no more, returning was as
tedious as go o’er” (Datta 72). She finds herself into thick of the
movement. There seems no way out, eventually both her brothers
were rounded up for brutal police interrogation.
The thread of the story begins after the gap of fifteen years of
the horrific incident when all the people involved in the movement
reappear but under different names and in unexpected roles, gradually,
the event is relived, pain and fear foreground by reminiscence and
memory. Since the narrative fluctuates from past to present, the structure
assumes a distinctive approach to unleash both the sense of the novel
by realization via the emotional experience, the aesthetic pleasure it
arouses in the aesthete, the reader. The structure makes the narrative
interesting. All the chapters move in a gradual pace and suddenly the
narrative shifts to some distant past. Jayanti Datta allows the characters
to lead the action. And the reading gives the impression that there are
two stories running parallel having no connection at all, yet when the
events intersect each other, the reader are suddenly taken in for a
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surprise and in an instant like a flash the entire story falls into a linear
whole, drawing to a aesthetes to a new sense of awareness in the
emotional experience by having an aesthetic experience of rasa
realization.
Bani Basu was able to trace the emotion of the horrible phase
because she was a witness to some of the horrific incidents which fids
mention and description in the novel. She herself states in the Afterword
of the translation about the reason of her writing the text:
But it was not out of indignation alone that I wrote this book.
It was out of immense sadness, that a whole bright generation
couldthus be misguided to a state of mental decrepitude, that
so many class institutions could be laid waste, and the
prevailing education system ruined. (Data 170)
Jayanti Datta’s achievement as a translator is duly credited
because she too belongs to the same socio-pollitical milieu of similar
cultural garb, and aware of the psychological nuances of the Bengali
streak of mind and character. Her intention for translating a text does
not only lie in the sense of understanding the background and the
equation of Bengali character but the similar sense of waste which the
author had felt that motivated her to translate the text. The credit of
achieving similar emotional equation goes to Jayanti Datta who has
effectively succeeded in portraying the age, horror, pain, frustration
and utter waste that came in its wake. She has tried to retain the
feeling of ‘aching sense of waste’ in the process of translating the text.
Though she is aware about the problem of translation but the recourse
she adopts ultimately fulfills her end of translation:
The continuing problem of translation is the risk of opaqueness
on the one hand or submission to the needs of ‘re-programing’
a text taking the receiver’s previous knowledge, his culturally
conditioned expectations into consideration. The so called
‘retrospective translating’ deliberately expexts the target
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language’s reader acquire an insight into the sender’s language
and culture, to ‘come’, as it were, to the source text. (Datta ix)
And she has made a balanced approach by retaining the cultural
condition into consideration by retaining customs, rituals, terminology
used for relations or some statements that give both the flair and a feel
of the overall emotional rendering. All these references have an
association to the inner form and are likely to lose their essence when
rendered into translation; therefore, they give the similar feel of the
original text in its renderings. Jaynti Datta reaches out to the level of
emotional rationale by using poetic language which heightens the
sentiment of revolution. The structural and linguistic parameters sensitize
the readers for the realization of rasa on the whole which does not
turn out to be easy as the narrative is not linear in movement and
events fluctuate between past and present which breaks the essence
at many a place disrupting emotional appeal. But Jayanti Datta has
retained the flow logically by incorporating sudden and swift nuances
in the speech that gives a sense of feeling of the action and reaction to
the situation of any incident. The scene, tempo and tone of the novel
shifts alternatively after every chapter, it appears as if there are two
stories moving side by side. One story line deals with the young
university student, Bibi drawn headlong into the movement and the
other about Bratiti, a young married woman leading a quiet, simple
but pained life and there is no inherent or apparent connection with
the characters, their name, even situation and motives which direct
their life but when the entire narrative nears the end, the readers are
able to synthesize the narrative of both the threads into one composite
whole.
The challenge for rasa realization in the given text is the uneven
fluctuating thread of narrative that shuffles alternatively between two
different levels of story thereby, causing a hindrance to the flow of
thought and disrupting emotional flow the essential to Rasa realization.
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Two threads of narrative move side by side. The first story deals with
Bibi, Munni, Bappa, Bacchu, Antu who are are vicyâlambana or
âœraylambana placed in the uddîpanavibhâva of the Naxalite
movement. All these characters wish to transform the social structure
and the existing rotten education system awed by idealistic notion of
aggressive transformation. ‘Red Terror’ is the uddîpanavibhâva which
acts as the backdrop for the characters toact and enact thereby arousing
vybhicâribhâvas that culminate into basic sentiment. The other thread
of the narrative deals with Parmartha Ray, his wife Jayanti Ray,
SumantaSengupta, his wife ParomitaSengupta and Arnya Mukherjee
and his wife Bratiti Mukherjee who are vicyâlambana or
âœraylambana All these characters happen to meet at the same place
owing to the common workplace which is the uddîpanavibhâvba,
the circumstantial cause that accentuate the rise of a particular emotion.
The storyline of both these narratives move independently without
any connection, either in the circumstance or character description.
The first part of the story deals with the tragic event of the
Naxal movement that triggered in no time and spread like wild fire in
Calcutta inspiring urban youth who had turned restless with the nonperformance and corruption of the existing system. The story describes
the gaining momentum of the revolution among the university students
who became naxalite under the fireband leadership of Charu Majumdar
and Kanu Sayal. Their signal slogan was, “power flows from the barrel
of a gun”. They plan to organize a People’s Liberation Army to knock
the class enemy and throw away the present reactionary system of
government. They are confirmed that the road to revolution is slippery
with blood and so unanimously they chant, “Down with parliamentary
democracy!”, “China’s Chairman is our Chairman!”, “Naxalbari-Red
Salute!” (Datta 23) Here vicyâlambana, Munni, Antu and all the
young students of university, who secretely toil to spread the fire of
revolution and âúrayalambana, Bibi in the course of her argument with
the english teacher regarding the justification of teaching The Twelfth
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Night, give rise to bhâva of utsâha. Soon the protest grew into a
procession and all the classes were suspended leading to the rise
auxiliary, vîra rasa. The same enthusiasm is visible when Bibi goes to
meet the leader of the urban Naxal movement in some dark corner of
the city. The interaction between Munni, Bibi and later of Bibi with
Antu issues discontent and doubt about the intention and ideology
that directs the movement in Bibi, but she doesn’t get satisfying reply.
She has a question but is replied, “There are times, when there is no
time left for questions. Nor for answers.” (Datta 24) this germinates a
sense of sadness and pain both in Bibi and the readers, who feel signs
of impending sorrow in the turn of the story. And in no time, the
movement does take a bloody turn. Bibi’s brothers Bacchu and Bappa
too are dragged in the movement. Here the uddîpanavibhâva
dominate the description as the focus is more on the bloodshed and
naked dance of death that begins to play in the wake of revolution.
Some of the political leaders and lumpens in the guise of Naxal action
go on a killing spree, killing whoever they have a grudge against. These
people did not know either the Marxist, Leninist or Maoist doctrine
but like raving mad men lashed with daggers in group began attacking
from behind any known against whom they had grudge in some dark
corner of street striking repeatedly with choppers leaving him
slaughtered and butchered to pieces and writing in his blood, ‘long
live Chairman Mao, Naxalbari- Red Salute.’ These murderous incidents
described in the novel play a conspicuous role and acts as
uddîpanavibhâva giving rise to vicyâlambana, transitory emotions
culminating to sense of bhaya, leading to the rise of bhayânaka rasa.
The culmination comes with the murder of one of Bibi’s brother and
the retaliation by the state authorities in the name of White Terror.
These young revolutionaries faced with the stark realities of
counterattack from the establishment which these young rebels were
found lacking in such basics as organization and coordination, the
movement soon crumbled and many turned informers, some broke
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down while some fled the country. Young men and women were
captured, ruthlessly tortured, maimed or killed. The entire description
of the raid, retaliation and the heart rendering scene of Bibi’s torture
send shiver down the spine. The uddîpanavibhâva of the third degree
torture give rise to vybhicârîbhâva, that culminates into supporting
rasa of bhayânaka( terrible).
The police van contained a number of unconscious female
bodies. Were they alive or dead? Wrapped in blood-stained,
torn sheets, they were naked under-neath. On the neck and
breasts, on the stomach and genitals, they bore festering sores
caused by burning cigarettes, cheroots. A few days in hospital.
As soon as they regained consciousness, back to the police
headquarters at Lalbazar. (Datta 80)
The first thread of the story thus describes the beginning of
revolution, its culmination and its horrible end. The vibhâvnubhâva
initiate the culmination of vira and bhayânaka rasa, carrying in its wake
the emotion of pain, and sorrow.
The second thread of the story deals with Bratiti Mukherjee,
wife of Arnya Mukherjee, Soumya, Shirsha, Parmartha Ray, his wife
Jayanti Ray, Sumanta Sengupta, his wife Paromita Sengupta are
vicayâlambana or âúhrayâlambana. All these characters happen
to meet at the same place owing to the common workplace, Kanti
BhaiBhulaBbhai Engineering Works which is the uddîpanavibhâvba,
the circumstantial cause that accentuate the rise of a particular emotion.
Though, Ray’s have known the Mukherjee family, its Mr. Sengupta
who joins the company as chief engineer in the firm whose arrival
causes some discomfort to some especially Bratiti Mukherjee who
express vyabhichâribhâva of úankâ ( apprehension), and cintâ
(anxiety) along with temporary emotion of œrama (exhaustion), dainya
(depression), cintâ (anxiety) and vicâda (dismay). Bratiti has no liking
for the Sengupta family who happen to shift over their house on the
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first second floor, of no cause. But their stay doesn’t last long as
Sumanta Sengupta commits suicide and the story takes a swift turn to
the revelation of the past incident in the course of investigation and all
the threads are laid bare. The language of the narrative appears to be
like that of a thriller. The vicayâlambana and the âúrayâlambana give
rise to bhayânaka rasa in the suicide of Sumanta Sengupta. But soon
the police investigation reveals that all these characters had a horrible
past linked to the events described in the first part of the story. The
investigation exposes that Bratiti was popular as ‘Agnikanya’ among
the revolutionaries whose real name was Bibi. Mrs Ray was Munni,
and Sumanta Sengupta, the famous leader of the urban movement
Antu, who loved Bibi but could not bear the torture and broke under
the police third degree police investigation and revealed the names
and whereabouts of his fellow comrades. The price of his weakness
was paid by Bibi (Bratiti) who had to undergo shameful and horrible
torture, emotionally torn to shreds, was rendered impotent to conceive.
Her brothers Bcchu (Shirsha) and Bappa (Soumya) too were rendered
physically and mentally handicapped. They were tortured to the extent
that Shirsha becomes more dead than alive. Sumanta Sengupta the
âúrayâlambanagive is filled with the feeling of pain on meeting Bratiti
initially and finally when he sees the condition of Shirsha (Bacchu)
who admired him like god is filled with remorse and pain on having
realized how easily he had put the lives of all these people at stake,
filled with pain to safeguard his own. The feelings of remorse overpower
him and he commits suicide. In the diary which Shirsha picks up from
Sumant Sengupta’s (Antu) room after the incident throws light on the
state of mind of the character and the failure of the movement which
ultimately materializes in the arousal of œhoka rasa, followed by the
realization that any transformation cannot have its existence on mere
ideological basis. It needs strong principles, rational approach and
determination. Sumanta Sengupta (Antu states):
But do you know where our actual weakness lies? Do you
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know why all our efforts were reduced to a heart-rendering
tragedy? Revolution takes it for granted that the best among
men are super-heroes, warriors. Revolution expects every
man to be a man of fire, with boundless endurance. It claims
the kind of power that can easily destroy. But the basic and
supreme principle of creation is not to destroy, but to build.
(Datta 165)
This realization in Sumanta (Antu) which prompted him to
take his own life, and later this realization after Sumanta Sengupta
suicide, prompts Shisir (Bacchu), Antu’s great admirer to take his
own life too, just to safeguard the lives of all the others left alive i.e.
Bratiti (Bibi), Saumya (Bappa), Mrs. Ray(Munni) force the readers
to analyze the validity of recourse to violent protest for transformation.
The disillusionment, futility and the utter waste of the entire movement
leads to the arousal of œoka as the readers are able to associate their
own personal experiences somewhere down their lives that have given
them this sense of failure and futility in their endeavour, thereby giving
them a sense of pain and œoka.
The translator has justified the objective to amalgamate via
the narrative both the sense and the essence by retaining the essential
cultural specific terminology which reflect the nuance and local essence.
She has used poetic language that enables the reflection of passion
and underlying emergency requisite for any revolutionary movement.
The description verges on highly poetic and imaginative description
setting the ground for a thriller like narrative, full of suspense and mystery
which give rise to multiple rasa, culminating to the basic rasa of œoka.
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The first question, regarding the title of this research paper,
which comes in our mind, is ‘Is there a real connection between religion
and superstition?’ Most of the supporters of various religious faiths
often argue that the religion and superstition are fundamentally different
types of beliefs but the persons who stand outside of religion notice
some very important and fundamental similarities. It is also clear that
the person who is not religious is also superstitious and the person
who is superstitious is also religious. The purpose of this research
paper is to find out the beliefs regarding religion and superstition in
Rohinton Mistry’s Such a Long Journey.
Rohinton Mistry, in his fiction, delineates the spiritual
exploration of Parsis which is a small, yet united, religious community
in India. The largest Parsi community is in Bombay. There are Parsis
in Karachi (Pakistan) and Bangalore (Karnataka, India) also. The
population of the Parsi community is diminishing due to its unwillingness
to accept conversions to the faith. Parsis maintain the importance of
their purity in the face of high death rates and low birth rates. Rohinton
Mistry in Such a Long Journey not only glorifies the Persian culture
but also give place to various superstitious beliefs.
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The novel, Such a Long Journey, recounts the journey of
Parsis who came to this land all the way from Iran in the 7th century
A.D. In the novel Gustad is proud of his ancient routs when talking to
Malcolm, “But our prophet Zarathustra lived more than fifteen hundred
years before your son of God was ever born.”(24) As far as the
settlement of Parsis in India is concerned, it was in 936. A.D. Parsis,
named after the Persian province of Pars settled near Gujrat in Northwest India. Not unlike the pilgrims, father’s journey from a hostile
England towards what they hoped would become a New Jerusalem
the Parsi migration from Pars to Gujarat has been the subject to
mythologizing.
In particular, their arrival in Sanjan and the ensuing negotiations
with the local Hindu Rajah Jadhave Rana have become one of the
most widely circulated stories about the community. The Parsis were
granted the right to settle on the coast of Gujarat provided they would
not be disruptive to society and be willing to acculturate. The local
Rajah expected them to explain their religion to him to henceforth
adopt Gujarati as their native tongue to dress according to local
customs, to dispense with weapons along with and to practice their
faith only after nightfall, so as to avoid giving offence to the local Hindu
majority. As the Parsis complied with the Rajah’s conditions, they
were allowed to settle in Sanjan and since that time have proved loyal
to their respective rulers.
The trajectory of the Parsis since early modern times is
impressive. Starting out as a rural community consisting predominantly
of farmers, weavers and carpenters, the Parsis quickly become wealthy
merchants and industrialists. As a matter of fact, their rise as a
community is closely connected to the British penetration of India.
Parsi knowledge of trade and country became a crucial instrument in
the British development of the Indian market. Dinshawji remembers
the days during the British Raj. “What days those were year Parsis
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were the kings of banking in those days.”(38) The country made a
name of itself by serving the colonizers as cultural translations.
When the British shifted their centre of trade from Surat to
Bombay, the Parsis as shipbuilders and industrious merchants were
encouraged to settle there. They played an important part in the
development of Bombay where they built a dockyard and owned for
a long time. As a consequence of their entrepreneurial success, the
Parsis become India’s most urbanized and most prosperous community.
With their assistance, Bombay developed as the centre of India’s
economy and industry and become the focal point of Parsi life and
culture. There they felt a sense of insecurity. This is evidently seen in
Such a Long Journey when they say. “Today we have that bloody
Shiv Sena wanting to make us second class citizens.”(39) He says
that there is a constant threat from Shiv Sena people to the Parsis.
They say “Parsi crow eaters we will show you who is the boss” (39)
and “wait till the Marathas take over then we will have a real Gandoo
Raj.”(73)
In the past, Parsis had been in India for a thousand years and
they counted themselves as Indians. On the other hand, there were
also who suffered from the Indian postcolonial reality and took refuge
in a glorification of the Parsi achievements of the past as well as to an
uncritical nostalgia of everything British. This process of cultural
inversions becomes evident in Dinshawji complaint about the change
of street names. Dinshawji argues:
I grew upon Lamington road, but it has disappeared, in its
place is Devdasaheb Bhadkamkar Marg. My school was an Carnac
Road. Now suddenly its on Lokmanya Tilak Marg. I live at Sleater
Road. Soon that will also disappear. My whole life I have come to
work at Elora fountain. And one fine day the name changes. So what
happens to the life, I have lived. Was I living the wrong life, with all the
wrong names? Will I get a second chance to live it all again with these
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new? Tell me what happens to my life. Rubbed out just like that? Tell
me.(74)
The novel also pays close attention to religion which plays an
important role in shaping the Parsi identity. Mistry describes the Parsis
as an ethno–religion minority. As Mistry’s discourse does revolve
around the Parsi identity, the relevance of the Zoroastrian faith deserves
mention not only as a major influence on many world religions but also
as a shaping factor for the characters of the novel.
It is repeatedly emphasized that Zoroastrianism is a matter of
birth not of affiliation it is not acquired by the way of social system but
considered an integral part of one’s genetic heritage. Among the
adherents of the Zoroastrian religion, the teaching of Zoroaster occupies
an exceptional position. Zoroaster is the author of the five Gathas
(chatns), which are an integral part of Zoroastrian’s sacred scriptures,
the Avesta. In the Gathas, Zoroaster proclaimed a sole, omnipotent
and the Vultures that make short business of us in life are too many
and too relentless. The corpses in the Tower of Silence are lucky
because they face the ordeal only once. He laughs away the tears and
tortures of life. Gustad thinks about the Tower of Silence after the
death of Dinshawji “and after the prayers are said the rituals performed
at the Tower of Silence, the vultures will do the rest when the bones
are picked clean and clean bones gone to proof Dinshawji.”(223)
Mistry in Such a Long Journey even gives the geographical
description of Tower of Silence. “It had a little verandah in the front
leading to the prayer hall and bathroom at the back where the diseased
would be given the final bath of ritual purity.”(246) Mistry also depicts
Fire Temple as well as about the Tower of Silence. The Parsi worship
there and perform all holy ceremonies there. They go there for prayer
as Hindus go to temple. Muslims go to mosque. Without cap they
cannot enter in the Fire Temple. Dinshawji’s wife says to her child,
“You boy without brain, she said gritting her teeth softly, in deference
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to the place and occasion; coming to place of prayer without prayer
cap.” (246) They go there with ‘Sukhad’ or sandal wood. The place
where the fire dwelt is always a sacred and charming place. The ‘sukhad
or sandal’ wood proceeds to Sanctum: “The priest picked up a silver
of sandal wood dipped it in oil and held it to the flame.”(247)
The individual contribution to the fight between good and evil
eventually also entails a moral choice. ‘Asha’ implies truth, honesty,
loyalty, courage and charity. Following the principle of ‘Asha’ is an
ethical commitment. Man is to care for himself and his fellow human
beings as creations of God. The obligation for every Zoroastrian to
abide by ethically acceptable behaviour is summed up by the formula,
manashai, gavashni, kunashni, i.e. good thoughts good words, good
deeds. The emphasis on ethics also means that for a believing
Zoroastrian deeds will always speak, louder than words. Man cannot
help the world and himself to salvation through sacrifices on magic
prayer, through rites of atonement, but only through correct behaviour.
In other words, for the Parsis whose reputation for honesty and
propriety is a by word, truthfulness and charity are more important
than regularly going to a Fire Temple to worship. This explains why
the role of energy within Zoroastrianism is on the whole negligible
priests, the theologians are seldom required as mediations between
god and man. With the exception of burial marriage and initiation rites,
the majority of rituals to be performed can be celebrated at home.
The most important ritual Zoroastrianism is the Kusti a prayer in the
course of which, the threads of praying belt (kusti) are tied and united
in a special order. The writer’s concern for kusti is depicted through
Gustad Noble.
He recited the appropriate sections and unknotted the kusti.
From around his waist when he had unwound all nine feet of its slim
sacred, hand woven-length, he cracked it, whip like once, twice, thrice
and thus was Ahriman, the evil one, driven away – with that expert flip
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of the wrist possessed only by those who performed their regularly.(4)
According to Zoroastrian Ahura Mazda or Ormazed as he is
later called, created the world and will preside over a final judgment
on doomsday. Many characters in Mistry’s fiction pray for the better
to Ormazed. Gustad complains to Dada Ormazed for his misfortunes,
“O Dada Ormazed, what kind of Joke is this? In me when I was
young you put desire to study get ahead, be a success.” (55) Mistry
laments seeing the present social chaotic condition and so says “such
a gluillsh system ill became a community with progressive reputation
and forward thinking attitude.” (317) The orthodox defense was the
age old wisdom that it was a pure method, defiling none of God’s
good creation: earth, water, air and fire. Every scientist local or foreign,
who had taken the trouble to examine the problem, using modern,
hygienic standards, sang its praises. Mistry gives words to the feelings
to orthodox camp in the following way:
The orthodox camp for vulturists, as their opponents called
them countered that reformists had their own axe to grind in legit imaging
cremation they had relatives in foreign lands without access to tower
of silence, More over, the controversy was a massive fraud cooked,
up by those, who owned shares in crematoria, they charged: the chunks
of meat were dropped on balconies from single engine aeroplanes
piloted by shady individual on the reformist payroll.(317)
The novel, while representing the Persian culture with universal
significance, tries to bring out superstitious elements in other smaller
rhythms within its fold. One notice alongside the main plot there runs a
sap plot to affect the return of Sohrab and cure the illness of Roshan
through magico-religious rites performed by Mrs. Dilnavaz following
the advice of Miss Kutipitia. Miss Kutipitia is a person:
Who wanted to offer help and advice on matters unexplainable
by the laws of nature? She claimed to know about curses and spell:
both to east and remove; about magic; black and white; about omens
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and auguries of about dreams and their interpretation. Most important
of all was the ability to understand the hidden meaning of mundance
events and chance occurrences and her fanciful fantastical imagination
could be entertaining at times.(4)
Dilnavaz becomes to unnerved when her husband and Sohrab
carry on fighting abusing each other very frequently as her son loss
interest in IIT, till at last he leaves her house violent protest against his
father’s anger and threat unleashed against him. Equally disturbing is
the illness of her daughters Roshan that goes on to worsening day by
day. (78)
Infect the misfortune that befalls Gustad’s family is interpreted
by Miss Kutpitia from her own ideological point of view rooted in
beliefs and superstitious, culturally accepted and transmitted from
generation to generation. First the genesis of the trouble in Dilnavaz is
family is at tribute to killing a live bird in the house – the live chicken
which is brought by Gustad to celebrate his sons selection to IIT and
the birthday of Roshan. Killing a bird in the house is very ominous,
according to Miss Kutpitia, second what has happened at the dinner
party has many things to do with the incident which took place at Miss
Kutpitia’s home the same day.
In the morning Miss Kutpitia had killed a lizard on her breakfast
table, it broken tail wriggling and dancing for about five minutes definite
omen for biding her to go out for the next twenty – four hours. She
declines therefore the honour of joining the dinner party. The initial
guest to a merriment of the party decelerate and sink into much second
and fury when Gustad and Sohrab tone up their difference anger and
arguments with the unwarranted declaration by Sohrab that he is no
longer interested to go IIT. Nobody feels like eating and whole effort
and relish go unappreciated, “of the nine chicken portion, Six remained
in the dish.” (50)
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When the matter is brought to the notice of Mss Kutpitia by
the apparently worried mother; the former attributes all this to jaadu
mantar. She further contends that somebody tries to gain the interest
of Sohrab out of his own loss of interest and that there are ways and
means to set things right Dilnavaz is instructed to do some magic rites
for a few days before the setting of the sun. In this process the trial
goes on, but the result is far from being satisfactory. Sohrab drinks
some lime juice prepared by his mother who does some magic to
regain her son’s lost interest but this comes to no avail. Now somebody
has to drink a juice mixed with lime juice to transfer the spell from
Sohrab to the second person. Both choose Tehmul to be the target.
Still there is little effect on Sohrab’s mind. Instead things go from, bad
to worse. Sohrab revolts and leaves home and Roshan’s illness
becomes a matter of great concern.
Miss Kutpitia maintains that Roshan’s illness is caused by evil
eye. To protect her from it, she asks Dilnavaz to perform a ritual.
“Take needle and thread, a nice strong thread with a big knot at the
end. Select a yellow lime and seven chillies. Chillies must be green,
not turning red. Never red string them together with the needle. Lime
goes at the bottom than hang the whole thing over your door, inside
the house.”(149-50) Then she goes on “It is like a taveej a protection.
Each time Roshan walks under it, the evil eye becomes less powerful.
Actually everyone in your family will benefit”(150) but even this does
not relive Roshan of her illness.
It is both evil eye, and some dark forces that are responsible
for the continuous illness argues Miss Kutpitia. Ultimately, she discovers
and makes Dilnavaz see that the person behind is a man who has a
dog, suggesting that Mr. Rabadi is the man. As regards Sohrab’s not
coming home, Miss Kutpitia asks Dilnavaz to get some nails of Tehmul
to burn in coal fire and when the nails are melted, then turmeric and
cayenne powders are to be sprinkled. This ritual “would open wide
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Tehmul’s channels through which his spirit would reach and yank the
evil out of Sohrab’s Brain.” (153) Even that helps little so the last
remedy is thought out that is lizard ritual a midst Miss Kutpitia’s warning
“Terrible things could happen. And not all your sorrow or regret later
on will do any good or change one single thing.”(275)
Therefore it might be easy to conclude that religion and
superstition are two different types of beliefs. Moreover, because the
very label superstition seems to include a negative judgment of
irrationality, childishness, or primitiveness, it is understandable of
religious believers wouldn’t want their own faiths to be categorized
with superstitions. We must, nevertheless, acknowledge that the
similarities are not superficial. For one thing, both superstition and
traditional religions are non-materialistic in nature. Instead, they presume
the added presence of immaterial forces which influence or control
the course of our lives. In the novel we find that some miracle or
coincidence does takes a place, Roshan gets better, Gustad returns
home safely from a trip to Delhi; and even Sohrab’s absence, Dilnavaz
thinks would now somehow be put right. Whether he returns to Sohrab
has something to do with death of Tehmul is yet a matter of speculation.
Surprisingly, the day Sohrab changes his mind, Tehmul dies. All this
seems to correspond with the dire consequence Miss. Kutpitia had
warned Dilnavaz of but things at this level remain highly unexplainable.
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J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace: A Tale of Troubles

J.M. Coetzee’s Booker Prize winning novel Disgrace, set in
post apartheid South Africa, is a grave and even cynical book that
reminds us the bitter fact that political {colonial) change is not the only
solution to the miseries faced by common humanity. As we all know
that South Africa as a Nation had experienced many phases of western
roller of colonisation, and the remnants of colonial exploitation are still
there even after the colonisers have gone. So here is a text, Disgrace,
that ventures to provide the tumultuous and turbulence encounters
and their consequent affect on the total psyche of the nation. J.M.
Coetzee, in this way, sees: “the South African situation as only one
manifestation of a wider historical situation to do with colonialism, late
colonialism, neo colonialism, programmes a reliable account of the
varied% physical, ideological and cultural% confrontations that assail
the afflicted nation, people and institutions, as power changes alliances”
(Watson 1978: 21-24).
Indeed, in Coetzee’s works like Waiting for the Barbarians,
Life and Times of Michael K, and for this matter, all of his works, we
witness the political and historical forces blowing the very foundation
of humanity and reducing the situation so down that will comfort no
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one, irrespective of race, ethnicity, nationality or view point. In this
paper I intend to depict this very hurly burly situation of South Africa
on the basis of Disgrace that narrates the saga of troubled people in
troubling time and compel them to lead a life of disgrace.
The troubling history of South Africa has evolved differently
from other nations in the continent. The perpetrator of exploitation i.e.
West has immensely been drawn to the rich mineral resources of Cape
Sea Route. This region has the largest population of ‘coloured’, white
settlers and Indian communities. The notion of superiority i.e. white
over black has caused a significant impact on the nation’s history.
Adding fuel to fire, the emergence of policy of segregation ‘apartheid’
(literally means ‘apartness’ in Afrikaans), instituted by National Party
in 1948, too showed its bitter consequences. The laws that were passed
to ensure the segregation policy began to rescind only in 1990. But it
was too late. The prolonged bloody violence struggle by Black majority
had left the nation in the perpetual abyss of marred and battered
condition beyond possible repair.
A middle-aged, divorced scholar of Romantic poetry,
formerly a professor of modern languages in Cape Town, David Lurie
would have undoubtedly been a pathetic figure under the old regime
— one imagines an ineffectual white liberal teaching Wordsworth to
bored Afrikaners while largely ignoring the atrocities perpetrated in
his name. But in the Mandela era, David has become a victim of “the
great rationalization”: His University has been remade into a technical
college, and he is serving out his time teaching “communication skills”
and “one special-field course a year, irrespective of enrollment” that
he finds nonsensical. This leads to his further sufferings. He suffers
from broken home- family relations, when they do not become
impossible through distance, absence or death. He is a disgruntled
academician who is fulfilling his obligations without any real attachment
to what he teaches and to whom he teaches. This dissatisfaction is
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almost mutual: “He has long ceased to be surprised at the range of
ignorance of his students. Post-Christian, post historical, post literate,
they might as well have been hatched from eggs yesterday, so he does
not expect them to know….” (Coetzee 2000: 32). As a consequence,
Lurie is trapped in a selfish egocentric subjectivity. He becomes ignorant
of ‘others’. His cultural legacy works heavily on him and he becomes
the incarnation of violence, cruelty and male depredation. The
subjugation or conquest of women is flattering to his vanity. With the
‘snake’ as his totem and his physical virility, he assumes to have a
magnetic personality. But he degrades himself by having illicit affair
with the wives of his colleagues, and whores. Here as Charles Sarvan
analyses: “Basically insecure, Lurie does not want mutuality but
domination, hence his relationships with women who are much
younger- and passive. He is predator, an exploiter” (2004: 14).
In Disgrace, we see the dregs of the old South Africa where
white racial supremacy has been overthrown and replaced by a
tribalism whose only vestige of universal morality is in the justified
self-condemnation of the remaining whites. As Lurie discovers, the
old prohibition on racial miscegenation is replaced with a new
prohibition on intergenerational sex. The predator and exploiter Lurie
is best exposed here. His seduction of Melaine Issacs combines this
interracial and intergenerational twist in the further degradation of his
personality. This forbidden, dangerous and disgraceful liaison with
Melaine, stakes his social/academic reputation as the University, after
its official investigation which involves her boyfriend and father, orders
his expulsion. Though he pleads guilty, but personally believes the
entire episode to be a private matter, and declares himself to be “a
servant of Eros” (2000: 52), as Lord Byron believed. But ironic enough,
in the post apartheid South Africa the notion of sexuality as worship
with detachment can quickly transform itself into rape. Lurie then flees
to his daughter Lucy’s farm in the Eastern Cape, where he takes refuge
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from the bleak fact that he has outlived his sexual attractiveness. Lucy
boards dogs, and sells flower in the local market. Lurie finds his own
niche in the country by helping euthanize unwanted animals and by
seeing that their bodies are burned in the hospital incinerator: his urban
sensibilities about a proper death are applied with a rural awareness
of the continuity between human and animal existences.
In Coetzee’s fiction the stark and beautiful South African
countryside has always played a half-allegorical role as both a
destructive and a regenerative environment. He certainly can’t be
accused of sentimentalizing rural life; shortly after David goes to live
with Lucy, a stolid lesbian who, like him, seems to have been
abandoned by the world, they become victims of a vicious criminal
assault that may not be as random as it first appears. Her sexuality,
perhaps, may not be about sex at all: in any case she hardly seems
anymore successful at relationship with a partner, as her lover has
moved out, leaving her all alone, like her father. Another disgrace
dumps: three black hoodlums come and attack Lurie and rapes his
daughter, Lucy. Lurie’s ‘nor quite rape’ of the ‘black’ girl in the city is,
‘inverted’ in the rape of his own daughter who is shamed at playing
out the gendered role of a rape victim by the patriarchy in spite of her
alternative/different sexual orientation. As Lucy later describes her
violation as an act of ‘subjection, subjugation’. She decides not to tell
the police that she was raped, only that her father was attacked and
some property stolen. Unlike her father who believes in authority and
law as he did in his case, she does not believe the authority and system.
She is of the opinion that whatever happened to her is a purely private
matter. In another time, in another place it could have been different.
It could be a public matter. But right now it is intensely her business
only, because this place is South Africa. Post apartheid South Africa
is a place where ‘vengeance is operative’, and where it is fire which
becomes hungrier the more it devours (112). Lurie accuses them: “It
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was history speaking through them. A history of wrong. It may seem
personal, but it wasn’t. It came down from the ancestors” (156). Here
he simply forgets his own act of ‘rape’ and fails to recognize the
parallels between his act and that against Lucy but is forced to
acknowledge the bitter fact that in post apartheid South Africa these
parallels are bound to come up in full swing.
History, race and politics, in the wildest sense, operate her.
Lurie and his daughter are white and their attackers black. And their
relations with Petrus, the African farmer who is their nearest neighbor,
become increasingly troubled and ambiguous. He may have engineered
the whole incident to attest the white’s vulnerability in the newly
emerging South Africa. Petrus is that black man of Africa who asserts
his independence, has a plot of land, working it, obviously the future
whereas Lucy is only a silver of the past that will have to survive there
only at his sufferance /clemency. Power shifts steadily: from white to
black. Conveniently and obviously, not accidently or coincidentally.
Petrus heralds the resurgence of the oppressed blacks: his shrewd
eyes and Land Affairs Grant makes him audaciously offer Lucy
protection or even patronage in such times of heavy change and
convulsion. Referring to this phenomenon Sarah Gertude Millin asserts
that the black man is subjugated and bewildered. The white poses as
his lord, teacher and tyrant. The black has been shattered by the white
so in turn it is the responsibility of latter to mend the former (1934:
23).
The world of Disgrace is the world of transition, and Lucy is
all ready to accept it. She does not accept Lurie’s offer of escape to
Holland, but she is not ready to abandon her small piece of land and
what life she has here, despite some disgraceful compromises. Here it
is not the white man but the white woman, the archetype of light and
fruitful tiller of the soil, is more reconciled to the triumph of black
master. By bearing the child of the black, she forges an alliance with
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the former enemy. What is paramount is a willingness on her part to
“start at ground level. With nothing. Not with nothing but with nothing.
No cards, no weapon, no property, no rights, no dignity” (2000: 205)
to ensure peace and safeguard the nation’s future% a nation that has
“too many people” and “too few things” […]. Not human evil, just a
vast circulatory system, to whose workings pity and terrors are
irrelevant” (98). In this dire situation, can we even think of remote
possibility of establishing a semblance of social and economic justice
in post apartheid South Africa? No. For the time being the white
oppressors have to survive ‘like a dog’ in a country in which ‘animals
come nowhere’ (73).
Disgrace is therefore a highly disturbing novel because it seems
to present a world dying without hope. The academy is portrayed as
deprived of grace by its failure to reproduce the cultural heritage that
was placed in its keeping. It drastically fails to carry the responsibility
bestowed on it. The insecurities experienced by the Eurocentric
intellectuals in South Africa: Lurie in Disgrace, Helen in Age of Iron,
or Coetzee himself, can be taken as emblematic of the insecurities of
Western culture itself. Whatever is fertile comes from a genuine
encounter with the human problems of our postcolonial world outside
the academia. In the eyes of outsiders, the University is principally
deprived of grace by the political correctness that presently works the
levers of its disciplinary machinery. It is to this political correctness
that Lurie is sacrificed-or rather, because it is doubtful whether his
dismissal represents a genuine loss of intellectual or cultural values, it
is this political correctness that his termination goes to nourish. The
world outside the University is represented in Disgrace by post
apartheid South Africa in all of her brutal violence and the economic
squalor that the violence leaves in its wake. In the new South Africa,
the deepest disgrace is the lack of power to protect one’s own. Thus
we witness an extraordinary gap between the moral standards of the
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University and those of the outside world. A member of the committee
who disciplines Lurie, the female business lecturer Dr. Farodia Rasool,
invokes the sense of “the wider community”, but it seems that the
University’s moral standards are utterly alienated from those of the
wider community. The isolation of the University’s moral standards
from the harsh realities of post apartheid South Africa is not necessarily
a bad thing. The monastic life as regulated by St. Benedict was cut off
in the Dark Ages from the moral standards of the wider community.
To a great extent, the triumph of the modern order was not a triumph
of new standards so much as the triumph of an ability to enforce the
moral standards that had always been preached. It is just as well that
moral standards continue to be enforced, and perhaps enforced with
greater rigor, in the Universities, even as the Universities become
increasingly isolated as moral communities. The moral laxity of a Lurie
could be accepted when the University and the moral universalism it
champions were not themselves under siege. The notion of a gap in
moral standards returns in the gap between the attitude toward animals
exemplified by Bev, the priestess of dignified animal death, and
eventually, her acolyte and dog undertaker, Lurie, when contrasted
with that of Petrus and the three rapists. In her animal clinic, Bev
teaches Lurie to give suffering animals the last grace of a painless
death. The intruders leave Lucy’s dogs to die in pain: they do not even
bother to administer a coup de grace. Similarly, when Petrus buys
sheep to slaughter for a party and tethers them on a barren patch of
ground, Lurie moves the sheep to where they can graze. The city, he
thinks, has as much a right to judge the country as the country does
the city. In the Enlightenment form of life, the city values colonized the
country. This project has not succeeded in South Africa. It failed for
the first time in 1948, with the proclamation of Afrikaner supremacy
under the guise of white racial hegemony, and it has failed again in the
racially motivated crime wave that Lucy’s rape exemplifies. In post
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apartheid South Africa of ever-rising disorder, the Afrikaner is treated
according to the standards by which he treated others, not the standards
that were used by enlightened world opinion to condemn him. There
is, no doubt, a kind of justice here, although not one that either Lurie
or Coetzee is willing to swallow without much protest. But this is
precarious. The sense of community must not involve the feelings of
unjust bahaviour. As Coetzee in an interview remarks, “I do not believe
that any form of lasting community can exist where people do not
share the same sense of what is just and what is not just” (1991: 340).
Disgrace holds out little hope for a community among the current
inhabitants of South Africa. Yet, as Coetzee goes onto say, he is not a
“herald of community,” but “someone who has intimations of freedom”.
In order to reconstruct a society to find and formulate those resources,
visions and polices that bind the nation together and to take its people
decisively from a traumatized past to a reconstructed future. The sense
of community is very vital for the development of any nation. South
Africa is not an exception. Nelson Mandela too advocated for
producing an alternative content for the new non-racial, post racial or
perhaps anti-racial, political identity that could unite the citizen of new
South Africa on a new solid basis. Or this purpose, he turned to land,
the common ground beneath the feet of his diverse audience to signify
this possibility:”Each time one of us touches the soil of this land, we
feel a sense of personal renewal. …That spiritual and physical openness
we all share with this common homeland explains the depth of pain
we all carried in our hearts as we saw our country tear itself apart in a
terrible conflict. … “(Gilroy 1993: 316).
Certainly the very troubled people in this troubled time of
disgrace can only be restored to its health by showing their allegiance
to community life, and tradition. This only can redundant the deep
engraved racial hierarchies. White (Lucy) and black (Petrus) ca together
tend to daffodils and dogs on a renewed sense of optimism. But what
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will happen to people like David Lurie or those who fail to enter into
such alliance? Lurie, a city paragon, confesses that “[he] has never
had much of an eye for rural life, despite all his reading in Wordsworth”,
and who is consuming in the disgraceful reality of contemporary South
Africa? (2000: 218). Walter Benjamin in his great essay on Kafka
quotes his remarks to Max Brod that there is hope, “plenty of hope,
an infinite amount of hope-but not for us” (1999: 798). If “us” is the
typical David Lurie of Disgrace, a white male academic, this statement
of Kafka’s provides the key, I think, to the novel’s disturbing character:
there is hope, but not for us.
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Shukadev, the son of great Sage Vyas, was a great yogi and
a great samadarshi, who had no difference of perception in the
physical form. He decided to take sansayasa. Vyasji tried to persuade
Shukadev not to take sanyasa but it was all in vain. When Shukadev
was going to the forest all naked, Vyasji was following him
surreptitiously. On the way Vyasji saw some girls, who, while taking
bath in a pond, did not bother about Shukadev, who was all naked
but seeing Vyasji, who was fully dressed, they hastily covered
themselves with clothes. Vyasji was surprised to see the behavior of
the maidens. When asked about their behavior, the maidens said,”
Vyasji, your mind is still attached to temporal colours but in the mind
your son there is no temporality. There is no difference. Minimize the
proportion of difference in your eyes.” Such an encounter at spiritual
level to minimize the difference of perception has been the vital concerns
of humanity to have harmony in life. If I rephrase it, it is a kind of
entering into the kingdom of God within. The Vedas were complied
to enable man to experience the kingdom of God within but it was not
possible for all to extract this message from the Vedas. In order to
simplify the message, the medium was changed and we had
Upanicadas in the form of discourses to sensitize the humanity to the
kingdom of God within. In KenopaniÌada, the disciple asks “who
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commands the mind or psyche to take a flight?” who commands the
senses to see, hear, speak and touch? Who regulates the vital airs? In
KathopniÌad, Nachiketa asks the Yamaraja,” What remains after
death? Some say that a person lives even after death and some negate.
MundakopaniÌad Shonaka goes to Rishi Angira and asks, “Tell me
what is worth knowing to know all. In ïwetasur UpaniÌad ïwetasur
invites ricis and asks: “ Who is the cause of the universe?, Why and
how does the mind or psyche travels in the context of time and why
does the body travels in the context of place? In PraïnopaniÌad the
disciple expresses the same desire and same obstinate questionings:
Where do we come from and where do we go? It is interesting to
know that the authors of these texts are unknown. Nobody knows
who have written them. This shows that Indian tradition negates the
importance of “I” because it is this “I” or Ego that is an obstruction in
the realization of the Kingdom of God within. But again it was not
possible for everyone to extract this message of the UpaniÌadas.
Hence, the medium became drama and then literature in order
to enable the humanity at large to realize the Kingdom of God within.
Bharata’s justification of N³Úyaï³stra upholds this viewpoint. After
completing his N³Úyaï³stra, Bharata tells his disciples that he has
written the N³Úyaï³stra, the fifth Veda. The disciples become
inquisitive. They ask as to how this treatise is known as the fifth Veda.
Bharata explains that the purpose of the Vedas is to strengthen the
human race with moral instruction to realize the kingdom of God within.
But for various reasons only few could comprehend the message.
The purpose of N³Úyaï³stra is to disseminate the same message of
experiencing the Kingdom of God within in the form of a delight
followed by a kind of moral instruction .
Indian aestheticians hold that the Brahma (the Absolute) in
the metaphysical context concretizes or objectifies itself in different
categories of the universe. Similarly in the context of the fine arts, it
concretizes or objectifies itself in different art categories Rasa-Brahma,
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N³d-Brahma and Vastu-Brahma which express themselves in
different arts and their works in accordance with the medium adopted.
Poetry is the highest type of art, because the v³cya-ïabda (articulate
sound) that it employs as the medium of presentation of the spiritual
idea (the contents) is mere symbol of ideas and in itself is without any
significance. It does not constitute an element of the experience that
poetry arouses. It does not constitute the objective aspect of poetic
experience as the configuration of tones does in the case of musical
experience. For, in poetry it is thought, feeling, emotion, and so on
which constitute the objective aspect of such an experience. Music
comes next because the experience that it arouses is not free from the
sensuous element. For, the configuration of tones is an essential element
of the musical instrument. But it is higher than architecture because its
contents as well as the medium of its external expression are subjective.
Architecture is the lowest of all arts in so far as the medium that it
employs for the presentation of the spiritual idea is the grossest i.e
stones, brick, clay etc.
Thus in Indian aesthetics, there are three schools: i)RasaBrahma-v³da (school dealing with the experience of absolute in
literature) ii)N³d-Brahma-v³da (school dealing with the experience
of absolute in music. iii) Vastu-Brahma-v³da (school dealing with the
experience of absolute in architecture). These schools have been
established on the basis of the dynamics of dramatic art. The reason
is that Bharata gives all other arts subordinate position to dramatic art.
He holds that a dramatic presentation includes all lore, experience,
spiritual discipline, science, art (fine and mechanical), craft and object.
But the authorities on N³d-Brahma-v³da(school dealing with the
experience of absolute in music and Vastu-Brahma-v³da(school
dealing with the experience of absolute in architecture) assert the
independence of these two arts (music and architecture) in giving rise
to aesthetic experience. Indian aestheticians do not recognize sculpture
and painting as independent fine arts. (Pandey, Vol. I: 1995, 01).
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The present paper aims at dealing with the working of
Brahma-v³da (school dealing with the experience of absolute in art)
from the point of view of the sah•daya (the aesthete). The attempt
has been made to unfold the issues related to Brahma-v³da (school
dealing with the experience of absolute in art i.e. the nature of aesthetic
experience, the process of aesthetic experience, the state of mind of
the artist, the relationship between the aesthete and the artist and the
aesthetic experience as a cumulative state of mind.
The fundamental principal of Rasa Brahma-v³da is that N³da
Brahma makes itself objective for the immediate vision; it concretizes
itself so as to become object of aspect of poetic experience; it manifests
itself in the thought, feeling, emotion and all that is necessary for their
unity.
A reader, while studying a text, feels thrilled, transported, at
varying intervals. This experience involves two things: the first is beauty
caused by the creative use of language, known as aesthetic beauty
and the second is pleasure caused by beauty known as aesthetic
pleasure which is experienced by the reader. Indian aestheticians call
this experience rasagatasaundarya (experience caused by aesthetic
sentiment) ala®k³ragatasaundarya (experience caused by figures),
rº tigatasaundarya (experience caused by style),
dhvanigatasaundarya (experience caused by suggestion),
vakroktigatasaundarya (experience caused by oblique expression)
and aucityagatasaundarya (experience caused by propriety).
Accordingly, Indian aestheticians have examined the creative use of
language from the standpoints of rasa (aesthetic sentiment), ala®k³ra
(figures), rºti (style), dhvani (suggestion), vakrokti (oblique expression)
and aucitya (propriety).
The fundamental principal of N³da Brahma-v³da is that N³da
Brahma makes itself objective for the immediate vision; it concretizes
itself so as to become object of sensuous perception; it manifests
itself in the musical notes and all that is necessary for their production.
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The philosophy of music is based on the conception of n³da.
N³da is admitted to be the ultimate source of all sounds articulate
and inarticulate, alphabetical or musical. N³da has two kinds: anhata
( a sound that is not due to a stroke) and (ii) hata ( a sound due to
stroke). Anhata is the object of mental concentration of the yogis
who practice R³jayoga. Anhata is not attractive so does not attract
mind to rest on it. But on the contrary hata as that of song is very
charming is recognized of serving for mind as a means of liberation.
It is the hata from which spring all Ìrutis and svaras ete.
Abhinavagupta accounts for the musical notes , produced by organs
of speech and musical instruments, in terms of par³n³da through gross
païyanti and madhyam respectively. Abhinavagupta treats n³da as
parnda because he identifies it with vimarïa (light) aspect of the
absolute. Nagesh Bhatta holds n³da or n³da m³tra emanating from
bindu which in turn comes into being from the creative will of the
Parmeïwara ( theLord), technically called m³y³v•tti.
The sounds are produced in the form of music by concentrating
on the three cakras, anhata (situated in the heart), viïuddhi (situated
in throat) and lalan³ (situated in the root of the tongue). The
concentration on the first, eighth, eleventh and twelfth of the anhata
cakra, on the eighth part of viïuddh cakra and from the eighth to the
fifteenth, and on the tenth and eleventh parts of lalan³ are admitted
to lead to the production of music. Superb music, however, is admitted
to be due to the concentration of the vital airs or jºva in the
Brahmarandhra.
The fundamental principal of Vastu Brahma-v³da is that
Brahma makes itself objective for the immediate vision; it concretizes
itself so as to become object of sensuous perception; it manifests
itself in the works of architecture and all —stones, bricks and clay
etc.— that is necessary for their production.
A work of architecture admits of being viwed from two points
of view (i) objective and (ii) subjective. From the first point of view it
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is immediately present to the sense of sight as the vision of the architect,
as an ideal realized as a piece of heaven on earth. It is viewed as
something impossible. As such it arouses the feeling of wonder and
consequently of the aesthetic experience, technically called adbhuta.
As a result of deep contemplation on the objective present, the
spectator gets completely deindividualised. From the subjective point
of view , that is, from the point of view of the indwelling human or
divine personality, whose basic tendency or the state of mind the building
reflects, express or manifests, the aesthetic experience from a work
of architecture consists in the experience of the basic emotion of the
indwelling personality through identification with him. A building may
gives rise to the love emotion, heroic emotion, pathetic emotion etc.
Thus the aesthete has the experience of Vastu Brahma from a work of
architecture exactly as the lover of music has the experience of Nda
Brahma from instrumental or vocal music or as the lover of poetry has
that of Rasa Brahma from reading or hearing poetry.
Abhinavagupta says that external objects are painful or
pleasant, when they are related to individuality of the perceiving subject,
when they are viewed objectively and purposively , when the relation
between the subject and the object is utilitarian. But when the utilitarian
relation is substituted by the aesthetical, when the object is viewed
without any objective purpose, when the perceiving subject is free
from all elements of individuality, when object is reflected on
deindividualised self, it is not experienced as either pleasant or painful
but simply produces a stir in the universalized self of the percipient,
brings about the predominance of the ³nand (bliss) aspect of the self.
This exactly happens when an aesthete reds poetry, hears music and
sees a work of architecture. The aesthetic experience from the poetry,
music and architecture is the experience of ³nand (bliss). But again
only one who is capable of rising to the transcendental level, can have
this experience of bliss.
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Artistic beauty is essentially harmonious unity of the contents
of a work of art. In drama and poetry it is the harmonious unity of
vibh³va, anubh³va and vy³bhic³ris that constitutes their beauty. In
music, it is the harmonious unity of the musical notes that makes them
beautiful. The power of music to draw the human heart springs from
the harmonious unity of the musical notes. And in architecture it is
again the harmonious unity of the work of the architecture from the
point of view of vision of the artist and from the point of view of the
indwelling personalities.
Abhinavagupa(10th —11 th c.) considers this aesthetic
experience as brahm³nandasahodara (uterine brother of bliss), one
of the three kinds of ³nand, the other two being vicaynand (pleasure)
and param³nand or Brahm³nand (bliss) (Abhinavagupta 09). Of
these, viÌay³nand (pleasure) is related to the satisfaction of the
material appetites and stands at the lowermost rung of the ladder.
Param³nand or Brahm³nand (bliss) is related to the attainment of
Communion with the Brahma (the Absolute Being) and occupies the
topmost status. The aesthetic pleasure falls intermediate between the
two. During the course of this experience in poetry, the verbal
powers—abhidh³ (primary meaning) lakÌñ³ (secondary meaning)
and vyanjan³ (suggestive meaning) end and ïabda (the verbal
testimony) itself becomes Brahma (the Absolute Being). Similar
happens in music and architecture when the power of musical tones
and that of the work of architecture end and they themselves become
Brahma. It creates a temporary state of Bliss in the sah•daya (aesthete)
and helps him having an impersonalized and ineffable judgment. It is
because of this experience that kal³jagata (the world of art) is
different from viÌayajagat (the human world). It is noteworthy that
unlike the world of art, the human world lacks this experience. There
is only either sukh or dukh (pleasure or pain) in the experiences of
the world. The aesthetic pleasure is above the experience of pleasure
and pain caused by the worldly experiences of life.
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Indian aestheticians consider this experience to be the purpose
or function of poetry. In his N³tyaï³stra Bharata (5thc.) holds that
dramatic presentation primarily aims at giving rise to rasa (aesthetic
sentiment) in the aesthete and later this experience is followed by moral
improvement. He further says that dramatic presentation imparts harca
(pleasure) to all who are unhappy, tired, bereaved and ascetic. (Bharata
144-45) The disciples of Bharat after witnessing the drama, and
analyzing the effect it has on them, they realize that it brings about
identification with the focus of the dramatic situation, to the effect that
the audience realize through experience (because of generalization)
that the four recognized objects or four ends of life, dharma, artha,
k³ma, mokÌa (righteousness, worldly possessions, desires, salvation)
ought to be pursued.
This experience can be further understood by the nature of
the artist. In Indian poetics, the artist is said to attain a higher state of
mind than that of a yogi (ascetic), which enables him to have
extraordinary or say supra-human power or universal rhythm.3 To
articulate this nature of mind of an artist, one needs to know the
process of artistic composition which has five states—s•ÌÚti (creation),
stithi (preservation), sa®h³r (transformation), tirobhva (diffusion)
and anugraha (grace). Here s•ÌÚti (creation) is aesthetic intuition that
charges the artist. Stithi (preservation), denotes object of inspiration
which captivates the mind of the artist. sa®h³r (transformation)is
indication of expression which is the depth of the artist. Tirobhva
(diffusion)is resulting stimulation which diffuses illusion. And finally
anugraha (grace) is the manifestation of the universal rhythm. An
artstic composition which has this universal rhythm activated by
anugraha (grace) offers truth, meaning and imparts aesthetic pleasure
This experience of universal rhythm is the artist’s conscious state of
niruddha ( meditative i.e. the state of total stillness) one of the five
states of the mind, the other four being, kÌipt (sensitive and agitative),
m¿Ã (insensitive and dull), vikÌipt (interruptive and disturbed), ek³gra
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(concentrative and pointed). The mind shifts over from one state to
another at a fast speed. Sometimes it is kÌipt (sensitive and agitative),
sometimes m¿Ã (insensitive and dull), sometimes vikÌipt (interruptive
and disturbed), sometimes ek³gra (concentrative and pointed) and
sometimes niruddha (meditative i.e. the state of total stillness). Of the
five, niruddha (meditative i.e. the state of total stillness)is the highest.
It can further be divided into two sub-states : samprajñ³ta (conscious)
and asamprajñ³ta (trans-conscious). Here the second state is the
final state of a yogi , in which he becomes thoughtless. As far as the
first state is concerned, it is the state of the artist which makes him
concentrate his mind on both gross and subtle elements of nature(earth,
water, light etc.) It is the state of realization of universal rhythm. It
enables him to know the real nature and character of various objects
and materials of nature. It also enables him to achieve his purpose for
himself and society. This realization of universal rhythm which makes
one an artist is impregnated with sympathy, sensitivity and imagination.4
If such be the impulse behind art, what is that we may seek
from it. The answer is twofold: one is based on optimistic standpoint
and another on pessimistic standpoint. The former draws us closer to
the intrinsic truth and beauty and the latter takes us away from the
sufferings and perplexities of actual life. In each case the sah[daya
(aesthete) feels transported and experience aesthetic pleasure.
In Indian critical tradition sah•daya (aesthete) is also supposed
to bear this nature of poet, which enables sah•daya (aesthete) to
experience aesthetic pleasure. According to Indian aestheticians, he
should have the basic receptivity to attune himself to the level of the
artist. If his heart is at par with the imaginative mind of the artist, he
can experience this aesthetic pleasure. Unless the sah•daya (aesthete)
has an adequate degree of intellectual and emotional equipment, he
may not be able to establish that rapport with the artist which is essential
for the realization of rasa (aesthetic pleasure). Etymologically
sah•daya has two components—sa and h•daya—the first stands
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for ‘equal or same’ and the second means ‘heart’ In a word, sah•daya
(aesthete) must have sam³nadharma (the nature of the poet himself).
There may be a difference of degree, but not of kind, in sensitivity
and capacity for imaginative contemplation. Those , who by constant
practice of reading poetry, listening music and viewing work of
artchitecture have acquired in their cleansed mirror-like minds, the
capacity to identify themselves with the artist and are thus attuned to
the artist’s heart, are sah•daya (aesthete) . But it is again impossible
for a sah•daya (aesthete) to attune to the heart of the artist if he is not
savsana (one who has instincts or impressions) which are of two
types—idantini (instincts or impressions related to the past lives) and
pr³ptak³lik (instincts or impressions of the present life). Abhinavagupta
holds that sth³yºbh³vas (basic mental states or basic sentiments)reside
inherently in the human citta (mind) in the form of v³san³s (instincts
or impression). They remain dormant in the mind of every human
being. They are even carried forward to subsequent births. These
instincts or impressions and the universal sympathy enable the reader
to have aesthetic experience. A child has v³san³s (instincts or
impression) related to the past lives but the v³san³s (instincts or
impression) of this life are not developed in him fully. They remain
dormant in the mind of a child. Hence he cannot realize the universal
rhythm which enable him to have aesthetic experience.
Thus the realization of this universal rhythm is indispensable
for both the artist and the sah•daya (aesthete). It enables the artist to
heighten the common experience of life to the level of aesthetic
experience in his composition and the sah•daya (aesthete) to
experience aesthetic pleasure. Now even the sth³yºbh³vas (basic
mental states or basic sentiments) like ïoka (grief), bhaya (fear), and
jugups (disgust), which are unpleasant in practical life, become
pleasant. Vishwanath unfolds the reason of two different natures of
the unpleasant rasas (aesthetic sentiments). He holds that the
unpleasant sentiments in life produce grief due to association with
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material world), but they become alaukik (supra-human) as a result
of association with aesthetic world. In an artistic composition the
subjects afford aesthetic pleasure, leaving their original material flavour.
It is further to say that situations of life and situation as delineated in art
fundamentally differ in taste and complexion. Art has its own culture
and its characteristics. The sentiment of life undergoes a type of
processing in art, resulting in sublimity. And inasmuch as a poetic
composition is m³nas vy³p³ra (act of mind), the sah•daya (aesthete)
is moved by poetic portrayals in a manner and depth as seldom
characterizes life’s practical experiences. It is this speciality of the
poetic culture that absorbs and overwhelms the mind or inner self of
sah•daya (aesthete) for the time being. He might become forgetful, as
well, of all the exterior objects or concerns of life. This is the state of
sattvodreka (internal luminosity) in which the mind experience the
aesthetic pleasure
In this process the sah•daya (aesthete) turns from laukik
(worldly)into alaukik (supra-human) and hence now he experiences
aesthetic pleasure even in weeping. Here it is noteworthy that the
sah•daya (aesthete) transcends the world but does not enter into a
divine a world. Here citta (mind) has two states: dºpti (state of
luminosity) and pighalan (state of liquefaction). The former state
arouses the rasas (aesthetic sentiment) of bhaynaka ( the terrible),
vºra (the heroic), h³sya (the comic)etc. while the latter arouses
karuñarasa (sentiment of pathos), ï•òg³rarasa (erotic sentiment)
etc. It is noteworthy here that citta (mind) is like sealing wax which
gets melted in the company of heat and finally turns into a liquid form.
Now rajas (mode of passion)and tamas (mode of dullness) are also
liquefied and so citta (mind)experiences universal rhythm followed
by rasa. Now citta (mind) transcends the worldly limits. It is rajas
(mode of passion) and tamas (mode of dullness) that makes citta
(mind)have different experiences of life. They limit the realization of
citta (mind)but the moment these guñas (modes) are melted, the
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limitations of citta (mind)are removed and we have rasa (aesthetic
sentiment). The liquefaction of citta (mind) takes place after rajas
(mode of passion) and tamas (mode of dullness) get subdued for
the time being, affording scope for the sattva (mode of goodness) to
inundate the inner consciousness.
Let us now consider how this common experience of life
becomes the heightened form of aesthetic experience in a composition.
According to the ancient theorists each of us is fitted with a built-in
structure of sth³yºbh³vas (basic mental states or basic sentiments)
which are the modified forms of basic drives or instincts as a result of
centuries of evolutionary process of humanization and social living.
These sth³yºbh³vas (basic mental states or basic sentiments), which
are chiefly eight in number, are heightened to rasadaï³ (a relishable
state) by the artist so that we have one rasa (aesthetic sentiment)
corresponding to each of them. The artist succeeds in doing this by
resorting to the device of concretization. It is the integration of vibhvas
(causes and determinants of the rise of a sentiment), anubh³vas (the
visible effects or gestures)and vy³bhic³ribh³vas (the transitory
emotions) awakens the sth³yºbh³vas (basic mental state or basic
sentiment) into a relishable flavour called rasa (aesthetic sentiment)5.
This flavour or state remains subjective unless it is delineated by the
artist in a artistic composition where he objectifies his experience.
Now let us see how this experience passes on to the sah•daya
(aesthete). Shankuk hold that the permanent mood of the subject is
inferred to exist in the actor and sensed by the the sah•daya (aesthete)
which develops into the relishability of rasa (aesthetic sentiment).
This logical process of inference leads to ras³nubh¿ti (experience of
aesthetic sentiment). Shankuka explains how the sah•daya (aesthete)
comes to regard the actor as the real and associates rasa (aesthetic
sentiment) with him. The answer to this question can be given on the
basis of the role of j³na (knowledge) in the experience of the reader.
There are four kinds of j³na (knowledge) familiar in worldly
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experience. The first is samyaka j³na (exact knowledge) in which
there is absolute certainty as to the object of knowledge. The second
is mitthy j³na (false knowledge) in which the actual object of
knowledge is repudiated. The third is sa®³ïaya j³na (doubtful
knowledge) in which there is no definite apprehension of the object of
knowledge. The fourth is sdd•ïya j³na (resemblant knowledge) in
which resemblance of the object of knowledge is recognized in another
object. In an artistic composition, these four kinds of knowledge fail
to explain the nature of aesthetic experience. In order to explain the
nature of aesthetic experience, Shankuka has pressed into service the
analogy of the citraturaòganyya ( the picture-horse logic). He holds
that looking at the picture of a horse, one does not assume that it is a
real horse; one does not fail to understand that it is a horse; one does
not, further, harbour any doubt whether it is a horse; and likewise, one
does not think that it resembles a horse. All that suggests that, despite
the perception of the picture –horse not confronting to any of the four
types of knowledge, it strikes as real or living and thus creates delight
in us. Accordingly, the sah•daya (aesthete) comes to regard the actor/
character as the real hero and associates rasa (aesthetic sentiment)
with him on the line of citraturaòganyya ( the picture-horse logic).
Thus this aesthetic experience is a state of cumulative experience of
mind. It creates internal repose which is accompanied with aesthetic
experience.
Abhinavagupta discusses in detail and holds that it is through
s³dh³rañºkaraña (generalization) that aesthetic pleasure is obtained.
Through s³dh³rañºkaraña (generalization) the artist transcends his
subjective, objective and neutral states and has ek³kºbh³va(single
sentiment). Here vibh³va (causes and determinants of the rise of a
sentiment), anubh³vas (the visible effects or gestures)and
vy³bhic³ribh³vas (the transitory emotions) and sth³yº-bh³vas(basic
mental states or basic sentiments), all abandon their local, individual
or temporal associations or limitations and acquire a sort of
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s³dh³rañºkaraña (generalization) rather universalizaion. Accordingly,
the sth³yºbh³va (basic mental state or basic sentiment) becomes the
respected sentiment of ordinary men and women. It is after this
s³dh³rañºkaraña (generalization) has taken place in the mind of the
sah•daya (aesthete)that the aesthetic experience takes place, giving
rise to repose in the mind of the artist. This is a progression from
laukika (worldly) to alaukika (supra-human).
Notes
1

The word “aesthetics” originally meant pertaining to things
perceptible by senses, things material, as opposed to things thinkable
or immaterial. In western context, particularly from Hegelian point of
view, “aesthetics” means “the philosophy of fine arts” which seems to
mean “a theory of beautiful in general, whether in art or in nature.”
There beauty has been studied by different thinkers at different times
and accordingly there are different theories based on different points
of view. The earliest theories like hedonistic, rigoristic and moralistic
or pedagogic represent a study of the problem from the point of view
of the end of art. The theories of imitation, illusion, and idealized
representation represent a study from the point of view of the artist.
The theories of confused cognition, inference and mysticism represent
a study of the problem from the point of view of the spectator. All
these theories have been propounded on the basis of the architecture,
sculpture, painting, music and drama.
2

Bhamah (6thc.) states that kvya (poetry) promotes
purucrthas (four ends of life)—dharma, artha, k³ma, mokÌa
(righteousness, worldly possessions, desires, salvation). Vaman (8thc.)
mentions kºrti and prºti in the first section of the first chapter of his
Kavyalamakarasutra. He holds that “poetry, when excellent,
accomplishes perceptible as well as imperceptible results,—bringing
about, as it does, pleasure and fame.” Thus he uses prºti in the sense
of aesthetic pleasure as one of the purposes of poetry, the other being
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kºrti (the reputation). Mammat (10thc.), describing explicitly the
purpose of poetry, says that poetry is for attaining yaïa (fame), artha
(wealth), vyavahra (practical knowledge), ïivetarakïati (destruction
of evil), sadyah paramnand (aesthetic pleasure), and for attaining
k³nt (instructions). Of these six purposes or functions of poetry,
described in the verse, the first four are applicable to the poet while
the remaining two apply to the reader. Like Bhamah and Vaman,
Anandavardhana (9thc.)and Abhinavgupta (10th c.-11th c.) and
Pandiaraj Jagannatha (16th c.) talk of prºti in the sense of aesthetic
pleasure as one of the purposes of poetry. Rajshekhar (10thc.) in his
treatise also holds ³nand (aesthetic pleasure) as the purpose of poetry
in his own way.
It is because of this power or rhythm that a poet has been
considered as kr³nta darïinh (capable of looking both into the past
and the future). Bhattanayaka, Abhinavagupta’s teacher also considers
him as a •Ìº (seer) who has darïana ( inner view of Invisible Truths).
This conception of the poet is implied in the Sanskrit word for him,
viz. kavi itself, which occurs as early as the Rigaveda. Philologists
trace the word to a parent root from which the English verb ‘show’
also is descended. Thus kavi (poet) means ‘one who shows’ and he
who shows must necessarily have himself seen.
4

Matthew Arnold versifies this in the following lines of one of
his poems:
Lean’d on his gate he gazes—tears
Are in his eyes, and in his ears
The murmur of a thousand years.
Before him he sees life unroll,
A placid and continuous whole—
That general life which does not cease,
Whose secret is not joy, but peace;
That life, whose dumb wish is not miss’d
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If birth proceeds, if things subsist;
The life of plants, and stones, and rain,
The life he craves—if not in vain
Fate gave, what chance shall not control,
His sad lucidity of soul. 10
5

Bharata has put it in his N³Úy³ïastra in the following way:
“vibh³nubh³vayv³bhic³risaòyogateerasaniÌpattih” (the savouring
of the sentiment is possible through the combination or integration of
vibh³va (causes and determinants of the rise of a sentiment ),
anubh³va (the visible effects or gestures) and vy³bhic³ribh³va
(transitory emotion).11 Vibh³va (causes and determinants of the rise
of a sentiment ) stands for the dramatic and emotive situation, which is
not the cause but only a medium, through which sentiment arises in the
actor. It is called vibh³va (causes and determinants of the rise of a
sentiment ) because it arouses sentiment in a manner quite different
from that, in which sentiment arises in actual life. Vibh³vas (causes
and determinants of the rise of a sentiment ) are of two two kinds:
³lamban vibh³vas (the object, responsible for the arousal of
sentiment) and uddºpan vibh³vas (stimulating factors or
circumstances). ³lamban vibh³vas(the object, responsible for the
arousal of sentiment ) is again of two kinds vicaylamban (object of
the sentiment) like Madeline and ³ïraylamban (the subject or person
in whom the sentiment resides) like Porphyro ( Keats’s The Eve of
St. Egnes). Uddºpan vibh³vas (stimulating factor) is the environment,
the entire surrounding which enhances the emotive effect of the focal
point, the object which primarily stimulates sentiment. Anubh³vas
(the visible effects or gestures), include all the physical changes due to
the rise of a sentiment. Thus they are indicative of the rise of emotion.
In actual life they are known as effect of sentiment. These changes are
voluntary as they can be produced by an effort of the will. They are
called anubh³vas (the visible effects or gestures) because i) they
communicate the basic sentiment to the characters, present on the
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stage ii) they make known the nature of sentiment in the hero iii) they
make the reader/ spectator experience an identical sentiment.
Vy³bhic³ribh³vas (the transitory emotions) go along with and
consequently reinforce prevailing mood or emotional disposition.
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